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Summary 

 

In the Chinese legal and political framework, in order for the government to maintain control over 

information posted on social media platforms, commercial internet intermediaries are assigned the 

role of co-regulators to actively participate in content censorship and surveillance.  In the literature 

concerning internet censorship and internet regulation in China, scholars dedicate a lot of their 

attention to analyzing the government’s policies and the general cooperation between the Chinese 

government and ICT companies, especially in regards to enforcing censorship. From a Western 

liberal view of internet governance, the Chinese internet regulatory regime is criticized for being 

politically illegitimate and representing state totalitarianism and the government oppression of the 

rights and freedoms of citizens using the internet. The research suggests that there are more 

nuanced interrelationships between government policies and private gatekeeping practices, as well 

as between different types of gatekeepers and individuals. The output of such intermediary 

gatekeeping, as analyzed in this research, through two empirical case studies, does not fully align 

with the government standards, and looking at intermediary gatekeeping from the eyes of Chinese 

social media users, suggests the legitimacy deficit of government rules.  

The case studies show that, through different regulatory procedures, both commercial gatekeepers 

and end user community gatekeepers succeed in rewriting the standards of the policy enforcement 

processes. Once we zoom in on specific gatekeeping processes, private gatekeeping creates a 

breach in the government’s censorship and surveillance policies. We see that both cooperation as 

well as tensions exist in this regard. Agreement, disagreement, mutual shaping, and even the 

disobedience of government rules and generation of alternative standards by private gatekeepers 

occur throughout intermediary gatekeeping processes. As a result, the dilemma of the substantive 

legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping is that private gatekeepers have to rewrite or negotiate the 

standards set by government for the online gatekeeping practices in order to gain legitimacy from 

the end user community. Significantly, private actors on the Chinese internet, from commercial 

gatekeepers to grassroots end-users, manage to find a reasonable modus vivendi, to preserve a 

certain scope of internet freedom. Moreover, the traditional Chinese values, which may suggest a 

typically Chinese understanding of power and authority, as well as of rights and freedoms, mitigate 

some of the challenges to legitimacy of the Chinese internet regulations. 

Considering both the formal and substantive legitimacy deficit of the government rules and 

regulations, a relative “hands-off” approach towards internet governance is better than direct legal 

and administrative interventions. Direct government intervention into the online expression and 

user behavior will raise more legitimacy contestations and dilemmas for both private gatekeepers 

and end users. Social media platforms provide a new online public space for the deliberation of 

public issues and to formulate participatory self-regulation in interest groups, and for sub-cultural 

communities to exercise regulatory participation and deliberation. In this sense, traditional 



     

 

 

Confucian values can be a local cultural soil for cultivating the public culture of participation and 

deliberation on the Chinese internet.    
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 Internet intermediary gatekeeping: The new locus of information 

regulation in China 

Intermediary gatekeeping is a ubiquitous phenomenon in internet information dissemination and 

communication. Online communication is mediated by all kinds of intermediaries. Internet 

intermediaries – which are, generally, various kinds of internet service providers who index, host 

or simply carry content produced by others – are naturally powerful actors. Because of their 

business operations, internet intermediaries find themselves naturally positioned at the choke 

points of different types of information flows; collecting user information, disclosing such 

information, as well as hosting, indexing and publishing user generated content. Internet 

intermediaries can, therefore, wield tremendous control over user generated content and user 

behavior in general. They can leverage such control on their own initiative, but also, through 

different regulatory arrangements. Yet, intermediary gatekeeping can also be conscripted by 

governments in order to establish government control over online information and user behavior. 

In this thesis, the regulatory legitimacy of private intermediary gatekeeping for regulatory purposes 

in the Chinese internet regulatory context is explored and assessed.   

1. Gatekeeping and internet intermediary gatekeeping 
 

One way to begin to understand the concept of gatekeeping, as the pervasive social phenomenon 

it is, is to consider how it has been described by sociologist Kurt Lewin, who has pointed to how 

housewives and mothers are the gatekeepers of the food that reaches the family dinner table.1 As 

gatekeepers, housewives and mothers are furnished with the incidental power to change food 

consumption habits. Lewin pointed out the importance of studying “channels”, “gates” and 

“gatekeepers” so to understand certain process of social changes. Gatekeeping exists in many 

social phenomena in which there are channels and certain areas of the channel may function as 

gates. Gates are decision points. Gatekeepers who control the gates can therefore choose who can 

enter and who cannot; they can decide who is let in and who remains out. The phenomena of 

gatekeeping are most thoroughly studied in the fields of mass media and business governance. 

Pamela J. Shoemaker defines gatekeeping as “the process by which the billions of messages that 

are available in the world get cut down and transformed into the hundreds of messages that reach 

a given person on a given day.” 2 News channels, the press and journalists are the gatekeepers of 

the information we consume daily. In a different context, independent professional agents, such as 

                                                   
1 Kurt Lewin, ‘Frontiers in Group Dynamics’, (1947) no.2 Human Relations 1, 143. 
2 Pamela J Shoemaker, ‘A New Gatekeeping Model’ in Daniel A. Berkowitz (eds), Social Meanings of News: A Text-

Reader (Sage 1997) 57. 
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auditors, lawyers, accountants, securities analysts, and credit-rating agencies, operate with the 

expertise which make them the gatekeepers of the business conducts of their clients. In this latter 

sense, gatekeeping is regarded as “some form of outside or independent watchdog or monitor”3, 

and a gatekeeper is “someone who screens out flaws or defects or who verifies compliance with 

standards or procedures”4. Like such professional gatekeepers, information gatekeepers also have 

the potential to monitor and control the content they process. What is normatively important, 

however, is to understand that information gatekeeping can impact the freedom of individuals in 

regards to their access to information. In Kraakman’s words, both information gatekeepers and 

professional gatekeepers can be understood as “private parties who are able to disrupt misconduct 

by withholding their cooperation from wrongdoers”5. The fact that gatekeepers are, generally, 

private actors is significant, as it links intermediary gatekeeping to the broader trend of private 

decentered regulation and self-regulation.  

Because of the natural controlling potential gatekeepers have when it comes to wrongdoers, by 

imposing gatekeeper liability, at least in the field of business, private gatekeepers have long been 

conscripted under a private third party enforcement strategy for legal control. Kraakman 

mainstreamed gatekeeping theory and teased out its legal contours as vicarious liability and private 

third party enforcement strategy.6 He proposes a simple typology for gatekeeper regimes, including 

what he labels bouncer regimes and chaperone regimes, based on the scope and durability of the 

ties between gatekeepers and the regulatory targets.7 The liability that accountants and lawyers, 

for example, face for their clients is one that lies within the scope of the chaperone regime, as 

“gatekeepers can detect and disrupt misconduct in an unfolding relationship with the regulatory 

target” 8 . Meanwhile, employers are, in essence, bouncers for their employees. Likewise, 

physicians and pharmacists can be considered as bouncers for their patients; or taverns and bars 

considered bouncers for their customers. Such actors/entities are, in essence, bouncers in their 

specific markets, as these gatekeepers can disrupt misconduct “by excluding wrongdoers from a 

particular market”9.  

Internet intermediaries, as information gatekeepers, can play the gatekeeping role of the bouncer 

by simply removing user generated content or banning end users from their platforms and services. 

With the development of Web 2.0 technologies, which facilitate user interaction, the practice of 

online information gatekeeping can be formulated along a spectrum - from th prevention of online 

                                                   
3 John C. Coffee, Gatekeepers: The Professions and Corporate Governance (OUP 2006) 2.  
4 ibid.  
5 R.H. Kraakman, ‘Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy’ (1986) 2 Journal of Law, 

Economics and Organization 53. 
6 R.H. Kraakman, ‘Corporate Liability Strategies and the Costs of Legal Controls’  (1983–1984) 93 Yale Law Journal 

857; also R.H. Kraakman, ‘Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy’ (1986) 2 Journal of 

Law, Economics and Organization 53. 
7 Kraakman (n 6) 63. 
8 ibid. 
9 ibid.  
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wrongdoing, to a form of private regulatory governance. At the one end, Zittrain defines these 

online gatekeepers as “intermediaries of various kinds — generally those who carry, host, or index 

others’ content — whose natural business models and corresponding technology architectures have 

permitted regulators to conscript them to eliminate access to objectionable material or to identify 

wrongdoers in many instances”.10 At the other end, Post supplies a softer, albeit still potent, version 

of regulatory gatekeeping when he defined gatekeeping powers in the context of ICANN as “the 

power to place conditions on participation in inter-network activities.” 11  Therefore, internet 

intermediary gatekeeping can lie in a spectrum  from a minor and targeted wrong preventing model, 

to a major and sweeping participation control model. Intermediary gatekeeping can have the dual 

function of being implemented as a third party enforcement strategy for indirect legal control, or 

offered private (semi) self-regulation with or without intervention from the law. Both of these 

descriptions of gatekeeping reflect practices used in regards to social media in China and resonate 

with regulatory governance concepts in general, such as “nodal governance” and “decentred 

regulation”12, which are arguably better suited to the online environment than traditional command 

and control models.13 

Another useful way to conceptualize intermediary gatekeeping, is to consider internet intermediary 

gatekeeping to fall within another scale or spectrum. At one end of the spectrum, we find (public 

or private) intermediaries, whose very purpose is to police the “gate” - making passing-or-not-

passing or in-or-out decisions (e.g. border control). An online regulatory example of this type of 

gatekeeping are the firewalls and proxy servers at the internet gateways in China; these are the 

gateways through which foreign online material enters Chinese territory (or not, as the case may 

be).14 At the other end of the spectrum, we find private intermediaries who are accidental or 

incidental gatekeepers. These include all kinds of internet service providers. In the regulatory 

context, including that of the online environment, most gatekeepers tend to fall somewhere in 

between these two ends, in so far as these intermediaries are organizations whose main purpose is 

                                                   
10 Jonathan. Zittrain, ‘A History of Online Gatekeeping’, (2006)19(2) Harvard Journal of Law & Technology 253,254. 

See Emily B. Laidlaw, ‘A framework for identifying Internet information gatekeepers’ (2010)24(3) International 

Review of Law, Computers & Technology 263,276; also see Ira Steven Nathenson, ‘Super-intermediaries, code, 

human rights’ (2013)8 Intercultural Human Rights Law Review 119,175. 
11 David G. Post, In search of Jefferson’s Moose: Notes on the State of Cyberspace (OUP 2009) 162. 
12 See Andrew Murray, ‘Nodes and Gravity in Virtual Space’, (2012)5(2) Legisprudence 203; Emily B. Laidlaw, ‘A 

framework for identifying Internet information gatekeepers’ (2010)24(3) International Review of Law, Computers & 

Technology 263,276. 
13 Bert-Jaap Koops, Miriam Lips, Sjaak Nouwt, Corien Prins and Maurice Schellekens, ‘Should Self-regulation Be 

the Starting Point?’in Bert-Jaap Koops and others (eds), Starting Points for ICT Regulation: Deconstructing Prevalent 

Policy One-Liners (T.M.C.Asser Press 2006) 124. Andrew D. Murray, Colin Scott, ‘Controlling the New Media: 

Hybrid Responses to New Forms of Power’ (2002) 65(4) The Modern Law Review 491. 
14 YongGang Li, Our Great Firewall: Expression and Governance in the Era of the Internet (GuangXi Normal 

University Press 2009) 131-133.  
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something other than the acting as “border control”. Nonetheless, regulators have used their 

“natural” gatekeeping power for restrictive regulatory purposes.  

Governments and their domestic legal systems realize the pivotal role of internet intermediaries in 

implementing and enforcing information rules in cyberspace, steering both the internet in general 

and information towards the direction governments want to see. It is common for governments to 

impose legal duties upon intermediaries, to conscript these intermediaries who occupy positions 

at choke points, or “gates”, of information flow, to establish some governmental control over 

online information processing and dissemination. Through regulating internet intermediaries, 

governments can infuse certain normative values into online information flows. Intermediary 

gatekeeping regimes can impact the fundamental rights and freedoms of end users, in particular 

the freedom of expression and privacy of individual users.15 This is the reason why an exploration 

of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping is both theoretically and practically significant. 

Laws regulate internet intermediaries by setting a certain level of responsibility and immunity for 

intermediaries for content generated by their end users, so to steer the gatekeeping behavior of 

intermediaries towards the direction that the government considers desirable. The Chinese 

government relies on the cooperation of intermediaries to enforce online information censorship 

and user behavioral discipline, two strategies that aim to directly limit the freedom internet users 

enjoy online to an acceptable scope. Notably, even the regulation of intermediaries is designed to 

help user rights enforcement, including the right to privacy, reputation or intellectual property 

rights, the regulation may also have some indirect spillover effects on the fundamental freedoms 

of end users.  

In this respect, China – much like the West - has supplemented a traditional “command and control” 

model of regulation, with more hybrid forms of control in the new networked environment,16 

within which online gatekeepers hold significant regulatory weight.17 The Chinese government 

aims to indirectly regulate end user behavior through directly regulating and controlling 

intermediaries, and by formulating an intermediary gatekeeping regime. 18  Intermediary 

gatekeeping, on the one hand has to comply with the restrictive rules and policies of censorship 

and surveillance. On the other hand, it arguably provides some space for private and self-regulation 

in intermediary gatekeeping processes. The observed discrepancies and conflicts between the two 

aspects of said exercise of power raise the question of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping.   

                                                   
15 Ira Steven Nathenson, ‘Super-Intermediaries, Code, Human Rights’ (2013)8 Intercultural Human Rights Law 

Review 119.  
16 Andrew Murray and Colin Scott, ‘Controlling the New Media: Hybrid Responses to New Forms of Power’ (2002)65 

The Modern Law Review 491,503. See also Lawrence Lessig, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace (New York: Basic 

Books,1999). Roger Brownsword, ‘Code, Control, and Choice: why East is East and West is West’ (2005) 25(1) Legal 

Studies 1. 
17 Andrew Murray, ‘Nodes and Gravity in Virtual Space’, (2012)5(2) Legisprudence 203.  
18 Jyh-An Lee, Ching-Yi Liu and Weiping Li, ‘Searching for Internet Freedom in China’ (2013)31 Cardozo Arts& 

Entertainment 405,412. 
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2. Chinese internet governance, intermediary gatekeeping, and the legitimacy 
concerns raised in regard to local and universal values 

Boosting ICT applications across the country and integrating the popularization of the internet 

with Chinese industrialization and modernization, have been long term national policy priorities 

for the Chinese government since the 1990s. In a white paper of Chinese government, it is stated 

that “China takes internet development as a significant opportunity to boost its reform and open-

up policies and modernization drive.” 19 Promoting “information consumption” was pointed out as 

one of the policy priorities for the State Council, the central government of China, in 2013.20 

Thanks to enormous financial support from the state and policy priority, China became one of the 

countries with the largest internet user population in the world. In December 2016, the internet 

user population amounted to 731 million people, occupying 53.2% of the Chinese population, with 

95.1% of Chinese internet users using smartphones for their internet access.21  Young people form 

the main group of the Chinese internet user population. Among the internet user population, users 

aged from 20-39 are the largest user group, occupying 53.5% of the whole user population in 2016 

(20-29 = 30.3%; 30-39 = 23.2%).22  With the rapid popularization of smartphones and other 

portable devices, WLAN (wireless Local Area Network) became the mainstream type of internet 

access. On 4 December 2013, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) 

officially issued Fourth-Generation (4G) licenses to the three state-owned telecommunication 

operators, so to upgrade their mobile services; after nearly five years of 3G commercialization, 

China’s mobile industry officially started to enter the 4G era.23 

As with the commercial promotion of the internet and the information industry, China’s aggressive 

stance towards internet regulation and control is well known and documented.24 The Chinese 

government seeks to commercially exploit communications technology without political liberation. 

So a key pillar of both its internet information law and policy is to keep an authoritative presence 

                                                   
19 The Information Office of the State Council, ‘The Internet in China’ (2010) < 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2010-06/09/content_9952206.htm >accessed 19 April 2014.  
20 The State Council of the People’s Republic of China, ‘Several Opinions on Boosting Information Consumption to 

Expand Domestic Demand’ (Document of the State’ Council No.32, 2013).  
21 China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), ‘the 39th China Internet Development Statistics Report’ 2017. 

This is an authoritative report that was published by CNNIC in January 2017, CNNIC has successively launched 

national internet development statistics reports successively 39 times since 1998. Every January and July, CNNIC will 

publish the half-year internet development survey report. CNNIC was established in 1997, and approved by the 

Ministry of Information Industry. CNNIC is in charge of the Chinese domain name registration and the running of the 

domain name root servers. 
22 CNNIC, ‘the 39th China Internet Development Statistics Report’ 2017.  
23 MIIT, ‘Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued 4G licenses’ (MIIT, 4 December 2013) 

<http://www.miit.gov.cn/n11293472/n11293832/n11293907/n11368223/15748229.html>accessed 25 March 2014.  
24 Jack Goldsmith, Tim Wu, Who Controls the Internet? Illusions of A Borderless World (OUP 2006) 87-105. Jyh-

An Lee and Ching-Yi Liu and Weiping Li, ‘Searching for Internet Freedom in China: A Case Study on Google's 

China Experience’ (2013) 31(2) Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal 405. Also, Rebecca MacKinnon, 

Consent of the Networked: The Worldwide Struggle for Internet Freedom. (Basic Books, New York  2013). 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2010-06/09/content_9952206.htm
http://www.miit.gov.cn/n11293472/n11293832/n11293907/n11368223/15748229.html
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within the ‘Chinese’ internet as walled in by the “Great Firewall” 25. This firewall has been attacked 

both from within and without China, for amounting to undue state censorship, and has triggered 

an intense debate on the legitimacy and efficacy of the blocking of sites from a human rights 

perspective.26 Such an aggressive stance towards internet information control and censorship – in 

defiance of the widely held view that the internet and online activity cannot be controlled by any 

one state – raises at least two interrelated legitimacy concerns. First, there is the concern about 

“substantive” legitimacy i.e. the legitimacy of the substantive content of the restrictive rules. In 

this respect, China has attracted significant criticism given its disregard for individual rights in 

censoring and tracking, particularly the right to freedom of expression and privacy.27 When it 

comes to content regulation, Chinese internet information laws and regulations repeatedly refer to 

“nine basic prohibitions”28.  

These “basic” prohibitions provide the substantive grounds for online content regulation and 

control. Whilst there is some overlap with restrictions found in the liberal West (e.g. national 

security, libel or ethnic hatred), the ‘nine basic prohibitions’, in their entirety, go far beyond what 

would be considered acceptable limits to freedom of expression in Western liberal democracies. 

Nonetheless, even within the West, states have been hard pressed to agree, amongst themselves, 

on the legitimate limits of online censorship. 

This thesis does not directly discuss all of the substantive legitimacy concerns of internet 

governance that can be raised at the level of governmental rule, but rather focuses on intermediary 

gatekeeping practices, which falls within the second type of legitimacy issue, and is of a more 

procedural nature. This thesis is primarily concerned with the implementation of internet and 

information controls at the intermediary level, with a specific focus on intermediary gatekeeping 

(intermediary censorship and discipline), therefore can map onto more specific substantive 

legitimacy issues, such as the implementation of online pornography regulation and user 

behavioral discipline through mandatory identification. One central argument presented here is 

that the rise of social media within China (which is constituted almost entirely of home-grown 

platforms, since websites such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube etc. are blocked) has challenged 

the traditional top-down approach to internet regulation by the Chinese government, and the all-

or-nothing attitude which the Chinese government has taken in regards to foreign sites. The first 

                                                   
25 The Great Firewall (GFW) refers to the multiple sets of internet network censorship systems within the jurisdiction 

of the People’s Republic of China. The main techniques used in the GFW system include national entrance gateway 

IP blocking, key word filtering, domain name hijacking, and HTTPS certificate filtering. See  ‘Great Firewall’ 

<http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=GHnFgyY5wB7lsbO-kwq9GRSxx3c6W17sRrvQ-

Noy5k6t0npnO9slnwmt4msGRb4F1SBLvi35HXBBh-K9lpZkjq2Zxc_-LbmqV2EgJFGGwqJGJIhqcMCqTiIEO0-

pVrgOBuJluGwgITTepq3-TolHY_9Z5vzv-Sh77ehoUW1fUEUfr2YF38zWgYbzLi3IK2Sz> accessed 25 March 2014.  
26 Human Rights Watch, ‘Race to the Bottom’ Corporate Complicity in Chinese Internet Censorship’, (Human Rights 

Watch Reports, Vol 18, No.8, 2006),9-11.   
27 Rebecca MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked: The Worldwide Struggle for Internet Freedom. (Basic Books, New 

York  2013) in Ch ‘How China’s Censorship Works’.  
28 Text to Chapter 2, Section 3.2.1.  

http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=GHnFgyY5wB7lsbO-kwq9GRSxx3c6W17sRrvQ-Noy5k6t0npnO9slnwmt4msGRb4F1SBLvi35HXBBh-K9lpZkjq2Zxc_-LbmqV2EgJFGGwqJGJIhqcMCqTiIEO0-pVrgOBuJluGwgITTepq3-TolHY_9Z5vzv-Sh77ehoUW1fUEUfr2YF38zWgYbzLi3IK2Sz
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=GHnFgyY5wB7lsbO-kwq9GRSxx3c6W17sRrvQ-Noy5k6t0npnO9slnwmt4msGRb4F1SBLvi35HXBBh-K9lpZkjq2Zxc_-LbmqV2EgJFGGwqJGJIhqcMCqTiIEO0-pVrgOBuJluGwgITTepq3-TolHY_9Z5vzv-Sh77ehoUW1fUEUfr2YF38zWgYbzLi3IK2Sz
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=GHnFgyY5wB7lsbO-kwq9GRSxx3c6W17sRrvQ-Noy5k6t0npnO9slnwmt4msGRb4F1SBLvi35HXBBh-K9lpZkjq2Zxc_-LbmqV2EgJFGGwqJGJIhqcMCqTiIEO0-pVrgOBuJluGwgITTepq3-TolHY_9Z5vzv-Sh77ehoUW1fUEUfr2YF38zWgYbzLi3IK2Sz
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contribution by this thesis is to illustrate how the controlling of foreign online content tells only 

half of the story of Chinese internet censorship;the other half of the story concerns the much more 

dynamic and nuanced delegated controlling of home-grown content through the mechanism of 

domestic internet intermediary gatekeeping, which allows more room for non-state, hybrid types 

of power dynamics, and may have special normative implications for the legitimacy of internet 

governance in China.  

The Chinese government knows the importance of public legitimacy when it comes to information 

rules and policies. This shines through from some of the normative language used, such as legality, 

freedom of expression, privacy, discipline, information safety, fairness and transparency, when the 

Chinese government openly defends the regulatory legitimacy of government information rules 

and policies to the public.29 Although China may effectively handle the “enemy” from the outside, 

it is rather more difficult to deal with the “enemy” from within in manners which are publicly 

justifiable. Wholesale blocking and banning would be throwing out the baby with the bathwater, 

and can hardly be accepted by Chinese society.  A more nuanced gatekeeping regime creates less 

resistance towards the government, as well as towards its regulation and control, and in practice, 

leaves space for negotiating substantive content standards – whether from a governmental, 

intermediary and end user perspective. Intermediary gatekeeping can be a relatively open process 

for impacted stakeholders to construct and contest the regulatory legitimacy of the implemented 

rules, in comparison to a direct top-down governmental process. Moreover, from a substantive 

perspective, it is interesting to note that normative concepts such as the rule of law and 

constitutional rights and freedoms, which are western orientated liberal political virtues, are not 

the only normative concepts that are referred to by government authorities in response to the public 

criticism of the rules of information control. Interestingly, the current central leaders of the party 

state have also referred to traditional Chinese values, which may have roots in classical Confucian 

thoughts, to justify internet and information control rules.30 Confucian values are still influential 

in China, both socially and politically.31 A second contribution of this thesis is to evaluate whether 

or not Confucian values, as a Chinese moral outlook, can provide Chinese interpretation of the 

normative benchmarks of the legitimacy of gatekeeping power exercise for internet users.   

Based on the initial discussion above, the central research question of this thesis is: 

What are the challenges to the legitimacy of the intermediary gatekeeping regime in Chinese 

internet regulation, and what are possible ways to address these legitimacy challenges?  

To answer this central research question, the following five sub-research questions will be 

addressed and analyzed:  

                                                   
29  For specific discussion, text to Chapter 2, Section 3.4. 
30Text to Chapter 2, Section 3.4.  
31 Daniel. A. Bell, China’s New Confucianism- Politics and Every Life in Changing Society (Princeton University 

Press, 2008).  
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1. How are internet intermediaries conscripted as gatekeepers for the government in the Chinese 

internet regulation system? And how do government authorities officially justify intermediary 

gatekeeping for the purpose of information control?  

2. What is the legal status of the individual rights to freedom of expression, and privacy? What 

are the traditional Chinese understandings of freedom of expression and privacy?  

3. Which theoretical framework of legitimacy can be identified to assess the legitimacy challenge 

of intermediary gatekeeping?   

 

4. How do private gatekeepers and end users perceive, behave and respond to censorship and the 

discipline implemented by intermediary gatekeeping? Specifically, to what extent, and in 

which ways and for what possible reasons, are governmental rules accepted, disobeyed or re-

shaped by private gatekeepers and end users?  

 

5. What are the normative implications of the empirical findings for understanding the 

construction and contestation of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping?  

Instead of being only guided by commercial principles, and acting as neutral network and 

information service providers, intermediary gatekeepers in the Chinese context, have very strong 

government rule implementation purposes and functions of (self- or indirect) regulatory control of 

user content and behavior. This therefore raises questions as to the regulatory legitimacy of 

gatekeeping powers. In the absence of disallowing these domestic platforms altogether, and with 

the national policy of boosting the growth of the internet and information industry, the Chinese 

government, by relying more heavily on the cooperation of private online gatekeepers and end 

users, has started to employ more nuanced regulatory strategies that are not dissimilar from those 

used in the West. Arguably, the rules of intermediary gatekeeping require legitimacy more than 

opaque top-down government censorship, because it relies on the cooperation of all kinds of 

private actors involved in the gatekeeping process and the acceptance of end user communities, 

especially since intermediary gatekeeping contains more elements of private self-regulation. 

Importantly, the success of the implementation of information rules and policies through 

intermediary gatekeeping mechanisms is at least partly dependent on their acceptance by the 

Chinese internet community; this acceptance, in turn, requires, contests and constructs substantive, 

procedural, and source legitimacy, which we are concerned with in this legitimacy inquiry. In 

Beetham’s words, “examples of the loss of moral authority, from the classroom to the state, 

indicate that legitimacy is significant not only for the maintenance of order, but also for the degree 

of cooperation and quality of performance that the powerful can secure from the subordinate…”32. 

This thesis shows, through two case studies, that nuanced perceptions and attitudes of private 

actors involved in the intermediary gatekeeping process towards censorship and surveillance are 

expressed, and provide empirical resources for understanding the social meanings of the normative 

                                                   
32 David Beetham, the Legitimation of Power (Palgrave 1991) 29.  
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benchmarks of legitimacy against the Chinese cultural context, as well as for constructing and 

contesting the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping in the sense of content censorship and 

behavioral discipline based on the Chinese understanding of the normative benchmarks of 

legitimacy.   

3. The Theoretical framework for analyzing the legitimacy challenge of internet 
intermediary gatekeeping: The same tool designed for different ends  

 

Intermediary gatekeeping raises complex normative questions regarding power legitimacy, from  

the normative benchmarks one society upholds in making information policy, such as fundamental 

rights and freedoms of impacted end users, and social stability and self-discipline in the Chinese 

case. Through imposing responsibilities and immunities, intermediaries can be conscripted to act 

as gatekeepers for governments for the purpose of rule implementation on the internet, in both 

Chinese and western internet regulatory systems. Put differently, the setting of responsibilities or 

immunities on intermediaries is determined by the normative values one legal and regulatory 

system aims to uphold in cyberspace. To what degree and for what substantive purposes 

intermediaries are held responsible for the processes and consequences of information production 

and dissemination that they take part in, will influence what kind of intervention intermediaries 

may make in user generated information and behavior, and directly or indirectly determine the 

scope of rights and freedoms individual end users can enjoy on online platforms and throughout 

their online lives under the practices of intermediary gatekeeping. In western liberal regimes, the 

legal regime of intermediary responsibility and immunity may lie in line with the values of freedom 

of information and expression. Should it do so, the  “notice and takedown” mechanism is supposed 

to set the correct legal incentive for intermediaries for a light responsibility of content gatekeeping 

in a procedural and passive manner, as the neutral bouncer based on qualified notices. Intermediary 

gatekeeping thus represents a balance between the regulatory forbearance regarding internet 

information, letting the internet and free speech flourish, whilst seeking to curtail the worst wrongs. 

33 Alternatively, the legal regime of intermediary responsibility and immunity is supposed to 

comply with the constitutional framework of the public values of fundamental rights and 

democracy. Intermediaries should be morally responsible, facilitating the realization of 

constitutional democracy, where privacy and freedom of expression constitute two relevant major 

fundamental rights among others for the functioning of constitutional democracy in the 

information age and in the context of intermediary gatekeeping.34 Contrastingly, and as will be 

analyzed in Chapter 2, the Chinese internet regulatory system conscripts intermediary gatekeepers 

by imposing very strict and broad responsibilities on intermediaries for the legality of user 

                                                   
33 Jonathan Zittrain, ‘A History of Online Gatekeeping’ (2006)19(2) Harvard Journal of Law & Technology 253, 266.    
34 Mireille Hildebrandt, ‘Who Needs Stories If You Can Get the Data? ISPs in the Era of Big Number Crunching’ 

(2011)24 Philosophy & Technology 371.  
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generated content and the discipline of user behavior, and so encourages intermediary gatekeeping 

to be active platform policing, content censorship and surveillance.  

Theoretically, when viewing intermediary gatekeeping as an indirect, private or self-regulating 

mechanism, the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping asks for two levels of normative inquiry. 

Firstly, intermediary gatekeeping intimately relates with the justifications given for specific 

governmental intentions and purposes for conscripting internet intermediaries as gatekeepers for 

implementation of the law. Secondly, we may witness a problem of legitimacy when concerned 

with intermediary gatekeeping as a privatization of power and authority in internet and information 

regulation, especially when there is a discrepancy between the content of the formal rule and a 

self-regulatory rule developed in intermediary gatekeeping process. How, therefore, should we 

judge the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping? Both levels of legitimacy inquiry - public or 

private authority - can be answered by applying one theoretical framework of legitimacy, as is 

developed in Chapter 4, that is essentially based on the three normative dimensions of legitimacy, 

as well as a subjective understanding of legitimacy.  

To summarize the theoretical framework of legitimacy developed in Chapter 4, one can begin by 

pointing out that in the literature on political legitimacy, legitimacy is the virtue of a political 

institution; to earn respect, produce acceptance and compliance from the subordinate. In essence, 

a claim of legitimacy should demonstrate a certain moral bond between the authority and the 

subordinate. Legitimacy has both normative and descriptive conceptualizations in political 

philosophy. The normative inquiry of legitimacy can seek to address three concerns: the source of 

power (source legitimacy), the content of the exercise of power (substantive legitimacy) and the 

procedure of the exercise of power (procedural legitimacy).  The sociological and descriptive 

concept of legitimacy defines legitimacy as a people’s positive attitude towards the authority; 

legitimacy is therefore tantamount to the acceptance of and belief in the authority, by the people. 

The subjective understanding of legitimacy resonates with the descriptive formulation of 

legitimacy, as the exercise of power needs to be justified in the eyes of the subordinate, and needs 

to conform to the reasons and normative expectations of the people. 

In western societies, the rule of law, particularly legality, is now frequently used as a shorthand 

for legitimacy, or at least as an integral part of the idea of legitimacy. The point is that legality is 

one part of legitimacy, but is not equivalent to the legitimacy of a regulation. The content of the 

law itself needs to be justified in the eyes of the affected to support the substantive legitimacy and 

procedural legitimacy of a rule-based exercise of power. Respect for the rational and autonomous 

moral judgement of individuals is the founding normative benchmark of the framework of 

legitimacy in this thesis and, is regarded as morally acceptable for Chinese society. The moral 

reasoning and reasoned discussion of the affected are, therefore, important for understanding and 

judging the legitimacy of the exercise of power, since the normative benchmarks of legitimacy 

that are used and how they are applied in determining the legitimacy of regulatory actions, will 
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largely depend on the moral expectations of the people and values of the society in which they are 

applied. 

Whether concerned with the internet in China or in the West, law is not the only behavioral control 

force in cyberspace. In Lessig’s famous formulation, behavior in cyberspace is co-shaped and co-

regulated by law, norms, market and code.35 A lot of cyberspace is owned and operated by private 

actors, whose behavior has significant political consequences and is influenced by hybrid forms of 

forces, not merely by law.36 Intermediary gatekeeping is a regulatory practice co-shaped by law, 

norms, market and code, and demonstrates the privatization and hybridization of power and 

authority in cyberspace. Our online lives are heavily mediated and controlled by internet 

intermediaries, most of whom are private and commercial actors. Even for an authoritative regime 

like China, where the party state and its law claim absolute normative authority upon the whole 

society, although with different dynamics among the multiple regulatory forces, the governmental 

conscription of intermediary gatekeeping inevitably opens some space for the exercise of non-state 

power in private gatekeeping processes. This also facilitates the co-regulation of law, norms, 

market and code in intermediary gatekeeping practices, and may lead to a regulatory result of 

intermediary gatekeeping which is different from the purposes which the government sought, but 

not necessarily illegitimate if we agree that formal legality is not equivalent to legitimacy. The 

legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, as an exercise of authority – whether that be governmental 

authority or that of private gatekeepers - needs to reflect the right background reasons apply to the 

internet users in order to establish moral legitimacy for its regulatory conducts. 

In a nutshell, the intermediary gatekeeping regime is a common regulatory tool for national 

governments that is used to control both the internet and information. It is also common for 

intermediary gatekeeping to facilitate the privatization and hybridization of power and authority 

on the internet, as intermediary gatekeeping is, essentially, a regime that highlights the private 

implementation of laws and other regulatory rules by all kinds of private internet and information 

service providers. Yet, it is clear that an inquiry into the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, 

as a tool that is deployed by national governments and laws for different legal and normative ends, 

needs to be made whilst bearing in mind the different cultural, moral and political backgrounds in 

which it is applied. The moral legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping is to assess the relationship 

between the rules and people’s moral reasoning. The inquiry into the legitimacy of intermediary 

gatekeeping in this research takes local Chinese culture, into account when interpreting and 

questioning the legitimacy of power and control, censorship and discipline. With the specific 

Chinese political and cultural situation, intermediary gatekeeping may suggest different normative 

implications, from the west, for the legitimacy of Chinese internet governance. This research aims 

                                                   
35  Lawrence Lessig, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace (Basic Books 1999).   
36 Ronald Deibert, and Rafal Rohozinski. ‘Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace’ (2010)21(4) Journal of 

Democracy 43-57.  
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to offer a theoretically and empirically informed insider’s perspective on the legitimacy of the 

Chinese government’s conscription of private gatekeepers for the regulatory purposes.  

4. Methodology  

4.1 An overview of the methodology  

The research started with a very general research interest in the “spontaneous ordering” of 

cyberspace and the normative implications of private ordering on online social media platforms in 

relation to the information control policy of China. After a further review of the literature, the area 

of intermediary gatekeeping was identified as a more concrete research subject,  due to the assigned 

regulatory role of private internet intermediaries for content censorship and behavioral discipline 

in the Chinese internet regulation system. Direct government censorship in China is well known 

and generally viewed as an illegitimate constraint of the fundamental rights and freedom of citizens. 

Yet, intermediary censorship is less studied. Intermediary gatekeeping is a common regulatory 

tool that national governments use to establish control over internet information, but that is not 

fully controlled by the government. This therefore allows for some space for dynamic interaction 

between private and public power, and even autonomous self-regulation. Legitimacy is the other 

leg of the research. The interest in legitimacy started with the impression that formal legality does 

not secure moral legitimacy, in the sense of peoples’ acceptance, respect, and obedience of the law. 

In the Chinese internet regulation system, disobedience of top-down censorship is pretty common, 

both at the intermediary and user levels. In order to better understand online intermediary 

regulatory gatekeeping in China, and to investigate the moral relationship between regulatory 

gatekeeping and the moral expectations of the regulated, I therefore turned my attention from 

doctrinal research of internet policies and laws to the empirical study of the private implementation 

and regulatory activities of intermediaries, as an opportunity to investigate and explore more 

acceptable normative ordering possibilities in relation to the internet, and for a snapshot as to how 

to better understand the regulatory practices of private gatekeepers under the governmental policy 

of censorship and control. The empirical study focuses on finding out who participates in the 

gatekeeping process and what roles they play in it; how gatekeepers and end users experience 

government regulation, and what they do as community hosts,  as well as whether or not they agree 

with the regulation imposed on them and what their moral motivations and reasons are.   

Two concrete gatekeeping cases were selected to provide empirical data for the assessment of the 

legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping. Compared with other mainstream social media platforms, 

Baidu Tieba platform developed a relatively autonomous self-regulation system for user generated 

content (a system generated by end users themselves), with periodical interventions from the 

Company and authorities, as a corollary of Baidu’s gatekeeping procedure. Thus, content 

regulation in Baidu Tieba community can be a very illustrative case for the study of intermediary 

gatekeeping processes and private normative ordering. The first case study is therefore the content 

regulation by private gatekeepers on Baidu’s Tieba platform. From seven individual Tieba 
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communities, 17 individual interviews of Tieba hosts (who are voluntary administrators of Tieba 

communities, selected from Tieba end users) and 15 individual interviews of end users were 

conducted to collect qualitative data. The selection of the Tieba community is based on the 

community theme (five homosexual literature communities, one non-homosexual literature 

community and one community that allows both homosexual and heterosexual literature).37 The 

selection of individual interviewees was based on user activeness and experience; only 

experienced users were selected.38 Through analyzing this data, the aim is to understand the 

regulatory practices, rules and values of hosts, and the experiences and values of end users. The 

analysis pertains to the role of Tieba hosts as private gatekeepers, perceptions of formal rules and 

self-regulatory community rules, especially rules regulating pornographic content and politically 

sensitive content, and the regulatory procedures used by Tieba hosts for content handling.  

The second case study is on the implementation, by social media platform providers, of the Chinese 

government’s real name policy. The real name policy has been a long-term regulatory effort by 

the Chinese government to increase its ability to regulate both the internet and user behavior. The 

development of the real name policy is a result of co-regulation between the government and 

intermediaries. Part of the empirical data in the case study is collected from the interviews from 

the first case study. Other parts of the data are generated from two focus group interviews of Weibo 

end users (one ordinary Weibo user group and one government employee group).39 The empirical 

part of the case study aims to analyze the perceptions held by users of the role of intermediaries as 

co-regulators of online platforms, as well as the perceptions that end users have of the real name 

registration rules, in particular to reflect users’ understanding of privacy interest, and the 

procedural requirement for the implementation of the real name policy by intermediaries..  

The two case studies are illustrative of intermediary gatekeeping practices that rely on either the 

self-regulation of private gatekeepers or co-regulation between government and private 

gatekeepers for the implementation of information control rules made by the government. This, 

therefore, allows some space for the free formulation of norms and values applied to private 

gatekeepers and end users independently of government. Substantively, the potential of the two 

case studies lays in mapping both the perceptions and opinions of of internet users, and providing 

empirical resources as to the Chinese understanding of individual rights and freedoms, particularly 

regarding free expression and privacy, against the specific context of intermediary gatekeeping as 

a hybrid form of power and control. In Baidu Tieba case, freedom of expression is the core value 

which needs to be interpreted and balanced against content gatekeeping. As regards the real name 

policy, privacy and freedom of expression are both involved as the anchoring values that need to 

be interpreted and balanced with other values. 

                                                   
37 Text to Chapter 5, Section 1.1.2.  
38 Text to Chapter 5, Section 1.2.  
39 Text to Chapter 6, Section 2.2.   
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4.2 Research Methods  

In gathering data, both doctrinal legal research, individual interviews and focus group interviews 

were conducted. Specifically, sub-questions 1, 2 and 3 are mainly answered through desk work. 

For sub-question 1, I examined government policies and laws about empowering and controlling 

intermediary gatekeeping. For sub-question 2, besides a brief examination of the laws and 

regulations of the right to freedom of expression and privacy, I also conducted secondary research 

on literature and materials on a traditional Chinese understanding of freedom of expression and 

privacy. To answer sub-question 3, I studied literature on political legitimacy in western political 

and legal theories, to set up the theoretical framework for the empirical case studies and to interpret 

the empirical findings in accordance with said framework of legitimacy. This choice was 

influenced by the understanding that the concept of the rule of law is most thoroughly understood 

from a western liberal view. This also applies in China, where Western political and legal theories 

are well-introduced in Chinese legal education, and are influential in both legal and political 

debates regarding rights and regulatory legitimacy in Chinese society.  

Qualitative case study is the main method used in this research to answer the core research question, 

as intermediary gatekeeping practices on social media platforms, along with the participation of 

multiple non-state actors, has received little attention and has not been adequately studied, at least 

empirically, in the literature. This research aims to contribute to the social-legal analysis of 

intermediary gatekeeping and based on the empirical findings to assess its legitimacy. In a case 

study, a case is “an object of interest in its own right, and the researcher aims to provide an in-

depth elucidation of it”40. According to Robert K. Yin, the case study method is very relevant if 

the research question seeks to “explain some present circumstances”41, or to make “an extensive 

and in-depth description of some social phenomena”42. A case study has several characteristics: it 

is an empirical inquiry, studying a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, and 

typically seeks to answer “how” or “why” questions, under the understanding that the investigator 

has little/no possibility of controlling the events.43 Interviews are the primary method of collecting 

data when doing the two case studies. Through qualitative case studies, the research locates the 

evaluation of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping in two concrete gatekeeping cases. The 

first case study provides us with the opportunity to understand the moral motivations and reasons 

of relatively autonomous private gatekeepers and end users, and how they experience and conceive 

content censorship. This is connected to how the power of content censorship in Baidu Tieba is 

widely delegated to community gatekeepers and makes the process more open and responsive to 

Tieba end users than opaque government censorship. The second case study illustrates another 

measure of government information regulation: through increasing the level of online real identity 

                                                   
40 Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods (4th edn, OUP 2012) 69.  
41 Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods (4th edn, Sage 2009) 34. 
42 ibid 35. 
43 ibid 57-61. 
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verification, to increasing discipline and self-discipline of online expression. Through both 

individual interviews and focus group interviews with online platform end users, the case study 

can provide empirical data that can help us understand how users perceive the real name policy 

and the moral reasons why they hold such opinions. The empirical data in the two case studies was 

both deductively and inductively coded and analyzed, and the specific case study design and data 

analysis processes are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The data collection and data analysis 

were guided by the theoretical framework of legitimacy that is developed in Chapter 4. And in this 

book, all translations from Chinese were made by the author, except where I indicated another 

source of translation.        

5. Overview of the chapters 

Internet intermediaries are the incidental gatekeepers of our online communication and 

information. In China, different kinds of intermediaries are legally conscripted by the government 

to wield control over online content and user behavior through implementing policies of censorship 

and discipline. This thesis aims to understand how the legitimacy of concrete intermediary 

gatekeeping practices is constructed or contested by internet users. Chapter 2 examines the 

government rules and laws that empower online intermediary gatekeeping. It analyses the imposed 

legal responsibilities on commercial intermediaries for implementing content censorship and 

behavioral discipline, taking into consideration how, at least in the Chinese internet regulatory 

system, intermediaries are, commonly, not neutral private actors, and are assigned proactive 

regulatory roles. Chapter 3 analyses the legal status of individual rights to freedom of expression 

and privacy, and the limited controlling effect of rights upon both public and private exercises of 

power in the Chinese legal system; and the traditional Chinese understanding of the value of free 

expression and privacy. Chapter 4 develops a theoretical framework of legitimacy to provide a 

thematic framework for data collection in the two case studies and deductive themes for the 

analysis of the collected data. It concludes that the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping requires 

the exercise of power and authority reflects grounds and reasons that apply to end users 

independently of the authoritative directives.  

In the empirical part of the thesis, Chapter 5, we examine the case study of content regulation in 

Baidu Tieba. The case study examines the regulatory rules and practices of Tieba hosts in their 

communities, and the perceptions and attitudes of end users towards government policies and self-

regulation by hosts, as well as the background reasons why hosts and end users conduct certain 

activities and hold certain perceptions. Based on the collected data, the chapter analyzes both the 

discrepancy and congruence of values between government rule, self-regulatory rule by private 

gatekeepers and the normative expectation of end users. Chapter 6 is a case study of the 

implementation of the government’s real name policy by intermediaries. It examines the 

perceptions and attitudes of government employees and ordinary social media end users towards 

the real name policy implemented by Baidu Tieba and Sina Weibo. Both differences and 

congruence of the moral expectations about the real name policy between the two groups of end 

users are analyzed. Chapter 7 concludes and analyses the normative implications of the findings 
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of the empirical case studies for assessing the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, to answer 

the overall research question. In particular, chapter 7 reflects on the source, substantive and 

procedural legitimacy of the gatekeeping power of private actors based on the opinions and 

perceptions of the interviewees from the two case studies.    
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Chapter 2 Intermediary gatekeeping in the 

Chinese internet regulation system   

1. The Chinese internet  

1.1 The Chinese internet and information service 

The Chinese internet has about thirty years of history. On August 25, 1986, the leader of the 

ALEPH group of the Institution of High Energy Physics,44 Weimin Wu, sent an e-mail, from 

Beijing, to Jack Steinberger in Geneva, the leader of ALEPH, which was the first international e-

mail from China. In 1989, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)45 undertook the network 

building project assigned by the National Planning Committee, Zhong Guancun46 Education and 

Research Demonstration Network, NCFC47, which became the predecessor of the “China Science 

and Technology Network” (CSTNET) in 1996. On April 20, 1994, for the first time, NCFC 

realized a connection with the international Internet, via the 64Kbps satellite special line from 

NCFC to Stocken, California, USA. This was considered the home page of Chinese Internet. As 

from 1989, China began to construct its domestic internet, and set a five-year goal, to build four 

national interconnected backbone networks and realize their connection with the international 

Internet. Besides CSTNET, the other three backbone networks, CERNET, CHINANET and 

CHINAGBN, were all launched in 1994. The China Education and Research Network (CERNET), 

founded and managed by the Chinese Ministry of Education, is China's largest nonprofit, academic 

network. CHINANET, (China’s Public Computer Internet, also known as the Chinese broadband 

Internet), was the electronic information network formerly under the management of the former 

Chinese Ministry of Posts and Telecoms. In May 1995, CHINANET Shanghai officially began 

offering internet services to the public. After the withdrawal of CMPT, the operation and 

management of CHINANET was replaced by Chinese Telecom48. CHINAGBN, (China Golden 

Bridge Network, is also called the Chinese national public economic information network), is 

China's national information infrastructure for realizing the informatization of the national 

                                                   
44 ALEPH is an international group that performs high-energy physics experiments in the electron collider LEP in the 

Nuclear Energy Center of Western Europe, Chinese scientists participated in the ALEPH group, Institution of High 

Energy Physics of Chinese Academy of Sciences was a member of ALEPH.  
45 The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is China’s highest academic institution in science and technology and the 

Chinese natural sciences and high-tech integrated research and development center. CAS was established in November 

1949 in Beijing, as a government department. On September 21, 1954, the first meeting of the National People’s 

Congress (NPC) passed the "Organic Law of the State Council," and stated that CAS was no longer classified as a 

government department, but that the work of CAS was still under the guideline of the State Council. 
46 Zhong Guan Cun, established in the early 1980s, is China’s first national independent innovation demonstration 

zone and high-technological industry centre -including the internet industry. After twenty years of development, 

Zhong Guan Cun has gathered nearly 20,000 high-tech enterprises, such as Lenovo, Baidu, Sina, etc.  
47 NCFC is the abbreviation of the National Computing and Networking Facility of China.  
48 In 1995, China Telecom was registered as a Business Corporation, and hence, gradually separated governmental 

functions from enterprise management. The China Telecommunications Group Corporation, founded in 2002, is 

China's large state-owned telecommunications company. The main services cover fixed telephone, mobile 

communications, satellite communications, and Internet access and information services.  
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economy.49 CHINAGBN provides network infrastructure and applications for China’s “Golden” 

Projects50, including e-customs, e-taxes, e-currency, etc. Since then, China’s internet mainframe 

was established. CSTNET and CERNET mainly provide nonprofit internet services for research 

and education, while CHINANET and CHINAGBN provide profit oriented internet services that 

are open to the public.  

Presently, internet access is available to more than half of the Chinese population. Internet and 

information services are provided by different layers of intermediaries. According to the official 

document “Classification of Telecommunications Services” (the Classification) issued by MIIT in 

201551, telecommunication services are classified into two categories: Category A - basic telecom 

service; and Category B - value-added telecom services. Traditional fixed-line telephone, mobile 

phone, IP phone communication services and telecommunication infrastructure or internet access 

infrastructure services belong to the basic telecom service. Internet access services (B14), 

including WLAN and Wi-Fi services, internet-based information services (B25), such as caching, 

hosting, and information locating services, all belong to the value-added telecom service.  Thus, 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet Content Providers (ICPs) are all subject to the 

regulation of value-added telecommunication service.  

Article 10 of the “Telecommunication Regulation” of China stipulates that basic 

telecommunication services of Category A are only open to state-controlled corporations, as the 

state-owned shares shall be no less than 51%.52 The providers of internet infrastructure services 

must get permission from the MIIT to build and operate their own internet backbone networks and 

international gateways. The services are under the monopoly of state-owned commercial 

corporations. Nowadays, three state-owned telecommunication corporations, which are considered 

the biggest of such corporations, provide said services: China Telecom, China Mobile, and China 

Unicom. 53  As these three state-owned telecom corporations operate the physical internet 

                                                   
49‘China Golden Bridge Network’ 

<http://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E4%BF%A1%E6%81%

AF%E7%BD%91?fromtitle=%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E7%BD%91&type=syn

> accessed 11 November 2016.  
50 The three “golden” projects are national plans for China’s information superhighway, launched in 1993, which 

include the Golden Bridge Project, Golden Custom Project, and Golden card Project. It’s a plan to fulfill the 

electronization and informatization of national economy in different areas.  
51 MIIT, ‘Notice on the Publication of “Classification of Telecommunication Services (2015 Version)”’ 

<http://www.miit.gov.cn/n1146285/n1146352/n3054355/n3057709/n3057714/c4564270/content.html > accessed 11 

November 2016.  
52 Telecommunication Regulation of China, article 10. 

<http://www.scio.gov.cn/32344/32345/32347/33617/xgzc33622/Document/1452066/1452066.htm>  accessed 11 

November 2016. 
53  The Classification states that to run the first class of basic telecommunications services, a national network 

infrastructure needs to be built. The operation affects a wide range of users, and is related to national and economic 

security. Therefore, a strict control and regulation policy will be carried out, to maintain appropriate competition, 

avoid reduplicative building of infrastructure, ensure the smooth operation of the infrastructure, and to coordinate 

http://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E4%BF%A1%E6%81%AF%E7%BD%91?fromtitle=%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E7%BD%91&type=syn
http://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E4%BF%A1%E6%81%AF%E7%BD%91?fromtitle=%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%87%91%E6%A1%A5%E7%BD%91&type=syn
http://www.miit.gov.cn/n1146285/n1146352/n3054355/n3057709/n3057714/c4564270/content.html
http://www.scio.gov.cn/32344/32345/32347/33617/xgzc33622/Document/1452066/1452066.htm
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infrastructure, they are the three major national ISPs to provide end users internet access services. 

Other regional ISPs have to rent or buy their network resources to perform internet access services. 

In contrast, value-added telecommunication service provision is also subject to an administrative 

permission system, but is much more open to private actors and market mechanisms.   

1.2 The Chinese social media  

Social media, also known as Web 2.0, which is the “umbrella term for technologies and 

applications that facilitate user interactions and user-generated content”54, has lead to the formation 

of new types of social networks, as well as information production and consumption. The internet 

breaks down geographical limitations on social life, and extends the scope within which people 

interact and communicate, by interconnecting everyone who is online. Social media provides a 

new form of information economy. Information is no longer dominated by media professionals; 

on social media, everyone can be a media outlet.55  End users are shifted from passive information 

consumers to prosumers: They are the producers as well as consumers of information on social 

media platforms. 56   Users produce, reproduce, distribute and share content on social media 

platforms. 

China has a very large social media market, which is dominated by domestic private ICT 

companies and domestic social media applications, such as Tencent QQ, Tencent WeChat, Sina 

Weibo57 and Baidu Tieba, Douban, as Western social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, do 

not get any entry to the Chinese market.  Among the 731 million Chinese netizens, 79.6% of 

Chinese netizens are Wechat users, 37.1% of all internet users are using Sina Weibo, and 45.6% 

of netizens take part in the production and consumption of online literature.58  

As Sina launched an internal test of its Weibo product in 2009, and Tencent launched an internal 

test of the Weibo service in 2010, the year 2010 was considered to be the first year of the Weibo 

era, as mainstream Chinese internet companies, including Baidu, Tencent, Sina, Netease, Sohu, all 

started their own microblog service. Sina, Tencent, Sohu and Netease were the four ICT companies 

which dominated the huge Chinese Weibo market, with 2.81 hundred million users in 2014. 

Among them, the most popular platform was hosted by Sina. Nevertheless, the social media market 

                                                   
development. Relatively speaking, the influence of the second-class basic telecommunication service is small. 

Therefore, based on market demand and the effective allocation of telecommunication resources and other factors, it 

is possible to create conditions to gradually open the market to free competition.  
54 Bert-Jaap Koops, B. Van den Berg, ‘Who Cares for Identity Information in Government 2.0? An Empirical 

Study’, in: J. Bishop (ed.), Transforming Politics and Policy in the Information Age, (Hershey, PA: IGI Global 

2007) 238-260.   
55 Clay Shirky. Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing Without Organizations (Penguin 2008) 55. 
56 George Ritzer and Nathan Jurgenson, ‘Production, Consumption, Prosumption: The Nature of Capitalism in the 

Age of the Digital “Prosumer”’ (2010)10 (1) Journal of Consumer Culture 13-36.  
57 Weibo (or Microblog in English) platforms are the popular Chinese Twitter-like social media platforms nowadays.  
58 The statistics come from “the 39th China Internet Development Statistics Report” of CNNIC, issued in January 

2017. 
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is extremely mobile and dynamic, and as the other three Weibo service providers gradually 

withdrew from the market in 2015, Sina Weibo is now the only dominating and flourishing Weibo 

platform in operation. The only remaining competitor of Sina Weibo is Tencent WeChat, which 

was initiated as an instant messaging (IM) application for smartphones in 2011. Until March 2012, 

the number of users of WeChat had soared to 100 million after only 433 days.59 By integrating 

more social media functions into the application, such as “moments”, for content-sharing within 

friend circles, and “public account”, allowing users to post content which other users can subscribe 

to, WeChat has become a portable social media platform, rather than a mere IM application.  

In China, this new form of social interaction and information communication, especially the rise 

of micro-blogging, has had significant social and political impacts.  More and more social events 

get a first boost from the disclosure of ordinary Weibo users, rather than being reported through 

traditional mass media channels. Meanwhile, traditional mass media has begun to realize the 

extensive influence of social media, and have opened official Weibo accounts to retain their online 

influence and presence in information production. Moreover, Weibo has become more than a mere 

forum for social networking and communication: More and more governmental authorities open 

official Weibo accounts, and operate them as the mouthpiece for official matters and propaganda. 

The first governmental Weibo account, “Weibo Yunnan”, was opened in November 2009, in order 

to reveal the truth about a “mass event”60 which occurred in the Kun Ming Province. Governmental 

processing of influential social affairs is made public and updated by directly posting on the Weibo 

platform. Weibo serves as a bridge between the government and the public, and increases the 

transparency and responsiveness of the exercise of governmental power.  

Social media also plays a significant role in the fight against corruption. “Weibo anti-corruption” 

refers to the social phenomenon of ordinary internet users exposing the illegal or immoral 

behaviors of government officials who are likely to be corrupted through the Weibo platform. This 

disclosure of corruption by private whistle-blowers can trigger, or support, the subsequent 

investigation by the authorities of the relevant officials.  As social media unleashes the potential 

of every individual to be a source of information, “Weibo anti-corruption” demonstrates the grass-

roots power of the masses in respect to supervising public authority. According to the “2012 Weibo 

annual report”, issued by Shang Hai Jiao Tong University in 2012,61 out of the 24 most influential 

internet anti-corruption cases, 15 were proved to be based on facts. Moreover, six out of these 15 

cases were initially exposed on the Weibo platform. In the remaining nine cases, though not 

directly exposed through Weibo, the platform still contributed a huge amount of public discussion 

and forwards62, therefore playing a significant role in pushing the investigation process forward. 

                                                   
59 See ‘Wechat’ <http://baike.baidu.com/view/5117297.htm?fr=wordsearch> accessed 25 March 2014.  
60 A mass event in China particularly refers to a social and collective event that has the potential to disturb social 

stability.  
61 Yu Qian, ‘Report Said Weibo Anti-Corruption Entered into Mature Stage’ (Tencent News, 26 December 2012) 

<http://news.qq.com/a/20121226/001235.htm> accessed 11 November 2016.  
62 “Forward” on the Weibo platform is the same with “retweet” on Twitter.  

http://baike.baidu.com/view/5117297.htm?fr=wordsearch
http://news.qq.com/a/20121226/001235.htm
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On the other hand, there are still nine cases that ended as internet rumors, which reflects the limits 

of grass-roots anti-corruption campaigns in social media.  

Weibo not only represents a new form of information economy, it also demonstrates a shift of 

power in information production from media professionals to individuals. Social media 

interconnects individuals and unleashes the power of the masses in limiting and monitoring the 

exercise of governmental power. Of course, there also lies a dark side to the unlimited power of 

the masses: Cyber violence, such as Human Flesh Search (HFS), encroaches on the legitimate 

individual rights of privacy and reputation. HFS is an online campaign in which thousands of users 

search for information about one issue or person. Typically, it begins with an individual’s private 

wrong being exposed by some netizen, which then draws public attention and even public wrath. 

This then quickly evolves into an online campaign, with thousands of netizens, acting as volunteer 

cyber-vigilantes, uniting, contributing and digging up more detailed facts and personal information, 

until the real identity of the person is exposed on the web. Moreover, the perceived evil-doers are 

not only condemned online. Typically, HFS also causes serious consequences in their offline life. 

For instance, the targets may come to suffer attacks on their person or property. They may be faced 

with losing of their jobs and reputation, or even be brought to trial if they did break the law.  

The Chinese government makes great efforts in bringing the internet and information sharing under 

control. The Chinese internet and social media platforms are born hand in hand with rigid 

governmental control and regulation of online information and grass-roots power. To understand 

the context of this governmental control, it is useful firstly to have a closer look at the Chinese 

political and legal system.  

2. The Chinese political and legal system  

Since 1949, The People’s Republic of China (China) has officially adopted a modern legal system, 

based on a constitution. The constitution that is currently in force was enacted in 1982, with four 

amendments passed in 1988, 1993, 1999 and 2004, by the NPC. The 1982 Constitution stipulates 

the political regime of China. According to this constitution, China is a socialist state under the 

people’s democratic dictatorship, led by the working class, and based on the alliance of workers 

and peasants.63 The socialist system is thus the basic system of China. Disruption of the socialist 

system by any organization or individual is prohibited.64 According to the Constitution, all power 

in China belongs to the people.65 NPC and the local People’s Congresses at different levels are the 

organs for people to exercise state power,66 and are constituted through democratic elections, 

responsible for the people and subject to their supervision.67 The state organs of China apply the 

principle of “democratic centralism”.68 In contrast to Western democratic regimes, which are 

                                                   
63 Constitution 1982, article 1, para 1.  
64 Constitution 1982, article 1, para 2.  
65 Constitution 1982, article 2, para 1.  
66 Constitution 1982, article 2, para 2.  
67 Constitution 1982, article 3, para 2.  
68 Constitution 1982, article 3, para 1.  
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based on the division and balance of state powers, and contrary to totalitarian systems, democratic 

centralism carries four strands of implications: 1) Following the mass line, opposing the tendency 

to divorce the masses and undermine democratic style of work; 2) strengthening the leadership of 

the CCP, and opposing decentralism; 3) correctly managing the relationship between the central 

government and local governments, as well as strengthening the leadership of the central 

government, and unleashing the enthusiasm of local governments, implementing administrative 

regulation at different levels; and finally 4) emphasizing collective interests, overall interests, and 

long-term interests.69 All administrative, judicial and procuratorial organs of the state are created 

by the People’s Congress, to which they are accountable and by which they are supervised.70 The 

division of functions and powers between the central and local state organs is guided by the 

principle of democratic centralism, giving full scope to the initiative and enthusiasm of the local 

authorities under the unified leadership of the central authorities.71 There is a universal horizontal-

vertical bureaucratic arrangement of both legislative power and administrative power in the 

Chinese legal and administrative system.72  

With respect to the legislative power of the state at central authority level, the NPC, the Standing 

Committee of the NPC, as well as the State Council with specific authorization, are the law-making 

authorities. The State Council is the central government of China, with the highest administrative 

power. According to the Legislation Law of China, the lawmaking authorities are the NPC and the 

Standing Committee of the NPC, which exercise the highest legislative power.73 The NPC enacts 

and amends criminal, civil, and state organic laws and other basic laws.74 The Standing Committee 

of the NPC exercises the legislative power to enact and amend national laws other than those 

enacted by the NPC. When the NPC is not in session, the Standing Committee can only exercise 

the legislative power to partially supplement and amend national laws enacted by the NPC.75 The 

Standing Committee of the NPC has the authority to interpret national laws.76 Vertically, the 

People’s Congress of one province, autonomous region, or municipality directly under the control 

of the central government, can enact local decrees, autonomous decrees and special decrees and 

rules, which cannot, however, contravene any provision of the constitution, national law or 

administrative regulations.77 The People’s Congress of a major city can also enact local decrees.78 

                                                   
69 Meng Hou, ‘Democratic Centralism in Political and Legal Tradition’, (2011) 1 Law and Commerce Research, 

120, 120-121.  
70 Constitution 1982, article 3, para 3.  
71 Constitution 1982, article 3, para 4.  
72 Henry L, Hu. ‘The Political Economy of Governing ISPs in China: Perspectives of Net Neutrality and Vertical 

Integration’ (2011) The China Quarterly 205.  
73 Legislation Law of China, article 7, para 1.  
74 Legislation Law of China, article 7, para 2.  
75 Legislation Law of China, article 7, para 3.  
76 Legislation Law of China, article 42.  
77 Legislation Law of China, article 63, para 1.  
78 Legislation Law of China, article 63, para 2.  
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In the administrative regulation system, the State Council has the authority to enact administrative 

regulations, which constitute applicable legal norms for court decisions,79  except for matters 

relating to crimes and criminal sanctions, the deprivation of a citizen’s political rights, compulsory 

measures and penalties which restrict the personal freedom of citizens, as well as the judicial 

system.80 Under the centralized leadership of the State Council, the horizontal-vertical government 

structure ensures coordination and cooperation of rule-making and enforcement across sectoral 

and regional authorities. A large part of the administrative rules is created by administrative organs, 

both at central and local government levels. At the central government level, horizontally, various 

ministries and commissions, such as the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 

(SARFT), and the MIIT of the State Council, which are the main administrative sectors for internet 

content regulation, the People’s Bank of China, the auditing agency, as well as bodies directly 

under the State Council, exercise the power of administrative rule-making and implementation in 

specific industrial and social fields, each within the scope of its respective authority. The 

enactment of specific sectoral regulations must be in compliance with, and for the enforcement of, 

national law, administrative regulations, and decisions and orders of the State Council.81 Vertically, 

administrative authorities at the local levels, from the people’s governments of provinces, 

autonomous regions, or municipalities directly under the control of the central government, to a 

major city, may enact local administrative rules in accordance with national law, as well as 

administrative regulations and local decrees made by the province, autonomous region, or 

municipality directly under the central government.82     

Because of the prevalence of democratic centralism and the central leadership of the CCP in social 

and political governance, the attitude of the CCP towards the rule of law ultimately determines the 

direction of Chinese legal reforms. In China, law has already been adopted as the basic instrument 

of governance by the Communist Party-state of China, in the sense that the political legitimacy of 

ruling the country in form of law has been accepted by the party-state. Nowadays, the party-state 

of China, under the central leadership of Xi Jinping, continues to eagerly promote social 

governance by law and to establish the socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics. In the 4th 

plenum of the 18th Party Congress in 2014, the comprehensive promotion of “the rule of law” was 

set as the main agenda of the CCP for the first time.83 In the past three decades, China has made 

great efforts to developing a Chinese legal system. It was officially confirmed that, by the end of 

February 2011, there were already 239 laws, over 690 administrative regulations and more than 

8,600 local rules.84 As the spokeswoman of the 12th National People’s Congress, Fu Ying pointed 

                                                   
79 Legislation Law of China, article 56.  
80 Legislation Law of China, article 9.  
81 Legislation Law of China, article 80, para 1and 2.   
82  Legislation Law of China, article 82, para 1,2 and 3.  
83 Xin Hua Net, ‘The 4th Plenum of the 18th Party Congress Proposes Comprehensively Promoting the Rule of Law 

as The Main Aim and Commitment’ (Xin Hua Net, 23 October 2014) <http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2014-

10/23/c_1112953357.htm> accessed 30 January 2017.  
84 Zhao Xing Li, ‘China has Generally Achieved the Governance by Law’ <http://www.china.com.cn/news/txt/2011-

03/04/content_22053893.htm> accessed 30 January 2017.     
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out at a press conference on 4 March 2014, that “China has had its socialist legal system with 

Chinese characteristics since 2010. It is an important achievement in China’s effort to rule the 

country according to the law.”85 This propaganda like announcement gives a generally accurate 

picture of the current legal system in its formal sense and demonstrates the efforts of the CCP to 

institutionalize its ruling through formal law. But the plenum makes little and rather vague 

mentions of the fleshing out of the socialist version of the rule of law in a substantive sense, let 

alone adopts the liberal democratic concept of the rule of law in order to limit and check the power 

of the party-state. Nevertheless, it is observed by Western Chinese legal scholars that the new CCP 

Leaders have begun to show an increased interest in restoring classical Chinese Confucian values 

in order to provide the substantive source of the socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics, 

to replace the empty official socialist ideology, and to justify the inapplicability of the Western 

liberal democratic version of the rule of law.86 Confucius and Confucian values still have popular 

appeal amongst the Chinese people, and will influence the rule of law with Chinese characteristics. 

For example, the cultural emphasis on collectivity over individualism may, empirically, have a 

bearing on the limited legal protection of individual rights.87 Traditional values are being officially 

revived to rebuild the public belief in Chinese local culture and the national identity. Xi Jinping 

himself frequently cites classical Chinese wisdoms in his official speeches to convey his concern 

for serving the masses, and this tendency is propagandized by the state media.88 There are both 

domestic neo-Confucian scholars, and Chinese scholars who are familiar with Western liberalism 

and democracy, which take the traditional Chinese values into account when normatively 

proposing the Chinese political and legal ideal.89 One Chinese political science scholar proposes 

that a consultative rule of law regime is more than suitable for the social setting of China, as the 

Chinese tradition of rule by moral principle is compatible with the Western substantive version of 

the rule of law as social justice founded in social norms; thus, it is the concept of civil service, 

rather than democracy, that should be stringently emphasized in the Chinese political reform to 

limit government power and prevent corruption.90 

There is no doubt that the party-state nowadays claims political legitimacy for the exercise of state 

power by instrumentally adopting formal legality, or through a thicker version of the socialist rule 

                                                   
85 Ying Fu, ‘Completing the Socialist Legal System, Four Measures to improve Quality of Legislation’ (China Net, 4 

March 2014) <http://news.china.com.cn/2014lianghui/2014-03/04/content_31665441.htm> accessed 30 January 2017.  
86 Carl Minzner, ‘How China’s Leader will Rule on the Law’ (China File, 15 October 2014) 

<https://www.chinafile.com/reporting-opinion/viewpoint/how-chinas-leaders-will-rule-law> accessed 3 February 

2017. 
87 Jeffrey E, Thomas, ‘Rule of Law with Chinese Characteristics: An Empirical Cultural Perspective on China, Hong 

Kong and Singapore’ (2014) 22.2 Asia Pacific Law Review 115. 
88 Xin Hua Net, ‘Where do the Classical Expressions in Xi Jinping’s Speeches Come From?’ (Xin Hua Net, 22 

September 2014) <  http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2014-09/22/c_1112581896.htm> accessed 4 February 2017.  
89 Qing Jiang, Political Confucianism (San Lian Shu Dian 2003). Wei Pan, ‘Toward a Consultative Rule of Law 

Regime in China’ (2003) 12 (34) Journal of Contemporary China 3.  
90 Wei Pan, ‘Toward a Consultative Rule of Law Regime in China’ (2003) 12 (34) Journal of Contemporary China 3, 
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of law with Chinese characteristics, or by borrowing traditional cultural values to make its ruling 

more substantively acceptable to the Chinese people. The governmental expectation for the 

socialist rule of law does not stop at the formal rule of law – it is officially announced to bring 

more substantive social justice into law and, through law, to the Chinese people. In the NPC 

Standing Committee work report of 2014, one main theme of the work of the Standing Committee 

is “to comprehensively promote the rule of law, safeguard the authority of constitution and other 

laws; China adheres to the rule of law, ruling according to law, and administration according to 

law…to safeguard people’s rights and interests, achieve social justice.”91 Moreover, protecting 

individual rights and freedoms are constitutionally stated as responsibilities of the party-state, 

especially the individual rights to freedom of expression and privacy,92 whose full implementation 

may have deep political and social implications which may be considered in conflict with the 

ultimate concern of regime stability of the CCP. Nevertheless, the justification of the exercise of 

state power and any regulation under the normative framework set by law has to consider the 

substantive legal limits set by the law itself, if the party-state wants to publicly avoid self-

contradiction.  

3. Intermediary gatekeeping in the Chinese internet information regulation   

When the internet was born, in the USA, internet pioneers announced the independence of the 

internet and explored a borderless cyberspace which challenged the authority of territorial 

governments.93 This cyber-libertarian idea has largely failed to materialize, as the development of 

a commercial internet and smart regulatory strategies applied by governments have proved the 

ability of governments to regulate the internet.  Since the state-funded internet infrastructure 

construction of the Chinese internet in the early 1990s, the Chinese government already realized 

that whilst it needed a flourishing commercial internet to fuel the national economy, the internet 

had to be brought under control. 94   

For the Chinese government, that cyberspace should not be outside of government regulation and 

its laws and policies is self-evident. The Chinese government claims “information sovereignty”95 

over the internet, within its border, and goes to great lengths to establish an authoritative 

government presence and authoritative regulation through rigid content censorship and behavioral 

discipline in cyberspace, as well as through other various political, legal and technical measures.  

In general, legal and institutional arrangements of offline content gatekeeping in the traditional 

                                                   
91 De Jiang Zhang, ‘Work Report of the NPC Standing Committee on the 12th Conference of NPC’, s1.  
92 For detailed discussion, text to Chapter 3.   
93 Such as John Perry Barlow ‘A declaration of the Independence of Internet’ <https://www.eff.org/cyberspace-

independence> accessed 14 November 2016.  
94Nir Kshetri, ‘China’s Data Privacy Regulation: A Tricky Trade-Off between ICT’s Productive Utilization and 

Cyber-Control’ [2013] IEEE Security & Privacy. IEEE computer Society Digital Library 

<http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/MSP.2013.105>accessed 27 March 2014  
95 Ren Ming Yan, ‘An Inquiry of the Question of State Information Sovereignty in Internet Background’ (2007) 

25(6) He Bei Fa Xue 71.  
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content industry, continue to establish government control over content in the online environment. 

Administrative regulations on telecommunication continue to impose gatekeeping responsibilities 

on layers of internet intermediaries for the content they transmit, host or publish, especially in 

regards to user generated content through Web 2.0. Direct regulation of internet intermediaries can 

indirectly regulate user generated content online. Moreover, against the current Chinese legal and 

political context, information censorship is not only used for openly prescribed legal purposes, it 

also serves certain political considerations of the CCP; to maintain political stability and spread 

propaganda. Thus, intermediary gatekeeping is not only legally prescribed, the non-legal political 

and administrative conscriptions of the gatekeeping power of internet intermediaries for 

controlling politically and morally undesirable content are common and extensive whenever 

government authorities consider it substantively necessary. Therefore, intermediary gatekeeping 

is subjected to a scrambled mixture of substantive rules, and political principles and policies; from 

the prohibitions in public available legal rules and regulations, to occasional political and 

administrative orders for censorship from different sectoral authorities, and possibly other self-

formulated rules for the interests of commercial intermediaries.  

This section contains three parts. The first part gives a brief overview of the legal and political 

regimes internet intermediaries are subjected to in the Chinese internet information regulation 

system. The second part introduces the substantive online information content control standards 

stipulated in laws and regulations. It points out that the legal standards are so broad that they can 

open a huge space for the arbitrary exercise of information control in forms of both open law 

enforcement, and opaque political and administrative commands and orders. Lastly, the third part 

presents the official rhetoric used for the political justification of information control policies, as 

uttered by the Chinese government.  

3.1 The role of Internet intermediary gatekeeping in the Chinese internet 

content regulation system   

Rigid information regulation and control continues as Chinese society enters the Web 2.0 age. That 

China has made great efforts to set, implement and enforce strict information control over the 

internet, is well documented.96 The Chinese government maintains the position that “what holds 

off-line, also holds on-line” as a substantive guideline for internet and information content 

regulation.97 This is a position that holds that the internet should not escape from the existing 

regulatory system established for the offline information industry; universal substantive standards 

of information control that apply to the offline industry should also be enforced by the new internet 

information industry.  

                                                   
96 Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu, Who Controls the Internet? Illusions of a Borderless World (OUP 2006) 90.  
97 Cf. Maurice Schellekens, ‘What Holds Off-Line, Also Holds On-Line?’ Bert-Jaap Koops, et al (eds), Starting 

Points for ICT Regulation-Deconstructing Prevalent Policy One-Liners  (T.M.C.Asser Press 2006) 51-75. 
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3.1.1 The license system 

A license is the first legal threshold that ICT companies must cross to enter the Chinese internet 

market.98  A  comprehensive license system is applied to internet service providers in different 

service fields. The SARFT and MIIT are the two primary sectoral authorities at the central 

government level that are in charge of issuing and examining business permissions for entering 

the national telecommunication, internet network access, and internet content service market. 

Certain sectoral authorities of telecommunication administration, at different levels of government, 

are in charge of the issuing and examining of permissions for providing regional 

telecommunication, internet access, and internet content services. There is overlapping 

competence between the SARFT and MIIT when it comes to issuing permissions for internet 

network access and content publishing services. A sponsor needs to apply to the MIIT for an ISP 

license in order to provide internet access services and other access supporting services. A sponsor 

also needs to apply for an ICP license, in order to provide internet content services and other value-

added services, and an IDC license, to provide internet server hosting services, as one type of ICP 

license. Additionally, for internet content publishing services, sponsors need to apply for an 

internet publisher license, or internet audio-video license. If a sponsor provides internet news 

services, the sponsor needs to get the approval of State Council Information Office (SCIO), another 

sectoral internet news and information administrative authority under the State council, in addition 

to having an ICP license issued by the MIIT. Comparatively, the SARFT and SCIO, together with 

the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) are the main sectoral authorities for setting up and enforcing 

online content censorship. The MIIT is more focused on the administration of the 

telecommunication and internet market, and maintaining order in the telecommunication and 

internet market for the healthy development of the information industry. Inter-sectoral cooperation 

in rule making and enforcing is common for wielding control over internet information content.  

Sectoral telecommunication and content regulation authorities in big cities, such as Beijing, 

Guangzhou, and Shenzhen, are also influential in regards to setting more specific and workable 

administrative standards for intermediary regulation, since the dominant domestic internet content 

and platform providers, including Baidu, Sina, Tencent, are located in these regions. Many national 

regulatory strategies are first implemented by local sectoral communications authorities. The 

sectoral authorities of the Beijing municipal government issued very specific administrative rules 

to regulate highly interactive social media platforms such as the Bulletin Board System (BBS) and 

Weibo platforms, which operated under its authority. In December 2004, the Beijing 

Communications Administration (BCA) issued a “Notice on the Approval and Administration of 

BBS Services in Beijing Region”, in accordance with the “Administrative Measures on Internet 

Information Service Regulation”. “The Notice” clarifies that in addition to an ICP license, a 

sponsor who operates a BBS service should apply to the BCA for a special BBS license. The notice 

                                                   
98 The description in this section is mainly based on the regulations of State Council and administrative rules of MIIT 

and SARFT, as well as the administrative rules of regional authorities.  
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also specifically stipulates a forum moderator responsibility system, confirming that each column 

of a forum should have at least one full-time moderator. Additionally, “the Notice” explicates that  

BBS forums should implement both the technical and manual filtering and monitoring of user 

generated content; if user generated information contains illegal content, BBS forums and their 

moderator will be held responsible for the users’ violation of law, and be subjected to 

administrative sanctions.99 BBS services should implement a user registration system. In other 

words, the service provider should require users to register “real, accurate, and up-to-date personal 

information (including their name, surname, telephone number, and ID number)”100. In December 

2011, the Beijing Municipal Information Office, Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau, BCA, 

and Beijing municipal Internet Information Office, co-issued “Several Provisions of 

Administration of Weibo Service Development in Beijing Region”. These provisions require 

Weibo service providers to implement the Weibo real name policy when end users register for 

Weibo accounts. The development of real name policies on social media platforms is further 

discussed in Chapter 7.  

As a form of direct control over internet intermediaries, a level of control that is applicable to all 

kinds of internet service providers, the approval of licenses is closely linked with the official 

conscription of intermediaries as gatekeepers against ‘harmful’ information. Basic 

telecommunication market is not open for non-state capitals, IDC, ISP and ICP licenses belong to 

value-added telecommunication licenses and open to private sectors for application. The 

establishment of a full-order self-censorship system and data safety system is one essential 

requirement for sectoral authorities to decide upon whether or not to issue a license, and create one 

important choke point in steering the behaviors of internet intermediaries towards better 

compliance with the law. IDC licenses stopped being issued in 2008. ISP licenses stopped being 

issued after the national online anti-pornography campaign at the end of 2009. In December 2012, 

after three years, IDC and ISP licenses were re-opened for non-state actors.101 According to the 

“Opinions of MIIT on Encouraging and Directing Non-state Capital to Further Enter the 

Telecommunication Market” in December 2012, to approve the application of IDC and ISP 

licenses, sponsors must fulfill specific requirements of network security and information security, 

which implies the responsibility of gatekeepers for data safety. Additionally, the requirements 

pertain to establishing mechanisms for illegal websites and illegal information inspection and 

disposal, user information security management and assessment, as well as constructing technical 

designs for information security management, and possessing the technical ability of meta-data 

                                                   
99 Notice on the Approval and Administration of BBS Services in Beijing Region, article 1 (4) 2.   
100 Notice on the Approval and Administration of BBS Services in Beijing Region, article 1 (4) 3.   
101Wu Yan, ‘After Three Years, MIIT Re-Opened IDC and ISP License Application’ (China Webmaster, 03 December 

2012) <http://www.chinaz.com/news/2012/1203/284424.shtml> accessed 12 November 2016.  
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management, access records management, and illegal website and illegal information detection 

and handling.102  

Internet information service licenses are subjected to an annual check by the license issuing 

authorities, as well as to law enforcement campaigns, which are implemented to supervise the 

legality of the business operation, and the fulfillment of gatekeeper responsibilities (actively 

policing and censoring the hosted platform so to detect ‘harmful’ information). For example, the 

“Administrative Measures on Internet Information Services” provide that ISPs should 

immediately stop the transmission of data that is found to belong to the “nine basic prohibitions”103, 

and to keep the relevant records to report to the relevant government authorities. There are also 

periodical Law Enforcement Campaigns targeted at influential domestic internet intermediaries. 

For example, in the “2014 Internet Cleaning Campaign” for online pornographic and illegal 

information, the internet publisher license, and internet audio-video program license of the Sina 

Company were suspended by the National Anti-Pornography and Illegal Publication Office under 

SARFT, in April, because one of its websites Sina Reading (book.sina.com.cn), contained what 

was suspected to be obscene and pornographic user-generated content in its hosted novels and 

video programs. Sina Reading posted an apology letter on its website on 14 April to announce that 

the website neglected its duty of gatekeeping user generated information on the website, and that 

it will temporally close the service for rectification. By the end of April, the website reopened 

again. 104   

3.1.2 Intermediary self-censorship and self-regulation in formal rules  

It is technically impractical for sectoral authorities to implement ex ante official censorship on user 

generated content, just as it is with the ex ante official censorship of the SARFT of film and TV 

series and publications of topics of politics and religion, etc. The censorship of online user 

generated content heavily relies on the cooperation and implementation of domestic internet 

intermediaries. In order to legally encourage intermediary gatekeeping, administrative regulations 

and sectoral administrative rules commonly prescribe that internet intermediaries have an active 

responsibility for ensuring the legality of user generated content, through self-censorship and the 

self-regulation of their hosted services and content. This type of positive gatekeeping responsibility 

is assigned to all layers of intermediaries which could, potentially, become information 

gatekeepers for the government. The content of gatekeeping responsibility is far-reaching and 

include platform policing, content censorship, the recording of the personal information of users, 

user identity verification and other law enforcement cooperation requirements when necessary. 

                                                   
102MIIT, ‘Opinions of MIIT on Encouraging and Directing Non-state Capital to Further Enter the Telecommunication 
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There are huge amounts of complex and overlapping administrative regulations and sectoral rules 

that literally duplicate the extensive active gatekeeping responsibilities of different types of 

internet intermediaries.  

At the administrative regulation level, the “Regulations of Business Sites for Internet Access 

Service” (2016), “Telecommunication Regulations” (2014), and “Administrative Measures on 

Internet Information Service Regulation” (2011), all enacted by the State Council, are the primary 

legal sources for active censorship and the surveillance of end users conducted by internet service 

providers. According to the 2016 “Regulations of Business Sites for Internet Access Service” of 

the State Council, remote internet service providers, such as internet cafes and computer lounges 

that provide computers and other devices for internet access to consumers, are required to 

implement technical measures for business operation management, establish a self-patrol system, 

and are obliged to immediately prevent and report any detected illegal user behavior to local 

culture administration and public security authorities.105  Moreover, internet cafes are required to 

check and record the personal information registered on personal IDs, and record any relevant 

internet surfing information of consumers. Records and backups should be preserved for no less 

than 60 days, without any modification or deletion, and be provided to the culture administration 

and public security authorities for checking when necessary.106 ISPs and ICPs, as the choke points 

of online information flow, are designated the responsibility to ensure the lawfulness of the 

information they provide or host. According to “Telecommunication Regulations”, during the 

process of public information service, telecommunication operators should immediately stop the 

transmission of information which they find to obviously belong to the legally defined category of 

harmful information, make records of the relevant information, and report said information to 

government authorities. 107  In the “Administrative Measures of Internet Information Service 

Regulation”, intermediaries that provide news, publishing and BBS services are required to record 

user posted content, the time of posting, and the IP address or domain name assigned to that post. 

Internet access providers should record the time that users access their user account, IP address or 

domain names, telephone numbers, etc. The records should be preserved for no less than 60 days, 

and provided to sectoral authorities when they check.108  

There are more sectoral or inter-sectoral administrative rules that repeat the extensive gatekeeping 

responsibilities of internet intermediaries in specific internet service fields, such as the fields of 

access service, e-mail service, and news service, etc. The “Administrations of Internet News 

Service” (2005), co-issued by the State Council Information Office (SCIO) and Ministry of 

Information Industry109, is a special sectoral administrative rule for internet news services. It 

stipulates both the direct responsibility for the content service providers produce and the 

                                                   
105 Regulations of Business Sites for Internet Access Service, article19. 
106 Regulations of Business Sites for Internet Access Service, article 23. 
107 Telecommunication Regulations of China, article 61. 
108 Administrative Measures of Internet Information Service, article 14. 
109 After department reform of State Council in 2008, Ministry of Information Industry was combined into MIIT.  
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gatekeeping responsibility of news service providers for content posted by end users if they host a 

BBS service. Considering the special role of political and social news, the administrative rule 

proactively requires that internet news service providers should abide by the constitution, laws and 

regulations, insist upon the direction of serving the people and socialism, insist in guiding the right 

public opinion, and safeguarding state interests and public interests.110 On the other hand, the 

gatekeeping responsibility for undesirable content is stated to require news service providers to set 

an accountability system in regards to content administration, and to not publish or send news 

information that contains unlawful or harmful content.111  BBS providers that host social and 

political news services, find that user posted information contains unlawful and harmful content, 

they should immediately save relevant records and delete the content, and provide said records to 

the authorities.112 Internet news service providers should record the content users post, including 

the time of posting and IP address of the post. These records should be saved for no less than 60 

days, and provided to the authorities when requested.113 

From the above analysis of regulations and administrative rules, which evidences the imposition 

of heavy and extensive gatekeeping responsibilities upon internet intermediaries, we may conclude 

that the Chinese internet regulation system places the regulatory role of internet intermediaries 

above their commercial role, and the social public role of content gatekeepers above their 

economic and private role. As the Chinese government regards the correctness, or lawfulness, of 

content as one essential element of internet governance and information regulation, intermediaries 

are legally prescribed to be the private enforcer of public rules and policies of substantive guidance 

and control in regards to content, and the online extension and delegation of state power and 

authority. The rules do not demonstrate any intention to balance between the two roles of 

intermediaries. The safe harbor principle is a private law regime that does not apply to gatekeeping 

responsibilities for public regulation purposes.114  Another clear conclusion from the analysis of 

intermediary rules is that the gatekeeping responsibility stated by formal rules is extensive and far-

reaching, but vague in some aspects, especially in terms of operability, lacks the ability to guide 

intermediary gatekeeping practices.  In particular, most of the rules do not touch upon how and in 

which procedures intermediaries should wield their gatekeeping power and fulfill these active 

gatekeeping responsibilities for unlawful and harmful content in their business operations. The 

“Notice on the Approval and Administration of BBS Services in Beijing Region” (2004) issued 

by the BCA is one of few regional administrative rules that mentions more specific and operational 

content censoring responsibility systems at the intermediary level.  

                                                   
110 Regulations of Internet News Service Management, article 3, paragraph 1.  
111 Regulations of Internet News Service Management, article 20.  
112 Regulations of Internet News Service Management, article 20.  
113 Regulations of Internet News Service Management, article 21.  
114 Text to chapter 2, section 3.1.4.   
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3.1.3 Gatekeeping practices at the intermediary level  

Although the internet has the power to realize a cross-border free flow of information, a borderless 

and unregulated internet beyond government control is unacceptable for the party-state. The goal 

of online content control has been shown in the discussion of legally prescribed positive 

gatekeeping responsibilities upon domestic internet intermediaries. This sub-section seeks to show 

how said intermediary gatekeeping responsibility is exercised in practice at the intermediary level.   

In practice, both a technical block of overseas websites and domestic intermediary gatekeeping for 

online content, are deployed by state authorities, as policies aimed at bringing the content that is 

available on the Chinese internet under government control, so to ensure compliance with political 

principles and policies, as well as administrative regulations and sectoral rules. It is well-known 

that the Chinese government installed the Great Fire Wall (GFW) to technically block hostile 

overseas websites and malicious content.115 The GFW, like the technical gatekeepers designed for 

the purpose of online border control, deploys technical means, such as DNS blocking, IP blocking, 

redirecting or key words filtering, to prevent Chinese internet users from browsing harmful 

overseas websites, which are directly defined by the CCP and central government authorities. On 

the other hand, the public-private power dynamics and gatekeeping practices within domestic 

intermediary gatekeeping process of home-grown content may be less well-known amongst both 

western and Chinese internet regulation scholars. The sources used for sketching the practices are 

mainly from interviews conducted by the author, information found through research of internet 

sources and empirical research conducted by western scholars.  

It became common practice among domestic social media service providers to establish both 

technical and manual content filtering systems, as per the requirements of the “Notice on the 

Approval and Administration of BBS Services in Beijing Region” (2004) of the BCA. Mandated 

technical and manual filtering systems significantly increase the capability of social media 

platforms to gate-keep and control user generated content as hosts, and fulfill their positive 

responsibilities as content gatekeepers. For technical control, key word filtering is widely set up 

by Chinese online information intermediaries, from search engines to Web 2.0 platform providers. 

When searching politically sensitive words, such as “Fa Lun Gong” via Baidu search engine, the 

reminder “according to the relevant laws and regulations, parts of the search results are not shown” 

will automatically be presented at the top of the search results, when filtered results are shown. On 

the Weibo platform, a similar reminder - “according to the relevant laws and regulations, the search 

results will not be shown” appears with empty search results. Furthermore, as concerns posting, 

                                                   
115 Rebecca MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked: The Worldwide Struggle for Internet Freedom. (Basic Books, 
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the ex ante automatic filtering system, as installed in social media platforms, will block posts that 

contain sensitive words according to the sensitive word list that each service provider establishes.  

The sensitive word list is established and updated by service providers themselves, with no open 

information being provided of its sources or content. According to the information provided to the 

author by an ICT company employee who wished to remain anonymous, lists of sensitive words 

and guidelines are periodically updated by state authorities and issued to domestic internet service 

providers, to guide intermediaries to update their sensitive word list and filtering system. A local 

internet police chief interviewed by the author in November 2015 reflected on the political 

economy between local party and government authorities and intermediaries. He said that internet 

polices are required to pay special attention to the monitoring of online content that mentions the 

core party and government leaders at the local level, in order to maintain a positive image of the 

leadership. They frequently received demands from local party and governmental leaders 

regarding the handling of negative online information about them. But they may have refused if 

the ranking of the leader was not high enough. He also reflected on the fact that it is often the case 

that the online revelation of one particular leader was true. The leader was found to be corrupt, 

before they were able to have the information removed.  Moreover, as the police interviewee 

pointed out, it is increasingly difficult for government leaders, or internet polices at local 

government levels, to arbitrarily ask big and nationally influential platform providers to remove 

content hosted on their platforms. Without official proof of the legality of removal requests, the 

big intermediaries such as Tencent, may just ignore the requests. Different platforms may set and 

implement different specific standards in enforcing the official prohibition of harmful content. 

According to an interview with experienced Baidu Tieba end users, when their posts are blocked 

by the filtering system of Tieba because of the inclusion of sensitive words, they can, often, easily 

move to another platform to post said content where the filtering system is less strict. All in all, 

the specific standards and sensitive word lists set by private intermediaries are not transparent, or 

open to either end users or the general public. It is, therefore, difficult to assess or challenge the 

substantive legitimacy of the censorship enforced by intermediaries when carried out in such an 

opaque way. In Chapter 5, the first case study will reflect on how Baidu Tieba end users perceive 

the regulatory practice of the auto-filtering system on Baidu Tieba platform.  

In addition to ex ante technical filtering, manual intervention by human censors constitutes the 

other part of intermediary gatekeeping practice. Human censors can be further distinguished into 

official censors hired by ICT companies and community gatekeepers who come from end user 

communities and retain some independence from ICT companies - as Baidu Tieba case will show 

in Chapter 6. The formal rules only provide that all Chinese Web2.0 platforms are mandated to 

establish rigorous internal self-censorship and self-regulatory systems to increase intermediary’s 

capacity to intervene into user generated content, and to comply with laws and administrative rules. 

In practice, the manual intervention of online content is executed through multiple gatekeeping 

modalities established by intermediaries. There are top-down as well as bottom-up approaches of 

private manual intervention. The first approach is top-down manual censorship implemented by 
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censors hired by ICT companies to police the platform. Research has shown that each individual 

platform provider employs up to 1000 censors to monitor user generated content.116  

The second modality of manual censorship is bottom-up self-regulation with the participation of 

end user communities, mostly under some form of supervision by platform providers, known as 

user community-based gatekeeping. For instance, in Baidu Tieba, besides the regulation imposed 

by the official administrators of Baidu, each individual Tieba community establishes a user 

administration system, composed of major hosts and minor hosts. Together, they are the ordinary 

administration group of each Tieba community, who are in charge of setting specific Tieba rules, 

and the daily regulation of user posts.117 This bottom-up approach of self-regulation by the end 

user community is also established on the Weibo platform for handling online disputes between 

end users.  

Taking these multiple gatekeeping modalities into account, intermediary gatekeeping can be seen 

as opening up the opportunity for private powers to participate in online content control and 

discipline. As gatekeepers, both commercial intermediaries and end user communities are 

significantly different from public gatekeepers, such as the GFW, which is designed by the 

government for the specific purpose of online border control. They are, traditionally, private 

gatekeepers, and are incidentally empowered for standard setting and enforcement because of their 

architectural and structural positions in online business and communal life.  The extensive and 

active legal responsibilities of internet service providers in regard to the legality of the content they 

host, for data retention, and for facilitating and cooperating with official law enforcement, allocate 

to internet intermediaries a dependent position on the government when co-regulating internet 

content, in contrast to private, neutral, and commercial actors.  

From a substantive perspective, although intermediary laws and regulations impose a general 

responsibility on intermediaries to censor illegal information that falls under the “nine basic 

prohibitions”, at the implementation level, the modality of intermediary gatekeeping that is used 

in handling different categories of illegal information is less explicit in written rules. Online rumor 

is controlled by a direct law enforcement campaign aimed at individual users. Empirical studies 

show that domestic top-down intermediary gatekeeping primarily focuses on censoring politically 

sensitive information, focusing secondly on pornography, as the most effective authoritative 

control.118  Politically sensitive information and pornography are also the targets of law-based 

mandated intermediary self-censorship and self-regulation, and more remotely, bottom-up 

community self-regulation. Sequentially, the official control of the regulatory process may become 

weaker as actors are further away from government power.    

                                                   
116 Gary King, Jennifer Pan and Margaret E. Roberts, ‘How Censorship in China Allows Government Criticism but 

Silences Collective Expression’ (2013)107(02) American Political Science Review 326, 326.  
117 For detailed discussion, text to Chapter 5.  
118King (n116) 326.  
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3.1.4 Safe harbor  

Although internet intermediaries are subjected to public conscription by the government, 

regulatory forbearance in the safe harbor principle is recognized by Chinese legislators for 

intermediaries. In tort law field, comparable to the West, internet intermediaries are subject to joint 

tort liability for infringements committed by end users where, upon notification, the intermediary 

fails to take prompt measures, such as deleting content or blocking a link to prevent further 

injury.119 Article 36 of the “Tort Liability Law” 2010 (TLL 2010) states that where internet users 

conduct infringements by using internet services, the infringed have the right to notify internet 

service providers to delete, block or disconnect the link, and other necessary measures. Where 

internet service providers do not take prompt and necessary measures after receiving the notice, 

they shall be joint liable with the infringer for the expanded part of damage.120  Moreover, internet 

service providers who know internet users have conducted infringements by using their internet 

services, shall be jointly liable with the infringers.121 The Supreme Court specifies conditions for 

the validity of a notice. According to Article 5 of “Several Provisions of the Supreme People’s 

Court Concerning the Application of Laws in Cases of Infringing Personal Rights by Using 

Information Networks” of 2014, a notice from the infringed in written form or in other forms 

publicly announced by the service providers, can be confirmed valid by the people’s courts if the 

notice contains: the name of the notifying person and contact information, the website address 

upon which the necessary measures are requested to take effect or relevant information enough to 

accurately locate infringing information, and the reasons for requesting the deletion of relevant 

information. If the sent notice does not satisfy the above requirements, and service providers claim 

to exempt from liability, the people’s courts shall support the claim.  

Article 36 of TLL 2010 introduces the “notice and takedown” mechanism as “safe harbor”, to limit 

the tort liability of internet intermediaries. Unlike in the US, said notice and takedown mechanism 

is not limited to copyright enforcement cases. “Tort”, as defined in TLL 2010, covers all kinds of 

horizontal infringements of property and personal rights and interests of individuals and social 

actors, such as reputation, privacy, honor, portraiture, copyright, and property right etc.122  

Much like the ‘safe harbor’ principle in other jurisdictions, it can be a regulatory forbearance for 

internet intermediaries whilst preventing online misconducts.123 Nevertheless, “safe harbor” for 

intermediaries is a private law principle that only applies to horizontal relationships between 

private and social actors. It is independent of the vertical conscription of intermediary gatekeeping 

for general content policing and regulation purposes.   

                                                   
119 Tort Liability Law 2010, article 36. 
120 Tort Liability law 2010, article 36, para2.  
121 Tort Liability Law 2010 article 36, para3.  
122 Tort Liability Law 2010, article 2.   
123 Jonathan Zittrain, ‘A History of Online Gatekeeping’, (2006)19(2) Harvard Journal of Law & Technology 253.   
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3.2 Substantive standards of intermediary gatekeeping    

3.2.1General prohibitions  

There are legally declared content prohibitions that set the basic substantive principles and 

standards for online intermediary gatekeeping and online content in general. A highly repetitive 

list of prohibited content appears in every regulation and administrative rule of the information 

and content industry. In principle, all gatekeeping actors are, substantively, assigned to monitor 

and remove content that is qualified as falling under one of these basic prohibitions. In the 

“Telecommunication Regulations” of the State Council, Article 57 of the Regulations provides 

“nine basic prohibitions”. Article 15 of the “Administrative Measures of Internet Information 

Service Regulation” of State Council enumerates the same “nine basic prohibitions”: 

“Any organization or individual is prohibited from producing, reproducing, releasing, or 

disseminating information that (1) violates the basic principles of the constitution; (2) 

threatens national security, leaks state secrets, subverts state power, undermines state unity; 

(3) harms state honor and state interests; (4) instigates ethnic hatred, racial discrimination, and 

undermines ethnic unity; (5) violates religious policies of the state, spreads heresy or feudal 

superstition; (6) spreads rumors that disturb public order and stability; (7) propagates obscene 

information, pornography, gambling, violence, murder, terror, or abets crimes; (8) insults or 

libels others, infringes other people’ legitimate rights and interests; (9) contains other content 

that is prohibited by laws and regulations.” 

The nine prohibitions basically refer to three broad conventional aspects of content prohibition in 

the Chinese speech laws and regulations 124: politically sensitive content [from (1) to (5)], obscene 

and pornographic content, as well as violent and gambling related content that offends traditional 

good culture and social morals [(7)], and content that infringes on the rights and interests of other 

individuals’[(8)]. Compared with the offline information prohibitions, the list adds the control of 

online rumors, to fit the decentralized and interactive character of information production and 

dissemination in social media. Online rumor is regarded, by the government, as carrying the risk 

of undermining social and political stability, thus harming the public interests as defined by law 

[(6)]. The prohibition of online rumor is, thus, added to the list as the fourth aspect of online content 

prohibition. Intermediary gatekeeping is applied in order to control and regulate all four aspects of 

content.  This section will briefly discuss the regulation of politically sensitive speech and online 

pornographic and obscene content, as the two most rigidly controlled examples of illegal 

                                                   
124 Henry L. Hu. ‘Speech and Expression in the Digital Era’ in Collected Papers of Young Scholar Forum on 

Chinese Constitutional Law Conference (forthcoming). (Hong Kong University Press 2011). Available at: 

<http://works.bepress.com/henry_hu/18> accessed 17 November 2016.   

http://works.bepress.com/henry_hu/18
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information on the Chinese internet, and online rumor, as the new development of information law 

in the recent years.  

3.2.2 Politically sensitive information  

So far there is no legislative or judicial interpretation that publicly defines the substance or scope 

of politically sensitive information. Nor is there any legal effort to strike a substantive balance 

between public and state interests, entrenched by the prohibition of politically sensitive 

information, and legitimate individual rights and interests in free information. Instead, there are 

black lists of sensitive topics and words that have been decided upon, and arbitrarily and secretly 

revised by, central and local government authorities, which at times are based on the political needs 

of the authorities.125 For the intermediary gatekeeping of politically sensitive information, these 

blacklists are directly enforced by the black box operation of the GFW at the points of international 

internet gateways which are under the control of state authorities or state-owned institutions. For 

overseas websites, according to the official mouthpiece and documents of the CCP, external 

political reactionary information control aims to defend socialist ideology, to block the harmful 

information of hostile forces from overseas, that use the internet to plot political penetration, as 

well as incitation and sabotage within the territory, including the overseas websites that contain 

politically sensitive words, news reports, and information that defames the Chinese state leaders. 

Information from dissenters, “Fa Lun Gong”, terrorists, etc., is also of particular interest.126 

Regarding the intermediary gatekeeping studied in this research, the empirical study showed that 

domestic commercial intermediaries or other private gatekeepers, such as Tieba hosts, will 

implement a policy of avoiding or discouraging talks about politics on their hosted websites, 

platforms or communities.   

In practice, politically sensitive information is very abstractly and broadly understood by 

regulators as the politically reactionary information that may challenge the current regime’s 

legitimacy and undermine political stability in diverse ways, and so is undesired and prohibited by 

the party state. The exact intention of this heavily party interests-colored information control has 

been studied by an empirical study conducted by a group of western scholars in 2013. The 

empirical research was based on a quantitative content analysis of the highly-censored posts on 

Chinese social media platforms during a certain period. It reveals that the overall intention of the 

direct removal of social and political topics and discussions happening online, by official human 

censors that are hired by ICT companies, is to control the online expressions that have collective 

action potential, rather than to silence criticism of the government.127 This intention of suppressing 

                                                   
125 Henry L. Hu, ‘the Political Economy of Governing ISPs in China: Perspectives of Net Neutrality and Vertical 

Integration’ <http://works.bepress.com/henry_hu/3> accessed 17 November 2016.    
126 Xiao Bing Zhang Ga, ‘Overseas Forces Deeply Penetrate into Chinese Internet Ideology’ (QStheory, 26 August 

2015) <http://www.qstheory.cn/politics/2015-08/26/c_1116376298.htm> accessed 17 November 2016.  
127 King (n116).  

http://works.bepress.com/henry_hu/3
http://www.qstheory.cn/politics/2015-08/26/c_1116376298.htm
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collective action in the politically sensitive information regulation is somehow made explicit in 

the new online rumor regulation, as will discuss in section 3.2.3.  

3.2.3 Online rumors that harm public interests   

Online rumor refers to fake internet information spreading through social media platforms by users. 

It has no factual basis. The fast and unexpected spreading of rumor is considered, by the 

government, as easily undermining “public interests” and “good social order”. Online rumor has 

drawn regulatory attention from the government in recent years with the fast development of social 

media platforms, such as Weibo and Baidu Tieba. The governmental intention of regulating online 

rumor aligns with the control of politically sensitive information, and is concerned with the need 

to protect the political interests of the party state and as well as social stability against the risk of 

collective actions. Unlike the invisible removing of politically sensitive key words and topics, the 

crack down on online rumor is excused in public law enforcement campaigns, without relying on 

indirect intermediary gatekeeping.  

Online rumor is controlled through online enforcement of individual civil rights and interests, such 

as individual privacy and reputation against libel. Recent Chinese legal and judicial practices 

demonstrate the regulatory intention of social order protection against online rumor. In the 

“Judicial Interpretation on Applying Criminal Law to the Cases such as Libel by Using 

Information Network” 2013 (“the Judicial Interpretation 2013”), co-issued by the Supreme People 

's Court and Supreme People's Procuratorate, Article 3 stipulates that online libel shall be 

confirmed as “seriously damaging social order and state interests” if it has one of the following 

circumstances: It (1) leads to “mass incidents”; (2) leads to public disorder; (3) causes ethnic, 

religious conflicts; (4) slanders multiple victims, causing baneful social influence; (5) damages the 

state image, seriously endangers the state interests; (6) causes bad international influence; (7) leads 

to other circumstances that seriously harms social order and state interests. Under these 

circumstances, offenders can be prosecuted and charge for the crime of libel. “Judicial 

Interpretation 2013” also stipulates the circumstances that should apply the crime “picking quarrels 

and provoking troubles” to online libel. Paragraph 1 of Article 5 states that “abusing, threatening 

others by using internet, in a severe circumstance, undermining social order, shall be charged of 

crime of picking quarrels and provoking troubles in accordance with the paragraph (4) of article 

293 of Criminal Law”.  Paragraph 2 of Article 5 applies the crime of picking quarrels and 

provoking troubles to false information online, “making up false information, or knowingly it is 

fabricated information, spread on internet, or organizing, instigating people to spread online, 

stirring up troubles, causing public disorder, according to article 293 (4) of Criminal Law, shall be 

charged of crime of picking quarrels and provoking troubles”.  

This judicial attempt to apply administrative and criminal sanctions directly upon individual end 

users, rather than applying indirect control through intermediary gatekeeping, is brought into view 

of the general public because of a high-powered special law enforcement campaign to control 
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online rumor in August 2013.128 This law enforcement campaign was launched by the central 

government sectoral bureaus – which were, primarily, the Information Office of the State Council, 

and the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) - with active enforcement campaigns exercised by  

Administrations of Public security at local government levels. The original intention was to “clamp 

down on criminal activities, such as online fraud, pornography, gambling, personal information 

infringement, etc.”129 But it turned out that the online law enforcement campaign against rumors 

was obviously magnified to over-politicize online speech. It was reported by the journal of “South 

Weekend” that in just twelve days, hundreds of individual internet users were detained, criminally 

or administratively, in the name of “making and spreading online rumor”. At first, only influential 

Weibo users with thousands of followers were criminally detained. Then ordinary internet users 

were targeted. In the Hubei province alone, five individual internet users were criminally detained, 

and 90 users were under administrative detention.130 For instance, one Baidu Tieba user posted in 

Baidu Qinghe131 Tieba that, “it was said there was a murder case happened in Lou Di, who knows 

the truth?” On August 28, the user was administratively detained by Qinghe police, and was 

charged, with the police stating that her post “seriously disturbed public security and public order”. 
132 After the detention of the end user, the major host of Baidu Qinghe Tieba decided to resign 

from her Tieba administrator position. In her resignation statement, she said: “I feel so heartbroken 

that I cannot protect my own Tieba friends and make our friends so upset.”133  

On August 26, 2013, there was a serious traffic accident that occurred in the town of Dangshan of 

the Anhui Province, resulting in ten deaths and five cases of injury.  On August 27, 2013, Tencent 

Weibo user Yu Heyu posted through his Tencent Weibo account that, “Yesterday afternoon there 

was a traffic accident in 310 State Road Dangshan section, sixteen people were killed including 

babies.” August 28, Dangshan police sentenced Yu Heyu to administrative detention for five days 

due to spreading online rumor, since “the casualty of the accident is sixteen” is false information. 

On the afternoon of August 29, the official Sina Weibo account of Dangshan Police @Suzhou 

Dangshan Police posted that, “the police bureau considers it inappropriate to impose 

administrative penalty of five days’ detention on Yu Heyu due to the untrue microblog he posted. 

                                                   
128  Jing Wen, ‘Crash Down of Online Rumor: Frontstage and Backstage’ (Cai Xin, 05 September 2013), 

<http://china.caixin.com/2013-09-05/100578697.html> accessed 6 April 2015.  
129 ‘Policy Crashes Down Upon Making and Disseminating Online Rumor, Beijing Policy Investigated a Company for 

Online Rumor Making’ (Sohu, 21 August 2013) <http://news.sohu.com/20130821/n384658783.shtml> accessed 6 

April 2015.  
130  Jing Wen, ‘Crash Down of Online Rumor: Frontstage and Backstage’ (Cai Xin, 05 September 2013), 

<http://china.caixin.com/2013-09-05/100578697.html> accessed 6 April 2015. 
131 Qinghe is a town under the city of Xingtai, in Hebei Province, China.  
132 Han Wang, ‘A Female Baidu Tiebe User in Qinghe, Hebei was Detained Because of Making Rumor Online’ (Henan, 

02 September 2013) <http://henan.china.com.cn/special/zhf/201309/278532NUVZ.html> accessed 6 April 2015.  
133 Lu Gou Xiao Yue, ‘It is Time to Resign from Tieba Host’ (Tieba, 01 September 2013) 

<http://tieba.baidu.com/p/2567858188> accessed 6 April 2015.    

http://henan.china.com.cn/special/zhf/201309/278532NUVZ.html
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Now the administrative decision has been revoked, and we apologize to the detainee and his family. 

We also apologize to all internet users, please be understanding.”134    

During the special law enforcement campaign, it is obvious that local governmental authorities 

expanded the scope of the application of the rule by over-exaggerating the social impacts of false 

information generated by individual users. The central government apparently noticed the 

enlarging chilling effect of the law enforcement campaign. The mouthpiece of the central 

government “People’s Daily” published a comment piece noting that, “the plague of online rumor 

of course should be clamped down on by law; however, it is unworthy to throw the baby away 

together with the drained bath water. Stifling the vitality of internet also runs counter to the spirit 

of the central government and the trend of the time.”135 “The initial intention of Ministry of Public 

Security is to strike organized online rumor-making and spreading, rather than the speech of 

ordinary internet user”, one insider said.136 There was scholarly concern about the regulatory 

legitimacy and prudence of criminal intervention in the speech of individuals’ online.137  Moreover, 

as the definition of actionable online rumor is abstract and vague, local governmental authorities 

tend to regulate proactively. Discretions and arbitrary interpretations were made in the hands of 

local government bureaus under the one-for-all cover of protecting “public interests” and “social 

order”, causing a serious violation of online freedom of expression of individuals in a scope that 

is acceptable for the party-state.   

3.2.4 Obscene and pornographic information  

Because of the long history of controlling obscenity and pornography in the traditional content 

industry, when it comes to pornographic and obscene content online, law and administrative rules 

can provide a more substantive standard for regulation. For the substantive standard of prohibition 

in western industrialized democracies, there is a careful legal and judicial distinction between 

obscenity and pornography, although deemed vague, and a stringent standard with regard to adult 

sexual material, most of non-obscene pornographic content is covered in the constitutional 

protection of the freedom of expression. Such as in the case of Miller v. California, the US 

Supreme Court set forth a three-part test to distinguish sexually explicit art from obscenity, that 

takes into consideration: 

                                                   
134 Sohu News, ‘Dang Shan Policy: Revoke the Inappropriate Administrative Penalty for Untrue Microblog’ (Sohu, 

29 August 2013) <http://news.sohu.com/20130829/n385403087.shtml> accessed 8 April 2015.  
135 Peng Wan and Lei Xie, ‘Taming Internet, the Biggest Variable for Our Propaganda Work’ (People, 04 September 

2013) <http://theory.people.com.cn/n/2013/0904/c40531-22799377.html> accessed 8 April 2015.  
136 Jing Wen, ‘Crash down of online rumor: frontstage and backstage’ (Cai Xin, 05 September 2013), 

<http://china.caixin.com/2013-09-05/100578697.html> accessed 8 April 2015.  
137 Renwen Liu, ‘It should be Careful to Apply Criminal Law to the Speech of Citizens’ (SouthWeekend, 2013) 

<http://www.infzm.com/content/93973> Accessed 8 April 2015.  
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“(a) whether ‘the average person, applying contemporary community standards’ would find 

that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest; (b) whether the work depicts 

or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the 

applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, 

artistic, political, or scientific value.” 138  

The standard for obscenity is vague and debatable.139 For pornography regulation, the western 

consensus of prohibition is child pornography as universal abuse. 140  The Chinese approach 

demonstrates a “broad and sweeping” prohibition, and control of sexually explicit content and 

other unhealthy materials are defined as “online narcotics”. 141 The Criminal Law of P. R. China 

states the criminal prohibition of obscene content, including the producing, copying, selling, and 

disseminating, in forms of book, film, audio and video product, picture or other forms. 142   

Disliking the distinction between obscenity, as morally offensive sexual description or depiction, 

and pornography, as sexually explicit description or depiction,143 the Chinese law defines obscene 

material as equivalent to sexually explicit material. Article 367 of the Criminal law proactively 

defines obscene material as “books, films, video tapes, audio tapes, pictures and other materials 

that specifically describe sexual behavior or contain explicit propaganda of sexuality and carnality,” 

with the exception that, “scientific work on human physiology and medical knowledge is not 

obscene material, and literatures or artistic works that contain erotic content are not considered as 

obscene material.”  

Administrative rules give specific standards for distinguishing obscene publications and 

pornographic publications. “Interim Provisions on Determining Obscene and Pornographic 

Publication” 1988 of State Administration of Press and Publication144, gives the very specific 

administrative interpretation of obscene publication and pornographic publication, and 

distinguishes the two based on the proportion of sexually explicit description. “Obscene 

publication” refers to publications that advocate obscene conducts, that, as a whole, stir up an 

                                                   
138 Amy M Adler, ‘Post-Modern Art and the Death of Obscenity Law’ (1990) 99 (6) The Yale Law Journal 1359. 
139 Cass R. Sunstein, ‘Pornography and the First Amendment’ (1986) 4 Duke Law Journal 589.  
140 Jennifer Stewart, ‘If This is the Global Community, We Must be on the Bad Side of Town: International Policing 

of Child Pornography on the Internet’ (1997) 20(1) Houston Journal of International Law 205.  
141 Bin Liang and Hong Lu, ‘Fighting the Obscene, Pornographic, and Unhealthy—an Analysis of the Nature, Extent, 

and Regulation of China’s Online Pornography within a Global Context’ (2012)58 Crime, Law and Social Change 

111.  
142  Article 363 of “Criminal law of China” states the crime of “producing, copying, publishing, selling, and 

disseminating obscene material for profit”, Article 364 stipulates the crimes of “disseminating obscene books, films, 

audio and video products, and pictures”, “organizing to screen obscene films, audio and video products”. 
143 David AJ Richards, ‘Free Speech and Obscenity Law: Toward a Moral Theory of the First Amendment’ (1974) 

University of Pennsylvania Law Review 45.  
144 State Administration of Press and Publication was combined into SAFRT in 2013.  
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individual’s carnality, and as content that is enough to lead to the moral corruption of ordinary 

people, with no artistic or scientific value: 

1) specifically describes sexual behavior, intercourse and psychological feelings in an obscene 

manner; 2) publicly propagates lewd and pornographic image; 3) describes or teaches sexual 

skills in an obscene manner; 4) specifically describes the means, process or detail of incest, 

rape, or other sexual crimes, enough to provoke crime; 5) specifically describes sexual 

behaviors of juveniles and children; 6) specifically describes homosexual behaviors or other 

abnormal sexual behaviors in an obscene manner, or specifically describes violence, torture, 

and insult that relate with sexual abnormality;7) other  obscene descriptions that are intolerable 

for ordinary persons.145  

“Ordinary person” refers to adults with normal physical and mental health.146  “Pornographic 

publication” pertains to publications that are not necessarily obscene as a whole, but that partly 

contain one of the above seven types of content, and is harmful to the physical and psychological 

health of ordinary persons, especially to that of minors, lacking artistic or scientific values.147   

As shown in the basic aspects of offline and online prohibitions, the administrative regulations 

formally expand the scope of prohibition from “obscene material” to “obscene and pornographic” 

information. Even the literal distinction disappears, as the combined phrase “obscene and 

pornographic information” is used in all content regulations and policies, even though the 

administrative rule distinguishes obscene material from pornographic material on the basis of 

proportion. Moreover, the legal distinction does not make a clear qualitative distinction between 

obscenity and pornography: Sexually explicit description or depiction is enough to be qualified as 

obscene content, as the conceptual distinction only lies in the proportion rather than in substance. 

The SARFT is in charge of the identification of obscene and pornographic publications.  

Administration of public security, a special police brigade is responsible for anti-pornography law 

enforcement, and professional police officers take charge of the identification of obscene and 

pornographic content identification in actual administrative and criminal cases.  

Actual law enforcement campaigns and identification always expand the scope of the prohibition, 

as all kinds of sexually explicit content and materials are targeted, no matter if the material is 

obscene as a whole or pornographic material that contains explicit sexual description as part of it. 

In 2016, an internet technology company Qvod was accused of the crime of “disseminating 

obscene material for profit”, as the player platform that the company provides was found hosting 

obscene and pornographic videos shared by users. The police officer who was in charge of 

                                                   
145 Interim Provisions on Determining Obscene and Pornographic Publication of State Administration of Press and 

Publication 1988, article 2.  
146 Interim Provisions on Determining Obscene and Pornographic Publication of State Administration of Press and 

Publication 1988, article 6.  
147 Interim Provisions on Determining Obscene and Pornographic Publication of State Administration of Press and 

Publication 1988, article 3. 
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identifying obscene content in the hosted materials of Qvod players, stated that the standard he 

used was that of Article 367 of the Criminal law and the “Interim Provisions on Determining 

Obscene and Pornographic Publication” of State Administration of Press and Publication. When 

carrying out his task of identification, his own standard for obscene material was to see if the video 

contains intercourse scenes; if the video contained scenes  of intercourse, then it was obscene.148  

During the 2014 Internet Cleansing Special Campaign, an online writer on the Jin Jiang online 

literature platform (jjwxc.net) was criminally detained and accused of the crime of disseminating 

obscene material because of the sexually explicit description contained in the text.149  Both of the 

cases were highly controversial and caused an uproar amongst Chinese internet users, with 

dissenting voices being especially audible from online forums and platforms. Like in the case of 

the clamping down on online rumor, online voices particularly complained about the direct 

intervention by government regulation, especially through criminal law, into the free and neutral 

technological design and development of ICT companies and the online expression of end users.150  

In January 2009, seven sectoral authorities (Information Office of State Council, MIIT, SARFT, 

MPS, Ministration of Culture, State Administration of Industry and Commerce, and 

Administration of Press and Publication), co-launched the Online Rectification Campaign for one 

month. It further expands the scope of the online administrative control of obscene and 

pornographic content to crack down on “low and vulgar” (di su) content online, which need not be 

obscene or pornographic by definition, but may be considered offensive and harmful to social 

morals, or unhealthy, and is thus defined illegal by sectoral authorities. According to the given 

categories, “low and vulgar” content broadly pertains to a long list of prohibitions, such as direct 

exposure or description of sexual organs; the expression or implicit expression of sexual behavior 

in a provocative or insulting character; content made by accidental exposure or sneak shot, 

violating individual privacy; using vulgar and provocative titles to increase clicking rate; text, 

audio, and video that are prohibited by sectoral authorities, including cut scenes of a film, etc.151 

3.3  The real name policy  

Besides direct regulation on user generated content on social media platforms, the Chinese 

government pushes forward a real name policy on social media platforms, and around the internet 

in general, in order to enhance a disciplinal effect upon online expression. Stricter real identity 

verification will lift the mask of online anonymity, and improve the traceability of end users and 
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accessed 20 October 2016.  
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regulability of social media. The real name policy started as a local government rule. However, in 

November 2016, the Standing Committee of the NPC enacted the “Internet Safety Law” to 

stipulate a real name policy for accessing telecommunication services and internet information 

services. Under this legislation, end users are required to provide real identity information to 

service providers when accessing telecommunication and internet information publishing, as well 

as IM services.152 The responsibility of implementing the real name policy is imposed on internet 

intermediaries. The real name policy is a more nuanced, indirect information control strategy than 

that of intermediary content gatekeeping, as the government real name policy aims to enhance 

user’s self-discipline when posting content online, and thus can contribute to information control. 

It also directly brings the issue of individual privacy to the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping 

regime. A more detailed introduction and discussion of the development of the real name policy 

in Chapter 7.  

3.4  Official justifications of substantive information control policies 

Freedom of expression and privacy play some role in the official substantive justification of 

internet information policies. But it is “internet information safety” that is highlighted as the 

fundamental concept underlining the official justification of Chinese internet information 

regulatory rules and policies. In February 2014, and under the direct central leadership of Xi 

Jinping, the Central Leading Group for Cyberspace Affair (also called Cyberspace Administration 

of China, CAC) was established; Xin Jinping is the group leader. It is frequently stressed by Xi 

Jinping that cyberspace and information safety is intimately linked with national security and 

social stability. Social media is often highly influential, can boast wide coverage, spreads rapidly 

and holds a strong social mobilization capability; especially facing the highly interactive social 

media platforms, online media and industry regulations lag behind industry development. 

Considering the boom of social media platforms such as Weibo, Wechat, and the explosive growth 

of the end user population, the question of how we are to strengthen the legal construction of 

cyberspace and online guidance for public opinion, in order to guarantee some form of order and 

consensus in regards to online information safety, national security and social stability, is a tough 

challenge we face. 153   To secure the lawfulness of the content of online information is one 

important aspect of the concept of “information safety” propagated by the CCP and governmental 

authorities when executing the substantive construction of information policies. It increasingly 

explicates the idea that online information content should be in compliance with the political 

principles and policies of the CCP and the substantive requirements of administrative regulations 

and sectoral administrative rules, especially the basic aspects of content prohibitions and the more 

specific sectoral rules for online law enforcement campaigns against unhealthy content.  

                                                   
152 Internet Safety Law of China 2016, article 24.  
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The substantive justification of internet information safety can be articulated, in very politically, 

as well as ideologically, informed rhetoric, to be the cornerstone of national security, regime 

stability, and first line of defense against the ideology of foreign hostile forces. It is common to 

see Chinese internet information safety scholars provide arguments that regard western countries, 

especially the U.S.A., as seeking to, stabilize an information hegemony, monopolize internet 

information resources, spread and promote western culture and values, and threaten, infiltrate, or 

even cause peaceful revolution within non-western political regimes.154 The ideas of “cyberspace 

sovereignty” and “information sovereignty” are frequently mentioned in the Chinese leader’s 

speech and propagated by the mouthpiece of the government.155 Information safety is understood 

for its political implications in regards to defending state sovereignty, securing the safety of the 

regime and state secrets, and as a defense capability and financial system of the state from overseas 

hostile forces. Internally, internet information policies aim to create a favorable environment so to 

encourage favorable public opinion for political and economic reform.  It is broadly propagated 

that without a stable political environment, reform and development are impossible. The internet, 

therefore, is the new battlefield for the guiding of public opinion and the defense of ideology.  Xi 

Jinping particularly stressed the regulability and controllability of both the internet and information 

in general, in his official speech:  

“Many young people nowadays do not follow mainstream media anymore, most of the 

information they get is from internet, we have to face this fact, and increase the investment 

of resource, capture the initiative in this public opinion battlefield. We cannot be 

marginalized…we should strictly prevent and suppress online infiltration and 

attacks…legally strengthen social governance of internet and new technologies and 

applications, ensure the regulability and controlablity of internet, to make our cyberspace 

clean. This is not an easy task, but we must do it.”156 

The government emphasizes that, as the socialist system has not finally established, cracks begin 

to appear on reform consensus among the people and the consensus must be reinforced. In recent 

years, “mass incidents” frequently occur in Chinese society, as the reflection of multi-faceted 

social conflicts between the powerful and the masses. Government authorities are often targeted. 

The Chinese government perceives collective actions as directly undermining social solidarity and 

political stability. Therefore, oppressing online expression that has the potential to mobilize mass 
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incidents is listed as one important agenda of information law and policy making. Considering the 

current conditions of Chinese society, constraining horizontal collective expression and 

communication is perceived by the Chinese government as a legitimate and effective means to 

protect its people. This top-down “paternalistic strategy” to maintain stability and avoid chaos and 

disorder, provides the fundamental guideline for online censorship policies and for the speech 

regulation of politically sensitive expression. 157         

In addition to the political control and constrain of online expression, and the accompanying 

potential of social mobilization and mass incidents, information safety is also interpreted by the 

CCP leadership and government authorities as needing to promote online civility in the right moral 

and cultural direction. This interpretation is given as the justification of administrative clean-ups 

and for the prohibition of content that is not politically sensitive but may nevertheless be 

considered “unhealthy”; content that includes “low and vulgar” content, pornography, online 

violence and gambling, etc. It has been long realized by the central leadership of the CCP that, “all 

kinds of harmful information not only endanger national security and social stability, but also 

poison adolescents, and are inimical to the socialist spiritual civilization; it thereby should be 

effectively cleaned up from the internet.” 158   

CCP central leaders demonstrate great and continuous attention to online spiritual cultivation. In 

2007, former Chairman of the CCP Hu Jintao proposed, in the 17th CCP National Congress Report, 

to “build ‘a socialist core value system’, strengthen the attraction and cohesion of the socialist 

ideology. The socialist core value system is the essence of socialist ideology.”159 Chairman Xi 

Jinping develops the core socialist value system, providing as its source, outstanding Chinese 

traditional culture, combined with the achievements of human civilization. In 2012, Xi Jinping 

delivered the newest rhetoric of the core socialist value system during the 18th CCP Congress 

Report in 2012: “The three advocacies”. The three advocacies refer to “the advocacy for prosperity, 

democracy, civilization, harmony; the advocacy for freedom, equity, justice and the rule of law, 

and the advocacy for patriotism, dedication, integrity, and kindness.” Mainstream Chinese scholars 

interpret the core socialist value system as founded on the “free and integrated development of the 

individual”160; and the “free and integrated development of individual” is defined by the merits 

that a good man should own, such as public morality, good traditional virtues, and family ethics, 

which still hold sway among the Chinese people. The official speech of Xi Jinping in April 2016 

made it clear that the state has a responsibility to advance the online cultivation of both society 

and individuals. It contains at least two aspects of content suppression and control: politically 
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sensitive content control and unhealthy content control, as well as positive online content 

construction.  

“A clean cyberspace is in line with the interests of the people…. Internet is not a place outside 

the law. Activities of using internet to promote the overthrow of government, incite religious 

extremism, promote national division, abet terrorism, must be curbed and suppressed. 

Activities and speeches of using internet for online fraud, disseminating pornographic material, 

personal attack, selling illegal goods, etc, also must be regulated and controlled, there is no 

one single country will allow these behaviors to spread without restriction. We must be 

responsible for the society and the people, legally reinforce internet governance and content 

construction, and strengthen the positive online propaganda, cultivate positive, healthy, and 

virtuous internet culture, cultivate society and individual by the socialist core values and 

excellent human civilizations,…to create a clean cyberspace for internet users, especially 

juveniles.” 161 

It is worth noting that the current central leadership of the CCP officially emphasizes traditional 

Chinese culture as the soil from which to interpret the substance of socialist ideology. The same 

applies for the construction of socialist cultural power, and the enhancing of national cultural soft 

power, as well as to the realization of the “Chinese dream” of the rejuvenation of the Chinese 

nation. One important aspect of traditional Chinese culture is the Confucian virtues. The official 

guideline articulates that,  

“The traditional Chinese culture contains a wealth of moral ideas and norms, such as 

individual sense of responsibility for the society, for serving the country and patriotism, the 

social climate of advocating virtues. They provide the substantive standards to judge the right 

from wrong, and imperceptibly influence Chinese people’s way of behavior.”162   

Official propaganda advocates mainstream values and positive online content, even in the form of 

traditional Chinese virtues, and so uses this as a substantive and moral justification for government 

intervention in purging unhealthy content and promoting positive content. And this general 

information principle and policy is articulated in the official normative documents of the CCP and 

in the speeches of its leaders, as “being in line with the interests of the people” in regards to national 

security, social stability and a clean online environment, as in line with the national strategy 

developed by the CCP leadership for internet industry and governance.  As a whole, these 

collective concepts and interests are used to justify any regulatory or administrative measure used 

to constrain online content or to discipline user behavior towards this policy direction in a highly 
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overriding and once-and-for-all manner, without demonstrating any intention to balance such 

cleaning-up of information with individual rights and freedoms that concern the accessing of 

unpopular content in a more nuanced manner; especially the freedom of expression and privacy as 

the legal rights recognized in the Chinese legal system.  

4 A theoretical overview of intermediary gatekeeping on the internet 

One the one hand, internet casts a thorny challenge for the government when it comes to 

information regulation and censorship; a challenge for both regulatory legitimacy 163  and 

effectiveness. On the other hand, it does not mean that the internet is immune to regulation. 

Cyberspace is one field that highly resonates with decentered regulation in general, as discussed 

above, with its own peculiar architectural and institutional characteristics. Cyberspace is a virtual 

space built on code, and subjected to multiple power and regulatory modalities. Lessig formulates 

four modalities of behavioral control in cyberspace: law, norms, market and code. Andrew Murray 

and Colin Scott suggest four basic regulatory modalities in new media: hierarchy, competition, 

community and design164. When it comes to new media, hybrid ways of control can be more 

effective than direct command and control.165 Code significantly empowers private entities, and 

the control of information in cyberspace can be realized by recruiting key nodes166 or private 

gatekeepers in the information network.  

The internet and the rise of social media also raise new challenges for the Chinese government. To 

reach the same regulatory result as the offline situation, some adaptions have been made for online 

information regulation. Generally, the license systems, censorship and self-censorship systems, 

and industry self-regulation systems are all applied to internet industry sectors.  But the online 

environment differs from the offline environment, in that the production of information is no 

longer dominated by media professionals and institutional sectors, since social media provides 

everyone with the opportunity to be a media outlet and potential information producer. So the 

direct censorship, by government authorities, of content that is user-generated (user-generated 

information) is much more difficult, if not impossible, compared to the direct censorship of the 

content produced by the institutional or industry sectors. Therefore, comparatively, when 

concerned with online information regulation, the role of internet intermediaries – such as various 

internet service providers, internet access providers, online platform providers, and hosting 

providers -  as online information gatekeepers, is particularly highlighted. Governmental control 

of internet information relies more heavily on private online gatekeepers than in the offline 

regulation system.  
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The tendency of turning direct governmental regulation into indirect intermediary gatekeeping is 

not unique to China. Intermediary gatekeeping or non-governmental censorship is globally 

recognized and adopted by national governments as an indirect regulatory strategy to improve their 

ability to regulate cyberspace and the legality of internet information.167 In comparison with direct 

governmental regulation, more regulatory power is devolved from government actors and located 

with private intermediary gatekeepers. The key to building effective government control over 

online information therefore is to “recognize and harness key nodal connections and key nodes”168. 

As a natural result of power decentralization, mechanisms of self-censorship and self-regulation 

are more involved in the private gatekeeping process. In China, the intermediary gatekeeping 

regime works as an indirect regulatory strategy, in which regulatory government authorities 

conscript private gatekeepers – specifically intermediaries such as internet access, online platform, 

and hosting providers – to monitor and police user-generated content and user behavior, due to 

both their intermediate position and the gatekeeping power they hold.  

Western scholars developed typologies of regulation to describe the decentralized tendency of 

regulation in modern developed society, depending on the degree of government involvement. For 

example, Rees pictures three types of self-regulation: “voluntary self-regulation” 169  (“which 

pictures rule making and enforcement both are carried out privately by the firm or industry itself, 

independent of direct government involvement”170), “mandated full self-regulation”171 (“where 

both rule-making and enforcement are privatized”172 , but “the private regulatory program is 

officially sanctioned by the government, which monitors the program, and if necessary, will take 

steps to ensure its effectiveness”173), and   “mandated  partial self-regulation”174 (which  limits 

privatization either to “public enforcement of privately written rules”175, or to “governmentally 

mandated internal enforcement of public written rules”176, but not both). Similarly, Julia Black 

identifies four types of self-regulation: “mandated self-regulation” 177  (“a collective group is 

required or designated by the government to formulate and enforce norms within a broad 
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framework defined by government”178), “sanctioned self-regulation”179  (“the collective group 

formulates the regulation, then is subjected to government approval” 180 ), “coerced self-

regulation”181 (“the industry itself formulates and imposes regulation but in response to threats by 

the government that if it does not the government will impose statutory regulation”182 ), and 

“voluntary self-regulation”183 (in which “there is no active government involvement, direct or 

indirect, in promoting or mandating self-regulation” 184 ). What is common between these 

typologies is that there is no clear-cut dichotomy between government regulation and self-

regulation. Instead, regulation can be viewed as a continuum with two ends. 185  Huyse and 

Parmentier make this clear in their typology. They distinguish three types of regulation: official 

regulation, sponsored regulation, and self-regulation. At one end of the regulatory spectrum, 

official regulation contains “a pure type of formal written law, produced by state institutions and 

enforced through judicial power and governmental coercion”186, to produce the public normative 

order. At the other end of the spectrum is self-regulation, which contains rules that are set and 

enforced by non-state actors in a fairly autonomous way, to establish “the normative orders of 

private governments (such as corporations, schools, hospitals), and the normative orders of 

professional communities and business networks”187.  In between the public and private normative 

ordering is the “grey area” of hybrid self-regulation with different degrees of government 

involvement, such as self-regulation sponsored by governmental authorities. Sponsored regulation 

is further distinguished as “subcontracting” (in which the state limits itself to setting the formal 

conditions for rule making while leaving it entirely up to the parties to shape the content), 

“concerted action” (where the state not only sets the formal, but also the substantive conditions for 

rule making by one or more parties) and “incorporation” (where existing, but unofficial norms 

become part of the legislative order by being inserted into statutes, or by declaring the product of 

private negotiations as generally binding for a whole sector).188   

Although a decentering analysis of regulation implies that the regulatory relationship may “move 

from a hierarchical relationship to a heterarchical one”189, it is rare to expect a pure horizontal 

relationship between public and private sectors. In practice, self-regulation more or less 
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demonstrates a hybrid character of non-state and state elements. Hierarchical control and self-

regulation do not mutually exclude each other.190 Self-regulation can be initiated by a government 

as an indirect strategy of law enforcement for the purpose of generating better law compliance; 

therefore, both the intent and outcome of self-regulation is to comply with concrete legal rules. It 

is the private enforcement of public written rules, as shown in mandated partial self-regulation or 

“concerted action”. Even self-regulation in a stronger sense, government functions as a shadow 

for self-regulation in the background. Any social self-regulation should show respect for, and 

compliance with, state law, and take place “within an institutional framework that is underwritten 

by the state”191, as “hierarchy will always lurk behind heterarchy, and negotiations will always be 

in the shadow.” 192   From a formal and institutional perspective, forms of self-regulation are 

politically and economically attractive for governments “in search of a middle way between 

laissez-faire capitalism and state-centered regulation”193. But the legitimacy of self-regulation, 

needs a more substantive analysis of the regulatory intent and the implications set in both formal 

law and self-regulatory rule for the particular issue, against the relevant normative frameworks, 

such as freedom of expression in the case of content industry regulation and self-regulation.  

Like the theories of regulation mentioned above, gatekeeping may be considered to fall along a 

scale or spectrum.  At one end of the spectrum, we find (public) intermediaries whose very purpose 

is to police the ‘gate’ - making passing-or-not-passing or in-or-out decisions (e.g. border control). 

Online regulatory examples of this type of gatekeeping are the firewalls and proxy servers at the 

internet gateways in China, through which foreign online material enters the Chinese territory (or 

not, as the case may be), and which are set by the Chinese government to serve the particular 

purpose of access control. The other end of the spectrum is occupied by intermediaries who are 

accidental or incidental gatekeepers. These are intermediaries who naturally occupy a good 

position for potential gatekeeping through the commercial or social activities they conduct, and 

can be conscripted as non-public gatekeepers when something happens and a certain degree of 

control needs to be wielded. These intermediaries bring to mind the gatekeeping described by 

sociologist Kurt Lewin, who noted that housewives and mothers are gatekeepers of the food that 

reaches the family dinner table,194 which provides them with the incidental power to change food 

habits.  

In the regulatory context, including the online environment, most gatekeepers tend to fall 

somewhere in between these two ends, in so far as these intermediaries are organizations whose 

main purpose is something other than acting as ‘border control’ agents. Nonetheless, regulators 

have used their ‘natural’ gatekeeping power for restrictive legal purposes. Typically Zittrain 
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defines these online gatekeepers as “intermediaries of various kinds — generally those who carry, 

host, or index others’ content — whose natural business models and corresponding technology 

architectures have permitted regulators to conscript them to eliminate access to objectionable 

material or to identify wrongdoers in many instances”.195 Post supplies a softer, albeit still potent, 

version of regulatory gatekeeping when he defines gatekeeping powers in the context of ICANN 

as ‘the power to place conditions on participation in inter-network activities.’196 Both descriptions 

of gatekeeping are reflective of practices used in respect to social media within China and carry 

resonance with regulatory governance concepts such as ‘nodal governance’ and ‘decentred 

regulation’197, which are arguably better suited to the online environment.198 In this respect, China 

– much like the West - has supplemented a traditional ‘command and control’ model of regulation 

with more hybrid forms of control in the new networked environment,199 within which online 

gatekeepers hold significant regulatory weight.200 Here the government indirectly regulates end 

user behavior through directly regulating intermediaries.201  

The self-regulation of the content industry in China is obviously not voluntary self-regulation that 

is free from government involvement. This, in Rees’s terms, is mandated partial self-regulation, 

or mandated self-regulation in Black’s terms. It highlights the goal of law and policy compliance 

by government. It is mandated partial self-regulation as a “concerted action” for the better 

compliance of the content industry with state regulations and CCP principles and policies; the 

intent behind and mission of self-regulatory rules are heavily dependent on, and determined by, 

authoritative rules and socialist principles. Self-regulation by content industry associations is 

supposed to be the indirect implementation of formal governmental rules and party principles. The 

role of industry gatekeepers is therefore developed to actively implement the censorship prescribed 

by regulations, as well as steered towards propaganda advancing socialist culture and morals. 
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Institutional actors and industry self-regulators are thus dependent, assigning of a public regulatory 

role, rather than autonomous, private actors.      

5 Conclusion  

The legal and regulatory emphasis of the active responsibility of internet intermediaries for content 

gatekeeping and user disciplining, indicates that the Chinese government realizes the tremendous 

controlling power that private intermediaries can wield over online content and user behavior, and 

the regulatory capability of private gatekeepers for realizing control over undesirable information 

for the government. The conscription of incidental private gatekeepers can use and create choke 

points on online information flow. Intermediary gatekeeping is not only an effective indirect 

information control strategy, it is also a less challenged strategy by the general public than direct 

legal and regulatory intervention into online expression, from the concern of freedom of expression. 

As concerns the official promotion of the socialist rule of law, and the constitutionally stated 

fundamental right to freedom of expression, to some point, the Chinese government has to exercise 

regulatory power in a formally and publicly accountable way for its constitution and other laws. 

This, of course, notes as an exception of the opaque power wielded by political and public 

gatekeepers, such as the GFW, or human censors hired by ICT companies, particularly for 

censoring politically sensitive key words according to the blacklists issued by government 

authorities. This research particularly focuses on the legal conscription of both natural and 

incidental private gatekeepers for the control of online content and behavioral discipline. As shown 

in the case studies, private intermediary gatekeeping may be much more open to other regulatory 

forces of behavioral change in cyberspace, such as the market, and social norms and technology, 

which are less monopolized by state laws and administrative rules, and thus can reflect more of 

the nuances surrounding normative ordering in the Chinese internet and online communities.  

Recent periodical law enforcement campaigns against online rumors and online pornography 

directed towards individual end users, are always accompanied by questions and criticisms about 

the chilling effect of direct law enforcement upon individual end users, from different voices 

offline and online. It is clear that on the one hand, the Chinese government would not give up 

effective governmental control of online content, but that on the other hand, disproportional 

suppression of free expression is also publicly unjustified in light of the constitutionally declared 

freedom of expression. As discussed in section 5.2.3, when local sectoral authorities obviously 

magnified the scope of law enforcement campaigns against rumors upon ordinary end users, the 

central authorities realized the disproportionate consequence of such law enforcement, and 

reaffirmed that the intention was to crack down on online fraud, and politically sensitive expression 

which could potentially stir up mass incidents and social disorder. When there were dissenting 

voices to challenge the legitimacy of the criminalization of individuals for posting unconfirmed or 

false information online, as to stifle the online disclosure of corruption and provide legal protection 

for corrupted government officials, the Supreme Court reconfirmed that “Judicial Interpretation 

2013” aims to purify the online environment, to protect citizens’ right to privacy and freedom of 

expression, and that the right to supervising government actions and filtering untrue information 
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will improve the efficiency of internet anti-corruption.202  The Chinese government recognizes that 

internet policies have to demonstrate some sort of public accountability for constitutional freedom 

of expression and privacy, even if it is nothing but the provision of lip service, if the government 

wants to publicly justify these regulations to the general public. Freedom of expression and privacy 

play some role in the legal and substantive justification of internet information policies, but it is 

“internet information safety”, which broadly includes national security, legality and moral 

correctness of online information content, and social and policial stability, that is paid most 

attention to by the CCP leadership when articulating the official justification and propaganda of 

Chinese internet information regulatory rules and policies. As to the other end of the scale, the 

next chapter will turn to analyze the legal protections of individual rights and freedoms influenced 

by intermediary gatekeeping in the Chinese legal system.   

  

                                                   
202 Hongbo Zhang, ‘Regulating Online Rumor is not to Protect Corrupted Government Officials’ (China Court Net, 

16 September 2013) <http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/09/id/1084352.shtml> accessed 7 February 2017.  

http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/09/id/1084352.shtml
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Chapter 3 Substantive individual rights and 

interpretations 

As shown in Chapter 2, intermediary gatekeeping in the Chinese internet regulation system, is 

assigned the responsibility of the private implementation of content censorship and behavioral 

discipline for the government, for the purposes of improving the collective values of social and 

political stability, online cultivation, and a clean online environment. What is missing, however, 

in the picture is individual rights and freedoms. In particular, what is missing is a dedicated focus 

on the legal rights to freedom of expression and privacy that end users can enjoy on online 

platforms; rights which are directly impacted by the policies of censorship and discipline from 

intermediary gatekeeping. This chapter firstly introduces the legal statements of freedom of 

expression and the right to privacy in China; the primary legislations and regulations that set the 

legal protections of these two rights. Secondly, it analyses the effect rights have on limiting power 

and regulation. And thirdly, it discusses the Chinese understanding of the value of freedom of 

expression and privacy. It concludes that there is an increase in the recognition and legal 

protections of the freedom of expression and privacy of end users in the internet environment, 

against non-state actors, but that the vertical effects of rights against state power, or delegated 

private regulatory power, is enforced less by formal legal rules. And the traditional Chinese view 

on the value of freedom of expression and privacy may suggest the cultural roots for the legal 

status of rights.       

1. Internet-related individual rights in the Chinese legal system  

Fundamental rights, or human rights, are recognized as the substantive content of the publically 

written laws and regulations of China. “Respect for and protection of human rights” is one 

constitutional principle that was explicitly stated in the Constitution of China in 2004.203 In 

particular regard to intermediary gatekeeping, including content censorship and behavioral 

discipline, the right of freedom of expression and the right to privacy, are the two directly infringed 

rights that need to be interpreted and balanced against the collective claims of government 

authorities.   

1.1 The legal and judicial protection of freedom of expression   

1.1.1 Constitutional freedom of expression  
Chinese constitutional and legal rights are not absolute. Paragraph 3 of Article 33 of the 

Constitution simultaneously states that, “any citizen enjoys the constitutional and legal rights, is 

obliged to perform the duties under the constitution and other laws.” The freedom of expression is 

stated as a qualified constitutional right in China. Article 35 of the Constitution states, “Citizens 

                                                   
203 Amendment to the Constitution of China 2004, article24, paragraph 3. Also Constitution of China 1982, article 

33.   
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of the People’s Republic of China enjoy the freedom of speech, of press, of assembly, of 

association, of procession and of demonstration.” This constitutional statement is the fundamental 

legal ground for the individual right to freedom of expression at the constitutional level. It is the 

freedom of expression of individuals, but with the duty of complying with the laws and regulations.  

The freedom and privacy of correspondence are also recognized, against both government 

authorities and social actors. And the privacy of correspondence may protect the free expression 

by citizens in private occasions, Article 40 of the Constitution states that, the “[f]reedom and 

privacy of correspondence of citizens of the People’s Republic of China are protected by law. No 

organization or individual may, on any ground, infringe upon citizens’ freedom and privacy of 

correspondence, except in cases where, to meet the needs of state security or of criminal 

investigation, public security or procuratorial organs are permitted to censor correspondence in 

accordance with procedures prescribed by law.”  

1.1.2 Civil law protection of expression   
There are legal protections for the safety of user generated content and communication, 

particularly for the online environment, and which operate horizontally against intermediaries and 

other private actors, that may provide legal protection for the free speech interests of end users in 

civil and contractual relationships.   

The Supreme Court issued “Several Provisions of the Supreme People’ Court Concerning the 

Application of Laws in Cases of Infringing Personal Rights by Using Information Networks” in 

2014 (“the Judicial Interpretation 2014”), to guide the application of civil laws, especially tort laws, 

to online personal rights infringements by private parties. “The Judicial Interpretation 2014” aims 

to enhance the online enforcement of personal rights against infringers: including those infringing 

end users or internet service providers, knowingly or unknowingly. Although tort pertains to 

infringements of the personal right to one’s name, reputation, honor, portrait, privacy, etc.,204 

information published by users online is also protected against the illegal private operations of 

intermediaries and other social actors, providing a civil law protection of freedom of expression. 

Several provisions of “The Judicial Interpretation 2014” confirm the judicial protection of the 

information rights of users, horizontally from private contractual waivers and other private 

encroachments. Firstly, it is invalid to provide or accept services paid for by the handling of 

information content that infringes upon a citizen’s personal rights in private contractual 

relationships. Article 14 states that, “The infringed party reaches an agreement with infringing end 

user or internet service provider to pay for removing, screening, and disconnecting infringing 

content, people’s court shall confirm the contract invalid.”205  Secondly, it is an infringement of 

the civil rights of the publisher in cases where actors privately prevent others from accessing 

information posted on the internet through the altering, deleting, screening or disconnecting of 

                                                   
204 The Judicial Interpretation 2014, article 1. 
205 The Judicial Interpretation 2014, article 14, paragraph 1.  
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network links.206 From these statements, end users, as internet information service consumers, 

enjoy the right to access information services, including information publishing that directly relates 

to free expression. Arbitrary content handling agreements and operations by private actors, such 

as the paying of one service provider to delete content posted by other users, are prohibited. These 

provisions provide a legal basis for individual users to enforce a consumer right to publish and 

access internet information in the service provider-consumer relationship, without private 

infringements.  

Regulatory gatekeeping creates a regulatory relationship between intermediaries and end users, as 

intermediary gatekeeping is used as a private implementation of public regulatory rules.  A 

consumer right to a fair information service may produce some consumer law limits upon 

regulatory gatekeeping, as intermediaries are not free (contractually speaking) to do whatever they 

want with user generated content.  But real vertical and public law limits of the regulatory exercise 

of power by intermediaries are less developed in the Chinese legal system. As shown during the 

discussion of gatekeeping regimes in Chapter 2, there are much more vertical top-down 

prohibitions of expression than there are protections of the freedom of expression. The prohibition 

of officially defined illegal content and law enforcement are the keynotes of the Chinese regulation 

of information and expression. The “nine basic prohibitions”207 of information content appear in 

every regulatory rule, whether offline and online, that concerns content.  Collective values and 

public interests are presented prior to the concerns of legal rights and freedoms. Internet 

intermediaries find themselves generally imposed with a certain public responsibility of co-

regulation and self-regulation, resulting in an unfavorable environment for free expression, 

perpetuated by a legal incentive for censorship, where powerful non-state actors can freely develop 

self-censorship and self-regulation regimes of user information content on their platforms based 

on broad basic content prohibitions. The new judicial protection aims to protect the free speech of 

users in horizontal and private relationships, as a civil law right and interest, without confirming 

any vertical effect of a constitutional right to freedom of expression for limiting regulatory power. 

Moreover, the right to freedom of expression, in a horizontal sense, must be balanced with other 

competing civil and personal rights: the right to honor, reputation, privacy, intellectual property 

rights, etc. The horizontal balance will always have a speech-limited result as will be shown in 

Section 1.4. 

Thus, this new judicial interpretation contributes to the legal protection of access to information 

and the use of information services against private actors. Nevertheless, there is no legal regime 

that holds private actors or gatekeepers accountable for end users when wielding the regulatory 

power government authorities delegate to them.   

                                                   
206 The Judicial Interpretation 2014, article 14, paragraph 2.  
207 Text to Chapter 2, section 3.2.1.  
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1.2 The legal protection of the right to privacy  

1.2.1 The Protection of the right to privacy in constitutional and criminal law 
In comparison with the freedom of expression, there are much more laws and regulations regarding 

the protection of the right to privacy, and the protection of personal information in the age of the 

internet. At the constitutional level, there is no comprehensive constitutional protection for the 

right to privacy. Yet, the Constitution does mention several aspects of privacy interests, pertaining 

to personal dignity and reputation, and to privacy of residence and correspondence. Article 38-40 

of the Constitution rule that, 

“Article 38 The personal dignity of citizens of the People's Republic of China is inviolable. 

Any form of insult, libel, and malicious accusation is prohibited. 

Article 39 The residences of citizens of the People’s Republic of China are inviolable. 

Unlawful search of, or intrusion into, a citizen’s residence is prohibited. 

Article 40 Freedom and privacy of correspondence of citizens of the People’s Republic of 

China are protected by law. No organization or individual may, on any ground, infringe upon 

citizens’ freedom and privacy of correspondence, except in cases where, to meet the needs 

of state security or of criminal investigation, public security or procuratorial organs are 

permitted to censor correspondence in accordance with procedures prescribed by law.” 

The formation of privacy interests in the Constitution does not lead to a narrow political, and 

vertical approach, to the limiting of interventions by state powers into the private individual sphere, 

as the US constitution does.208 The texts of the Constitution explicate both the vertical effects of 

privacy as individual freedom of residence and correspondence against unjustified state 

intervention, and horizontal effects of privacy interests as personal dignity and social image against 

the intrusion and defamation of other social actors. Moreover, “the Judicial Interpretation 2013”, 

in protecting online individual privacy, demonstrates the government’s concern for public interests, 

and creates more room for possible state intervention by criminal law into online speech in the 

name of public order.  

The crime of libel is a crime of private prosecution with public interest exceptions. Article 246 of 

the Criminal law provides that, “Whoever, by violence or other methods, publicly humiliates 

another person or invent stories to defame him, if the circumstances are serious, shall be sentenced 

to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years, criminal detention, public surveillance 

or deprivation of political rights.” 209  Additionally, “The crime mentioned in the preceding 

                                                   
208 James Q Whitman, ‘The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty’ [2004] Yale Law 

Journal 1151.  
209 The Criminal Law of China, article 246, paragraph 1.  
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paragraph shall be handled only upon complaint, except where serious harm is done to public order 

or to state interests”210.  

“The Judicial Interpretation 2013” applies the crime of libel to defamatory information on the 

internet. Article 2 defines the conditions that warrant the title “serious circumstances” in Paragraph 

1 of article 246 of the Criminal Law, which entails:  

“(1) The same defamatory information is clicked, viewed more than five thousand times, 

or is forwarded more than 500 times; (2) causes serious consequences, such as mental 

disorder, self-mutilation, suicide of the victim or victim’s close relatives; (3) the person 

has been subjected to administrative punishment within two years, libel others again; (4) 

other serious circumstances.”211  

Protecting interests of privacy and reputation, for the individual, is not the only purpose of “the 

Judicial Interpretation 2013”. Public interests and state interests are always associated, and could 

even be considered the primary intention behind all public intervention into online defamatory 

information.  As we have discussed in Chapter 2, Article 3 of “the Judicial Interpretation 2013” 

enumerates the circumstances for “serious harm to public interests and state interests”,212 and this 

stipulation attempts to strengthen government control over online rumors by regulating online libel 

via criminal law.   

1.2.2 Privacy as an independent personal right in private law  
In the civil law field, privacy interests have, for a very long time, been recognized and partially 

protected under the protection of reputation as a personal right. The right to reputation has been 

legally protected under Chinese civil law. Article 101 of the General Rules of Civil Law 1986 

provides that, “citizens and legal persons enjoy the right to reputation. The personality of citizens 

shall be protected by law, damage of the reputation of citizens or legal persons in ways of insult 

or libel, etc., shall be prohibited.” The civil law protection of the right to reputation reflects the 

traditional Chinese emphasis on personal dignity, honor and social image that match one’s conduct 

in social life, and that others must respect. After two years’ implementation of the General Rules 

of Civil Law, there is a judicial intention to broadly interpret the reputation damage to cover 

privacy interest.  

The “Opinions on Several Questions concerning the Implementation of the ‘General Rules of Civil 

Law’ of the Supreme People’s Court” in 1988 (the Judicial Interpretation 1988) intended to protect 

privacy interests through the protection of the right to reputation. Article 140 states that, “an 

infringement should be confirmed for disclosing personal secrets in written or oral ways, or 

fabricating facts to publicly vilify the personal dignity, or damaging the reputation of others by 

                                                   
210 The Criminal Law of China, article 246, paragraph 2.  
211 The Judicial Interpretation 2013, article 2.  
212 Text to Chapter 2, section 3.2.3.  
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insulting and defaming, and causing certain impacts.”213 According to this judicial opinion, a 

privacy interest is recognized in “personal secrets” to the extent that the public disclosure of these 

personal secrets will damage the reputation of the individual concerned. The linking of the 

protection of personal secrets with reputation actually narrows the scope of privacy interests, and 

therefore causes practical difficulties. Legal academics and practitioners began to pay attention, 

and to push for an independent civil and personal right of privacy in the late 1980s by following 

several tort cases of privacy, in which a damage to reputation cannot be found.214 The Tort 

Liability Law in 2010 (TLL 2010) explicitly recognizes privacy as an independent civil “right and 

interest”, as the right to privacy is ranked together with the protected right to life, right to health, 

right to name, right to reputation, right to honor, right to portraiture, right to marital autonomy, 

right to guardianship, right to property and intellectual property, etc.215 Unfortunately, despite this 

enumerative provision on the right to privacy, there are no other legal provisions that provide a 

concrete legal definition of either the scope or substance of an independent right to privacy; rather, 

the definition of a privacy interest and what counts as harm to one’s privacy, remains largely 

unclarified.  

Nevertheless, we may summarize that, in Chinese law, there is a legal recognition of a right to 

privacy in residence and correspondence, as the private space withholding arbitrary interventions 

by the state and other third parties. In the civil law domain, one’s privacy in regard to their personal 

life and personal information is also recognized as an independent personal right, but intimately 

linked with the right to reputation. This implies an emphasis of the social and communitarian 

formulation of personal right to privacy, rather than the individualistic core of self-control of 

personal information, as both personal reputation, honor and dignity (as used in Chinese legal 

system) are socially established, upon the judgment of others and in normal social interactions. It 

is the popularization of the internet and social media that drives an increase in social concerns of 

informational privacy and the control of personal information.  

1.2.3 Personal information protection in the age of information 
The internet environment challenges individuals’ informational privacy. With the rapid 

development of internet and social media, more and more personal information is digitalized, 

collected, stored and processed online. With every step of our online movements, be it on social 

media or in the form of our use of computers, we leave digital footprints, and divulge more of our 

own personal information about. This information ends up on the databases of third parties, such 

as all kinds of internet service providers. Moreover, these processes are technically opaque and 

out of our control. For these reasons, personal information protection is gradually garnering the 

attention of both the government and the public.   
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A thorough understanding of the Chinese legal regime of personal information and online privacy 

protection must presuppose the intention of the Chinese government to enforce and encourage 

discipline and self-discipline on online platforms, such as the enforcement of the governmental 

real name policy on the internet and on social media platforms. On the one hand, the internet 

promises users the freedom to develop a new online identity; on the other hand, as a new arena for 

power and regulation, the Chinese government goes to great lengths to increase the regulability 

and controllability of the internet and of social media, by limiting the legal space of online 

anonymity. Any further step taken by the Chinese legislators and regulators towards data 

protection has to be understood in the context of this compelling governmental intention. 

Specifically, there are relatively concrete legal provisions to control the unjustifiable disclosure of 

personal information, but less legal efforts in developing a comprehensive regulation of the whole 

process of data collection and processing.  

1.2.3.1 The Legal definition of protected personal information  

Personal information protection is a pretty current theme within the Chinese legal system.216 A 

legal definition of personal information is provided by the “Decisions on Strengthening Internet 

Information Security”, passed and issued by the Standing Committee of NPC in 2012 (“the 

Information Security Decisions 2012”). Article 1 of this legislative document states that “the state 

protects electronic information that can identify personal identity of citizen and privacy concerned 

information.”217 Two benchmarks for defining protected personal information are thus identified: 

identifiability and privacy.  

In 2013, MIIT issued the administrative rule “Telecommunication and Internet Personal User 

Information Protection Regulations” (“User Personal Information Protection Regulations 2013”), 

and gave examples of identifiability and privacy. Personal user information refers to “user’s name, 

date of birth, ID number, address, phone number, account name and password etc., alone or 

combined with other information, can be used to identify the user, and the time and address of user 

for using the service, collected during the service provision.”218 This definition is a broad one that 

does not limit personal information to identifiability, but instead, also includes meta-data, such as 

the time and place of the user when using the telecommunication and internet service, as privacy-

related information, the second benchmark.  

1.2.3.2 Legal provisions on prohibiting the arbitrary “disclosure” 

of personal information  

In the Chinese personal information regulatory rules, the prohibition of arbitrary disclosure of 

personal information is targeted at all entities and individuals, public or private, who are by their 
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very nature, in a position of handling personal information. The legal prohibition aims to maintain 

the confidentiality of personal information collected and controlled by third parties, which is a 

very important dimension of the Western online informational privacy protection regimes in the 

context of internet and social networks.219   

a. Legislation and the administrative rule of the MIIT  

The legal prohibition of the unjustifiable disclosure of personal information is explicitly stressed 

in recent legislation. At the highest legislative level, “the Information Security Decisions 2012” 

generally emphasizes the responsibility of internet service providers and other business and social 

organizations in ensuring the security of collected personal information. These entities are obliged 

to take technical and other measures to prevent the possible leak, destruction, or loss of personal 

information during business operations.220  

Chinese Criminal law criminalizes specific forms of illegal disclosure of personal information, 

such as the selling, stealing, illegal provision to others, or illegal obtainment, of personal 

information. The Seventh Amendment of the Criminal Law, from 2009, criminalizes the sale and 

illegal provision of personal information and the illegal access to personal information, both by 

stuff members of public and private sectors. Article 7 of the Amendment states that “[a]ny staff 

member of a state organ or an entity in such a field as finance, telecommunications, transportation, 

education, medical treatment, violates government regulations, sells or illegally provides personal 

information which is obtained in the process of the organ’s or entity’s duty performances or service 

provisions, to others, if the circumstances are serious, shall be sentenced to fix-term imprisonment 

no more than three years, or criminal detention, or/and be fined.”221 Meanwhile, “[s]tealing or 

illegally obtaining the above personal information, in serious circumstances, shall be punished in 

accordance with the preceding paragraph.”222 The Article was added into the Criminal Law as 

Article 1/253.  It is worth noting that Article 1/253 was revised again in 2015, as part of the Ninth 

Amendment of the Criminal Law. This new amendment removes the enumeration of business 

fields, changes the first paragraph into “[v]iolating government regulations, sell or provide 

personal information which is obtained during the process of duty performances or service 

provisions to others, if the circumstances are serious, shall be sentenced to fix-term imprisonment 

no more than three years, or criminal detention, or/and be fined.”223  

                                                   
219 Patrick Van Eecke and Maarten Truyens, ‘Privacy and Social Networks’ (2010)26(5) Computer Law & Security 

Review 535.  Also Matthew J Hodge, ‘Fourth Amendment and Privacy Issues on the New Internet: Facebook. com 
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Information security is specifically emphasized by the MIIT as being the responsibility of 

information-related service providers in information market administration. In the MIIT regulation 

“Several Provisions on the Regulation on Internet Information Service Market Order” from 2012 

(“the Provisions of MIIT 2012”), internet information service providers are required to ensure 

system security, to protect information uploaded to the service providers by users, and to ensure 

users’ right to use, alter and delete uploaded information. Any form of altering, moving and 

removing, or disclosing user-uploaded information to other parties, without valid reasons, is 

prohibited.224 

At a very general level, the laws and administrative rules establish the responsibility of public 

authorities, private organizations and individuals for the security of personal information. Security 

of personal information is interpreted as the confidentiality of personal information collected and 

processed by third parties, such as the preventing of leaks, and the destruction or illegal sales and 

disclosure of said information. But the protection does not touch upon the regulation of the 

collection and processing of personal information.   

b. The Judicial Interpretation 2014: A private law protection of information privacy with 

public interest exceptions   

“The Judicial Interpretation 2014” specifies tort liability for the online disclosure of personal 

information. Article 12 determines that if an “internet user or internet service provider discloses 

individual privacy and other personal information, such as genetic information of natural person, 

medical records, health examination data, criminal records, home address, and private activities, 

etc., causes harms to others…”225, this is an infringement of the Judicial Interpretation 2014.   

According to the provision, there has to have been both a disclosure of sensitive personal 

information and harm caused in order for a complaint on the basis of privacy infringement to be 

valid. Moreover, the first paragraph of Article 12 reserves exceptions of tort liability for certain 

circumstances of public disclosure of personal information. These circumstances include: 

(1) With consent of the natural person, and within the agreed scope of information; 

(2) In order to promote social public interests, and to the extent of necessity; 

(3) Schools and research institutions, for public interests and academic research or statistics, 

with the written consent of the natural person, if the manner of disclosure is insufficient for 

identifying the specific person; 

(4) The personal information has already been disclosed openly by the natural person him/ 

herself, or in another lawful manner; 

(5) The personal information is obtained in a lawful manner; 

(6) Situations provided by other laws and regulations. 
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Subparagraphs (2) and (3) provide immunity from tort liability in the event of the disclosure of 

personal information on the basis of “public interests”, and stress the condition of necessity. 

Subparagraph (1) assigns an immunity from liability for disclosure on the basis of consent having 

been given. Subparagraphs (4) and (5) define immunity from liability for disclosing personal 

information, which was already disclosed or legally obtained in another manner. However, the 

second paragraph of Article 12 continues to set limitations on the immunity in subparagraphs (4) 

and (5), namely in cases where the “internet user or internet service provider discloses the personal 

information mentioned in subparagraph (4) and (5), in a manner inconsistent with public interests 

or social morals; or the disclosure of the personal information infringes the vital interests of the 

right holder; [if] the right holder requests the internet user or internet service provider to be held 

liable, the people’s court should support the claim”226.  Claims on the grounds of public interests 

and social morals, or vital individual interests, can trump the lawfulness of disclosure of either 

legally obtained or publicly available personal information. These legal statements indicate a legal 

ambit of informational privacy interests defined by balancing between individual privacy and other 

collective values. According to these statements, we can identify a hierarchical ordering of these 

relevant values relating to the disclosure of personal information: public interests and social morals 

trump individual privacy interests defined by consent and vital individual interests; meanwhile, 

the principle of necessity is stipulated to reach a balance between public interests and individual 

privacy.   

Last, but not least, the balancing of different values is only applicable for horizontal relationships, 

and is not applied to vertical administrative or regulatory relationships in the exercise of public 

power. Article 12 makes it explicit that “this provision shall not apply to situations that government 

agencies disclose personal information for the exercise of authority”227. As a result, this provision 

makes the legal protection of personal information from disclosure to be a civil and private law 

regime to regulate equal parties, the exercise of public power is not constrained by these balances.    

1.2.3.3 Legal provisions on personal information collection and 

processing  

Compared to the above-discussed rules on disclosure, the ambit of the legal protection of privacy 

interests against data collection and processing in emerging Chinese data protection rules is less 

clear. But in general, the new legal and administrative rules aim to increase the formal legality of 

personal information collection and by entities, in order to enhance the legitimacy of said data 

practice. Yet, they touch less upon the specific substantive standards of data collection and use.  

a. Legislation on principles of data collection and use   

On a legislative level, “the Information Security Decisions 2012” set general principles for the 

collection, processing and use of personal information. It explicates the principles of “legal”, 
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“legitimate” and “necessary” for collecting and using personal information, and the principles 

apply to all entities that collect and process users’ personal information, and pertains to internet 

service providers and other commercial and social entities who collect and use personal 

information in their operations. 228  More specifically, data-related service providers should 

“explicitly state the purpose, methods and scope of date collection and use, get consent from end 

users, the collection and use of personal information should not violate laws and regulations, as 

well as contractual agreements”229. Meanwhile, “data-related service providers should publish 

their rules for data collection and use.”230  

b. Administrative rules of the MIIT on data collection and use  

The MIIT plays a leading role among the ministries of the State Council in the personal information 

protection domain. As was previously mentioned, the “User Personal Information Protection 

Regulations” 2013 of the MIIT gives substance to the general principles set up in the “Information 

Security Decisions of SCNPC” 2012, and to set more concrete administrative regulations of 

personal information collection and use. Telecommunication business operators (TBOs) and 

internet information service providers (IISPs) are held responsible for the security of the collected 

personal information of users, 231  and are required to establish user complaint and feedback 

mechanisms, 232  and to implement an annual self-assessment of their personal information 

security.233 They are also encouraged to implement a level of self-regulation appropriate to the 

industry regarding user personal information protection.234  For administrative supervision, an 

assessment of the situation of personal information protection is added as part of the annual review 

and renewal of business licenses, such as the ISP and ICP licenses, for TBOs and IISPs.235 

Moreover, TBOs and IISPs are required to supervise and manage the personal information 

protection  for users, when they entrust third parties with processing collected personal data.236 

TBOs and IISPs are thus subject to strict liability, just like data controllers in the EU data protection 

regime for data processors.237 

The “User Personal Information Protection Regulations” reaffirm the principles of “legality”, 

“legitimacy”, and “necessity” for the personal data business market.238  The regulation of the 

process of data collection and use seems to follow a private law and private market logic, based 
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on setting more rules to ensure free consent. Article 9 aims to set the conditions and rules for the 

validity of consent. TBOs and IISPs should draw up and publish their data collection and use rules 

at their business sites and on their websites.239 TBOs and IISPs should not collect personal user 

data without the consent of users, and should explicitly inform users of the purpose, methods and 

scope of the collection and use of personal information, as well as the channels for inquiring and 

correcting personal information, and the consequences of refusing to provide personal 

information.240 Personal information should not be collected beyond what is necessary, and should 

not be used beyond the informed purpose. The collection and use of personal information should 

not be based on fraud, misrepresentation, or coercion, and it should not violate laws and 

administrative regulations, or contractual agreements.241 After a user terminates the use of the 

services, TBOs and IISPs should stop collecting and using user personal information, as well as 

provide a service of cancellation of a user’s online identity number or account.242   

1.3 Weak vertical effects of individual rights for limiting official public power exercise for 

information control 

Both in legislations and other official rule-making, it is pretty clear that constitutional rights – in 

our case, freedom of expression and the right to privacy - demonstrate very weak vertical effects 

on limiting the government regulation of individual activities pertaining to expression and the self-

control of personal information, both offline and online. The constitution stipulates the supreme 

authority of state laws and regulations upon the whole society, and the obligation of the whole 

society to obey state laws and regulations. The constitutional statement “the state respects and 

protects human rights” does not interpret human rights as western moral, natural, or political rights, 

nor does it concur with the freedom that individuals have against and before their state and its 

government in the West. In this sense, formal law can be considered as self-authorization by the 

government. Governmental power is exercised in the form of law, but its power is not substantively 

limited by its law, since there are no moral principles above the state-made formal law that 

officially sets limits on the law-making power of government, at least not compared with the thick 

version of the western liberal democratic rule of law, which incorporates both individual rights 

and democracy into formal legality.243 

In Chapter 2, the discussion of Chinese legal and administrative rules on internet intermediaries 

and information regulation illustrates that the Chinese government takes a duty-based approach 

towards intermediaries and end users, instead of a right-based approach. Intermediaries are 

responsible for the legality of the content generated by their end users, and end users are required 

to be responsible for their online expression and other behaviors, as well as for their obedience to 
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the law.244 Together with the emphasis on responsibility, a series of collective values, such as a 

clean and healthy online environment, social and political stability, discipline and self-discipline, 

juvenile protection, and the responsibility intermediaries have to implement the law, are publicly 

propagandized as being in line with the general interests of the people, in order to justify content 

censorship and behavioral discipline. The legal protection of both the freedom of expression and 

privacy are placed below these collective values and public interests, and any interpretation of the 

substantive content of the rights must be in line with the preservation of these very broad public 

interest claims. In the particular context of freedom of expression and the right to privacy, the 

scope of these rights is broadly limited by prohibitory rules and disciplinary rules. The “nine basic 

prohibitions”, that is the common information content regulation rule, set out broad public law 

limitations on the freedom of expression of social actors. Although “the Information Security 

Decisions 2012” is seen as a further step towards personal information protection, the legislative 

document states that its purpose was “to protect network information security, protect the lawful 

interests of citizens, legal persons and other organizations, safeguard national security and social 

order”245. Thus, the 2012 Decision prescribes that it is necessary for the real identity of users to be 

verified in order for users to be allowed to access information services,246 then to balance the 

lawful privacy interest by emphasizing the protection of collected personal information. And the 

government-driven collection of personal information by information service providers for the 

sake of a higher level of real identity verification has, potentially, a restrictive impact on both free 

expression and informational privacy.  

State law can be the self-authorization by a state and its government to use their power in order to 

control and regulate the sectors. The very broadly defined concepts of public interest and the 

emphasis on stakeholders’ responsibility in protecting the public interests defined by the party and 

government authorities, authorize far-reaching content regulation and behavioral discipline, and 

only allow the legal interpretation and implementation of rights within a limited substantive scope. 

In particular, the vertical effects of rights, limiting the exercise of governmental power, are largely 

weakened. As was shown in Section 1, very few legal rules are enacted to enforce a constitutional 

right to freedom of expression vertically against broad prohibition. In contrast, the scope of the 

restrictions on online content is increasing.247 In respect to the right of information privacy, the 

recent judicial rules focus on the civil and commercial aspects of data privacy, based on a personal 

dignity-based privacy concept, to control the arbitrary disclosure of personal information, but with 

immunity from liability with regard to disclosure in the public interest. MIIT rules also focus on 

regulating commercially-driven data collection and processing, leaving government regulation 

aside.   

                                                   
244 Text to chapter 2, section 3.1.2.  
245 Decisions on Strengthening Internet Information Security of the Standing Committee of the National People’s 

Congress 2012, article 1.  
246 The Information Security Decisions of Standing Committee of NPC 2012, article 3.  
247  Text to Chapter 2, section 3.2.  
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The judicial enforcement of the vertical effects of rights is also limited in the Chinese legal system. 

According to Article 2 of the “Administrative Litigation Law”, the People’s Court can only review 

specific infringing administrative acts, and do not have the independent authority to actively 

review laws and regulatory rules. 248  Without a constitutional review process, constitutional 

principles can hardly influence laws and administrative rules. These official rules and policies 

escape the judicial supervision of courts, rendering the protection of individual rights against 

arbitrary state power futile. As a consequence of the lack of institutional enforcement, the 

constitutional protection of individual rights remains weak with regards to individual enforcement.  

Aside from the weak vertical effects of individual rights on official public regulation, individual 

rights have very limited vertical effects on the limitation of the private power of internet 

intermediaries to indirectly regulate internet information. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Chinese 

government controls online user behavior and information content by directly regulating internet 

intermediaries.249 Together with blunt statements about the general responsibility of intermediaries 

for the legality of user-generated content and user behavior, Chinese law treats internet 

intermediaries as an extension of public power in online society. But the formal rules only delegate 

to private gatekeepers the power of controlling information through conduct regulation and self-

regulation, without setting any restraint upon authorized private regulation. The only possible 

remedy for an individual whose rights have been violated is to go through the avenues of contract 

law or consumer protection law. But where government-driven regulatory gatekeeping is 

concerned, it is difficult for individuals to challenge the actions of these private gate-keepers 

through private law if their actions fall within the area of government delegation. Therefore, owing 

to this blunt delegation and authorization of power, individual rights can hardly have much vertical 

restraining effect on private gatekeeping for the purpose of public regulation.  

1.4 The horizontal enforcement of the personal right to privacy limits freedom of expression  

Much more legal efforts are made by the People’s Court to strike a balance between different, and 

even competing, individual rights and values in horizontal social relationships. These judicial 

efforts are made in civil law domains, aiming to clarify the weights of different personal rights in 

the internet information environment when they clash with each other, rather than confirming the 

vertical implications of constitutional rights and freedoms in limiting government power. The 

judicial development of imposing stricter liabilities upon intermediaries aims to horizontally 

strengthen personal dignity-based personal rights enforcement online, encourage intermediary 

gatekeeping upon user content and behavior, and as a result, weakens the individual liberty in the 

constitutional rights to freedom of expression and privacy.   

“The Judicial Interpretation 2014” strengthens the online enforcement mechanism of personal 

rights, including the right to privacy, reputation, honor, name etc., by stipulating intermediary 

liability, as well as intermediary responsibility for assisting personal rights enforcement. Infringed 
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plaintiffs can choose to bring a claim against the infringer directly, or against the related internet 

service provider, or against both. The People’s Court should support the plaintiff’s choice.250 

Internet intermediaries who are aware of the rights infringement, or are informed but fail to take 

reasonable action to prevent further harm, should bear the tort liability together with directly 

infringing end users. 251  Article 9 of “the Judicial Interpretation 2014”, specifies the factors 

influencing the criterion of what it means for an internet service provider to “know” of a rights 

infringement. The conditions entail:  

“(1) whether or not internet service providers manually or automatically process the infringing 

information in forms of recommending, ranking, selecting, editing, organizing, modifying, etc; 

(2) the information processing capability internet service providers should possess, and the 

nature and mode of service, and the possibility of causing infringement of the service; (3) the 

type of infringed personal rights and interests, and the obviousness of the infringement; (4) 

the scale of social influence of the infringing information, or page views of the information in 

certain period; (5) the technical possibility to implement preventive measures by internet 

service providers, and whether or not reasonable measures are taken; (6) whether or not 

internet service providers take reasonable measures towards repeated infringements or 

infringing information of the same infringing account; (7) other elements that relate with the 

case.”252      

According to “the Judicial Interpretation 2014”, intermediaries are to be responsible for assisting 

personal rights enforcement, implementing “notice and take down” regimes, and taking joint 

liability for the exacerbated damage in the case of them failing to take reasonable preventive 

measures. Internet service providers must also cooperate with the judicial enforcement of personal 

rights under a court’s order, by providing the People’s Court with user information that can help 

identify the alleged infringing internet users. Article 4 states that if a “plaintiff sues internet service 

provider, who defends on the ground that the allegedly infringing information is published by end 

user, the people’s court may order the internet service provider to provide information of name, 

contact, IP address, etc, that can identify the alleged infringing end user, with the request of the 

plaintiff or the specific circumstances of the case.”253  This mandated duty of cooperation of 

internet service providers can be enforced by judicial order. The People’s Court can impose 

penalties upon internet service providers who refuse to provide end user information without 

justifiable reasons.254  

                                                   
250 The Judicial Interpretation 2014, article 3.  
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A “notice and take down” regime has been introduced in the TLL 2010. 255  The “Judicial 

Interpretation 2014” reinforces intermediary liability based on having been given notice and 

“knowing” of the infringement. But the interpretation also defines the conditions for providers to 

be considered as “knowing” very broadly, which may encourage intermediaries to develop 

censoring technology, and conduct over-enthusiastic content-removal to prevent liability caused 

by the possibility of “knowing”, and so requiring a higher level of user identity verification in 

order to fulfill the responsibility of judicial cooperation.  

In the horizontal enforcement of personal rights, although the government does not directly 

constrain online expression, the horizontal enforcement of personal rights may have a chilling 

effect on free expression. This judicial development demonstrates the government’s attitude 

towards protecting personal dignity-based personal rights, and neglecting the possible chilling 

effect on the liberal value of freedom of expression and privacy in the Chinese legal system. 

2. The Chinese understanding of the value of free expression and privacy  

2.1 Introduction 

It has been shown that in the Chinese internet regulatory system, public interests are authoritatively 

compelling, and the legal protection of individual rights and freedoms is less effective, especially 

against vertical regulatory actions. In investigating legitimacy of the regulatory power of 

intermediaries, on the one hand, a substantive concern is that the intermediary gatekeeping regime 

directly foregrounds the moral weight of individual rights to privacy and freedom of expression. 

On the other hand, China does not adhere to the Western liberal view of individual rights; simply 

applying the Western interpretations of individual rights may ignore the influence of culture and 

tradition for people’s perceptions of rights. It is therefore necessary to introduce the Chinese 

tradition and culture for a context-specific investigation of legitimacy of the rules. As John Gray 

points out,  

“Liberal regimes are only one type of legitimate polity, and liberal practice has no special or 

universal authority. Whether a regime is legitimate depends on its relations with the cultural 

traditions of its subjects and its contribution to the satisfaction of their needs. It is far from 

being the case that liberal regimes always come out top when judged by these measures.”256  

This section primarily discusses the traditional Chinese moral understanding of the value of 

freedom of expression and privacy, which may have historical roots in Confucian thinking. Culture 

and tradition are important in understanding the value of rights held by one society, and in 

developing a legal system for rights protection which has solid social foundations. In literatures of 

Chinese culture or Chinese legal culture, Confucian values are an indispensable part of the Chinese 

moral outlook, and provide one possible way to understand the behaviors of people. In history, 
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Confucianism257 was not only the official ideology of the feudal Chinese government for more 

than two thousand years; Confucian thoughts also embody traditional Chinese cultural elements 

in explorations of the cultural and historical sources for a modern rights discourse for China. It is 

argued by the Chinese legal culture scholar Xia Yong that the discourses of rights in the works of 

Liang Qichao, Tan Sitong and other reformers in the late Qing Dynasty, and the revolutionary idea 

of “rule by people” or “people’s sovereignty” advocated by Sun Zhongshan, Mao Zedong are a 

modern reversion of the value of the people-ortiented political philosophy developed by Confucian 

masters in the pre-Qin period, and can find their roots in ancient thinking.258Among the Chinese 

legal cultural scholars such as Xia Yong, Zhu Suli and Wang Renbo, it is agreed that political 

rights or human rights should not be the monopolized discourse of Western civilization; we can 

find the cultural soil for developing political rights of people in traditional Chinese thinkings.259 

Outstandingly, the Confucian master Mencius clearly remarked that, as concerns governance, 

“[t]he people are of the greatest importance, the altars of the soil and grain are next, and the ruler 

is of least importance.”260  Although the traditional legal and political culture does not develop the 

people-oriented political principle into the proceduralization and institutionalization of civil rights 

of the people, the value of rights is recognized and is expressed in forms of people-oriented 

political morality; it is recognized in ancient Chinese thinking that the will of the people provides 

the ultimate source of political legitimacy for ruling, and it will be a departure from benevolent 

governance if the ruler does not follow the will of the people. Arguably, Confucian views of state, 

power and rights261 are still influential in providing one way for analyzing  the Chinese government 

policies and the Chinese society in general.262 It is argued by the Chinese legal sociologist Zhu 

Suli that the road to rule of law in China should pay attention to local resources, the traditions and 

practices of Chinese legal culture, in order to develop a legal system with social foundation and 

acceptance. 263  More radically, Confucianism is also regarded, by neo-Confucians, as a valid 

                                                   
257 The English translations of the Confucian Classics: Confucian Analects, The Great Learning, The Doctrine of the 
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Chinese ethical and political framework for formulating the rule of law and organizing political 

power in contemporary China.264  

A critical reflection on the trational Chinese view on the value of free expression and privacy is 

necessary and relevant for an inquiry of the legitimacy of intermediary power exercise.  As 

discussed above, on the one hand, it is legally stated in the Chinese laws that any form of exercise 

of regulatory power should respect the rights and freedoms of individuals; on the other hand, 

formal laws tend to define very limited substance and scope of freedom of expression and privacy 

when compared with the Western liberal rule of law, especially the liberal value of these rights is 

not paid much attention by the Chinese internet rule makers. The cultural differences between 

Western and Eastern countries have been discussed in studying the value of privacy in information 

ethics; an intercultural investigation of concepts of privacy is regarded as particularly necessary 

for an information ethics that respects and fosters the elements of specific cultures that are crucial 

to their sense of identity.265  In contemporary China, ideas and values are in flux; communism, 

collectivism, and individualism, traditional and Western values co-exist in Chinese society, and it 

is difficult to say which trend can represent today’s Chinese society. But an analysis of traditional 

Chinese values in respect to the right to free expression and privacy, is necessary for any creative 

adaption of Western values and critical reflection on the Chinese tradition, especially when these 

values sound alien to Chinese culture.   

  2.2 Free expression  

Traditional Chinese thought may provide an instrumental account of the value of having a certain 

degree of free thought and expression, in relation to maintaining the benevolent ruling (over the 

state), as well as individual and social moral goods. Firstly, free speech of people can discipline 

the ruler and facilitate good governance. Both Confucius and Mencius traveled around the ancient 

kingdoms of China to persuade rulers to practice Confucian benevolent ruling. Confucius remarks, 

“[w]hat is called a great minister, is one who serves his prince according to what is right, and when 

he finds he cannot do so, retires.”266 Mencius directly remarks on the social elites’ responsibility 

of remonstrating speech: “[i]f the ruler has great faults, they [ministers of the royal line] should 

remonstrate with him. If after they have done so repeatedly, he does not listen, they should depose 

him.”267 The historical record Guo Yu explicitly remarks on the harm of limiting people’s free 

speech, “[g]uarding against the lips of people is even more dangerous than blocking a river, if the 

flood bursts, it will hurt a lot of people, so does people’s speech. Therefore, for river, dredge to 
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make it unblocked; for people, encourage them to speak freely.” 268  At the level of political 

governance, Confucian thinkers regard free speech as an instrument for inferiors to discipline 

superiors, to channel social conflicts and pressure, and finally, to realize Confucian benevolent 

governance in politics. 

In western democracies, the value of free expression lies in the proceduralist significance of 

realizing political self-determination and forming a popular sovereignty; freedom of expression is 

content-independent and central to democracy. However, according to the Confucian account, the 

consideration of free speech derives from its instrumental value of facilitating ruling by virtue or 

by a Confucian sage. For Confucians, “content-independent”269 and unscrupulous expression is 

incompatible with benevolent governance and the social moral good. The circulation of heretical 

and evil speech in society will demonstrate the failure of the ruler, and undermine social stability 

and harmony. Mencius explicitly criticized the spreading of the thoughts of Yang Zhu and Mo Di 

for being confusing and demoralizing the people, since the thoughts of Yang Zhu and Mo Di 

disagreed with fundamental Confucian morals, and were regarded as heresies by Mencius. 

Mencius describes the unsatisfied social and moral situation at his time as “[o]nce again sages and 

kings do not appear, the lords have become arbitrary and intemperate, and unemployed scholars 

indulge in uninhibited discussions. The words of Yang Zhu and Mo Di flow throughout the world; 

the teachings circulating in the world today all go back to Yang or Mo.”270 However, although 

Mencius aimed to recover the moral authority of Confucian ethics, he turned to free speech and 

debate as tools to defeat heresies, remarking, “whoever can resist Yang and Mo with words is a 

follower of the Sage.”271 

The reasoning in Mencius’ argument here follows a similar logic to that of the utilitarian 

understanding of free expression by John Stuart Mill. The best way to defeat false doctrines and 

heretical opinions is through thorough exposition and better arguments in a free market of ideas, 

rather than via direct coercion or suppression. 272   Yet, the differences between these two 

arguments are also very clear, as Mill holds a value-neutral opinion on different types of content 

and leaves it to the market of ideas and competition to decide upon whether it is true or false. 

Rather, Confucians would say, a relatively free and open environment of ideas will benefit 

individuals’ reflective and conscious self-cultivation of the fundamental Confucian moral 

principles, which direct coercion and suppression could never reach. However, a liberal, 

completely value-neutral market of ideas is also undesirable, for it would erode social agreements 
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on fundamental moral principles, and undermine social moral common goods and harmony, both 

of which are core concepts that Confucian morality concerns itself with.  

It is important here to distinguish between the Confucian emphasis on social agreement on 

fundamental moral principles on the one hand, and free space for individual moral autonomy and 

independence, within the scope of moral fundamentals, on the other.273 In western libertarian 

theory, free thought and expression is seen as the basic condition for individual liberty, and 

therefore, no limits should be imposed beforehand that restrict free expression; for example, a 

rational standard for limitations is the so-called “clear and present danger” as in the US judicial 

practice274275. However, as a perfectionist account, traditional Confucian view does not aim to 

defend maximal individual liberty, it aims to find uniformity between individual ethical goods and 

moral autonomy. Therefore, according to the Confucian moral outlook, Confucians would be 

intolerant of the unethical thoughts or expressions that fundamentally run against the basic 

Confucian moral principles. Confucians would also find it difficult to reject the use of state 

coercion and regulation for suppressing unethical ideas in order to defend the fundamental moral 

good in society. Safeguarding social moral goods is the legitimate function of the state according 

to the Confucian moral outlook. The moral primacy of the Confucian concept of self-development 

can hardly tolerate an unlimited moral environment for the independent and radical self-expression 

of any thoughts or ideas.   

On the other hand, a highly suppressive moral environment is also undesirable for Confucians. 

Therefore Confucians propose a limited and selective use of law (in the sense of criminal law and 

penalties) and coercion. Firstly, ancient Confucian thinking holds a negative attitude towards the 

use of coercion when it comes to an individual’s moral cultivation, and seeks to promote social 

moral goods through demonstrating virtues meanwhile being prudent in the use of penalty. As we 

have mentioned, if Confucius had to choose between coercion and education when seeking to 

discipline people and make them feel a sense of shame, Confucius would choose the softer way of 

moral cultivation to internalize social norms.  

Secondly, Confucians advocated for a free and autonomous moral space for gentlemen to exercise 

moral autonomy. Confucius appraises a gentleman’s quality of being flexible and accommodative 

to changing circumstances. An individual must necessarily be capable of ethical discretion when 
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facing divergent cases, as a gsuperior man, so to creatively and reflectively self-endorse Confucian 

benevolence and righteousness without blindly and rigidly following orthodox positions. The 

concept of “quan” (weighing circumstances) is elaborated by Mencius as a core ability for superior 

man to practice Confucian benevolence and righteousness. To touch the hand of one’s sister-in 

law who is drowning is the right thing for a man to do; although, according to rites, it is improper 

for men and women to touch each other’s hands in, the gentleman here would be adapting to the 

circumstances, touching the hand of one’s sister-in law in order to save her life.276 Confucius gives 

us an example of two gentlemen who face different moral choices when both living in 

unbenevolent states. One chooses to continue admonishing the ruler, whilst the other chooses to 

withdraw from office but keep his moral principles in his breast. Confucius appraises them both 

for acting as Confucian superior men, and reflectively endorsing Confucian moral principles.277 A 

Confucian view does not aim to produce blind followers of orthodox positions. The real Confucian 

sage and superior man shall practice moral autonomy without trespassing upon any demanding 

Confucian morals, reaching a balance between moral autonomy and moral goodness. This is the 

ideal virtuous life that Confucius depicts when he is seventy, as he remarks “at seventy, I could 

follow what my heart desired without transgressing what was right.” 278  Therefore, although 

Confucian thought allows a certain degree of individual autonomy, it does not allow for the 

primacy of individual autonomy over collective morality. “Confucian moral autonomy fits neither 

with an oppressive moral community nor with a liberal-open society, but with what may be called 

a morally conservative environment in which liberties and their restriction are balanced in such a 

way as best promote the moral good,”279 as Joseph Chan suggests.   

In a nutshell, a Chinese Confucian version of free expression would be compatible with the modern 

idea of freedom of expression, if used to describe citizens supervising governmental power, a 

relatively free moral environment for self-cultivation and the discovery of truth. The Confucian 

account also resonates with the modern idea that state law and policy should be prudent and limited 

when concerned with forcibly interfering with the moral environment and autonomy of individuals, 

since coercion is ineffective at, and even counteractive to, promoting the moral good. Nevertheless, 

these reflections shall not be overstated. The supremacy of Confucian moral fundamentals in 

claiming free thought and expression may easily trigger, as well as legitimate, governmental 

intervention for the sake of maintaining basic social moral goods. Moreover, Confucian morality 

relies on the individual’s conscience and reason, and on the self-regulating heavenly order, to 

define moral standards; it generally lacks procedural considerations to reasonably decide what 

belongs to the category of fundamental morals and what should be left to the individual’s moral 

autonomy. We may say that Confucian morality lacks the liberal idea of individual autonomy and 
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liberty, which means the primacy of individual autonomy, the maximal free options for individual 

and a negative notion of liberty exclusive from external interference.  

2.3 Privacy   

2.3.1 The Western liberal perspective on privacy  

In Western liberal morality, theories of privacy are founded on the liberal formation of selfhood 

as the autonomous subject that is entitled to an independent and private sphere, or space, for 

individual freedom and self-defined development, that is excluded from external intervention. 

Typically, the liberal right to privacy is understood through the spatial metaphor of “spaces”, 

“spheres” and “zones”.280 The individual morally owns a private space that sets barriers and 

boundaries between said individual and their society. My house is my castle is the traditional 

liberal discourse of spatial privacy linked with private residence and ownership.281 Residential 

privacy explicitly denotes the spatial characteristic of privacy interests, a right to keep oneself 

physically elusive and invisible from external gazes. And there may be less or sometimes even no 

reasonable expectations for spatial privacy in public spheres and places owned by third parties, 

depending on the circumstances. Normally, privacy also encompasses the legal protection of the 

secrecy of correspondence, which guarantees the individual’s intimate social relations and 

communicative behaviors as inaccessible to third parties and the general outside world.282 

In addition to spatial and communicational logic, privacy also encompasses an informational 

dimension. Personal information means the records of divergent aspects of one individual person, 

such as their identity, life details, preferences, etc. Unauthorized access, collection, use or 

disclosure of personal information may negate very sensitive and reasonable privacy interests and 

expectations. Particularly with the rapid development of information collection technology, 

western scholars, specializing on issues of privacy, have begun to pay a lot of attention to 

information privacy and to “privacy in public”283, especially against the changing social and 

technical context of the internet and information technology, as well as the increase in visual and 

data-based surveillance.  

Although there are disagreements among the voluminous scholarly accounts on privacy, the liberal 

core of privacy interests is left stable and untradeable. The individualistic, consent-based structure 

of liberal privacy theory denotes a guarantee of the liberal ideological imperatives of individual 
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281 Daniel J. Solove, ‘A Taxonomy of Privacy’(2006) 154 (3) University of Pennsylvania Law Review 477, 552-557.  
282 Text to Chapter 3, Section 1.2.1.  
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autonomy and self-development against offensive information gathering practices by government 

actors, as well as private institutions, in the information age. Julie Cohen very usefully summarizes 

two strands of privacy claimants, the “romantic dissenter” and “the rational chooser”, in the liberal 

formulation of privacy.284 The romantic dissenter’s account of privacy requires the protection of 

privacy for the individual’s ability to freely form his/her beliefs, thought, and expression, in the 

sense of “intellectual privacy”285, free from majoritarian tyranny. This intellectual account of 

privacy is intimately linked with the constitutional value of free thought and expression. The 

protection of spatial privacy, the right to read anonymously 286  and the confidentiality of 

communication, undergird and fuel freedom of thought and expression. Claims for intellectual 

privacy therefore not only demand the absence of unreasonable and overt external constraints, but 

also further encompass the subject’s highly sensitive attitude towards spatial and informational 

environments, as being the positive enablers and facilitators of self-determination and self-

development. From the view of the romantic dissenter, the processes of collecting personal data, 

profiling and identification will probably stifle the free and open technical and social environment 

for minority or deviant ideas and expressions, which contradicts the liberal idea of free thought 

and expression.  

The rational chooser approach to privacy, on the other hand, would say that the data that is left 

behind by individuals is tradable for other benefits and interests in commercial transactions, such 

as better and more personalized services. In any case, the free choices and behavior of autonomous 

individuals may not be influenced by these commercial activities, and it will be very difficult to 

articulate any privacy-related harm from the perspective of individual autonomy. Nevertheless, it 

is worth noting that, for the sake of autonomy, there is an equally valid liberal presumption for the 

rational chooser. The sense of self-determination, as regards one’s own life, is impervious to the 

collection of personal data, unless the social and moral environment, as well as the basic political 

structure, can guarantee the occurrence of no extra negative consequences or unjustifiable burdens 

of responsibility upon the autonomous individual, from the informational transparency of  

individuals, whether by the government or private actors. The inconsistency of the concept of 

autonomy between the two accounts of privacy, therefore, leads scholars who specialize on the 

issue of privacy to consider the concept of “constitutive privacy” under a socially constructed and 

dynamic selfhood.287  
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All in all, regardless of whether one chooses to side with the “romantic dissenter”, “rational 

chooser” or socially constitutive account of privacy, privacy functions as both breathing space and 

boundary between the self and the community. Although this boundary may be socially and 

technically mediated in an age of ubiquitous information technologies, it remains dynamic and 

negotiable from context to context, the liberal core of privacy interests remains solid and 

uncompromised. The consent-based structure of privacy rules aims to maintain the individual’s 

self-mastery of his/her own private sphere, affairs, identity and personal information. The political 

implication of the right to privacy remains, according to the liberal political consensus, that right  

is concerned with limiting the exercise of governmental power by protecting fundamental 

individual freedom, both in the substantive and procedural sense, in liberal society. More 

specifically, the free formation of thought and expression when concerned with privacy interests 

is defendable against over-reaching state power.  

2.3.2 The Confucian view on privacy and moral discipline  

2.3.2 1 The Confucian view on the value of privacy   

It is regarded by scholars that the concept of privacy is alien to the Chinese culture, as the Chinese 

tradition highly emphasizes family life instead of private individual life.288 In contrast to the liberal 

formulation of the autonomous, abstract and disembodied selfhood that founds a liberal right to 

privacy,289 Confucian thought interprets “man” in terms of man’s concrete social relationships, 

alongside a particular understanding of privacy-related notions of “shame”, “solitude” and the 

ultimate moral good.  

Under the traditional Chinese moral outlook, individual autonomy would not be the underpinning 

benchmark for privacy interests; rather, safeguarding a subjective sense of the moral integrity of a 

superior man is the final justification for privacy. The sense of privacy can, firstly, be defended in 

respect to a certain ethical appropriateness, in accordance with Confucian rites; transgressing 

certain moral rules might be seen as morally wrong by Confucians. Confucius instructs his student 

Yen Yuen on rites, “[L]ook not at what is contrary to propriety; listen not to what is contrary to 

propriety; speak not what is contrary to propriety; make no movement which is contrary to 

propriety.”290 It may be morally inappropriate to have certain affairs, or information,  be seen, 

heard, talked about or even accessed by other people (especially Confucian superior men), thereby 

a morally appropriate scope of private and intimate behaviors may implicate a sense of privacy. 

The Confucian sense of privacy firstly applies to the intimate parts of human life that should be 
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left private. In Confucius’ time, it was ritually improper to expose the human body, especially a 

woman’s body in public. Confucius himself suggests that it is difficult to financially support a 

woman, since every part of a woman’s body is private, and therefore needs more cloth to cover it, 

making financially supporting a woman much more expensive than supporting a man. Another 

example is the intimacy of sexual life. Sexual behavior between couples is normal and common, 

as part of human nature, Confucius remarking that, “[t]he things which men greatly desire are 

comprehended in meat and drink and sexual pleasure.”291 Meanwhile, sexual life is one of the most 

intimate activities human beings engage in, and it goes against rites for sex be seen, talked about 

or heard in public.    

Secondly, moral dignity and shame would be the ultimate defense for privacy under the Confucian 

moral outlook. The sense of privacy therefore intimately aligns itself with the concern of one’s 

public image, name and reputation. The significance of preserving one’s intimate personal life and 

information private, as such, is key to preserving one’s public integrity and honor, as a human 

being, distinct from animals. Confucians regard the sense of shame as part of the natural character 

of human beings. Without a sense of shame, there would be no difference between humans and 

animals. Meanwhile it is the sense of shame that motivates individuals to exercise self-discipline 

and moral cultivation. From this point of view, the Confucian sense of privacy seems to be similar 

to the traditional European view of privacy as a right to individual dignity and honor.292  

Based on the concept of dignity, the Continental European conception of the right to privacy 

requires a strong sense of self-control in regard to one’s own image, name, and reputation, as well 

as the self-determination of personal information. However, although departing from the same 

consideration of dignity and respect, the Confucian view of privacy and the European view of 

privacy go their separate ways, as the Confucian account does not stress self-determination. Instead, 

the Confucian account would suggest that the individual focus on self-discipline and the moral 

development of the self, in order to deserve and maintain a good public image and reputation. 

Confucians would feel intolerable towards the spreading of untrue information about another 

person that is perpetrated as an act of defamation and libel, but would be reluctant to emphasize 

self-control of true personal information in general. Except for certain extremely intimate and 

sensitive personal information, such as one’s sexual life, which should be hidden from public sight 

since the disclosure of such information contradicts rites, Confucian morality imposes no moral 

weight on self-control or the self-determination of personal information per se.   

Thirdly, just like the Confucian view on free expression, there is also the supremacy of moral 

fundamentals in privacy value in the Confucian moral outlook. Specifically, the exclusion of 

privacy interests in “shameful secrets” and the emphasis on moral discipline, limit the scope of 
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privacy interests in Confucian morality. The existence and concealment of immoral personal 

information and affairs are incompatible with the ultimate Confucian concern for the individual’s 

moral development. Therefore, it is easy to exclude the legitimate privacy interest in shameful 

secrets, such as unusual sexual relationships. The traditional Chinese conception of privacy implies 

a negative meaning to the hiding of information that someone would be ashamed of, and weakens 

the moral weight of a comprehensive privacy interest in regard to all personal information.293  

Moral supremacy in privacy interests is also made explicit in the cautious attitude Confucians takes 

towards private space and the situation of solitude. It is much harder to keep moral discipline 

outside of the public’s gaze and without external discipline. Therefore, a Confucian superior man 

should be more cautious when he is alone in order to maintain self-discipline. The Confucian 

classic Doctrine of the Mean explicates that, “there is nothing more visible than what is secret, and 

nothing more manifest than what is minute. Therefore, the superior man is watchful over himself, 

when he is alone.” 294 Being self-disciplining and cautious in solitude is the basic moral attitude 

towards “private space” and “private life” in Confucian morality. Private space is a negative social 

situation for self-cultivation, requiring individuals to maintain even stronger self-discipline; it is 

not a situation derived from a moral entitlement to be left alone.   

2.3.2.2 Clashes between free expression and information privacy  

The current concern for privacy and personal data protection in western societies is embedded in 

the social environment of the almost all-pervading data-based surveillance and accompanying 

disciplinary power. The social context in the networked information age has been fundamentally 

changed. The traditional conception of time and space collapses when people experience the world 

through the internet, alongside the contemporary flow of information. With the popularization of 

social media and other information technology, mechanisms of discipline are increasingly 

privatized, decentralized, as well as mediated by technology and information. The cannon of 

disciplinary power in the networked environment is able to reach everybody and every piece of 

personal information that an individual person has left behind. For an individual, free expression 

of others and information processing about me can easily produce disciplinary power upon me. 

The networked environment promotes free expression for everybody, but increases the risk of 

privacy encroachment by ubiquitous surveillance. Confucian thought does not provide us with a 

direct answer as to how to balance the two values (free expression and privacy) when they clash. 

But Confucians do advocate the preservation of the virtue of the Confucian superior man being 

responsible for his speech, rather than encouraging unrestrained speech. As a result, one may argue 

that privacy outbalances unlimited freedom of expression.   
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Although Confucius did not live in an age of information the likes of which we can witness today, 

and although individual autonomy is not one of the fundamental concerns of a Confucian account 

of privacy, Confucians disdain the disclosure of people’s privacy as being incompatible with the 

virtuous characters of a superior man. The conversation between Confucius and his disciple Tsze-

kung makes this point explicit.  

Tsze-kung said, "Has the superior man his hatreds also?" The Master said, "He has his hatreds. 

He hates those who proclaim the evil of others. He hates the man who, being in a low station, 

slanders his superiors. He hates those who have valor merely, and are unobservant of propriety. 

He hates those who are forward and determined, and, at the same time, of contracted 

understanding.  

The Master then inquired, "Ts'ze, have you also your hatreds?" Tsze-kung replied, "I hate 

those who pry out matters, and ascribe the knowledge to their wisdom. I hate those who are 

only not modest, and think that they are valorous. I hate those who make known secrets, and 

think that they are straightforward."295 

Being a superior man himself, Confucius disagrees with the conduct of spreading others’ shameful 

information. Tsze-Kung also stated that the disclosure of others’ secrets can never be seen as 

righteous, even if it is done for the concern of the individual’s moral good. Although there are 

situations where the preservation of privacy hinders the development of individual moral good, 

Confucians would suggest that partaking in the publicity of people’s privacy and public shaming 

is not the right way (morally speaking) for a superior man to exercise moral discipline or correct 

moral wrongs, because spying on others’ privacy, itself, is incompatible with Confucian rites and 

the dignity of the Confucian superior men. Discipline in the Confucian account refers to self-

discipline, in a moral sense, as a way of self-cultivation. Confucius remarked that, “to assail one’s 

own wickedness and not assail that of others; --is not this the way to correct evil?”296 It is also 

consistent with the Confucian virtue of self-disciplining whilst tolerating others.  

In modern society, especially in the internet age, free expression and the free flow of information 

can form an effective path to public supervision and discipline amongst peers; meanwhile it may 

also raise conflicts between free speech and privacy. In Confucius’ view, education is the 

fundamentally accepted way to facilitate self-discipline and internalize social norms and values. 

From the perspective of virtue, Confucians hold a conservative view on free speech for the purpose 

of moral discipline. Public opinion and moral condemnation expose the individual’s moral wrong, 

and may thereby force an individual to behave morally. But it has long been recognized in Chinese 

culture that people’s gossiping could be a fearful thing that ruins the reputation and dignity of 
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individuals, and stifles the space for the moral autonomy of individuals.297 Gossiping about others 

and spreading hearsay, are seen as inconsistent with a superior man’s virtue, as Confucius himself 

remarked that, “To tell, as we go along, what we have heard on the way, is to cast away our 

virtue."298 Instead, the Confucian superior man wishes to “be slow in his words and earnest in his 

conduct”299. Speaking swiftly and spreading quickly what one has heard is incompatible with the 

cultivation of virtue, Confucians highly appraise the sense of responsibility for one’s speech and a 

cautious attitude towards one’s word.     

2.3.2.3 Summary of the Confucian view of privacy   

In conclusion, the moral foundation of the Confucian account of privacy is grounded on the dignity, 

virtue and moral integrity of the Confucian superior man. It is the preservation of dignity that 

requires a certain scope of privacy, such as keeping one’s intimate personal life confidential. To 

not access, or disclose another’s private information is, furthermore, a Confucian virtue. 

Disciplining people by gossiping about them is morally wrong and amounts to the casting away of 

virtues. The Confucian account of privacy can work for drawing a line between oneself and one’s 

community, but the moral ground upon which both stand is not that of individual autonomy. It is 

the contextual virtues embodied in social norms and rites that require the individual to behave in 

a virtuous manner and to respect the dignity of others. Certain interpersonal distances created by 

privacy will help maintain harmonious relationships between virtuous individuals. Being cautious 

towards one’s own solitude and speech brings the moral duty of self-discipline into the substantive 

composition of privacy; it also reassures a moral position for privacy in the Confucian virtue-based 

morality. The unlimited disciplinary power brought by the increasing accessibility and 

transparency of personal information in today’s network age is also unacceptable in light of the 

necessity of creating a certain distance and space for oneself, so to preserve moral dignity and act 

virtuously from a Confucian perspective.  

The Confucian account of privacy is different from, but not absolutely incompatible with, the 

liberal view of privacy. In China, certain scholarly analysis has put forward the position that a right 

to privacy, as a personal right, embraces three dimensions of protection: the secrecy of private life, 

spatial privacy and the tranquility of private life.300 The legal interpretation of privacy by Chinese 

scholars does not differ greatly from the western understanding; referring firstly to the 
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confidentiality of personal information, moving on to the intimacy of private space, and arriving 

at the right to be left alone.  

But the lack of a liberal core of individual autonomy may render a Confucian claim for privacy 

vulnerable to higher Confucian moral concerns, such as the individual moral good, which may 

easily exclude a legitimate privacy interest in shameful secret; as well as the countervailing 

concern about public interests in the mainstream Chinese scholarly definition of a right to privacy. 

Legal scholars generally agree that the entitlement to privacy should be free from public interest 

concerns, as such can only exist as “an individual right to the self-control of personal information, 

private activities, and private space only if they are free of public interests”.301 With an emphasis 

on the “public spirit” being a core virtue of a superior man, Confucian morality has the potential 

to morally justify the preservation of public interests over individual interests. As we have 

discussed in Chapter 3, public interests in the Chinese context tend to be defined very broadly in 

government information policies and rules, and are used to justify information censorship and 

other other behavior discipline measures, potentially over-restraining individual rights and liberty.   

3. Conclusion  

Legislative, administrative and judicial rules demonstrate the attitudes of government authorities 

towards the individual rights to freedom of expression and privacy. They provide the formal legal 

basis for the normative implications of individual rights and freedoms for regulatory and business 

activities. For a brief conclusion of the analysis of the legal statements of freedom of expression 

and the right to privacy, in the Chinese legal system, it is worth beginning by stating that 

constitutional individual rights only have a very weak vertical impact on the exercise of state power, 

as they are not institutionally enforced against government actions. Rather, most of the legal 

prescriptions of rights are formulated from the horizontal effects of individual rights. Although 

there are constitutional rights written in the Constitution of China, constitutional values are not 

interpreted, or institutionally enforced in public regulations, as constituting limits to government 

power.  

The concern of the government focuses primarily on setting normative principles and rules for 

civil relationships and business activities in the internet and information society, rather than 

enforcing constitutional rights as limits to the regulatory power of state or non-state actors in the 

context of the internet. There are less legislative and administrative concerns on online freedom of 

expression, compared with the increasing formal rules on the personal right to privacy and 

informational privacy in data-based businesses. By referring to civil and contract law, or consumer 

protection law, the civil and commercial aspects of online expression and privacy may place some 

restraints upon the gatekeeping power of intermediaries, but with only limited capacity. 
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Chinese law therefore is much more competent at setting normative standards for horizontal effects 

of rights in non-state social relationships, which may provide contract law and consumer law 

protection for dignity-based individual rights. Formal law places more emphasis on authorizing 

private gatekeeping than on vertically setting limits on power and protecting individual freedom 

from state power. With very weak public law constraints on the exercise of regulatory power and 

weak vertical effects of rights, internet intermediaries can be conveniently conscripted for 

government expediencies, in the form of holding them socially and publicly responsible for 

governmentally-defined public interests.  

Public interests substantively override these individual rights both by vertically constraining the 

freedom of expression, and horizontally constraining personal dignity-based personal rights and 

interest claims. As we have discussed in section 1.2.3.2 (b), in the hierarchy of values, public 

interests can override individual privacy interests in cases of the disclosure of personal information. 

Public interests are even more compelling vertical limitations of the individual’s right to freedom 

of expression. Including national interests, a clean and healthy online environment, juvenile 

protection, and others, public interests provide the substantive reasons which CCP leaders and 

government authorities rely on in order to justify policies and rules on content censorship and 

behavioral discipline, to the detriment of individual freedoms.302. 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the current CCP leaders tend to turn to traditional Chinese culture 

to strengthen the legitimacy of social governance. We can see substantial reflections of the 

Confucian values in the Chinese legal and regulatory regimes of individual rights and information 

regulations. It is necessary to add the traditional Chinese culture into the picture. The Chinese 

culture and Confucian tradition are highly adaptive, it can be used to defend authoritative rules, 

but it also can be interpreted to provide a Chinese understanding of rights and freedoms. Confucian 

culture may stress a socially and communally defined version of the moral good that individuals 

are then required to internalize through self-cultivation, therefore may allow a very large scope for 

legitimate government actions into social and moral affairs to maintain the common goods. And 

the Confucian values place the notions of virtue, public interest, and the moral good prior to rights. 

But as analyzed, there is space for a Chinese discourse of rights. Confucian thinking acknowledges 

that there should be some distance and boundary between the individual and community, the ideas 

of moral autonomy and self-reflection, respect for personal dignity as a virtue, the requirement for 

a relatively free social environment for self-cultivation, and a negative attitude towards too much 

external interference into one’s intimate personal life, which resonates with the modern values of 

freedom of expression and privacy. The accompanying problem is that, without being legally 

institutionalized, rights are not individually enforceable; the boundary may be too vulnerable to 

withstand arbitrary intervention from both state regulations and third parties, if they are only based 

on emphasis of virtues and duty. 
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Chapter 4 The theoretical framework of 

legitimacy 

The research question posed in this thesis concerns the legitimacy of the gatekeeper regime in 

China. In order to be able to answer this question, it is necessary to examine the concept and 

framework of legitimacy. In this chapter, three dimensions of legitimacy, as well as the link 

between legitimacy and the rule of law, are discussed. In the course of the discussion, the concept 

of legitimacy will be deconstructed into workable normative parameters and dimensions of 

examination, in order to set the scene for the assessment of legitimacy in the case studies. The aim 

of this chapter is to develop a theoretical framework of legitimacy that, on the one hand, provides 

a normative framework for assessing the legitimacy of regulatory gatekeeping in the Chinese 

internet legal and regulatory order, and on the other, provides a theoretical framework for the data 

analysis of the two empirical case studies.   

1. Introduction   

1.1 A political concept of legitimacy  

In Western political and legal philosophy, legitimacy is a core concept that describes the virtue of 

a political institution or political order, which ideally persuades its subjects to accept its authority 

and comply with its directives. 303  Habermas sketches legitimacy in general terms, as “the 

worthiness of a political order to be recognized.”304 A. John Simmons suggests, “legitimacy is the 

exclusive moral right of an institution to impose on some group of persons binding duties, to be 

obeyed by those persons, and to enforce those duties coercively.”305 Conventionally, the subject 

of political legitimacy inquires into the state and its government, who are politically significant 

because of the monopoly of coercion that the state holds over its people. Functionally, legitimacy 

not only contributes to acceptance and compliance, but also to normative concerns of justice, as a 

legitimate government is committed to achieving a certain version of justice as defined by its 

relevant community.306 In virtue of legitimacy, a political institution can claim authority over its 

subjects, as the right to rule, even through coercion.   

Legitimacy can be interpreted either as a descriptive concept, in a sociological sense, or as a 

normative concept, in a political sense. Max Weber put forward a very influential account of 

descriptive legitimacy that excluded any normative criterion. Weber proposes that “[i]n general, it 

should be kept clearly in mind that the basis of every system of authority, and correspondingly of 
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every kind of willingness to obey, is a belief, a belief by virtue of which persons exercising 

authority are lent prestige.”307  Legitimacy, in this sense, refers to the social facts that can be 

observed through other relevant social phenomena, regardless of any normative justification. An 

observation of the acceptance of, or belief in, the legitimacy of a given institution, therefore, 

constitutes said legitimacy. Social tradition, charisma and habits could all be components of this 

belief. However, there are plenty of criticisms directed at the purely descriptive concept of 

legitimacy from a normativist perspective. The main criticism is that descriptive legitimacy fails 

to examine legitimacy per se, as it misplaces the investigation by focusing on people’s attitudes 

and beliefs, which can be a part of the argument for legitimacy, but not – so it is argued - 

components of legitimacy itself.308 In the political domain, legitimacy, generally, is a virtue of 

political institutions, pertaining to the evaluation or justification of political power against certain 

established normative frameworks, such as human rights, the rule of law, and democracy. In 

modern society, there is a common normative formation of legitimacy that requires that political 

authority serve the public good or public interests.309 The scope and definition of the public or 

common good are easily contested, as moral disagreements are plentiful in modern pluralistic 

societies. This may render any normative articulation of legitimacy contestable. Moreover, 

legitimacy is a matter of degree, rather than an “all or nothing” concept whereby political 

authorities can be more or less legitimate. According to Dworkin’s theory, a government achieves 

legitimacy (as justice) to the extent that it succeeds in creating a just regime (whatever that may 

be); it may pursue policies which deviate from the basic normative framework of justice, staining 

the legitimacy of its rule, without fatally undermining its claim to legitimacy.310 All in all, the 

political concept of legitimacy is essentially contestable, multi-dimensional, and best conceived of 

as a matter of degree. 

1.2 The three dimensions of legitimacy and the rule of law    

Legitimacy is an interpretive concept that can be articulated from multiple dimensions and 

perspectives. As David Beetham has suggested, “the key to understanding the concept of 

legitimacy lies in the recognition that it is multi-dimensional in character.”311 This section aims to 

draw up a normative structure of legitimacy that can be commonly applied to any investigation of 

the legitimacy of a political institution.    

Ronald Dworkin briefly sketched two dimensions of government legitimacy: The first concerns 

how a government comes into power and the second how it exercises its power.312 To answer the 

first question, in Western democratic societies, for a political community to make a collective 
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decision, and to ensure the consent of the regulated, a democratic process is considered necessary 

in order for the state to be able to claim source legitimacy. The latter dimension of legitimacy 

investigates the bounds and limits of the exercise of state power, not its source. Both the substance 

and procedure of the exercise of state power are contained in this latter dimension of the evaluation 

of legitimacy. Therefore, political legitimacy can commonly be formulated through the 

consideration of three dimensions: source legitimacy, substantive legitimacy and procedural 

legitimacy.313 These three types of legitimacy also constitute the main normative framework for 

our evaluation of the legitimacy intermediary gatekeeping in the case studies.  

It is worth noting that in Western societies, the rule of law, and particularly the concept of legality, 

are frequently used as shorthand for legitimacy, or at least as integral parts of the idea of legitimacy. 

For example, regarding internet regulation, although code is considered powerful, and one may 

often hear that “code is law”, implementing or enforcing state law still remains politically and 

morally legitimate, although it maybe less effective than it is in offline society. It presupposes that 

government laws and policies correctly express the values that a political community agrees upon. 

The next section will turn to a discussion of the three dimensions of legitimacy, and their link with 

the rule of law. The aim of the section is to show that although legality is an integral part of 

legitimacy, and the idea of the rule of law intimately links with substantive legitimacy and 

procedural legitimacy, the legality of a regulation is not equivalent to its legitimacy.   

2. The three dimensions of legitimacy and their link with the rule of law  

2.1 Source legitimacy  

Source legitimacy tackles the question of how the government comes to power. In both Western 

democratic culture and classical Confucian moral culture, the will of the people and consent to be 

bound, are held to be the legitimate source of political authority. Without consent, one can only 

rule by force. Source legitimacy matters in the sense that an illegitimate source of power will ruin 

the legitimacy of the exercise of power, even if it is generally exercised for the benefit of the public 

good.  

Although the democratic foundation of the Chinese party-state is questionable, in this research, we 

will not be concerned with the source legitimacy of the Chinese government. We take as a given 

that the Chinese party-state and its government are the legitimate source of authority for rule-

making and regulation, on the basis that its authority to govern has been accepted by the Chinese 

people. This position is supported by Bruce Gilley’s 2006 finding that the legitimacy of the 

Chinese government was ranked 13th out of 72 countries in a quantitative measurement of state 

legitimacy. 314  Since the 1990s, the Communist party state has successfully led the market 

transformation in China and has brought great economic prosperity, all whilst maintaining a stable 
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one-party political regime. The success of the market reform, the undergoing political reform and 

legal reform, together, fare well in the claim for legitimacy of the so-called political regime of 

“socialism of the Chinese characteristics”. 315  As one scholar suggests, “as long as the CCP 

manages to convince the people that it can effectively provide stability and prosperity, and that it 

intends to make its authority fair and just by strengthening the rule of law and by implementing 

more political participation (albeit without effectively challenging Communist supremacy), it does 

not have to face any serious challenges.”316 

However, source legitimacy does become relevant for this study with respect to the delegation of 

authority from the Chinese state to private gatekeepers. Early American cyber-libertarians view 

the internet as a separate, borderless space, independent from the jurisdictions of territorial 

governments. As a matter of fact, with the development of the internet, territorial governments 

have successfully claimed and established control over cyberspace, by developing different 

techniques of control.317 This is especially evident in China, where the government claims that the 

internet should never fall outside of the nation state and state laws. The aggressive stance of the 

Chinese government towards internet is widely known and well documented.318 The Chinese 

government has gone to great lengths to block politically sensitive websites hailing from beyond 

its borders, and to filter online information content from within its borders, coming with the fast 

growth of the Chinese internet industry. In respect to source legitimacy, if it is a governmental 

regulation, we assume that the source of the authority to regulate is unquestionable.   

However, as discussed in earlier chapters, internet governance is much more complex than a matter 

of pure government regulation. The architecture of the internet naturally decentralizes information 

and communication, as well as power and control. Considering the fast explosion of user-generated 

content in social media, internet users have become the “prosumers” of the information industry.319 

New regulatory modalities simultaneously decentralize and distribute the authority of state law. 

The state is no longer the sole locus of regulation. New institutions, such as the Internet 

Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), and the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF), function as the non-state authority to key internet standards and resources. At the national 

level, many different kinds of private actors participate in the regulatory process. Intermediary 

gatekeeping demonstrates the interplay between private and public power when it comes to the 

regulation of the internet. Internet intermediaries can be recruited as gatekeepers for the online 
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behavior of individuals. Lessig suggests that in cyberspace, code is also law, and that the code 

writers are often private actors. Private actors can conscript code so to embed the values of law 

into software and hardware. But they may also displace law, as well as the public values the law 

holds. 320  There is no doubt that the internet has led to a significant shift in power for the 

information generation and, in regard to communications, a decentralized tendency that has 

resulted in the empowerment of individuals and non-state actors who control both the production 

and flow of information. Intermediary gatekeeping demonstrates the tremendous controlling 

power that internet service providers wield over the online behavior of individuals, and how 

national governments and their laws can conscript the private power of intermediaries for 

regulatory purposes.  

This power shift coincides with the observed tendency towards the privatization or hybridization 

of authority, and towards this move from government to governance. The state does not hold 

exclusive monopoly over the right to be the source of regulations – non-state actors increasingly 

wield tremendous power and authority upon society, both at the national and at the international 

level.321 Governance is the term used to describe networks of public and private actors, and 

authorities and mechanisms that set, implement or enforce norms as a collective outcome of 

exercising power and authority.322 It reflects the shift from political governance towards “a more 

cooperative mode where state and non-state actors participate in mixed public/private 

networks”.323   

Private power and regulation is not unique to cyberspace. Various private forms of social control 

have long been observed in studies that focus on regulation, social control and the sociological 

understanding of law. Donald Black observed that social control is everywhere, but law is the 

governmental (public) form of social control, a quantitative variable; the quantity of law inversely 

varies with other (private, non-state) forms of social control, such as families, friendships, 

neighborhoods, villages, tribes, occupations, organizations, and groups of all kinds.324 Julia Black 

noted that in the “post-regulatory world”, the exercise of regulatory power is fragmented and 

decentered from the monopoly of state and this “command and control” model of regulation. The 

decentered analysis of regulation entails the autonomy of social actors in rule-making, behavioral 

modification and the organization of self-regulation. Moreover, decentered regulation implies that, 

in a post-regulatory society, governmental regulation be the regulation of self-regulation. 325 
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Although the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping highly depends on the substantive and 

procedural qualities of the exercise of gatekeeping power, the source of authority may still play a 

role in users’ perception of regulatory legitimacy. Whether the entity exercising power is a public 

or private actor matters in determining the scope and approach of responsibility of regulatory 

actors in relation to the public good, such as the protection of the fundamental rights of individuals. 

The case studies will explore the attitudes end users have towards the regulatory role of the 

government and towards private gatekeepers who regulate user-generated content and seek to 

promote behavioral discipline.  

2.2 Substantive legitimacy  

2.2.1 Individual rights as the boundary markers for the legitimacy of internet 

regulation  

Substantive legitimacy evaluates the exercise of power by focusing on the content of regulation. 

Specifically, both the outcome and intention behind the exercise of power are important to 

determine whether regulatory actions are legitimate.326 While we investigate the legitimacy of the 

regulatory intention against certain normative frameworks, it is important to note that legitimacy 

remains a matter of degree: the government holds a concept of justice, and it achieves justice to 

the extent that it succeeds. Government regulations are legitimate if they can be reasonably 

interpreted as striving for justice. Therefore, rather than the result, it is the justified intention that 

is a necessary concern for the substantive legitimacy of regulation.327 Yet, unjust outcomes can 

stain the legitimacy of a regulation. According to the idea of justice developed by Amartya Sen, 

the outcome is critical for the assessment of the substantive legitimacy of a regulation and other 

social arrangements. Sen criticizes the overconcentration on institutions of the theory of perfect 

justice in Western political philosophy, claiming that “justice is ultimately connected with the way 

people’s lives go, and not merely with the nature of the institutions surrounding them”328. The 

widespread sense of injustice experienced by people in their day-to-day lives, Sen argues, is also 

central to a theory of justice. Sen, like Rawls, stresses reasoning or reasoned discussion as a 

reliable basis for determining the meaning of justice. This formulation of substantive legitimacy 

resonates with Weber’s suggestion of legitimacy as being what people accept as legitimate, and 

Raz’s “service concept” of authority, which emphasizes the conformity with “grounds and reasons” 

applied to the subordinate that can justify the legitimacy of authority.329  
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Whether the intent behind a regulation, or the outcome of said regulation, is legitimate, will depend 

on the agreed normative framework within which we discuss the substantive legitimacy of a piece 

of regulation. The reasoned discussion of the affected, which forms the basis for attempts to justify 

the intention of regulation, draws on background normative frameworks. The main goal of a 

normative framework is to provide a particular way of reasoning in order to frame the limits of 

power and regulation. Roger Brownsword put forward an influential three-cornered matrix that 

indicates the three essential ethical forms in the West in which moral reasoning about technology 

and its regulation take place: goal-oriented (consequentialism), rights-based and duty-based forms. 

Each of these forms frames a variety of substantive articulations of regulatory legitimacy based on 

various goals, rights and duties. 330  In correspondence with Brownsword’s ethical matrix, 

Brownsword and Goodwin suggest that the three main normative frameworks at play in framing 

the limits of technology regulation in the West are utilitarianism (goal-oriented), deontology (duty-

based) and liberalism (rights-based, particularly the human rights framework). 331  Different 

normative frameworks and ways of moral reasoning will lead participants in the discussion to 

identify different “boundary-marking concepts”332, and to locate them differently. The role of 

boundary-marking concepts is explained by Brownsword and Goodwin in the following way:  

Identifying certain concepts as boundary-marking helps us … to understand how we and 

others construct arguments in the decision-making process over whether something should 

be prohibited, positively required or permitted under certain conditions.333  

In Western liberal society, the human rights or fundamental rights framework has increasingly 

gained dominance in determining the substantive legitimacy of regulatory actions, both in 

scholarly literature and regulatory practice, whereby human rights form significant boundary 

markers.334 Nevertheless, applying human rights as boundary markers is far from straightforward. 

There is significant disagreement on the list of specific fundamental human rights, on the 

interpretation of rights, and on the balancing of different rights and values. Human rights do not 

answer the question of legitimacy in themselves, because they are necessarily subject to balancing, 

both against each other and against the interests of the state in promoting the public good. This 

balancing depends on a number of different factors, such as the relative weight of certain rights 

and the weight given to the relevant public interests. Therefore, how fundamental rights are used 

in determining the legitimacy of regulatory actions in a particular society will depend on the values 

of the society in which they are applied, as well as on the goals to be achieved.  

As concerns the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, the fundamental rights to freedom of 

expression and privacy are the two rights influenced by intermediary gatekeeping, and can thus 
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provide the normative boundary-marking concepts for its legitimacy. A human rights framework 

implies, firstly, that government laws and regulatory policies of intermediaries should comply with 

the fundamental rights to freedom of expression and privacy of individuals, and secondly, that the 

responsibility to comply with fundamental rights should penetrate the sphere of private actors and 

the process of the exercise of private power. The responsibility for the protection of fundamental 

human rights lies, first and foremost, with the state and its government, and speaks to the moral 

relationship between a state and its citizens. This responsibility remains even when the government 

delegates power, particularly regulatory power, to private actors. As discussed in Chapter 2, in the 

Chinese internet regulation system, this form of regulatory power delegation to private actors, 

especially to internet service providers, is widely prescribed by laws and policies. Substantively, 

the regulatory legitimacy of the regulatory modality that allows for the widespread and active 

participation of private actors in online content and behavioral regulation, through regulatory 

gatekeeping by private actors, may be questionable from a Western liberal viewpoint of freedom 

of speech and privacy. However, the main inquiry of this research is concerned with how to 

evaluate this private power for public regulation in the eyes of Chinese internet users and against 

the Chinese cultural background. 

This subjective understanding of substantive legitimacy, according to which the content of a 

regulation must conform with the shared beliefs of the subordinate, is emphasized in the different 

formulations of the meaning of legitimacy by various theorists. David Beetham suggests a three-

dimensional structure of legitimacy evaluation. He outlines said structure by stating that, “power 

can be said to be legitimate to the extent that:  

i) it conforms to established rules  

ii) the rules can be justified by reference to beliefs shared by both dominant and 

subordinate, and 

iii) there is evidence of consent by subordinate to the particular power relation.”335  

All three levels of concern can provide the moral grounds in the reasoning of the subordinated for 

their compliance and cooperation, and contribute to the legitimacy of the exercise of power in 

different ways. The three levels of concerns reflect the link between the rule of law, particularly 

formal legality, and legitimacy, and provide a helpful way of combining these different aspects of 

legitimacy. In contrast to the three levels of justifications, three non-legitimate forms of power are 

labelled by Beetham. These are: “illegitimacy”, “legitimacy deficit” and “delegitimation” as 

shown in table 1.336  

Legality is one dimension of legitimacy, and according to Western liberal theories concerning the 

rule of law, the key point of the rule of law is that the government and its officials are bound and 

limited by law, although the substantive content and principles of the limitations may change over 
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time due to the change of the beliefs of society.337 In modern liberal societies, bills of rights, or 

fundamental human rights, increasingly function as legal limits to the  government’s exercise of 

power. 338  In the Chinese context, fundamental individual rights also function as limits to 

government regulations on internet information, at least to some extent. Beetham’s second level 

of legitimacy evaluation concerns the substantive legitimacy of the exercise of power. The 

substantive legitimacy of the rule-bound exercise of power is justified by the content of a rule 

conforming to the shared values and beliefs of society. The implementation of rights as boundary 

markers depends on the values of the society in which they are applied, as noted above, and this is 

the subjective aspect of the concept of legitimacy.   

Table 1 The three dimensions of legitimacy 

Criteria of Legitimacy  Form of Non-Legitimate Power 

i) conformity to rules (legal validity) illegitimacy (breach of rules)   

ii) justifiability of rules in terms of shared 

beliefs  

legitimacy deficit (discrepancy between rules 

and supporting beliefs, absence of shared 

beliefs)  

iii) legitimation through expressed consent  delegitimation (withdrawal of consent)  

    Source: Beetham, David. The legitimation of power. (1991) 

Raz also provides a philosophical formulation of authority and legitimacy that emphasizes the 

subjective understanding of authority and legitimacy based on the autonomy of individual. For 

Raz, the moral justification of authority lies in the “mediating role”339 of the authority for its 

subjects. The legitimacy of an authoritative directive lies in the fact that by following the directive 

of the authority, people can better comply with reasons which already apply to them than by trying 

to figure out for themselves (the “normal condition” of authority). 340 Thus, legitimate authority 

can preempt at least some of the background reasons that apply to subjects independently. This is 

the pre-emptive thesis of authority.341 The idea Raz emphasizes is that the morally legitimate 

authority should demonstrate respect for the moral ideals and independent moral reasoning of 

individuals. The legal or regulatory authority does not have the authority to demand people’s 

respect and obedience if it fails to reflect the right reasons. Similar with Beetham’s formulation, 

Raz’s service concept of authority makes a distinction between formal legality and substantive 

legitimacy of authority, connects legitimacy concern with substantive background reasons, 

people’s beliefs and perceptions. Respect for the rationality and moral judgement of individuals 
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also is a fundamental normative benchmark of the framework of legitimacy, as is also suitable for 

the Chinese internet. 

The essence of substantive legitimacy in both Beetham’s and Raz’s formulations is that legitimacy 

is predominantly subjective. It is the subjective acceptance of the people that legitimates authority 

and the exercise of power. The subjective understanding of legitimacy requires that the exercise 

of authority and regulation should not mean the mere imposing of threats and coercion, or 

surrender of judgement by individuals; instead, it should serve the governed by correctly reflecting 

the right reasons, which are determined by the values and beliefs of the people. If the authoritative 

directive fails to reflect the values of the people, its legitimacy will be challenged. As Raz put it, 

“[i]f every time a directive is mistaken, i.e. every time it fails to reflect reason correctly, it were 

open to challenge as mistaken, the advantage gained by accepting the authority as a more reliable 

and successful guide to right reason would disappear.”342  

The subjective approach to legitimacy also stresses the importance of the autonomy and rationality 

of the individual, as well as reasoned discussion or public deliberation, when determining the 

values and beliefs of the people and formulating the right reasons legitimate authority should 

reflect. 343  For the legitimate exercise of government power, the autonomous judgement of 

individuals should be respected. As Raz suggests, “it [the normal justification condition] entails 

the subordination of political reasons to ordinary individual morality. If there are special political 

reasons, then their use is justified to the extent that it enables individuals better to act for the 

ordinary reasons which apply to them.”344 As discussed in Chapter 3, this reliance on, and respect 

for, moral autonomy and self-reflection in people’s accepting of Confucian moral principles is also 

recognized in traditional Chinese culture.345   

The concept of legitimacy should combine both the normative and subjective aspects of evaluation. 

If substantive legitimacy is conceived in this way, as the subjective understanding of the people, 

the thin test of legitimacy that is simply legality is substantively inadequate. Legality itself does 

not necessarily uphold the substantive legitimacy of regulations. Individuals are autonomous and 

rational beings. Authorities need to provide justifications for their actions, and the governed need 

to accept these actions as legitimate. A discrepancy between the content of rules and the values 

people hold will challenge the substantive legitimacy of the rule itself.  

The moral connection of the legitimacy of authority and the ordinary values of the people is 

essential for the normative framework of legitimacy used to set up the case studies. Understanding 

how Chinese internet users define and balance the boundary-marking concepts provides us with a 

way to test how the boundary-marking concepts may work with regards to the legitimacy of 
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intermediary gatekeeping in the Chinese context. The case studies aim to understand how Chinese 

social media end users experience internet intermediary gatekeeping as a form of information and 

behavior regulation, and the values and motivations they have.  

2.3 Procedural legitimacy  

Procedural legitimacy, which is also known as input legitimacy, is the other dimension of the 

evaluation of the legitimacy of the exercise of power. In contrast to substantive legitimacy, 

procedural legitimacy is concerned with the processes and procedures through which power is 

exercised. In Western liberal democratic governance, procedural legitimacy manifests itself in 

concepts such as public participation in the rule-making process, the right of access to information, 

and the transparency and accountability of power. Although we distinguish the three dimensions 

of political legitimacy into source, substance and procedure, these dimensions are intimately 

related. Where legitimacy concerns the will of the people, both in the form of consent to be 

governed and as regards the actual practice of the exercise of power to serve the people, we need 

a means by which to determine what the will of the people is and how to implement it. Moreover, 

we need procedures that we all agree are a good way of determining and implementing the will of 

the people. These procedures form the basis of procedural legitimacy. As the source legitimacy of 

the government comes from the consent of the people, and the substance of the exercise of 

authority is to serve the rights and interests of the governed, with human rights providing 

substantive limits to power, then, all the procedural designs to safeguard public participation, and 

the transparency and accountability of power are justified by serving the expression of the will of 

the people.   

Formal legality concerns the formal and procedural legitimacy of rule-bound exercise of power. 

The formal version of the rule of law formulates the virtue of the rule of law mainly from the 

formal and procedural values of legality. It is formal legality that creates the moral virtues of the 

rule of law and endorses the rule-bound exercise of power with legitimacy. By formalizing and 

proceduralizing the exercise of power, the rule of law can set some limits in this respect. As Joseph 

Raz remarks, “the law inevitably creates a great danger of arbitrary power, the rule of law is 

designed to minimize the danger created by the law itself.”346 The formal rule of law is a virtue of 

rule-bound power exercise, rather than defining law as a mere instrument of exercise of power. In 

Western liberal legal theory, the formal rule of law is interpreted as serving the autonomous life 

of individuals. If individuals are guided by clear, open and stable rules, it is easier to arrange their 

lives according to these rules.   

A series of formal and procedural principles are required for the exercise of power. Fuller points 

out eight elements that make legality possible: 1) The generality of law, 2) the promulgation of 

laws, 3) the fact that laws should be prospective, 4) the clarity of laws, 5) the fact that there are no 

contradictions in the laws, 6) the fact that laws should not require the impossible, 7) the constancy 
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of the law throughout time, and 8) the congruence between official action and the declared rule.347 

Raz enumerated eight similar formal and procedural principles for establishing the validity and 

implementation of the rule of law, including that 1) all laws should be prospective, open, and clear, 

2) the law should be relatively stable, 3) the making of particular laws should be guided by open, 

stable, clear and general rules, 4) the independence of the judiciary must be guaranteed, 5) the 

principles of natural justice must be observed, 6) the courts should have review powers over the 

implementation of the other principles, 7) the courts should be easily accessible, and 8) the 

discretion of the crime-preventing agencies should not be allowed to pervert the law.348   

These principles contribute to the virtues of legality in the exercise of governmental power, to set 

limits to this power, to protect the rights and freedoms of individuals and, essentially, to hold 

government power accountable to the interests of the people. Fuller marks these principles of 

legality as the “inner morality” of law, and Raz labels them as the virtues of the rule of law. 

Legality entails the implementation of law in people’s behaviors, including both the actions of the 

government and its subjects. Good laws are capable of guiding behaviors in open, stable and 

prospective ways. For the legitimacy of government actions, the principles of generality, openness, 

stability, clarity and being prospective, and the congruence between government action and law, 

all stipulate the formal requirements for the implementation of legality in rule-bound government 

actions, limit the legitimate scope of government actions in open and prospective ways, and can 

thus guarantee the legal rights and freedoms written in public laws. Fuller argues further for the 

formal morality of law, as legal systems with these formal characteristics are more likely to 

produce fair and just content.349  

Furthermore, procedural legitimacy requires the openness and transparency of rules and, above all, 

accountability for rule-making and implementation. As a virtue of public power, it is difficult to 

provide a single definition or standard for public accountability, as standards of accountability will 

vary across different political systems and normative perspectives.350 The formal and procedural 

virtues of legality can serve to produce public accountability of government actions. Public 

accountability essentially pertains to defining elements such as transparency, controllability, 

responsibility, and responsiveness of public exercises of power over the people. 351  We need 

procedures to publicly determine the will of the people, then to ensure the implementation and 

enforcement of the rule in a responsible way. The transparency and responsiveness of rule-making 

and implementing can locate the rule within formal legal restraints as well as under the supervision 

of the people, thus constitute the necessary conditions for the accountability of a rule-bound 

exercise of power, and ensure the rule of law expresses and responds to the will of the people.    
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From a subjective approach to legitimacy, procedural legitimacy is met where people accept the 

means for expressing and determining the will of the people. Thus, the legitimate mechanisms of 

power exercise will look different in different societies and will be affected by their relative 

background values, such as confucianism, which gives such authority to the ruler but nonetheless 

requires a mechanism for truth to be spoken to the ruler. In a modern pluralistic society, one basic 

social fact is that there are fundamental disagreements about substantive moral issues.352 In light 

of a lack of substantive consensus, procedural justice is considered the second-best way to 

demonstrate the legitimacy of public decision-making. Even in a society such as China, procedures 

matter greatly in defending the legitimacy of regulations when disagreements as to their content 

exist. What procedures are practiced and accepted by Chinese internet communities to reinforce 

the legitimacy of private intermediary gatekeeping is one main dimension of the legitimacy 

assessment in this research. 

3. Conclusion  

Essentially, legitimacy is a multi-dimensional concept. Traditionally, it pertains to both normative 

and descriptive concerns, and justifications of the source of authority, and the substance and 

procedure of the exercise of authority in the normative sense. The concept of legitimacy developed 

in this chapter combines the normative and subjective aspects of the understanding of legitimacy. 

Concerns for the source, substance and procedure behind the exercise of power are the three 

normative dimensions of legitimacy. Formal legality and fundamental human rights can provide 

the procedural and substantive boundary markers for the legitimacy of regulatory actions, but how 

the boundary-marking concepts are interpreted and applied in a particular society will depend on 

the shared values and beliefs of the respective society. The subjective understanding of legitimacy 

stresses that the exercise of regulatory power should conform to the moral reasoning of the 

regulated, in order to ensure that the regulatory actions are acceptable to the regulated. In modern 

society, individuals are seen as reasoning beings, with the capacity to make moral judgements. 

Thus, a legitimate exercise of authority should respect the autonomous and independent reasoning 

of individuals. Therefore, the subjective approach will emphasize the reasoned discussion and 

relevant procedures in determining the will of the people and the correct reasons legitimate 

authority should reflect. 

In the framework of the rule of law, legality is supposed to provide the legal legitimacy of 

intermediary gatekeeping. But the concept of legitimacy as proposed by both Beetham and Raz 

explicates that law only plays “the mediating role” for the subordinate, and does not have the 

ultimate, self-confirming legitimizing force for the exercise of power. Authority needs to reflect 

the right reasons and values in order to establish moral legitimacy vis-à-vis its people. Different 

societies may have different social understandings of normative concepts, and therefore formulate 

different models of reasoning in interpreting the normative benchmarks for legitimacy. The 

establishment of the moral bond between authority and the subordinate, normatively requires the 

                                                   
352 Tamanaha (n337) 103.  
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authority to respect the autonomous moral reasoning of its subordinate. Moreover, the moral ideals 

of individuals are co-shaped and influenced by the social and cultural environments of the 

community. To respect the autonomous reasoning of individuals, it is also necessary to understand 

the social meanings of the normative benchmarks of legitimacy.      

Although the traditional political legitimacy framework primarily aims to provide a normative 

framework to assess and restrain the public power of a state and its government, cyberspace is an 

extension of the physical world, and is now subject to the authority of the laws of territorial 

governments. Cyberspace is also a place where different forms of powers and authorities interplay, 

and, together, shape cyberspace and regulate online behavior. As discussed in Chapter 2, in the 

Chinese context, the regulatory role of private intermediaries is stressed through the formal rules 

of government. By complying with these formal rules, the government expects intermediaries to 

constitute the extension of state power in enforcing internet information control. As the indirect 

and private implementation of government regulation, the exercise of regulatory power by private 

gatekeepers for regulatory purposes should be subject to the assessment of political legitimacy of 

government power. From the perspective of self-regulation, in the Chinese context of the 

government enhancing online information censorship and behavioral discipline, the legitimacy of 

intermediary gatekeeping, as a form of self-regulation or co-regulation, can be reinforced if it helps 

to improve the autonomous moral reasoning of end users. Additionally, there will be a legitimacy 

deficit with regards to formal government rules, if the content of government rules fails to reflect 

the moral ideals of the end user community.           

All in all, as a virtue of power and authority, legitimacy prescribes a moral bond between the ruler 

and the governed. Any valid argument of legitimacy must successfully reflect the will of the people 

and the shared understandings of the key boundary-marking concepts of the society. The concept 

of legitimacy developed in this chapter is not drenched in Western liberalism, but provides a 

normative framework for setting the scene of the two Chinese case studies. Based on the three 

normative dimensions and the subjective understanding of legitimacy, the two empirical case 

studies aim to understand how the boundary-marking concepts and the moral reasoning we 

discussed in the previous chapters are understood and conducted by Chinese internet users who 

are subject to the regulatory actions of government and private gatekeepers, and whether new 

boundary markers appear in the case studies. The findings can show how the normative concepts 

function in constructing and contesting the regulatory legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping rules 

and practices in the Chinese context.          
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Chapter  5  The construction and 

contestation of the legitimacy of Baidu Tieba 

content regulation 

This chapter presents the empirical findings of the case study “Gatekeeping in Baidu Tieba”. The 

goal of this case study is to assess the legitimacy of the online gatekeeping practices of the different 

layers of regulators from three perspectives: Source legitimacy, substantive legitimacy and 

procedural legitimacy.  

1. Methodology 

1.1 The selection of the platform: Tieba communities  

1.1.1 Why Baidu Tieba, and Why Tieba hosts?  

The first reason for choosing Baidu Tieba as a case study sample is its large popularity in China. 

Baidu is a Chinese internet company, established in Beijing in the year 2000, that aims to provide 

“simple and reliable” ways for people to access information.353 The company runs the largest 

Chinese search engine service, “Baidu search”, whilst also providing comprehensive internet and 

information services such as Baidu Map, Baidu Cloud, Baidu Video, Baidu Community and Baidu 

LBS (location based service), etc. Baidu Tieba is an online social media platform, which Baidu 

hosts, where end users can build thematic Tieba communities based on commonalities such as 

their geographic region, shared hobbies, interest, or experiences, in order to interact and 

communicate with each other in one group. In fact, Baidu Tieba is the largest Chinese social media 

platform where users can (and do) assemble based on shared themes and interests. Presently, there 

are 8.2million individual Tieba communities hosted on the platform.354  With regard to the issue 

of content, this theme-based structure makes Baidu Tieba a virtual place for sub-cultures, minority 

groups, and controversial themes which struggle to find standing space amongst offline society. 

Many commentators noted that “Baidu Tieba is leading internet sub-cultural trends as a young, 

                                                   
353 ‘Baidu’, Baidu Baike <http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=u6PsV4UXUvqmjoK-z-2De-fiIcPRVwZSPqShtLr-

UkCar1RcsFNsHZlcieYDXpNNiKMyQmuFTMVtTUWSWtWkoa> accessed 25 February 2016.  
354  ‘Baidu Tieba’, Baidu Baike <http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=oxI0rIGOhJAqQPWZj3m7ZT9ebsfItgzBNizHb-

owjpq7F0Fuuv0gVQs7hrgGjZZOGFouPyUpFws8xUHKDEGrzX_skfQUY-

N0_XXXeOSVMXPhLU3uGg2Z2Z65mb-lVb4V_F0awjPfL1N5b_FFZWTrDmHYTXlGy-g3eu8LE4KpdV>  

accessed 25 February 2016. 

http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=u6PsV4UXUvqmjoK-z-2De-fiIcPRVwZSPqShtLr-UkCar1RcsFNsHZlcieYDXpNNiKMyQmuFTMVtTUWSWtWkoa
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=u6PsV4UXUvqmjoK-z-2De-fiIcPRVwZSPqShtLr-UkCar1RcsFNsHZlcieYDXpNNiKMyQmuFTMVtTUWSWtWkoa
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=oxI0rIGOhJAqQPWZj3m7ZT9ebsfItgzBNizHb-owjpq7F0Fuuv0gVQs7hrgGjZZOGFouPyUpFws8xUHKDEGrzX_skfQUY-N0_XXXeOSVMXPhLU3uGg2Z2Z65mb-lVb4V_F0awjPfL1N5b_FFZWTrDmHYTXlGy-g3eu8LE4KpdV
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=oxI0rIGOhJAqQPWZj3m7ZT9ebsfItgzBNizHb-owjpq7F0Fuuv0gVQs7hrgGjZZOGFouPyUpFws8xUHKDEGrzX_skfQUY-N0_XXXeOSVMXPhLU3uGg2Z2Z65mb-lVb4V_F0awjPfL1N5b_FFZWTrDmHYTXlGy-g3eu8LE4KpdV
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=oxI0rIGOhJAqQPWZj3m7ZT9ebsfItgzBNizHb-owjpq7F0Fuuv0gVQs7hrgGjZZOGFouPyUpFws8xUHKDEGrzX_skfQUY-N0_XXXeOSVMXPhLU3uGg2Z2Z65mb-lVb4V_F0awjPfL1N5b_FFZWTrDmHYTXlGy-g3eu8LE4KpdV
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energetic and highly interactive social media platform[…]”355, and that “Baidu Tieba is the first 

choice for anime cultural interactions for the young generations.”356   

From a regulatory perspective, private gatekeeping is a prominent attribute of Baidu Tieba 

platform. Content regulation is highly polycentric and de-centralized, as every individual Tieba 

community develops their own host team for their daily regulation. As regards the platform as a 

whole, Baidu is the official regulator, claiming ownership, management rights, and regulatory 

authority over the Tieba platform according to article 3 of the “Baidu Tieba agreement” for end 

users357. According to the Chinese internet regulations, Baidu holds general legal responsibility 

for the content on its platform, as an internet information service provider.358   

At the individual community level, Baidu has developed a “Tieba host system” to select and 

organize a group of community hosts to be the regulators of their individual Tieba communities. 

The rules of the “Tieba Host System” provide that the “Tieba hosts are the core end users of Baidu 

Tieba, selected by Tieba officials, from millions of warmhearted end users, based on unified 

standards. They are primarily in charge of the content building in their interested Tieba community 

and the regulation of end users.” 359  The Tieba hosts are, therefore, the gatekeepers of user 

generated content at the grassroots level, with Baidu delegating the power to remove content and 

to ban user account IDs, to hosts. They regulate end users by developing specific community rules, 

policing the platform and enforcing said rules. Tieba hosts have the dual role of being both 

regulatory gatekeepers - acting as the content intermediaries of the community to perform 

regulatory and gatekeeping functions -  and end users - as members of the fellow end user 

community. For the purpose of this research, hosts are the key nodes in the distributive structure 

of social media that observe whether formal rules are implemented or are being reshaped through 

the private gatekeeping process. These dual roles make an empirical study of the practices and 

motivations of Tieba hosts significant, since, due to these roles, such a study can also uncover the 

norms and values of the end user community.  

1.1.2 The selection of Specific Tieba communities  

There are millions of individual Tieba communities organized under diverse themes and criteria. 

The community criterion I selected for this case study is that of ‘writing of fiction’. Writing 

                                                   
355 ‘Eight Most Mystious Online Orgnizations of 2015 were Annouced, Baidu Tieba Led Internet Subculture’ 

(Science China, 18 December 2015) <http://science.china.com.cn/2015-12/18/content_8461217.htm> accessed 25 

February 2016. 
356 ‘Detailed Explanation of the Reasons for Baidu Tieba being the Best Choice for Young Generation’ (NewsTom, 

17 November 2015) <http://news.tom.com/2015-11-17/0041/12531202.html> accessed 25 February 2016. 
357 Baidu, ‘Baidu Tieba Agreement’, article 3 <http://static.tieba.baidu.com/tb/eula.html> accessed 25 February 

2016.  
358 Text to Chapter 2, Section 3.1.  
359 Baidu, ‘Baidu Tieba Host System’ in Preface. <http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html#cnt12> accessed 25 

February 2016.   

http://science.china.com.cn/2015-12/18/content_8461217.htm
http://news.tom.com/2015-11-17/0041/12531202.html
http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html#cnt12
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communities of online novels, provide a virtual world where certain groups can not only share, as 

well as comment on, each other’s literary works, but also communicate with each other, and make 

friends; for example, fan-fiction communities are created for the writing and sharing of fan-fiction. 

However, online creative writing is not free from regulation. The initiative behind choosing this 

case study derived from the researcher’s observation of how one fan-fiction writing community 

organized a self-regulatory system to keep their thematic community alive under the Chinese legal 

and social context. After further exploration, the researcher found that, as a popular sub-culture, 

there are many large and vivid homosexual literary communities on the Tieba platform. As 

homosexual literature is a controversial and controlled -  but popular - sub-culture in contemporary 

Chinese society, the initial presumption was that online homosexual content may receive more 

regulatory attention than heterosexual literature, especially when concerned with the issue of 

pornography, which triggers the most self-regulation efforts on the Tieba platform.  

Specifically, I select seven literary communities from Tieba (C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7),  five of 

which (C1,C3,C4,C5,C6) are writing and sharing communities for homosexual fiction. The other 

two communities (C2, C7) are control groups. Community 2 (C2) is a general creative writing 

community (specializing in fiction) that accepts both homosexual and heterosexual literature, 

whilst community 7 (C7) is a romantic fiction community that excludes homosexual literature. 

Both large communities - communities with millions of followers - and small communities - those 

with thousands of end users - were selected in order to provide a fair representation of the platform. 

The small literary communities focusing on homosexual literature are C5 and C6. (See: table1) 

Compared with the huge amount of followers in each community, the amount of contributors that 

were studied in this case study is small. Yet, as introduced in Chapter 1, what this research focuses 

on is a case-oriented qualitative analysis. Therefore, this case study does not claim to be 

representative of all statistical criteria, but, rather, concerns itself with theoretical saturation. The 

crucial points for generalization are the theoretical inferences that are made from the thematic and 

contextual analyses of the meanings of the words that the interviewees contributed.360  

 

Table1  

Theme  Homosexual 

theme 

 No. of followers No. of host interviews No. of user 

interviews 

Community 1 (C1) 1.16million  4 5 

Community 3 (C3) 1.2million  3 3 

                                                   
360 Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods (Oxford University Press 2015) 391-393.  
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Community 4 (C4) 1.07million  3 1 

Community 5 (C5) 28 thousand  1 0 

Community 6 (C6) 51 thousand  1 0 

Total   12 9 

General  

theme 

Community 2 (C2) 2.45million 5 4 

Non-

homosexual 

theme  

Community 7 (C7) 1.69million 0 2 

Total     17 15 

 

 

1.2 Interviews and Data collection   

The data was gathered primarily from two sets of sources, interviews and open documents and 

records that can be found online. The first source is a series of semi-structured interviews of 

multiple stakeholders. Two groups of stakeholders were interviewed, with 32 interviews being 

conducted in total: 17 interviews with Baidu Tieba hosts, and 15 with Baidu Tieba end users. (See 

Table 1) All the interviews were conducted in Chinese; the English translation of the content of 

the interviews was made by the author. The second source is open documents and records that can 

be found online, such as written Tieba community rules, records of how posts were handled361 by 

hosts, etc., which serve as supplementary data for the interviews.   

The interviews were conducted in China form August 2015 to Febuary 2016. One interview was 

conducted in-person, with audio recording, and lasted 60 minutes. Three interviews were 

conducted through online voice-enabled chat, with the audio being recorded, each lasting 

114minutes, 45 minutes and 60 minutes respectively. 10 interviews were conducted through 

instant online QQ chatting, with written records generated and saved automatically by the QQ chat 

service software. These online chats lasted from a minimum of 90 minutes to a maximum of 210 

minutes. Four interviews were conducted in the form of online private message correspondences 

through the QQ message system and Baidu Tieba private message system. The adoption of online 

interviews was chosen for practical reasons, as the interviewees were spread all over the country, 

making it impossible to visit them separately. Furthermore, it was in line with the interviewees’ 

preferences. The interviewees tended to sense a clear distinction between their virtual world 

                                                   
361 In this thesis, when referring to posts being handled, what is meant the way a host has dealt with a particular post. 
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identity and their real offline identity, and therefore refused offline contact. As one respondent 

said, 

 “Talking in-person places a lot of pressure on me. The Tieba community belongs to the 

realm of internet regulation, so a QQ chat or other such form of online correspondence is 

also more appropriate for our talk. (…) As you know I am active in online homosexual 

fiction communities, and the pressure from the real world is huge (…).” 362 

The 15 interviews conducted with Baidu Tieba end users were conducted individually, and online, 

through QQ instant chat or online message correspondence. The selection of interviewees was 

based on user activeness and experience in community. During the interviewee selection period, I 

scrolled down from the first page of the targeted Tieba community, and began selecting end users 

whose posts had received hundreds or thousands of replies from other users, and whose Tieba 

level363 was sufficiently high; only users whose Tieba level is higher than level four were selected. 

Tieba end users whose accounts were under level four would not be considered as active end users. 

Then I entered the selected users’ open Tieba profile page to see the number of Tieba posts each 

user had posted, as well as how long each user had been a member on Tieba. Only end users who 

had been active on their Tieba accounts for more than one year and had posted a sufficient number 

of posts (at least more than one hundred posts,) were considered to be users with sufficient 

experience in content production and regulation – qualified end users. After the first round of 

selection, I either sent private messages to these qualified end users through the Tieba private 

messaging system, to ask if they were willing to conduct the interview with me, or contacted the 

user by replying to his/her most recent post. After receiving their agreement to conduct an 

interview, I then asked them if they were adults. Baidu Tieba is a popular social platform among 

young people in China, and a high percentage of end users are minors. For this project, only end 

users who were above the age of 18 would be finally determined as qualified interviewees.  

With regard to the interviews, each interviewee was offered the option of having a paper or digital 

copy of the consent form, both in English and Chinese, which explained the identity of the 

researcher, the purpose of the research, the rights of the interviewee, the duty of the researcher, 

and the confidentiality of the collected data and identity information of both the interviewee and 

the virtual community, as well as how the collected data will be used (Appendix D). After having 

received the informed consent of the participants (interviewees), the interviews began.  

Semi-structured interviews were conducted. The guidelines for interview questions for hosts 

contained three general topics: (1) The self-perception of the role of a Tieba host, (2) the 

                                                   
362 Interview C5H1. 
363 Tieba levels indicate the followers’ intimacy with one Teiba community, as well as the experience and influence 

of the followers. There are 18 levels in total. Followers under level four are fans of the community. Level four is the 

threshold for membership. <http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=eBJZv3Mj8QBRJoGA6axZNC-

QdA1Gp8RNV83PSe_zmgxZ-zeivOT-1oWUCGfU6J_W9P4Rz-mK7V-cOvHD46ityB75lBJFhYl1ll9c5KKtYFPy-

dROvz3ZXmpd2EmO-SPJ> accessed 3 March 2016.   

http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=eBJZv3Mj8QBRJoGA6axZNC-QdA1Gp8RNV83PSe_zmgxZ-zeivOT-1oWUCGfU6J_W9P4Rz-mK7V-cOvHD46ityB75lBJFhYl1ll9c5KKtYFPy-dROvz3ZXmpd2EmO-SPJ
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=eBJZv3Mj8QBRJoGA6axZNC-QdA1Gp8RNV83PSe_zmgxZ-zeivOT-1oWUCGfU6J_W9P4Rz-mK7V-cOvHD46ityB75lBJFhYl1ll9c5KKtYFPy-dROvz3ZXmpd2EmO-SPJ
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=eBJZv3Mj8QBRJoGA6axZNC-QdA1Gp8RNV83PSe_zmgxZ-zeivOT-1oWUCGfU6J_W9P4Rz-mK7V-cOvHD46ityB75lBJFhYl1ll9c5KKtYFPy-dROvz3ZXmpd2EmO-SPJ
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substantive norms and values implemented and upheld in content regulation by hosts, and (3) the 

procedures hosts apply when handling content. Correspondingly, the interview guidelines for end 

users also contained three general topics: (1) the perception of the role of hosts and other regulators, 

(2) the substantive expectations end users had from content regulation, and (3) the acceptable 

procedures for handling content. These topics were developed to reflect on the regulatory 

legitimacy from the source, substantive and procedural dimensions, as formulated in Chapter 5. 

According to the “Baidu Tieba Host System”, not only should Tieba hosts punish followers who 

post violable content, but hosts also have the responsibility to ensure that violable content that 

appears on the first page of their Tieba community be taken down within 24 hours, and that the 

amount of violable posts on every page makes no more than 10% of the content available.364 

Gatekeeping by Tieba hosts was supposed to be the private enforcement of prohibitive government 

rules, and Baidu rules, in the form of Tieba community self-regulation. There were two layers of 

empirical inquires. The first is concerned with whether or not there is a discrepancy, or indeed 

conformity, between the norms and values implemented at the host level and the governmental 

written rules. The second, with whether or not there is discrepancy or conformity between the 

norms and values enforced upon the end user community and the morals and expectations of said 

end users. The first question was posed in order to understand the practice of content regulation or 

censorship, as conducted by Tieba hosts. According to the theoretical framework of legitimacy we 

built in Chapter 5, it will be the answer to the second question that can provide us with an indication 

of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, as in this case study to be the incorporated 

community self-regulation by hosts.  Based on the general topics motioned above, a more concrete, 

but still open, set of questions were prepared. The function of the list of questions was to help 

guide interviewees to speak as much as possible, whilst staying relevant to the enquiry at hand. 

Meanwhile, the specific questions for each interviewee were customized in accordance to the 

interviewee’s personal background and experience.   

1.3 The data analysis process  

Two separate but correlated qualitative data analyses were conducted by using the data gathered 

from the interviews of hosts and end users. The method of data analysis chosen for this research 

project consists of a hybrid approach of thematic coding and analyzing, introduced by Richard E. 

Boyatzis, which incorporates both a theory-driven deductive approach as well as a data-driven 

inductive approach.365 Both deductive and inductive themes are identified in the coding process in 

order to analyze and interpret data in a comprehensive way, and to guarantee that the data analysis 

and interpretation were from the perspective of the interviewees. Data-driven codes are developed 

inductively from raw information. They are, therefore, highly sensitive and close to the raw 

information, and so can increase the inter-rater reliability of the coding. Theory-driven analysis 

develops codes deductively from a set of information by applying existing theory or research 

                                                   
364 Baidu, ‘Baidu Tieba Host System’, article 71 and 73. <http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html> accessed 3 March 

2016.  
365 Richard E. Boyatzis, Transforming Qualitative Information: Thematic Analysis and Code Development (Sage 

1998).  

http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html
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conducted prior to the gathering of the data; the application of existing thematic codes to new data 

sets can replicate, generalize or extend the established theory.366  By adopting this combined, 

deductive and inductive, thematic analysis of data, the data analysis aims to understand how 

regulatory legitimacy is constructed, or contested, when concerned with the gatekeeping practices 

of Tieba hosts.  

The production of the thematic codes from the raw data followed the six steps suggested by 

Boyatzis: criterion sampling, reducing the raw information, identifying thematic similarities, 

creating codes, applying codes back to the raw data, and interpreting the analysis. Deciding upon 

the units of analysis and coding is the basis of coding and interpreting, and provides the basic logic 

for structuring findings. A unit of analysis is the entity on which the interpretation of the study will 

focus.367 For this case study, the individual person is the basic unit of analysis, and the community 

is the secondary unit of analysis, if the sampling is sufficient to represent the community value. A 

unit of coding is the most basic segment, or element, of the raw data that can be analyzed in a 

meaningful way regarding the phenomenon; it could be, for example, the response to one interview 

question, one paragraph, or one sentence, depending on “codable moments”. 368  The samples “host 

group” and “end user group” constitute the whole set of raw information, and one subsample 

(including 3 interviewees) selected from each of the two samples to develop preliminary codes. 

The second step was to enter the original data, and to reduce the raw information to a manageable 

size and into shortened outlines. Outlines or summaries were written down during the reading of 

the data to get to know the thematic characteristics of the data. The third step was to identify 

significant thematic similarities across large segments of one subsample, or across the two 

subsamples, and to group the similarities into thematic clusters. The fourth step was to develop the 

thematic clusters into codes. The fifth, applying the codes back to the rest of the raw information, 

and revising themes and codes to make sure revised codes minimize exclusions of data.  The final 

step is to interpret the data based on identifying the interrelationships between the themes and 

codes, and the meanings of the themes for answering the research question. The coding and 

analyzing process was accompanied by reading and rereading the original data. Code development 

and application in step four, five and six are conducted with assistance from Nvivo 11 software. 

The coding reliability is assessed by comparing the results of coding by hand and that of coding 

with the aid of computer software ten days later. The inter-rater reliability of the analysis may be 

weaker as all the codes are developed by the author.  

Two lines of reasoning emerged during the coding and analyzing process. One is the issue of online 

pornography. The handling of specific posts and their content, such as politically sensitive content, 

pornographic content, advertising and the watering-down of content, etc., was frequently 

                                                   
366 ibid 29-31.  
367 ibid 62.  
368 ibid 63.  
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mentioned by hosts and end users when talking about host regulation in both substantive and 

procedural senses. Pornographic content was referred to most frequently. According to the 

interview responses, a more nuanced procedural design and set of substantive rules were developed 

for handling pornography than those developed for other types of content. Moreover, at the 

government level, there exist strict prohibitive formal rules regarding online pornography, as well 

as online law enforcement campaigns against pornography. Online pornography was a central 

issue that demonstrated clashes of values and congruency between formal law and community 

rules. Thus, many codes were related to the issue of online pornography.   

The other, is the comparisons at different levels of analysis. Although the interviews with hosts 

and those with end users generated two separate sets of data, and although the data analyses of the 

two groups of interviews were conducted separately, the overall analysis was informed by the 

correlated and corresponding thematic patterns identified between the two sets of data. Another 

comparison is between the two different analytical units of the interviews of hosts. Tieba hosts 

have two roles in play, one as content gatekeepers of the community, where they perform 

regulatory and gatekeeping functions, and the other, as members of the fellow community. 

Therefore, interview responses were analyzed with the understanding that such responses were 

being provided by two perspectives and so two analytical units: one that considers the host as an 

intermediary, the other as an individual end user.  The methodological assumption is that host 

interviewees may respond differently when shifting their roles and perspectives. A comparison in 

the analysis of an interview that takes into consideration the host at an individual level and another 

at the community or intermediary level, may demonstrate certain discrepancies and clashes of 

expectations. At the individual level, hosts tended to express their own personal opinions on certain 

issues, as members of their respective user community. At the intermediary level, responses were 

given that saw the hosts follow reasoning that applied to their regulatory role, assigned to them by 

their official regulator, which in this case was Baidu. Secondly, it was also necessary to do a 

comparative analysis at the inter-community level. But most of the inter-community comparisons 

were conducted in the analysis of data of the host group, as the small size of end user respondents 

could hardly support a cross-community comparison;  the number of user interviewees from each 

individual community was too small to represent a whole community. Therefore, the data analysis 

of the end user group is primarily focused at the individual level. The third comparison is the 

comparison of perceptions and opinions between the host group and end user group. Whether there 

is conformity or discrepancies in relation to expectations between hosts and end users is a key 

indication of the legitimacy of host gatekeeping.   

2. Results  

2.1 Structuring the results  

In this section, the findings of the data analyses are presented. For the interviews with both Tieba 

hosts and Tieba end users, three thematic clusters were identified: the source legitimacy cluster, 

substantive legitimacy cluster and procedural legitimacy cluster. For both groups, highly identical 
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themes and patterns were identified, including both deductive themes and inductive themes. For 

the source legitimacy cluster, four themes were coded. For the host group: authority from the 

community and paternal obligation towards the end user; for the end user group: deliberative 

circumvention of the filtering system and preference for self-regulation by hosts. For the 

substantive legitimacy thematic cluster, four themes were coded out for the host group: perceptions 

towards formal rules of content control, community rules on pornographic content, reasons for 

pornography control and non-control, and perceptions of common interests; correspondingly, four 

identical themes were coded for the end user group: perceptions towards formal rules of content 

control, opinions towards the community rules of pornographic content, reasons for pornography 

control or non-control, and perceptions of common interests. For the procedural legitimacy cluster, 

three themes were coded for the host group: transparency, accountability and horizontal 

communication and persuasion. Whilst for end user group, transparency and responsiveness 

through good communication, and accountability deficit were the two themes identified. (See 

Table 3)  

Table 3 

Themes           Host group    End user group 

 

Source legitimacy  

 

Authority from community  

 

Paternal obligation towards the 

end user  

Preference for self-regulation 

by hosts  

 

Deliberate circumvention of 

the filtering system    

 

 

Substantive legitimacy  Perceptions towards formal rules 

of content control  

 

Community rules on 

pornographic content 

 

Perceptions towards formal 

rules of content control 

 

Opinions towards the 

community rules of 

pornographic content  
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Reasons for pornography control 

or non-control  

 

Perceptions of common interests     

Reasons for pornography 

control or non-control 

 

Perceptions of common 

interests  

 

Procedural legitimacy  Transparency  

 

Accountability   

 

Horizontal communication and 

persuasion  

Transparency and 

responsiveness through good 

communication  

 

Accountability deficit  

  

 

2.2 Source legitimacy  

2.2.1 Host group  

2.2.1.1 Authority sourced from the community 

 The Tieba host system is the daily content regulatory system established by Baidu. The governing 

power over each individual Tieba community is formally appointed to Tieba hosts, by Baidu, 

according to the open document “Baidu Tieba Host System”.369 Major hosts and minor hosts are 

selected from end users to form one Tieba host team. Regarding the power of major hosts, one 

respondent summarized:  

“The powers of major hosts allow them to highlight or remove posts, set top posts, ban 

user accounts for one, three, or even ten days, set Tieba topics, set Tieba images, and set 

and manage the link zone on the right side of the Tieba community homepage.  Minor 

host powers include removing posts and banning user accounts for one day.”370 

                                                   
369 Baidu, ‘Baidu Tieba Host System’ <http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html> accessed 29 February 2016.  
370 Interview C5H1. 

http://tieba.baidu.com/tb/system.html
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The majority of the host interviewees expressed that the work of hosts, including their appointment 

and the handling of user generated content, was independent from Baidu. As one interviewee noted: 

“As a major host, I was not appointed by Baidu. The first major host was appointed by Baidu, the 

second one only needed the approval of the first one, and the third that of the first two major 

hosts…”371 Host interviewees also expressed how the host team held the independent power to 

develop community rules for their own Tieba community. Most interviewees stated that Baidu 

seldom intervened in their work of content regulation. One respondent stated: “In my work, I do 

not have any contact with Baidu. Basically, our community is a self-regulated place.”372  

Several interviewees disagreed with defining themselves as law enforcers, or as taking on the 

responsibility of law enforcement. “I don’t think community rules touch upon law and policy. All 

collectives have their own rules, community rules should not be seen as having such a high level 

of authority.”373 “It is too serious to relate community rules with state law. No one can bear the 

feeling of being a law enforcer every day.”374  

On the other hand, the majority of host interviewees expressed the importance of the support and 

understanding of end users for the success of their work. Commonly they tended to speak of the 

existence of a moral relationship between hosts and end users, which provides the justification for 

their role as Tieba host. This moral relation does not necessarily entail the rule of law or democracy. 

Rather, the moral relation is considered in softer and more flexible ways, such as in terms of a 

“public spirit” of hosts as common members of the community.  

A democratic process for the election of a major host is only applied in C2, with the two major 

hosts of C2 having been selected by end users via a voting process. “As we were publicly elected, 

we have the users’ support…” 375  For other communities who do not boast a comparable 

democratic election, the major hosts are selected and appointed by Baidu, from end users who have 

applied for the role. Many hosts described their role as that of a normal member of the community 

but with the responsibility to protect the community and to serve fellow users. One interviewee 

from C1 stated that, “Only someone from within the community can know what is lacking and 

what is needed. Additionally, the kind of order that is really needed can be known if end users get 

the governing power over the community.”376 Another interviewee from C3 stated, “As hosts, in 

order to manage the community well, and make our community known to more people, we need 

the support of end users. It is their support that ensures the long-term development and stability of 

the community.”377
  A host from C5 noted that the, “support of end users is very important. It is 

                                                   
371 Interview C4H1. 
372 Interview C1H1 
373 Interview C3H2 
374 Interview C4H2.  
375 Interview C2H2. 
376 Interview C1H1. 
377 Interview C3H2.  
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the users who give a lot of support in rebuilding our community (after our community was 

reopened by Baidu after being shut down for several months).”378  

It is common practice among communities for hosts to take the opinions and feedback provided 

by end users’ into account when engaging in decision making. One interviewee from C3 stated 

that, “the community rule is based on problems and user feedback. For example, we reinforced the 

prohibition of unauthorized resource sharing according to user feedback.” 379  The forms of 

consultation and communication were rather flexible, such as starting a special post for the 

collection of opinions, or chatting with individual user through the Tieba private messaging system.  

Another noteworthy point was that, as community gatekeepers, hosts tended to justify their 

regulatory work in the name of serving “the majority of end users”. A series of quotations from 

interviewee responses can make this point clear.  

“As the most experienced end users can agree, we made our community rules based on 

the boundaries that the majority could accept.”380   

“We are only grassroots. It is good enough if we can make the majority satisfied.”381  

“Tieba has its own rules, and these rules are the consensus that the majority of our end 

users have reached at the very beginning of our community.”382  

In short, although the governing power over individual Tieba communities is delegated by Baidu, 

the work of hosts is independent from Baidu. Instead of counting on top-down delegation, hosts 

justified their role as content gatekeepers of the community through a moral relationship between 

hosts and end users. Democracy was referred to by only one community in order to procedurally 

justify the power source. A sign of “support” and commitment to serve the majority were more 

commonly used as a normative defense for hosts’ exercise of power.   

2.2.1.2 The paternal obligation of hosts: Protecting end users  

Although to various degrees, it became clear from the interviews conducted with community hosts 

that, as community gatekeepers, the majority of hosts recognize a protective or rather paternal 

obligation towards their end users. It further allows for a very broad scope of discretion and for 

the exercise of power, that allows hosts to cover all the possible issues of their community if it is 

for the good of the end users. The ways for hosts to impose influence are multiple, and are much 

softer than that of command and control.  

                                                   
378 Interview C5H1. 
379 Interview C3H2. 
380 Interview C1H1. 
381Interview C2H2. 
382 Interview C4H1.  
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Interviewees from C1 showed the strongest sense of paternal obligation. One interviewee stated 

that, “we are really like parents, especially for a community like ours. Since we have a lot of female 

followers and juvenile followers, we have a lot of things to worry about. Basically, we manage 

every aspect of the community.”383 As a paternal regulator, a host’s power may reach every 

necessary corner of community life if it is necessary for the users’ own good. Another host from 

C1 shared a case of this parental care:384 

“During this year, for a very long period, a very popular post in our community wrote “I 

am going to climb XX Mountain to celebrate the day of the 17th of August385. Leave me 

your address and phone number here, and I will call, or send messages and postcards to 

you on that day.” A lot of users left their real home address, post number and phone 

number online by following that post, since young users were naive. Hosts wrote a special 

host service post, to remind users not to leave personal information publicly online. It was 

really dangerous. On the 17th of August, we warned users, many times that, ‘it was better 

not to go to that Mountain, if you go, please do let your parents know’.”   

For other communities, in a lighter sense, host interviewees are attributed this sense of paternal 

obligation due their better knowledge of the community’s theme and direction; they are not 

regulating behavior, but guiding end users in the right direction. Without stressing a hierarchy of 

status, the idea of service is at the core of the role of host. There is a commonly recognized 

advantage of knowledge among host interviewees, as hosts know the community better than 

ordinary users, which ultimately supports the paternal authority.  

 A large group of interviewees defined themselves as either the “initiators”, “builders and 

successors”, or indeed “spiritual leaders” of the community, as well as “guiders” or “servants” of 

end users. Therefore, they knew the community theme better. For example, one interviewee 

pointed out the obligation of hosts to maintain the community theme. “Every Tieba community 

has its own theme at its core. Hosts have the obligation to help users return to the theme on time 

[when they post things in the community].” 386  Meanwhile, they referred to “love”, “pure 

contribution”, “interests in the community theme”, and the issue of “protecting the community 

from pollution” as just some of the primary motivations behind being hosts.  

Substantively, many host interviewees from C1, C2, C4 and C5, commonly referred to the issue 

of  “preventing fraud” as one reason behind the banning of advertisements, as they pointed out that 

most of the adverts posted by individual end users, or automatically by machines, were actually 

fake information that aimed to deceive end users. One respondent noted that, “as you come to play 

                                                   
383 Interview C1H4. 
384 Interview C1H3. 
385 The17th of August is a big day for fans of one very popular fiction in community 1. Many end users plan to go to 

XX Mountain in the northeast of China to celebrate “817”.   
386 Interview C4H3.  
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in the Tieba community, you are supposed to have the ability to distinguish good from bad. If you 

do not have this ability, then I think hosts should provide you with the correct guidance.”387 

Another reflection of hosts’ parental authority was how interviewees tended to interpret their 

influence as one of normalization, rather than mere coercion and limitation.  One interviewee said 

that, “our community rule is not limiting users; it is not a limitation for users. It is normalization, 

just like when we read with our head bent, and our parents or teacher would standardize our reading 

posture…”388 Although all of the interviewees rejected a hierarchy of positions, the superiority of 

knowledge and experience in comparison to ordinary Tieba users was clearly evident in the 

interviewees’ responses. For example, many interviewees commonly mentioned that host made 

rules were made to guide end users to distinguish right from wrong. One interviewee pointed out 

that, “Tieba is a platform where diverse thoughts and cultures play and conflict. Some ideas are 

essences, some are dross. What hosts shall do is to correctly guide end users through the setting of 

rules, rewards and punishments, in order to keep Tieba developing in a positive direction.”389 

In summary, although none of the interviewees define themselves as a top-down regulator, and a 

large group of host interviewees self-define the role of host as the patriarch of the community and 

guardian of end users, a sense of hierarchy is still implied. It is not a hierarchy of status, it is 

claimed authority based on the hosts’ experience and knowledge, which is the premise of hosts’ 

ideas of service and care. Therefore, at least for several communities (if not all), the idea of service 

is not one between fully equal parties, but, rather, is one which envisions a parental sense of care 

and protection by hosts to their end users.       

2.2.2 End user group  

2.2.2.1 Preference for self-regulation by hosts  

The majority of user interviewees were aware that Tieba hosts presented one layer of content 

regulation, and were aware of the position that Tieba hosts held as content regulators. A large 

group of interviewees also recognized the administrative officials from Baidu as representing 

another layer of Tieba regulation, and a few mentioned governmental regulation on Tieba content 

as well. Among the three regulatory sectors, the majority of interviewees expressed their 

preference for having hosts be the content regulators of the community.   

Many interviewees share the opinion that hosts are truly the servants of the Tieba community, and 

that regulation by hosts is a way of self-regulation, as hosts originally come from the end user 

community. A group of interviewees mentioned that hosts were relatively equal and close to end 

                                                   
387 Interview C2H1. 
388 Interview C3H2. 
389 Interview C2H3. 
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users, and that host regulation was less hierarchical than that of Baidu, or the government. One 

respondent pointed out that, “by nature, hosts are also end users, they are not that 

authoritative…Often, I saw end users disagreeing with a decision made by hosts regarding a 

deletion, and they openly quarreled with hosts about the decision. We are relatively equal.”390  

Another interviewee also stated that, “hosts can better communicate with end users, and we hope 

that said persons share the same interests as us when regulating the community.”391  

However, a few interviewees pointed out the negative aspects of the host regulatory system. Firstly, 

some claimed that it was difficult to prove that hosts actually represented end users. In fact, several 

interviewees denied this was the case and did not expect there to be a representative relationship 

between hosts and end users. One interviewee explained that,  

“Hosts are merely the patriarch of the community, or the successor of former hosts.  When 

users report to them, they will consider the report. But they may not hear the voice of 

minor groups, as you know there are thousands of followers in one community…Hosts 

have stayed for a very long time in one community, it is inevitable for them to have some 

private contacts with some users…so these specified social relationships may make the 

handling unjust.”392  

One interviewee strongly rejected the current regulatory system provided by hosts, as the 

interviewee experienced power abuse by hosts. His/her text was removed by a major host, 

meanwhile the host team retroactively changed the community rule in order to justify the deletion. 

Afterwards, the hosts associated with one group of users quarreled with the author and his/her 

readers. The interviewee remarked from this experience that,  

“Hosts can seldom do justice. Normally, only young people have the time to manage the 

Tieba community… Baidu did not develop any mechanism to protect the rights of authors 

and their readers. Complaints against major hosts never receive any feedback…the Tieba 

community is a place full of abuses of power and repression.”393  

To sum up, end user preference for host regulation derives from the impression that hosts come 

from end user community. It is self-regulation, rather than top-down government control. It reflects 

a congruency of the perceptions and expectations of hosts and end users that the source legitimacy 

of hosts is from the community. But on the other hand, discrepancies amongst expectations are 

also demonstrated; for example, small groups of end users feel a lack of representation when hosts 

merely rely on specified social relationships between hosts and a specific group of end users.  

                                                   
390 Interview C3R2. 
391 Interview C1R5. 
392 Interview C1R1. 
393 Interview C1R2. 
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2.2.2.2 Deliberate circumvention of the filtering system 

A large group of user interviewees accept the fact that Baidu provides one layer of content 

regulation of the Tieba community. Several user interviewees expressed their belief that Baidu, as 

the platform service provider, held the general responsibility over user generated content on its 

Tieba platform. An auto-filtering system is the technical measure that Baidu applies to 

automatically filter posted content. Although the system is omnipresent, it is ineffective, with most 

end user interviewees believing that the system does not set any reasonable normative standard 

that they are obliged to comply with; rather, they deliberatively circumvent it.  

According to their responses, the majority of interviewees described the filtering system as an 

often-encountered technical obstruction for which they deliberately invent strategies in order to 

circumvent. Many users described how they usually just re-post the blocked content after inserting 

character separators among suspected sensitive words and phrases,394 or screenshot the text and 

re-post it in picture format. As one respondent stated, “if there are sensitive words, I will choose 

to add punctuation marks in the middle of these words, or replace the words with homonyms395. 

Everyone who writes things on Tieba knows this strategy…Part of my posts have been swallowed 

by the system, but it has no impact on me. If the system swallows my post, I will just re-post.”396 

Several users also mentioned that they would pre-test the content before posting, by using software 

written by peers to test for sensitive words on the Tieba platform. One respondent described their 

method thusly: “I will self-filter sensitive words in my content before I post it…there is a self-test 

software in the Tieba community…Its sensitive word list is pretty comprehensive. Basically, my 

post will be all right after I use the test software.”397  Interestingly, the reason for pre-testing was 

for effectively circumventing the filtering system, rather than self-censoring the content in 

accordance with the standards set by the system.  

The reasons mentioned for the deliberate circumvention of such standards were directly related to 

the non-transparency of the substantive standards of the filtering system.  There is no open 

document to inform users of what content will be blocked by the system. The majority of 

interviewees stated that they did not know for what reason the system blocked or “swallowed” 

their specific posted content. One respondent noted, “I actually did not know its standard. 

Sometimes posts could pass, sometimes not. I did not know if it was a bug in the system or if it 

was the rules of the Tieba platform.” 398 For most interviewees, their knowledge about the possible 

filtering standard came only from personal experiences. Meanwhile, many interviewees referred 

                                                   
394 For example, 警察 (police officer) is a filtered phrase in Baidu Tieba, users will post the phrase in form of 警/察, 

警**察, 警##察, or JC, etc.   
395 Users use a different Chinese character with the same pronunciation but a different meaning to replace the sensitive 

character in order to circumvent the filtering system.  
396 Interview C2R1. 
397 Interview C1R4. 
398 Interview C3R2. 
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to the system as having “no regular standard at all”399 and as a system which carried a high 

possibility of blocking lawful content because of technical flaws. “Sometimes two Chinese words 

next to each other, by coincidence, would be mistakenly detected as a sensitive phrase.”400  “I do 

not know why, but posts were more easily swallowed when posted via my computer terminal. If I 

re-posted said content through the Tieba App on my cellphone, however, it would not be 

swallowed.”401 

In short, as end users consider circumvention to be normal and ubiquitous conduct when they post 

content on the Tieba community, it is hard to say that the filtering system has any normative 

significance for end users, nor imposes any moral obligation upon users for compliance. Although 

Baidu is considered to be a regulator, without setting a transparent standard with the normative 

capacity to guide end users, regulation by its system is not accepted by users as a legitimate 

regulatory practice.    

2.2.3 Conclusion on the source legitimacy of host regulation  

There is coherency amongst the perceptions from the host group and end user group about the role 

of the Tieba host. Hosts come from the user community, and regulation by hosts is the type of  

self-regulation which users prefer. But the moral relationships between hosts and end users are 

analogical with the traditional Confucian social and ethical relationships between the patriarch and 

his children, and friends. This perception renders regulation by hosts softer and generally 

preferable for end users. But this form of source legitimacy is not unequivocal. It is also clear that 

regulatory justice in specific cases cannot be fully secured by close social relationships; specific 

legitimacy deficiencies, in both substantive and procedural senses, would easily override source 

legitimacy from social and ethical relationships, as users also expect a more representative host 

group, rather than one that only reflects the interests of one group. And the procedural opaqueness 

of the filtering system leads the losing of normative force of the system.  

2.3 Substantive legitimacy  

The substantive legitimacy inquiry, in our case, concerns how hosts exercise power in order to 

gain acceptance without coercion, in the substantive sense. Specifically, it explores the values that 

hosts often apply in order to justify their exercises of power to end users. The substantive 

legitimacy cluster identifies four themes for both the host group and end user group. They are, 

“perceptions towards formal rules of content control”, “community rules on pornographic content” 

for host group or “opinions towards community rules on pornographic content” for end user group, 

“reasons for pornography control or non-control”, and “perceptions of common interests”. 

                                                   
399 Interview C2R4. 
400 Interview C4R1. 
401 Interview C7R1. 
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2.3.1 Perceptions towards formal rules of content control   

2.3.1.1 Host group  

Formal law and policy provide a formal rule-based justification for the written community rules 

regarding the regulation of pornographic and political content. As community gatekeepers, the 

majority of host respondents expressed that they generally respected and obeyed formal laws and 

the policies of Baidu. This obedience was explicitly shown in the community rule making process; 

particularly for rules regarding online pornography, and to some extent politically sensitive 

information. As community gatekeepers, compliance with formal law is the primary motivation 

behind hosts’ handling of pornographic descriptions and politically sensitive content in users’ texts, 

even though they may personally disagree with the broad prohibitions of pornography and political 

sensitivity in formal rules, as end users of the Tieba community. There is an obvious clash of 

perceptions between hosts as community gatekeepers and hosts as individual end users, when 

shifting their perspectives. This discrepancy shows that for hosts, formal legality does not 

guarantee the substantive rightness of the content of a rule, and thus cannot provide substantive 

legitimacy to the law, if it means nothing more than governmental coercion.   

First, for a great number of hosts, and the majority of interviewed communities, the content of 

formal laws and Baidu policies are taken into account when making community rules. Hosts, as 

gatekeepers, are generally unwilling to depart from formal rules. One interviewee defined the 

Tieba community hosts as “placed in the middle, with the level above being the company 

administrator, internet policies and authorities, and below are internet users who buy foreign 

servers. For us, as users of the platform Baidu provides….[w]e are the group who complies with 

laws and policies.”402  C6 was the only community that did not mention pornography regulation 

in its community rules, but the interviewees still mentioned that hosts had removed several “flesh 

posts” 403  in 2014 from the community because of pressure from formal law enforcement 

campaigns.  

All the interviewed communities touched upon the regulation of online pornography, whether 

pertaining to texts or pictures, to different extents, but still pornographic content was not fully 

banned in several communities as formal law prescribed. The direct reason for this regulation was 

that the existence of pornographic content threatened the survival of a community, as the large 

majority of host interviewees from each community mentioned that too much pornographic 

content would lead to the whole community being banned by Baidu. One respondent explained 

the causality between the prohibition of pornography in community rules and formal rules. “Baidu 

and the government both prescribe that you must delete [pornographic content]. As you are located 

                                                   
402 Interview C5H1. 
403 “Flesh post” is a common name among Tieba communities and hosts to refer to user literature that contains text 

of pornographic descriptions. 
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in Baidu, in China, you must obey their rules. Therefore, the prohibition must be written down in 

the community rules.”404   

The majority of interviewees did not mention the control of politically sensitive content, since user 

generated content in these interviewed communities seldom directly involved political sensitivity. 

Rather, it was pornographic content that threatened the survival of community. But one 

interviewee paralleled politically sensitive content, which he/she defined as criticisms to the 

government, with pornographic literature, as the two basic prohibitions in their community, since 

many “irregular” Tieba communities were shut down by Baidu because of these two types of 

content.405  

It is worth noting that hosts from communities whose theme concerned homosexual fiction tended 

to show a higher concern about the control of pornographic content than hosts from C2, as they 

are exposed to a higher risk of being shut down by Baidu. Several interviewees from said 

communities expressed “the embarrassing and difficult situation”406 of homosexual literature in 

Baidu Tieba and China, and that homosexual literature is “misunderstood”407 and “unaccepted”408 

by the mainstream.   

For host interviewees, Baidu was seen as a top-down delegated regulator of the government. 

Several host interviewees positively commented upon how the auto-filtering system reduced the 

workload of hosts by blocking unlawful and sensitive words and phrases,409 and noted how the 

auto-filtering system served the effective implementation of prohibitive formal rules on speech.410  

One respondent directly considered Baidu auto-filtering system to be the authoritative standard for 

judging pornography, as the person said:  

“Users often challenged me, saying that ‘the system had not censored or removed my 

content, for what reason did you as a host remove my content?’ I would say, if it was [not 

censored] because of the use of separators, I would remove the separators, then post the 

content, if it was blocked by the system, then your content was not allowed.”411   

But there is a clear clash between formal law and private morality of hosts, regarding the full ban 

of pornographic description in literature. The majority of host interviewees personally noted that, 

to a certain point, writing and sharing pornographic literature, in itself, is an individual freedom, 

and should be immune from too much moral judgment.412 One respondent stated: 

                                                   
404 Interview C4H1.  
405 Interview C2H1.  
406 Interview C5H1. 
407 Interview C4H1.  
408 Interview C4H3.  
409 Interview C2H3,C4H1,C5H1. 
410 Interview C3H1, C4H3. 
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“This is a matter of personal choice. Some people enjoy things in the virtual world…. 

Because, you know, people always need ways to relieve themselves. If people are willing 

to spend more time on this, and share this with fellows, it is not a bad thing. …I do not 

agree with judging or condemning it too much. Thus, prohibiting pornography is a 

temporary strategy for the survival of the community, rather than confirmation that we 

morally condemn this behavior.”413  

Another interviewee stated, in a similar way: “I don’t judge. If users are happy, then that is fine. 

But if the writing is too obscene or ‘out of character’414, we will discuss this with the author and 

handle it accordingly.”415 

In contrast, the control of plagiarism, such as direct copying or the unauthorized public sharing of 

a resource, which is also governed by formal rules, sees hosts internalize the values promoted by 

the formal law into their own private morality. On the one hand, one interviewee explained that, 

“We now have a regulation that does ban the spreading of unauthorized resources. Even with 

limited capability, we want to show some respect for wholehearted and creative authors in the 

environment where intellectual property rights are generally not respected.”416 On the other hand, 

copyright protection is for keeping a peaceful order and preventing chaos and quarrels aroused by 

plagiarism,417 as plagiarism will often arouse large-scale fights between the supporters of the two 

parties.  

In summary, the existence of a formal rule is an often-applied reason by hosts for handling legally 

prohibited content, such as politically sensitive speech, pornographic content (in particular) and 

copyright infringements. But its moral force for justifying specific content regulation for hosts 

differs and cannot stand alone. For amongst all of the interviewed communities, there is a 

prominent discrepancy between a host’s personal moral view of pornographic literature and their 

assigned role as hosts to control pornographic content. On the one hand, hosts personally identify 

a scope of individual freedom in pornographic literature. On the other, as community gatekeepers, 

they restrain the description of sexual behavior in users’ posts in order to make the community 

abide by formal rules. More nuanced community rules regarding pornographic content are 

presented in the next theme. 

                                                   
413 Interview C4H1. 
414 The quality of fan fiction in fan-cultural community can be judged to be out of charater (OCC). This means that a 

fan fiction fails to remain consistent with the original fiction when depicting the characters borrowed from the original 

novel. Many hosts from fan fiction communities pointed out that they disallow fan fictions that are out of character. 
415 Interview C6H1. 
416 Interview C1H1. 
417 Interview C1H1.  
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2.3.1.2 End user group 

As for end users, formal rules do not necessarily become internalized moral reasons for their 

opinions and behaviors. Users are generally aware that formal rules are targeted towards the 

control of political speech and pornography in the Tieba community. Government agencies and 

Baidu are regarded as the main formal law enforcers. Both from homosexual literature 

communities and the control group (C2), there are individual users who object to top-down 

interventions prescribed by formal rules, and who hold a relative and substantively nuanced 

attitude towards government intervention.  

It is a generally shared belief amongst user interviewees that there is a difference between the 

regulatory content of hosts and that of commercial (Baidu) and governmental regulators. Hosts are 

needed to remove disturbing and unrelated content whilst keeping with the community theme. The 

content that the Government and Baidu prohibit is removed considering political orientations. For 

instance, one respondent pointed out their belief that, “…the focus of hosts’ work was to manage 

individual Tieba communities, and remove irrelevant content; the government, however, 

emphasizes whether online speech endangers the state. They have different emphases. Baidu, I 

think, follows those of the government.”418 In regards to Baidu filtering system, a large group of 

interviewees sensed, from their experiences, that it is the detection of “sensitive words” that blocks, 

or swallows, certain posts. Many interviewees were aware that sensitive words pertained to 

politically sensitive words (such as fa lun gong, police) and pornographic words.  

As for specific content that user interviewees personally think should be removed, there exists 

certain evidence of the influence formal rules have had on the personal opinions of users. For 

example, a few interviewees mentioned politically sensitive information as one type of content 

that should be removed. But for these users, political control was seen as a monopolized 

governmental policy that is beyond a citizen’s scope of concern. One interviewee gave the opinion 

that, “sensitive content relates with state security measures. Personally, for a period, even the word 

‘policeman’ (jing cha) was prohibited. I think I am not entitled to judge it, this definitely is 

government policy-driven.”419  

Comparatively, a larger group of user interviewees expressed that there is a tension between the 

end users’ perception of freedom and the censorship of political content by the government and 

Baidu, especially since these top-down interventions direct interfere with individual free 

expression. One respondent noted that, “content censorship [for political expression] has no benefit 

for end users. On the Tieba platform, users want more freedom for discussion. It is better if they 

censor advertising content and pornography more.”420 Another interviewee expressed that, “if the 
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government regulates [the community], the scope of free expression will be largely reduced.”421 

A similar number of people held a more neutral opinion on government intervention, if the 

regulation was implemented to the proper extent. Among them, one interviewee who agreed with 

the formal law of political information prohibition, still resisted the governmental real name policy 

as a regulatory approach to control politically sensitive content, as “it really does restrict individual 

freedom too much…a right to privacy ought to be preserved.”422   

It was noteworthy that the majority of user interviewees commonly listed “obscene and 

pornographic” content as the type of content that should be removed. But they gave much more 

nuanced opinions of different types of pornographic content, rather than following the full ban of 

online pornography suggested in formal rules, which is explored specifically in the next theme.  

2.3.1.3 Summary  

Formal rules are used by hosts to formally and publicly justify community rules on politically 

sensitive information, the regulation of pornographic information and anti-plagiarism, to end users. 

there is only one host who uses “conformity to government rules” to justify the substance of their 

own methods of regulation. For most hosts, although the filtering system is helpful in detecting 

unlawful content, the standards are questionable.  

Formal legality does not guarantee legitimacy, nor the acceptance of specific regulation by either 

hosts or end users. Formal rules do not stand alone as incontestable justifications for the prohibition 

of certain content for either hosts or end users. Formal rules may fail to provide normative 

standards that guide user behavior. This point was made clear when the specific prohibitions were 

not internalized by either hosts or end users at the individual level.  

If formal rules mean mere coercion and fear, threating the survival of community, they cannot be 

considered as sufficient legitimation of content regulation. Host regulation on unauthorized 

resources and works can be justified via formal rules primarily because hosts and end users also 

share and internalize the moral reasoning behind copyright law as individual end users. However, 

in regard to the regulation of politically sensitive information and pornography, certain 

discrepancies appear.  For when it comes to politically sensitive content, the governmental 

prohibition, on the one hand, is a monopoly of state power that excludes the private reasoning of 

end users; whilst, on the other, it clashes with many users’ perception of freedom of expression as 

a negative freedom preventing excessive state intervention. In regard to the online prohibition of 

pornography, more nuanced relationships exist, with both conformity and discrepancies occurring. 

These relationships are explored in greater depth in the next theme.  
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2.3.2 (Opinions on) the regulation of pornographic content by hosts  

2.3.2.1 Host group  

In regard to online pornography, hosts from every interviewed community distinguish between  

hard-core commercial pornography and textual pornographic content in users’ posts as a form of 

expression, prohibiting commercial pornography, but setting more nuanced rules for pornographic 

literature. The handling of online pornography by hosts demonstrates both congruency and 

discrepancies with the content of formal rules.   

a. Prohibiting hard core (commercial) pornography  

All interviewed hosts from the six communities commonly provided that commercial pornography 

was one main type of violable content they targeted and would remove directly. In hosts’ 

description, commercial pornography was largely equivalent to hard-core pornography, which was 

sexually explicit content that showed actual sexual behavior, or nude human bodies, for sexual 

arousal, in various forms (whether that be words, pictures, voices, etc.). And the information was 

often closely related to nudity and prostitution. Information for advertising prostitution was 

another type of commercial pornographic content hosts identified. Hard core pornography often 

was used for making money, sometimes merely for disseminating, as one interviewee mentioned 

that, “there are websites that provide pornography in order to gain illegal profits. There is also for 

malicious disseminating. For example, you may see many carnal pictures, without any linkage, or 

words, just pure pornographic pictures, I think these are malicious disseminating.”423  

When handling such situations, host interviewees generally distinguished commercial or hard-core 

pornography from story-based pornographic content in users’ texts. The core difference between 

the two was that commercial and hard-core pornographic content served the purpose of headlining 

sex, without any other artistic or literary purpose. One interviewee said that, “the pornography I 

am talking about is not the normal pornographic literature in our community.  For a very longtime, 

some people posted meaningless pornography or information linked to prostitution everywhere in 

community, via voice posts, or WeChat Barcodes424, and others. It was hard-core pornography, 

similar to barefaced prostitution.”425  

It is hard-core and commercial pornography that hosts banned fully, claiming that it undermined 

the common interests that the whole user community shared. One of the reasons for this prohibition 

is the same as for that of deleting other commercial content: It was irrelevant to the community 

theme, and was therefore polluting the community environment. Moreover, it was more 

contaminative than other commercial content. “First of all, it was obscene and pornographic; its 
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influence was more serious and wicked than usual advertisements. Most of our users were girls, 

and the average age was small, from twenty, to eighteen, and seventeen, sometimes even younger. 

Its influence was really bad.”426 Another interviewee referred to the low and vulgar impact on 

community environment: “[T]he differing impact that it had from general ads, was that commercial 

pornography would make the community look even worse. Imagine you are reading a novel in our 

Tieba community, and then suddenly you saw a picture of a nude figure…the user’s interactive 

experience would be so vulgar that it forced people to leave.”427 

b. The handling of pornographic literature  

According to responses from hosts, pornographic literature in posts often came in the form of 

descriptions of sexual scenes in users’ texts, or comics that depicted sexual scenes. It was common 

among the six communities for hosts to further distinguish between highly pornographic text and 

story-based pornographic text. The former concerns sex scenes written only for the purpose of 

describing sex, with the whole text being full of sexual description. The latter saw instances of  

description of sexual scenes as serving the storyline. Proportion was one main criterion for defining 

highly pornographic literature. But several hosts also referred to specific ways of description as 

another criterion. The “[e]xplicit description of sexual organs” 428  was equally not allowed 

according to several hosts.  One respondent explained the two types of pornographic literature, 

stating that “for a certain point of story development, the work needs artistic embellishment…It is 

needed for the story… Another [type] is where the whole text has no storyline, and is written 

purely to describe sex; the whole novel is nothing but sexual description, for the purpose of 

describing sex without any plot, without any former or latter laying-out of a narrative to bring up 

the necessity of said sexual description.”429  

Communities differ in regulating pornographic description in users’ texts. Some communities ban 

pornographic description, but most communities tolerate pornographic description to a reasonable 

degree. C1 was the only community that set a full ban, as part of the community rules, on 

pornographic literature and that strictly enforced the prohibition in hosts’ regulatory practice. As 

one interviewee described: “[W]e had a very long history of pornography control. To this day, I 

think we have removed up to 80-90% of pornographic content in our community.” 430  The 

prohibition applied to all kinds of descriptions of sex scenes, no matter whether it was functional 

description that served the storyline, “explicit description of sexual organs”431  or “sex scene 

description narrated in the style of literature or art”.432 Moreover, C1 was the only community 

whose community rules numerated specific prohibitive immoral plots, including plots such as 
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those involving the feminization and castration of heroes, gang rape, brothels, harem, etc. One 

interviewee explained the reason for banning these plots: “[F]irstly, many inconceivable plots 

appear. And these plots are unaccepted by social morals. Second, we ought to give a positive guide 

for end users, so we ban all these plots.”433  

C6 was the community that least regulated pornographic literature. C6 did not write the prohibition 

of pornographic content into its community rules. But they had, for a very long period, enforced 

the formal prohibition rule in 2014 because of the threat of government law enforcement efforts 

against online pornography. The routine regulation on pornographic content mentioned by the host 

was that of handling content that was highly pornographic and therefore disrespectful to the theme 

of the community. “Highly pornographic description is close to commercial pornography. But I 

have not seen this in our community. After all, the theme of our community is the affections 

between two main characters…. Mere sexual description definitely departs from the theme.” It 

was worth noting that, as concerns story-based sexual description, certain hosts took measures to 

protect users’ pornographic text, rather than banning it. One host commented on how “authors 

have their own ways of protecting their content…. In order to protect textual posts, we prohibited 

too many replies to old posts. Because hot posts on the first page have a much higher possibility 

of being deleted by Baidu filtering system. Recently, however, it did happen that old text posts  

with high quality in our community were swallowed by Baidu system.”434 

For other communities, community rules touched upon the regulation of pornographic literature 

based on standards set by the criteria of proportion or ways of description. The applicable 

community rules of C2 articulated the acceptable ways a sexual scene can be described in the 

following manner:  

“…[N]ovels should be framed by a storyline. The description of sex scenes is to assist the 

development of the story. Sensitive words and straightforward descriptions are allowed. 

But it is prohibited to form descriptions that specifically describe the process of having 

sex between a man and woman or between homosexuals, or in specific places, such as on 

a bed, coach, or in the kitchen or bathroom, etc. There is a very thin line between art and 

obscenity…”435  

The community rule prohibits explicit description of sexual scenes, it also gives an example of a 

description that would be considered acceptable, which is a very implicit description at that:  

“A picked up B and kissed B crazily. They forgot the world around them, as they tossed 

each other from side to side in bed, till they left all the hurt behind.”436  
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The rules of C3 state that the community only prohibits highly pornographic content. For hosts, 

the criteria of both the proportion and method of description were applied to judge highly 

pornographic content. The community rules of C4 simply stated that, “content such as 

pornographic pictures, text, video etc., which can easily lead to the community being banned, is 

generally prohibited.”437 The rules of C5 regulated pornographic literature by proportion, as it 

prescribed that the proportion of sex descriptions should be no more than 25% of the whole piece 

of work.   

In the regulatory practices of each community, individual hosts loosen the written prohibitions in 

the community rules. One respondent from C1 mentioned that it was tolerated when the sex scene 

described was posted in the form of a picture and was necessary to serve the storyline.438 Several 

minor hosts from C2 mentioned that they mainly focused on deleting commercial pornography, 

and allowed the functional description of a sex scene. One interviewee stated that, “if it is normal 

description that is present in users’ works, I would not bluntly ban it…It serves the novel. If it is a 

post with a title that blatantly explicates sex as a crowd pleaser, I would delete it…. [So the 

standard is] the post title shall not contain explicit pornographic words; as for the substantive 

content, however, if the description fits the story, I will leave it be…”.439  Some individual hosts 

also blurred the standards. One interviewee from C3 noted that, “works within, or near the edge, 

but that are not too explicit, will be left untouched.”440 Several individual hosts from C4 allowed 

pornographic text, meanwhile suggesting that less will always be better. One respondent stated 

that, as regards “pornographic literature in our community, we do not fully ban it, nor are you not 

allowed to write it at all. The thing is, if it can be less, please write less….I will talk with the author  

and explain that I do not oppose the fact that they wish to post such content, but ask that they 

please be more temperate by, for example, just brushing lightly over the sex scene, or compressing 

three parts into one part, etc…”441 

One host interviewee from C4 explained the reason for this discrepancy between the written rule 

and the practice of hosts is that “there are a large group of adult users in our community, and there 

is a demand for this type of literature. We will control pornographic content in order to provide a 

proper balance, and try our best to meet users’ demands…. [On the other hand], we must obey the 

law. So, the prohibition has to be written down. The community rule too has to be written down. 

Yet, as for how to enforce it, some temperate sexual description will probably not be deleted, only 

highly pornographic content will be handled…But if you do not write the rule down, said handling 

will lack a regulatory basis…” 442 Another respondent from C5 also pointed out that he would 
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loosen the restraints, for a “full ban will drive end users to directly rebel…it is better to relax the 

limits.  Users will then be happy and it becomes easier to regulate.”443 

In short, different from the prohibition of commercial pornography, the community rules on 

pornographic literature regulation are, first and foremost, orientated towards formal rules and state 

coercion, aiming to ensure that the community rules are formally legal and that the community 

survives under governmental policies and regulation. Only one small community (C6) does not 

regulate textual sexual content under their community rules. For textual material, based on a 

distinction of highly pornographic content and story-based sexual description, highly pornographic 

literature is regulated by the majority of communities, but the standard for the distinction is not 

very clear, with different communities defining highly pornographic text differently. It is, 

somehow, common that if the highly pornographic content is qualified as being obscene, then a 

host’s intervention and regulation will be more legitimate. Moreover, the regulation of 

pornographic literature by hosts is not very effective, as individual hosts do not rigidly stick to the 

standards set in their community rules; they loosen, and lighten the censorship of textual 

description of sex in practice, in order to meet the demands of users.  

2.3.2.2 End user group    

Generally, the end user group conforms to and accepts the rationality of hosts when concerned 

with the handling of pornographic content. But comparatively, some of them have very 

individualistic perceptions of freedom in regards to accessing online pornography, and 

demonstrate more moral tolerance to commercial pornography and highly pornographic 

description in users’ texts than hosts do. 

The majority of user respondents list obscene and pornographic content as content that should be 

removed. What they refer to is commercial pornography or hard-core pornography. According to 

the responses, included in this category are advertisements that contain carnal narratives, pictures, 

voice messages and prostitution. One respondent summarized that, “normally, it tends to be texts 

and pictures. Certain adult Tieba communities contain videos and audio that many followers 

adore…nude pictures and linkages to commercial pornography websites and hard-core 

pornographic content…even now, there is a user whose avatar is a beautiful woman and aims to 

invite new Tieba friends to watch sex videos.”444 Several interviewees complained that posts 

displayed in the format of “live broadcast” (zhibo), a new function on the Tieba platform, were 

largely composed of poor quality, even vulgar and hard-core, pornographic content, but that hosts 

had no regulatory power over these live broadcasts. One respondent shared that, “many posts in 

form of live broadcast, were not even direct pornography; the content was nude, seductive, and 

lowered the moral baseline of people….This was the new playing method Baidu promoted, and 
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hosts had no power to delete these posts…The quality of content fully depended on the personal 

integrity of the author. Before, posts of poor quality sunk to bottom pages very quickly, but live 

broadcasts would stick on the first page, especially those with pictures…many live broadcast posts 

were not published from C2, they were pushed forwards by Baidu from other Tieba 

communities…”445   

The reasons for the objections towards commercial pornography varied among user interviewees. 

Several interviewees mentioned that the primary reason was that commercial hard-core 

pornography had a worse impact on community order than normal commercial content. One 

respondent pointed out that, “It was unsuitable for juveniles. It also disturbed the order. The impact 

of pornographic advertisements was more serious than that of normal advertisements, because it 

undermined social morals.”446  Another section of the interviewees referred to “personal dislike 

and unacceptance” as the primary reason for objecting to such content. They simply felt that hard-

core pornography was for the mere purpose of sex, and was personally intolerable and 

disgusting. 447   Several interviewees pointed out that it disturbed normal browsing, as one 

respondent stated that, “I am not interested in [pornography] at all, it disturbs my reading. For 

example, when I am reading a novel, and suddenly a nude picture jumps out, it is like being 

dragged out of the story.”448  

Two user interviewees from C1 articulated a procedural account for individual freedom to access 

commercial pornography. Both recognized that commercial pornography was instrumentally good, 

for it met the normal human needs for sex. Thus, commercial pornography should be allowed 

under proper procedural control. One respondent stated that, “in Tieba it [commercial pornography] 

should be deleted. But if some people want it, they can go to commercial pornographic 

websites…It is irrelevant when it comes to the Tieba community theme. But commercial 

pornographic websites should not be wholly banned, humans have needs…It is better than going 

to prostitutes.”449  

As concerns the description of sex scenes in users’ literary works, it was agreed, among the large 

majority of interviewees, that the regulation developed by hosts, which was based on a distinction 

between a functional description of a sex scene that serves the storyline and highly pornographic 

depiction, was reasonable and acceptable. Highly pornographic description was defined as a 

lengthy or explicit description of a sex scene or sexual organs in a way that was close to 

commercial hard-core pornography. As with the host group, functional description of sex was 

regarded by several user interviewees as the normal expression of human nature. One interviewee 

made this point clear by stating that, “literature is just the reflection of inner imagination, it is a 
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proper release of desire. But hard-core pornographic pictures and websites are obscene information 

that seduce people…”.450  

Although the majority of interviewees expressed their personal dislike for highly pornographic 

description, several of these interviewees also indicated that whether or not to access online 

pornography was a personal matter, there were also people who adore highly pornographic types 

of writings. It should be up to individual persons to decide upon whether to read it or just scroll 

down quickly. One interviewee stated: “I am not sure about the reason for prohibiting highly 

pornographic description. If the text is openly marked out for readers as being highly pornographic, 

to read it or not, should be a free choice for end users.”451 

2.3.2.3 Summary  

Although the majority of community rules demonstrate the willingness of hosts to comply with 

the prohibitive formal rules on both politically sensitive information and online pornography, their 

efforts for compliance are shown in their self-made community rules and the enforcement of 

community rules on pornographic control. But community host gatekeepers actually rewrite the 

standards of pornographic content regulation. Community rules on the regulation of online 

pornography are written and available to the public. Many of these community rules sculpt a more 

nuanced scope of prohibition, rather than bluntly banning all kinds of pornography. For the 

communities that set full ban policies regarding any explicit sexual description (C1 and C2, C4) 

in their community rules, discrepancies occur between the written community rules and how 

individual hosts’ implement said rules in practice. One explanation for this clash is that community 

rules are written in order to comply with the relevant law and for reasons of legality in the 

formalistic sense, without any further moral weight being ascribed to the content of said rules, 

since story-based explicit sexual description is morally accepted by both the majority of hosts and 

end users.  

For end users, it seems much more legitimate for the regulatory practice of hosts to be based on a 

distinction between highly pornographic content and a functional description of a sex scene. The 

actual regulatory practice of hosts, when it comes to pornography, sees them primarily target 

commercial, hard-core pornography and obscenity.  Compared with the hosts’ perception, there 

are end users who express higher levels of tolerance towards commercial pornography, even if it 

may be improper for such content to appear in the Tieba community. This indicates a similarity 

with the western view of freedom of expression when concerned with accessing commercial 

pornography, as a personal choice free from regulation or moral judgement. The reason for this 

difference of perception may be that the role of a host encourages collective thinking rather than 
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individualistic reasoning, as being host, they will consider the common interests of users in a clean 

browsing environment.   

2.3.3 Reasons for pornography control or non-control 

The presentation of findings in this theme does not separate the “host group” and “end user group”. 

It is structured based on theme. Identical codes are identified for both the host group and the end 

user group. For a better thematic comparison of different codes and groups, the author directly 

presents the codes identified in this theme. The three identified codes are, “juvenile protection”, 

“social morals” and “free expression”. The first two themes are reasons for regulating pornography, 

and the last theme is a reason against controlling pornography.  

2.3.3.1 Juvenile protection  

For both the host group and the end user group, juvenile protection was a common reason for 

regulating online pornography, whether that be hard-core pornography or pornographic literature. 

The large majority of host interviewees voluntarily assume the responsibility for protecting 

juvenile users from pornographic, or simply unhealthy content (e.g. content geared towards 

gambling and violence). A juvenile refers to a minor who is below the age of 18. But the term 

juvenile was also used by some interviewees to refer to a fuzzy group of young people in their 

early 20s, who still need protection. One respondent stated that, “till now, we still have a lot of 

juvenile users, and so openly supporting pornographic literature would be too irresponsible.”452 

The ideas that pornographic literature promoted were considered unsuitable for juveniles, and 

hosts regarded themselves as having the moral obligation to guide juveniles towards building a 

correct value system. As with the host group, a large group of end user interviewees also referred 

to juvenile protection as their reason for objecting to online pornography, primarily hard-core 

commercial pornography and highly pornographic literature. The user interviewees also sensed a 

certain responsibility for the health of juvenile users, as “pornography would lead juveniles 

astray”453.  

Although juvenile protection is commonly identified as a moral obligation for both responsible 

hosts and users, it is not expressed in a way that seeks to justify the full ban policy of the 

government, and this applies both for host interviewees and end user interviewees. A large group 

of hosts and end users also recognized that there was legitimate interest amongst adult users in 

accessing online pornography. One host interviewee noted, when it comes to “pornography, 

gambling, and drug abuse, you know, I cannot say much on it (because as you may know), police 
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will otherwise ‘check my water-meter’(cha shui biao)454. Most of us are adults, maybe some are 

juveniles. We, as hosts, will handle these kinds of information afterwards, it is unnecessary to 

directly filter or block them beforehand.”455  Meanwhile, several user interviewees suggested a 

ratings system for literature and art that would be based on age, instead of a full ban. One 

respondent noted that, “just like the movie rating system, it can restrain the access of juveniles to 

said content, since, currently, the full prohibition of pornographic text also bans adults from 

accessing [this information]. It seems unreasonable…” 456  In order to explain this failure of 

balancing the legitimate interests of different parties, one host interviewee pointed to the hosts’ 

incapability of setting rules that diverged too far from the formal governmental rule. “It is difficult 

to have a ratings system in China now. It is not within our power or capacity to implement a totally 

different rule [from the formal rule].”457 

In summary, there is a common agreement amongst hosts and end users that juvenile protection is 

a morally convincing justification for the control of pornographic literature. Yet, as interviewees 

pointed out, it is not a compelling enough interest to justify a full ban policy. Juvenile protection 

should be balanced against the legitimate interests of adults. And this responsibility of setting a 

balance of interests is seen to be the responsibility of the government and its formal law.  

2.3.3.2 Social morals  

For both the host group and the end user group, social morals play a minor role when it comes to 

their reasoning towards pornography control. The toleration of pornographic content as a form of 

expression is not unlimited. One identified reason for its limitation was that of the preservation of 

social morals. A small group of interviewees refer to the preservation of social morals as a 

legitimate reason for limiting individual freedom in regards to producing or accessing online 

pornography. Importantly, social morals are seen as a marker for distinguishing pornography from 

obscenity according to the interview responses.   

In regard to the moral reasoning of individual hosts, several interviewees pointed out that 

pornographic expression should be limited in order to correspond with publicly acceptable morals.  

Fundamental moral values are the bottom line that should not be trespassed by free expression. 

One interviewee who stood for freedom of expression that is free from external intervention, also 

considered social morals to limit individual freedom in regards to pornographic content: “As far 

as I am concerned, content that is deemed to be anti-social, or that carries an inhumane nature, as 
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well as content that goes against normal social values, such as bestiality and incest, shall be 

banned.”458  

At the community level, the preservation of moral values is not often mentioned within community 

rules or by host teams as a frequent justification for pornographic content regulation. One 

respondent explained that, “Although I personally hate literature that offends fundamental social 

morals, they have their market. A crackdown on these immoral things cannot rely on hosts like us, 

who manage the community based on a voluntary commitment. Now the power of hosts is 

becoming smaller and smaller; more and more users just ignore us. Regulating too much will only 

get us into trouble with users...” 459 

C1 is the only community that has written consensual morals as a boundary marker that sets a limit 

on the free expression of pornographic content in community rules, at a community level. Its 

community rules numerate the prohibition of specific plots that run against said ‘moral’ bottom 

line. Interviewees do not mention a procedure in which this bottom line is defined, or where exactly 

it is drawn. Rather, they tend to indicate that these fundamental morals are agreed upon by 

everyone, and that when you see them you can distinguish them without hesitation. Additionally, 

a community standard seems to be applied in order to identify fundamental morals, as individual 

users’ opinions are consulted during the process of the judgement of hosts. Fundamental morals  

are also what allow for the distinction between pornography and obscenity; it is obscenity that 

offends every normal person’s common moral sense, and hosts handle obscene texts without 

hesitation.      

One host from C1 clearly referred to “consensual morals” when justifying the prohibition of certain 

narrative plots within their community. The interviewee also described two cases of defending 

fundamental morals by the host team. In each case, fundamental social morals were stressed by 

the hosts, and the hosts’ handling of the offensive post aroused quarrels with end users. 

“Last year, there was a case where three Japanese invaders were written as heroes in the 

Japanese invasion period. At first, I did not see this text. I was made aware of its existence 

by an end user, who complained to me about it. We launched an investigation. Then we 

consulted opinions from a lot of end users. Many people thought the story’s setting was 

unacceptable. So, our team decided to fully remove the post. I had serious fights with the 

author’s friends and followers. They crazily replied the original post in a very short time, 

so I deleted the post by force. To discipline myself, I banned my account for ten days. It 

was not a punishment from a major host, I did it voluntarily. 

Two months ago, there was a serious obscene case. Its plot setting was of a hero, a 

grandmother, and another hero, her grandson. They had sex….This was the moral bottom 

line. At first, we deleted the article and sent a message to the author to say that it was 
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prohibited to write in this way. The author did not accept the decision, and complained to 

a major host, asking for a recovery of the post. We did not recover the post. The author 

therefore stirred up trouble with friends by posting a lot in our community. We 

permanently banned the author’s Tieba account from our community.”460 

Turning to the end user group, a small group of interviewees referred to the preservation of social 

morals when justifying their objection of hard-core commercial pornography. However, the 

definition of social morals is very vague for them. There are different formulations and 

interpretations of what count as social morals. Generally, users’ articulations broadly include 

things such as “social mainstream thought”461, “general social tendencies”462, a “clean and healthy 

internet space for the bodily and spiritual health of users”463, and “social public morals”464. Their 

arguments are that both hard-core commercial pornography and obscenity were deviations from 

these mainstream and healthy social atmospheres and tendencies. Another interviewee pointed to 

a more limited version of social morals, as he/she articulated, “there should be classifications of 

obscenity. Besides juvenile protection, there should be prevention of things such as the malicious 

dessimination of pedophilic erotica in the Tieba community, which obviously disobeys social 

public morals, and could even be employed to harm other people.”465   

In short, the preservation of social morals is pointed to by a small group of hosts and end users 

when defining obscenity, but it is not a very prominent opinion among interviewees. Nor is there 

a very clear definition of what it implies. Moreover, there seems to be no clear consensus, between 

end users and hosts, regarding what social morals ought to consist of. Disagreements could easily 

lead to conflicts between hosts and end users. But as the hosts’ practice shows, by asking the 

community’s opinion, this lack of precision as concerns the substantive standard of consensual 

morals may be solved via the procedural arrangement of consultation.       

2.3.3.3 Freedom of expression  

In contrast with the former two themes, free expression is the justification for non-regulation and 

non-censoring. In this case study, individual freedom is neither a major nor overriding theme. Yet, 

it is recognized by several individual host and end user interviewees. The perception of free 

expression pertains to the understanding of freedom of expression in both the positive and negative 

sense, and for both hosts and end users. As a positive liberty, free expression and thought is 

intrinsically valuable for the realization of self-determination and self-development. As a negative 
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liberty, free expression is aimed against the intervention of both government regulations and 

commercial invasion.  

a. Freedom in pornographic literature  

There are two strands of reasons used by certain hosts to justify individual freedom in regard to 

pornographic literature. The first, is that which claims that sex is part of human nature, and that 

therefore, the description of sex in literature is a normal expression of human nature. One 

interviewee, for example, said: “I think it is part of human nature, everyone has affections and 

desires. It is unfair to say that because they post this kind of content in Tieba, they are offensive 

towards social morals. Sex is something everyone does, it is normal.” 466   Second, several 

interviewees pointed out that some descriptions of sex in literature were acceptable because they 

were functional and necessary, in the sense that they served the purpose of the art form; the 

description serves the theme of the story and pushes the development of the storyline. As one 

respondent pointed out: “[I]f it is the natural development of human affection…then it is normal 

to write about this affection. I think it is normal, just like the usual romantic stories. All human 

beings do this. It is even more reasonable if it is a story-based description of sex. If the author 

wants to write about this then they should just do it…But in our community, it is not allowed.”467 

Only one host interviewee from C2 directly stands for individual freedom of expression and leaves 

(heterosexual) pornographic literature untouched as a host. The respondent noted: “I am a person 

who advocates for freedom of expression, so I seldom remove things from our platform…. 

Personally, I do not delete posts even if they are meaningless or advertising. It is individual 

freedom, except for phishing and quarrels.…In regard to advertising, I only remove commercial 

and fraudulent ads.…As for pornographic content, up to a certain degree, I do not oppose it. I see 

it as natural and normal…. Too much suppression only creates sexual perversion….”468.  

End users seem to perceive broader freedom in accessing pornography and other unpopular content. 

As we have discussed in section 2.3.2.2, not only is there conformity with the community rule set 

by hosts on the regulation of pornographic literature, but there are also users who tolerate other 

people accessing commercial and hard-core pornography. Speaking on a very high toleration of 

advertising and watering-down of posts, one end user commented: “[N]obody welcomes these 

[advertisements and watering-down of posts], but there are reasons for their existence. People have 

paid money for advertising. Watered-down posts are meaningless for us, but the authors have paid 

for them in time…”469   

In summary, for both groups, online pornographic content in literature can be justified as a freedom, 

to the extent that it is a reflection of normal human nature. Human nature can justify the accessing 
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of commercial and hard-core pornography for some end users. End users are more tolerant of 

unpopular content than hosts. This is probably because these users engage in a more individualistic 

moral reasoning towards freedom; hosts and other users take a more communitarian view on free 

expression.  

b. The choice of disobeying unjustified regulation  

In the western rule of law, any regulation regarding expression must consider the potential chilling 

effect of the regulation. 470  This often pertains to the procedural aspects of adjudication on free 

speech. The basic idea of the ‘chilling effect’ is that overly broad regulation on expression may 

inevitably chill free speech. In contrast with western liberal freedom of expression, incorporated 

into the formal rule of law, Chinese law incorporates broad and vague prohibitions on expression. 

Hosts and end users are aware of the overly broad top-down prohibition of online content on the 

one hand, but believe it is normal and legitimate that they disobey unjustified formal law, and 

circumvent its enforcement, as the law fails to reflect the reasonable moral expectations of hosts 

and end users, on the other hand.     

On the one hand, hosts do not take the chilling effect into consideration when evaluating their 

regulatory impact on individual freedom.  Some host interviewees agreed that rules were there to 

set limits on free expression,471 since “what is allowed, never needs to be reminded, as people 

always do what they can in their capacity.” 472  On the other hand, although rules could set 

prohibitive regulations, the prohibitions were always vague and overly broad, and, therefore, 

disobedience and selective or creative compliance became normal for hosts. Therefore, there is no 

chilling effect on free speech, because users manage to circumvent the regulation by creative 

compliance, along with the help of hosts, who bend the rules somewhat. Several host interviewees 

regarded users’ circumvention of the auto-filtering system as a simple case of “the higher have 

policies, while the lower find ways of getting around them”.473 Circumvention was just a Chinese 

tradition of disobedience of suppressive legal rules, 474  rather than behavior that is condemnable 

in itself.475 One interviewee pointed out that the extent to which one community complied with 

legal prohibitions was dependent on hosts’ discretion. Another interviewee indicated that the actual 

impact of the prohibition of pornography, under formal law, was minute; it was the environment, 

but online users could still access some content that escaped the prohibition.476   

The unjustified law enforcement procedure also highly discourages respect for formal law, both 

for hosts and end users. For example, in regards to the auto-filtering system as a private technical 

enforcement of the formal rules, by Baidu, more host interviewees held negative attitudes towards 
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it, compared with those who held a positive attitude towards it, as shown in section 2.3.1.1. They 

described it as being “unnecessary” 477  and “extremely stupid and always over-blocking”, 478 

“obstructive for normal posts and communications of users”,479 “useless for blocking pornographic 

advertising”,480 “indecipherable and opaque as concerns its sensitivity standards”481. Due to the 

obvious flaws, both in the substantive and procedural sense of legitimacy, hosts generally did not 

view deliberate circumvention as morally wrong. For C1, hosts even posted a link to a test version 

of the filtering system on their home page in order to help users pre-test their content for 

circumvention. And for hosts, the applicable standard for judging pornography was mainly based 

on rules developed by the hosts themselves.  

The perception that the end user group has towards the formal rules on the regulation of 

pornography, is largely congruent with that of the host group. End users generally prefer self-

regulation by hosts, and circumvent the auto-filtering system to rewrite the standards of politically 

sensitive information and pornographic information regulations, as clearly demonstrated in section 

2.2.2.  

In summary, this free choice of disobeying the law, which has legitimacy deficit in its substantive 

content, and its flawed enforcement, is accepted by individual hosts and end users. It is particularly 

so when hosts view themselves as members of the end user community, rather than community 

gatekeepers. The general obligation of compliance based on the source legitimacy of the state and 

state-made law is actually countervailed by a substantive and procedural legitimacy deficit. 

Negative freedom from unjustified state law intervention and unacceptable commercial invasion 

is the main substantive consideration of hosts and end users when narrating this disobedience. 

Anti-commercialization, in particular, is analyzed thoroughly in the next theme.   

2.3.3.4 Summary  

In sum, both the reasons for pornography control and the value of freedom of expression in 

accessing pornography are identified by interviewees. But neither the need for juvenile protection 

nor that of defending social morals support a full ban policy on online pornography. Instead, both 

suggest a more substantively and procedurally nuanced approach towards pornographic content, 

which entails, at the very least, a more reasonable distinction between pornography and obscenity, 

and the procedural control of accessing pornography to balance the legitimate interests of adults 

with the need to protect juveniles.  
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As concerns the value of individual freedom of expression, both the free choices of accessing 

pornography and disobeying unreasonable external interference are recognized by hosts and end 

users. But the interpretations of freedom are plural from different points of view, as both 

communitarian and individualistic views of freedom existed in interviewees’ responses. 

Comparatively, hosts tend to hold a more communitarian view in understanding the free access to 

pornography, whilst several end users take the more liberal and individualistic view on it. Both the 

instrumental and intrinsic value of pornography are articulated by respondents. The instrumental 

account of pornography, when concerned with hard-core commercial pornography, looks for its 

benefits for the society. The intrinsic value of story-based pornographic literature for the self-

realization and self-expression of human nature. Social morals are articulated only to distinguish 

pornography from obscenity, and are not applied by respondents as a justification for prohibiting 

pornography, in contrast to how they are applied by formal law.  

2.3.4 Perceptions of common interests  

There are self-defined and shared common interests between hosts and end users that are 

independent from formal laws and regulations. Gatekeeping by hosts can be viewed as justified 

self-regulation by the subordinate end users, if “the dominant and subordinate, however much they 

may differ, are also linked by a community of interests.” 482 In this case, the principle pertains to 

an exercise of power, by hosts, that shall serve the interests of the end users, rather than the hosts 

themselves. Besides regulations on politically sensitive information and pornography, that are 

driven by formal law, there are prominent shared interests between hosts and end users. 

Specifically, common interests can be found regarding the protection of the community from over-

commercialization and the watering-down of content, in order to maintain a user-friendly 

environment.      

2.3.4.1 Host group 

a. Anti-commercialization   

Removing commercial content from the Tieba community is basic and routine work for hosts, with 

one respondent stating: “Our duty is to maintain a clean environment, and to keep the community 

from being invaded by advertisements.”483 Advertising was listed on the top of hosts’ list of 

deleted content, and most hosts expressed that they often encountered and deleted advertising 

during their patrol. Most host interviewees stated that they directly removed advertisements when 

they saw them without any notification. The reasons for this type of handling were that advertising 
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“polluted the environment” 484 , “disturbed users’ browsing” 485 , and “was irrelevant and 

meaningless for the community” 486.   

The power that hosts may wield was limited to deleting commercial content posted by individual 

users. Paid corporate ads, promoted by Baidu, were out of the reach of the hosts’ power. But 

several respondents noted that it was, to a certain extent, acceptable for Baidu to insert commercial 

advertisements on the Tieba platform.  It was the messy ad-lets posted by individual users or auto-

posting software that hosts made the most effort to clean-up.  

In regard to commercial activities, host interviewees from C1 and C5 noted that as hosts, they 

rejected any form of commercial cooperation when commercial entities contacted them. Hosts of 

C1 pointed out that their team tried to avoid too many contacts with Baidu as, often, these contacts 

were commercially-oriented. One interviewee stated: “The virtual community is the place where 

fellows play together. If we accept advertising and other commercial promotions, the atmosphere 

of the community will change. Users will not be happy. Perhaps users do not care if we engage in 

commercial cooperation, or they do not know whether or not a commercially oriented post is 

pushed by Baidu …. Regardless, it is not good. We want to keep it (the community) as pure and 

simple as possible.”487  

Hosts feel the tension between the commercialization of the Tieba community, which Baidu 

pushes forward, and the user-friendly environment hosts are committed to maintain. Baidu is a 

commercial corporate entity, pursuing profit by nature. Baidu works hard to increase the 

commercialization of Tieba, so to change the giant information flow on the platform into real profit, 

by, for example, turning popular Tieba communities into verified official communities, and 

assigning official hosts in individual host teams to facilitate commercial cooperation. Community 

2 is a big original novel community. The hosts of this community energetically contested the 

commercialization effort Baidu launched recently. One respondent remarked that,  

“Several months ago, the host team fought against Baidu, for wanting to turn our 

community into an official one…. Baidu wanted to dismiss the current host team, and 

replace us with officially assigned personnel.  The community would be chocked with 

rampant commercial advertisements….In order to protect the user centred Tieba 

environment from complete erosion, our major hosts posted a lot for negotiation. Finally, 

we made a compromise with Baidu. Baidu kept their right for advertising and marketing 

in our community, we [the current host team] still kept our position, managing the 
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community and making sure it is a platform for user-interactions, rather than a puppet for 

one commercial website.”488 

The interviewee also talked about how end users supported the hosts’ contestation: “…We insisted 

on negotiating with Baidu. A lot of end users voluntarily posted their wishes in the official area in 

line with us.” 489     

b. Keeping focus 

In order to keep user generated content focused upon the community theme, and to maintain a 

clean environment, all the interviewed communities banned posted content that was irrelevant to 

the community theme, including watered-down content and posts that did not follow the required 

format.  

One respondent noted that, “we have a huge user population, more than one million followers. If 

everyone posts irrelevant content, the community will be an ocean full of meaningless posts, 

nothing else would be visible. That is why we ban watered-down content.”490 One host interviewee 

explained that the anti-watering-down rule did not aim towards rigidly restraining users’ content, 

but was rather aimed towards banning spamming, with hosts judging each case in accordance with 

the circumstances. “Except prohibiting pornography, the community rule was not about rigid 

constraints. As concerns a user’s post, if it was not a mass of similar posts jamming the first page, 

basically, we would not delete it…”491  

A number of interviewees mentioned that they would often delete posts which did not follow a 

unified format.  “The reason why we require posting in a unified format is for readers to find the 

content they desire in a convenient and effective way…If all the titles of posts on the homepage 

were unformatted, the webpage would no longer be neat, and you probably would not like to 

browse the content in our community anymore.” 492 Every interviewed community required a 

certain format for posting in community rules.  C1 was the community that hosts put the most 

efforts on regulating the format of users’ posts. Hosts from several communities (C1, C2, C3, C5) 

listed unformatted posts as one type of content that they frequently encountered and often deleted. 

The interviewees also remarked that when handling unformatted posts, they would remind the 

authors and inform them about the reason why they removed their posts, in order to facilitate users 

with conforming to the community rule of format.  
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2.3.4.2 End user group  

Like the host group, the end user group also recognizes a series of common interests that they 

share with the hosts. But end users tend to weigh the values in slightly different ways from the 

hosts. These values include the desire for order, a strong objection against commercial 

pornography, and a weaker objection against ads and watering-down. 

a. Order 

The large majority of the end user interviewees agreed, to some extent, on the necessity of content 

regulation on the Tieba platform. Many of them emphasized the necessity for content regulation 

by Tieba hosts in particular. A large group of end users expressed their expectation for a good 

internal order within the community. For these interviewees, order is necessary, both for the 

community and for a good individual user experience. Here, community and individual interests 

mutually supported each other according to the users’ responses.  A group of user interviewees 

arrived at the necessity of order from the consideration of community. Many interviewees listed 

specific content that disturbed the community order, such as advertising, watering-down, 

fraudulent information and quarrels among user groups. One respondent pointed out that,  

“It is difficult to create something, but it is easy to destroy it….There are always people that 

deliberately undermine the community, and spread harmful information....For example, when 

one community, or one post, is popular, there will be a lot of advertisements in the community 

or in the replies to the post….or obscene information, with some people also abusing and 

quarrelling with others….I have seen pictures which are very bloody and disgusting, and it 

really affects the mood.”493  

A clean environment also facilitates the fulfillment of the self-interests of individual users, with 

one respondent saying that without regulation on disturbing content, “the community will be full 

of mess, users wouldn’t even know what deserves to be browsed”494. Moreover, free expression 

also needs a clean environment to facilitate its realization. Thus, freedom of expression should 

also be immune from commercial encroachment. A group of user interviewees realized that 

commercial content, as well as the watering down of content, would pollute the user-friendly 

community environment, and hinder the real types of expression that the whole end user 

community values the most, which, in this case, is literature and the creation of art.  

Over-commercialization is seen as another threat to a good internal order. In line with the hosts 

from C2, one interviewee from C2 also expressed the objection to excessive commercial 
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interference by Baidu. As Baidu tried to reconstruct C2 into an official community, this 

interviewee recalled that,  

“Many users were so angry and strongly resisted. Due to the large number of users who 

resisted, it drew Baidu’s attention, and Baidu made a promise. Otherwise, C2 would now be 

a barren field just like the other official Tieba communities…The promise Baidu made was to 

keep the current host team, and to not water down our community.”495  

As for interviewees from other communities, concerns over commercialization by Baidu were less 

obvious. This is probably because these were homosexual literature communities. Although 

homosexual literature is very popular online, the Chinese regulatory policy generally discourages 

the development of homosexual culture. Baidu cannot, therefore, openly promote any community 

that related to homosexuality, even for profit, under the current regulatory environment.  

In short, users’ preference for a good order reflect the shared common interests in maintaining a 

clean environment, and justify the hosts’ regulatory efforts in regard to anti-commercialization, 

the removing of advertising content and spam.          

b. A Stronger objection against commercial pornography, and weaker objection against ads and 

watering-down  

The author also made a comparison of the rankings of the content users listed and felt antipathic 

towards. Compared with the major objection against commercial pornography, user objection 

towards advertisement and the watering-down of content is actually much weaker. Firstly, only a 

few interviewees listed advertising and watering-down under the “ought to be deleted” types of 

content. Secondly, when the researcher directly pointed to advertising and watering-down, and 

asked users about their opinions on the two types of content, negative opinions increased, but 

strong objections were few and far between, as interviewees tended to be rather modest towards 

the two types of content and tolerated them to some extent.  

As concerns advertising, the reason mentioned by several interviewees for their objection towards 

it, was that it was irrelevant to the community theme, as well as annoying and useless for end users. 

On the other hand, a few interviewees also noted that whilst advertising content was annoying, it 

caused no actual harm to them, so “it was both fine to remove it or not remove it.”496 But the 

toleration of both advertising and watering down had its limit. One interviewee noted:  “I definitely 

cannot tolerate ads and watering-down everywhere in our community… [I]f they do not influence 

me, then it is nothing serious. But if the impact is excessive, I will not be that generous.”497  
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Among the interviewees who expressed their opinions on the issue of the watering-down of content, 

a relatively large part of them argued for their objection as one that stems from the consideration 

of the community, as watered-down posts dilute the community theme.“[T]he prohibition of 

watering down can strengthen the sense of belonging of the community. Otherwise, the community 

will be full of watered-down posts and will end as a dump.”498 One interviewee also pointed out 

that hosts would usually open one special post for users to post anything they like, instead of 

prohibiting free posting fully. 499  This procedurally balances free posting and communal interests. 

Another smaller section of interviewees were rather neutral on the issue of watering down. They 

personally felt that it did not matter whether it was regulated or not, as it did not influence the 

individual user. One interviewee mentioned that, “it was difficult to decide, because what ought 

the standard of watering down be?...[I]t is impossible to make the standard clear. If you [as a host] 

think it is watering down, then it is. Every post has some watered-down parts.”500 

c. Independent regulatory intention of host gatekeeping from formal rules  

Most of the interviewed end users have several years of experience on the Tieba platform.501 

Generally, interviewees experience a very light touch by the regulation of hosts. Only a small 

group of user interviewees experienced their posts being removed by hosts. The reasons for the 

removal of content focused on the problems of advertising and posting format. None of the 

interviewees went through the experience of having their content removed by hosts because of 

posting pornographic content. By contrast, content censorship by the auto-filtering system of 

Baidu was very far-reaching when it came to politically sensitive and pornographic words, as only 

one interviewee had not yet experienced censorship by the system. For the others, the filtering by 

the system was ubiquitous and lacked transparency, and circumvention was an unwritten norm for 

experienced Tieba end users.    

End users’ experience about gatekeeping by hosts matches with the hosts’ responses that, the 

amount of end users who post pornographic content were small compared with the huge end user 

population of each Tieba community, and the amount of deleted posts by hosts was relatively tiny 

when compared with the amount of posts uploaded to the Tieba community. One host respondent 

from C4 pointed out that, “from August 1 to August 31, there were about eighteen thousand records 

of deleted posts. This was an average amount.”502 The amount of deleted posts by hosts was small 

considering there were more than twenty million posts in total; a percentage of 0.009%. According 

to responses from hosts, the posts that Tieba hosts deleted the most were either commercial 
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advertisement, or watered-down, or unformatted posts. The deleting of pornographic content was 

rather occasional and marginal, as mentioned by several host interviewees.   

In summary, hosts only lightly regulate posted content, and most of the effort by hosts, when 

gatekeeping, is put into deleting commercial content (pornographic or non-pornographic) and 

unformatted posts, based on the self-defined communal common interests of the community. This 

finding indicates that the self-committed purpose of host gatekeeping is not official rule 

enforcement. Rather it is the realization of self-defined common interests, which constitutes the 

legitimacy of host gatekeeping, as independent from the official laws and regulations of the 

government.  

The filtering system, however, is ubiquitous and touches every post on the Tieba platform. 

Moreover, the implementation of the top-down prohibition on politically sensitive or pornographic 

content largely relies on the auto-filtering system, with host gatekeeping providing a secondary 

barrier. However, said ubiquity has nothing to do with the effectiveness of the censorship carried 

out by the system. Meanwhile,  a lack of transparency of the filtering standard makes it impossible 

to hold the filtering system accountable to public scrutiny.  

2.3.4.3 Conclusion  

In summary, the common interests that the Tieba hosts identified lie in a clean, orderly and user-

friendly material environment. Too much commercial content, spam, unformatted content and 

hard-core pornography reduce the quality and social image of community, and hinder users’ 

reading and interactions. Moreover, these constraints do not seem to be aimed at imposing 

substantive limits on authentic expression. Rather, they try to promise a good environment to 

facilitate the creation of qualified content that a good writer or reader would value.  

User interviewees showed less concern over the issue of advertising and watering down compared 

with hosts. This is probably because end users may take a more individualistic view of freedom, 

whilst hosts carry more of a public responsibility to protect the community than ordinary end users 

do. For hosts, one could argue, it is more reasonable to control ads and watering down, as without 

a responsible community gatekeeper, who takes the community seriously and holds said public 

responsibility for maintaining a clean and neat community environment, the community would 

quickly be occupied by meaningless content. It will not be a good environment for expression. 

Users showed less toleration towards hard-core pornography compared with advertisements and 

watering down. The justification users applied lies in the idea of communal common interests. The 

reasons are various, entailing personal dislike, social morals, and the disturbing of the community 

theme of literature, much like commercial content but more contaminative, as shown in section 

2.3.2.2. 
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In this theme of common interests, hosts and end users share many common interests in between. 

The shared sense of common interests based on an individual sense of belonging to one community 

legitimates hosts’ prohibition of commercial content, hard-core pornography and other non-legally 

prohibitive but disturbing content. Moreover, there are more reasons provided by hosts and end 

users, for the obvious objection of hard-core pornography, ads and watering-down in community, 

from self-defined common interests and other reasons, than the counter-thesis of freedom in 

relation to hard-core pornography, commercial content and watering-down.   

2.3.5 Conclusion on the substantive legitimacy of host gatekeeping  

Gatekeeping by hosts involves a complex interplay between the private enforcement of formal 

rules and the self-regulation of the community by hosts, in which the legitimacy of the rules is 

constructed and contested by the subordinate end users. The first conclusion is that gatekeeping 

by hosts is perceived, by both the hosts themselves and the end user, as the voluntary self-

regulation of the community, which is primarily based on self-made community rules; the 

substantive legitimacy of gatekeeping by hosts does not fully derive from the substantive standards 

set by the formal rules of the government. As concerns the relationship between community rules 

and formal rules, the substantive standards set by community rules are supplementary to those set 

by formal rules, if not fully rewriting them. Also, the discrepancy is that there is some creative 

interpretation of pornography in the community standards, that allow more than is intended by the 

formal rules. Host gatekeeping is a correction mechanism to deal with overly broad or vague 

formal standards.  

Secondly, legality and mere coercion cannot produce legitimacy, nor a sense of moral obligation 

to obey the law, for either the hosts or the end users. More substantively, the prohibitive standards 

of both politically sensitive content and pornographic content, portray a legitimacy deficit in the 

eyes of both hosts and end users. For in their eyes, the prohibitions imposed by official rules are 

too broad, vague and indiscriminate. A substantive justification of the content of said formal rules’ 

is largely missing. The standards rewritten by hosts and community rules are more legitimate, as 

they reflect the same reasoning employed by end users. It is because of this that gatekeeping by 

hosts is, to a certain extent, justified and accepted in the eyes of the end users. 

Thirdly, the findings demonstrate moral pluralism among interviewees. Centered on the issue of 

content gatekeeping and the freedom of expression, interviewees expressed different moral 

expectations and interpretations of freedom and communal values. At one end of the spectrum, 

there lies more of a communitarian view that considers consensual social morals and community 

interests as capable of overriding individual freedom of expression, and, at the other end of the 

spectrum, a more utilitarian view, that views the accessibility of online pornography as able to 

benefit society, considering the intrinsic value of sexual description as the expression of human 

nature. It is true that Chinese society, nowadays, is a pluralistic society where different moral 
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accounts and opinions clash and need to be reconciled. The authoritative formal rule should, 

therefore, provide a normative framework to reconcile these plural moral outlooks. When hiding 

behind the supreme authority of formal legality, the unjustified content of a rule would only mean 

legal coercion and suppression, and abuse of legal authority. The legitimation of the content of 

formal rules is dependent on the acceptance of said rule, by the subordinate.  

2.4 Procedural legitimacy     

A good procedure for handling posts is essential for securing acceptance from end users. Several 

codes demonstrate the shared normative expectations of an acceptable regulatory procedure of 

gatekeeping, by hosts, between the host group and end user group. They are, for the host group, 

transparency, responsiveness, accountability, horizontal communication and persuasion; and 

transparency and good communication for the end user group. Nevertheless, procedural codes 

were much less prominent than the substantive codes in section 2.3.  

2.4.1 Host group  

2.4.1.1 Transparency and responsiveness  

The Tieba system had automatically filed and saved hosts’ operation records as concerns removed 

content, and the record was only accessible for the whole host team of the community. Generally, 

an open record of a host’s deleting operations, which is accessible to all end users, is not regarded 

as a routine procedure by hosts. Instead of regulatory transparency, regulatory responsiveness to 

each specific complaint was what all hosts regarded as a prominent component for procedural 

legitimacy.    

In practice, hosts from C3, C5 and C6 would inform users of the reasons why hosts had handled a 

user’s posts, so to ensure the transparency of the procedure. Usually hosts opened a special post 

and directly informed the users by replying in that post at(@) the author with the reasons. One 

host respondent explained that, “not every deleted post needed an open record in the special post. 

The deletion of posts of sharing unauthorized resources, and unformatted posts would be recorded. 

The reason for keeping an open record for certain types of deleted posts was to remind authors of 

the community rules.”503  

Other communities did not keep the same open record. But, if users would have asked said hosts 

for the reason why a post was removed, the hosts would reply. And if a hosts’ operation was 

mistaken or wrong, they would recover the deleted posts. One respondent explained that the reason 

for the “complaint and response” procedure was that, “every day, the amount of deleted posts is 

huge, a fully open record is meaningless and is a waste of energy. If users believe their removed 
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posts are innocent, they will come to us. If we verify that the posts were removed wrongly or 

mistakenly, we will recover the posts immediately. If they were deleted for good reasons, we will 

disclose the reasons to the users.”504    

2.4.1.2 Accountability  

The accountability mechanism for hosts included supervisions both externally from Baidu and 

internally within one host team, as well as being held accountable for regulatory decisions 

externally by end users. Several major hosts mentioned that Baidu would check upon major hosts’ 

diligence and performance, such as post amount, managing operation amount, commercial 

activities and their active presence in the community. If a major host did not post, or carry out any 

management operations for a long period, and someone complained about said host to Baidu, the 

host would be dismissed. Meanwhile, several hosts mentioned that Baidu would not dismiss a 

major host merely because of mistakenly or wrongly removing a post.  

Many hosts pointed out that they had a self-regulatory mechanism for ensuring internal 

accountability. Major hosts would check upon the performance of minor hosts, so to supervise 

minor hosts. Major hosts would check the operation records to monitor every host’s workload. If 

a minor host has removed a user’s post for some private benefit or reasons, or vicious purpose, the 

major host would directly dismiss the host. Nevertheless, such internal checking is very much like 

a mutual consultation between friends, rather than a hierarchical process. One respondent 

described it in the following way: “I do not feel I have the authority to command minor hosts. So, 

I normally speak with minor hosts in a consultative manner, instead of ordering them about.”505  

Several host interviewees described how many end users were actually very angry when their posts 

disappeared, and how they would come to hosts to complain, even abusing hosts by using 

wounding words. Because of how users react, a more nuanced procedure was designed for when 

hosts deleted users’ long fictional texts (posts), in order to make said deletion more acceptable in 

the eyes of users. One respondent said that, “[n]ormally, before removing a post, we will record it 

and inform the author by @ing the user, and writing down the reason for deleting their post. A 

unacceptable handling operation would be directly deleting a very hot post…. But I think few 

Tieba communities would make this kind of mistake.”506  Many interviewees pointed out that, in 

order to make sure that end users receive and see the informing message, they would leave a certain 

amount of time for the authors to see the message and save a copy of their content. It was also 

common practice for hosts to firstly suggest that users delete their posts themselves, within a 

certain time frame, and at the end of which, the hosts would delete it. “Usually, if one post needs 

to be deleted, hosts will leave a message below, stating that ‘your post has to be deleted for the 

reason of …’ we will leave half an hour for the author to see the message, then we will delete the 
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post. If the author has any question, he/ she can complain, and the hosts can see the complaint 

behind the scenes.”507  

It is worth noting that, several interviewees emphasized that it was the sense of responsibility 

attached with being hosts for the community that ultimately held hosts accountable for their work, 

rather than any externally imposed checks and supervision. One interviewee summarized it thusly: 

“The reason for being a host is the love one feels for the community, they want to protect it from 

harm…The responsibility derives from their hearts, rather than from any coercion by law or 

Baidu.”508     

In summary, a host’s operation of deleting a post is not fully transparent to end users, and hosts do 

not see there being a procedural necessity requiring them to keep a public record of every deleted 

post. “Complaint and response” is a more common practice for hosts to guarantee end users’ access 

to related regulatory decisions. The relatively equal status between hosts and end users, drives 

hosts’ removing operations accountabile to end users. Differing from authoritative and hierarchical 

regulators, it is important for hosts, who are self-regulators by nature, to set procedural 

arrangements in order to secure users’ acceptance and reduce conflict.  

2.4.1.3 Horizontal communication and persuasion 

Horizontal communication and persuasion are very prominent and are common practice. Although 

all the community rules we have encountered do not mention any procedural standard, a common 

procedural practice of communication existed among the six Tieba communities. Many hosts 

preferred to conceptualize their work in terms of service and normalization, rather than as 

providing limits or regulation. The regulatory procedure for deleting users’ posts was a process of 

communication and persuasion, in order to render the removal of content more acceptable in the 

eyes of end users.  

Communication before handling was a de facto required procedure for deleting pornographic 

expression in all six communities. One interviewee pointed out that, “when concerned with 

pornographic description in users’ writings, we would firstly communicate with the author to ask 

him/her to revise the content into an acceptable form, then we checked and deleted what was 

inappropriate.”509 Interviewees called this communication a “persuasion and take down” (quan 

shan) procedure for handling pornographic description in text. The reason frequently used by hosts 

for persuasion was “it was the prohibitive clause in community rule”510 and “it was to protect our 

community from being banned”.511  
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Several interviewees attributed the communication and persuasion procedure to the respect hosts 

have for the end user. As one interviewee stated: “[O]ur community bans highly pornographic text. 

If we see it, we will firstly communicate with the author, so to let the author revise the pornographic 

part. Normally, we will not directly delete the content, since it is not easy for authors to write 

something.”512 Another interviewee mentioned that, “although these things (pornographic texts) 

are prohibited by law, these are the wholehearted work of the author. Reading and saving them by 

individual users are not a violation of norms for us.”513 Some hosts mentioned that they would 

help users save a copy of their deleted text. 

Meanwhile, many hosts expressed that end users tended to be cooperative if they knew the content 

of community rules well and were fully-informed by hosts about the reason for deleting certain 

posts. For example, one respondent noted that, “normally, after users asked for the reason for the 

deletion, they would have no objection.”514 In contrast, a group of hosts also stated that there were 

contestations from end users for both prohibitive rules and decisions to delete specific posts. The 

opinion which was largely shared among hosts, is that the reason for such contestation was the end 

users’ ignorance of the content of the community rules and the incomprehension of the hosts’ good 

intention of protecting the community. Many hosts held the opinion that if a full understanding 

between hosts and users was achieved through regulatory communication, conflicts would be 

solved. One respondent stated that, “there were authors who did not understand us deleting their 

pornographic texts…. It would drive me crazy after I told them the reason for deleting the post, 

but they still did not understand us.”515  

According to the responses from hosts, what hosts actually expect from persuasion and 

communication is that users understand their good regulatory intent for keeping the community 

safe in the current internet regulatory environment. It is not for the purpose of achieving moral 

consensus or acceptance, but rather that of seeking the users’ understanding and compromise 

between the survival of community and individual free expression. When moral disagreement 

happened, many hosts expressed that they would choose to protect the community first and give 

up end users who did not accept the compromise or sacrifice. One respondent summarized: “Now, 

Baidu Tieba platform hosts more than 13 million516 individual Tieba communities, C4 was not 

users’ only choice. So, if he/she (the user) felt the rules of C4 were unacceptable….We did not 

force them to accept them…if you had objections, and thought C4 was not suitable to you, or felt 

that you were not happy here, we did not force you to stay…”517 
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In short, hosts had to control pornographic content for the safety of the community. Regulatory 

communication and persuasion offers a procedural balance between formal rules and claims from 

users for individual freedom and interests, in order to reduce users’ contestation against the 

substantive prohibitions adopted by hosts. The aim of this procedure is to gain the temporary 

cooperation and understanding of users, rather than final moral consensus.   

2.4.2 End user group 

2.4.2.1 Transparency and responsiveness through good communication  

End users generally expressed less expectations for open and transparent records of how host’s 

handled operations.  Only one interviewee mentioned that, “open records are necessary; it is better 

to be transparent. There is nothing to hide if the posts that a host deleted all hold violable 

content.”518 For most interviewees, they would say it was understandable for hosts to not openly 

record every step of their operations, because it was too much work for hosts to manage.  

End user interviewees stated less, but identical, opinions on the procedural expectation of good 

communication. Most interviewees expressed their expectations for a communicative and 

responsive regulatory procedure to guarantee reasonable acceptance. A group of interviewees 

stated that they would prefer a consultation and communication procedure that fully informs them 

of the reasons behind the deleting of their post, before hosts actually removed their posts. A 

consultation ex ante can firstly work out an agreement of the handling between host and user, and 

leave time for the user to delete or revise their own posted content and make a copy, instead of 

using direct force and coercion. It will be ideal to have regulatory communication and persuasion 

procedure with the least coercive intervention.  

On the other hand, there are always users who do not accept the way hosts handle decisions, even 

after informed consultation, and hosts only have limited time and capacity. Another group of user 

interviewees pointed out that it was also acceptable if hosts deleted their posts and informed them 

about the reasons for deletion immediately after. One interviewee noted that, “making the reason 

for deletion clear is fine enough. If I violate the rule, and you have a legitimate reason, then I have 

no objection.”519 

Nevertheless, it is always difficult for users to accept their posts being deleted due to the 

enforcement of prohibiting pornography, with one respondent claiming that the acceptance was a 

compromise, far from a true normative consensus. Especially for the handling of pornographic 
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content, “I understand hosts’ motivation for the survival of the community, so I make a 

compromise with hosts on the deleting decision.”520 

2.4.2.2 Accountability deficit    

Only one interviewee, from C1, stated that she would not accept a deleting decision no matter what 

procedure was deployed by hosts. The respondent fundamentally challenged the hosting system, 

because generally “hosts have too much power,”521 with little effective external mechanisms that 

can hold hosts, along with their gatekeeping power, accountable. The respondent also noted that 

even a procedure cannot make up for the substantive injustice or source-related injustice aroused 

by this accountability deficit. “Now, hosts of Baidu Tieba can generally meet these [procedural 

requirements], but whether by being strict or loose in practice, or practicing favoritism or not, it is 

totally up to hosts. It happened in my case that hosts even changed the community rules, 

retrospectively, in order to delete my post. There was no standard at all.”522     

2.4.3 Conclusion  

Transparency and accountability can provide procedural safeguards for the exercise of self-

restraint of regulatory power. Mechanisms of accountability and transparency as concerns host 

regulation, mainly relied on self-regulation and a self-imposed sense of responsibility for end users, 

as well as public pressure from end users. Meanwhile, horizontal or “soft” communication and 

persuasion efforts are commonly practiced by hosts for pursuing users’ understanding and 

acceptance of the handling decision, as well as to avoid conflicts. End users clearly care about the 

responsiveness of individual decisions and good communication related with their own posts, but 

lacked a general concern for a public accountability system for host regulation in general. There is 

not a very strong and effective accountability system guaranteed by external hierarchal supervision 

from official Baidu or government authorities, or other independent social entities. It may leave a 

large space for the possible abuse of gatekeeping powers by hosts.   

3. Discussion and conclusion  

Intermediary gatekeeping by online social media platform providers is legally conscripted by 

Chinese internet and information laws and administrative regulations. The role of commercial 

intermediaries as co-regulators of internet content, alongside the government, is highly stressed by 

the Chinese information law makers and policy makers. Commercial intermediaries are given the 

public responsibility of gatekeeping offensive content, such as politically sensitive information 

and pornographic information. The findings of the case study show that end users generally accept 

platform intermediary gatekeeping as a regime of information/content regulation, accepting Baidu 
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as one layer of content regulation that is responsible for their provided platform. Direct official 

regulation by the government is rejected as end users prefer more self-regulation by non-state 

actors, in order to maintain the autonomy of community.  

Intermediary gatekeeping is legally designed for indirect online law enforcement. Baidu is the 

delegated intermediary enforcer of content censorship on the Tieba platform. But besides its auto-

filtering system, the Company further delegates and decentralizes the power of content regulation 

to individual Tieba community hosts. Gatekeeping by hosts is one component of the intermediary 

gatekeeping regime, but is much closer to community self-regulation than commercial 

intermediary gatekeeping. The Tieba host system and host gatekeeping are initiated by Baidu as 

an economically efficient strategy to fulfill the legal responsibility of content regulation by 

intermediaries, by mobilizing the self-regulatory power of end users and inviting users to 

participate in the content regulation process, as hosts.  

With regards to the source of the power of gatekeepers, host gatekeeping is voluntary self-

regulation by nature, and accepted by end users as the best regulatory practice for the Tieba 

community. Hosts, as community gatekeepers, construct the source legitimacy of host gatekeeping 

either by following a democratic mechanism to represent the majority of community users, 

externally, or by following the Confucian sense of “public spirit” or role-based moral 

responsibility to serve the end users, or even paternal obligation for end users, internally. The 

findings show that the internal Confucian sense of responsibility is the primary source legitimacy 

argument applied by hosts themselves. Source legitimacy from the government and its law is least 

referred to by hosts, as hosts perceive their source of power as being independent from the 

authorization of government. The lack of formal authority of government delegation makes hosts 

care more about the substantive and procedural fairness of their regulations.   

Substantively, community self-regulation by hosts is generally regarded as the maintaining of the 

common interests formulated in a clean and non-commercial communal environment, which is 

independent from formal rules, shared between hosts and end users, and something that every 

member of Tieba community can benefit from. Self-defined common interests are the primary 

substantive legitimacy argument of host gatekeeping.  

As concerns their parallel function of law enforcement, hosts developed the more nuanced 

substantive standards for the regulation of pornography, to supplement formal rules.   

Governmental rules only provide a justification for host gatekeeping in a formal sense, and are not 

sufficient for providing substantive normative standards. Without reflecting the right substantive 

reasons applied to hosts and end users, formal legality only means coercion, and so the substantive 

commitment of formal rule enforcement by host gatekeeping is driven more by governmental 

coercion than by regulatory intention. On the one hand, hosts borrow the authority of formal 

legality to formally justify pornographic content regulation to end users. But on the other hand, 

hosts rewrite the full ban policy of pornography, and set community rules based on a distinction 
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between hardcore pornography and functional, story-based, sexual description, allowing the latter 

kind as morally acceptable for end users. This substantive re-construction of legitimacy indicates 

the legitimacy deficit of the content of the formal rules and indiscriminate ban of online 

pornography, in providing normative standards for host gatekeeping.    

Specifically, moral pluralism is illustrated throughout the interviewees’ interpretations of 

individual freedom and collective values. There are very individualistic perceptions of freedom of 

expression in accessing pornography. So long as it is not obscene, an adult has the freedom to 

access this pornography or, indeed, just ignore it. There are also more communitarian views of 

freedom which interpret a limited scope of individual freedom in regard to pornographic content 

in a more harmonious way with fundamental public morals. Traditional Confucian values provide  

possible explanation of the scope and values of individual freedom for some end interviewees, but 

the Confucian view is only one substantive account of moral reasoning among others. 

Pornographic description in literature is no longer seen as offensive to social morals as far as it is 

functional to the story and not disproportionate in length. But the contents of formal rules currently 

fail to provide a useful normative framework to reconcile these different moral outlooks. Moreover, 

the procedures that hosts apply for handling violable content are much more transparent, 

responsive and consultative than the law enforcement by the auto-filtering system of Baidu.  

Different communities apply different standards in regulating textual sexual description, but there 

is a common standard on banning hardcore pornography.  Hosts and end users do appreciate the 

relative freedom they have to bend the formal rules, or creatively interpret the vague and overly 

broad prohibitive government rules. It is also evident that hosts are not the competent actors to set 

an authoritative normative standard for pornography regulation for the whole Tieba platform or 

Chinese internet in general. This does not necessarily suggest government intervention as both 

hosts and end users appreciate the self-regulation of their community.   

All in all, host gatekeeping has been demonstrated to be superior in terms of source, substantive 

and procedural legitimacy in comparison with direct law enforcement campaigns and the filtering 

system of Baidu. There are Confucian values reflected in all three dimensions of legitimacy 

construction. The Confucian role-based virtue and public spirit of individuals for the community, 

internally reinforce the source legitimacy of hosts, as under the Confucian view, the source 

legitimacy of a ruler should be demonstrated internally by his virtues to deserve his role as a 

ruler.523 It is the hosts’ sense of responsibility for the community and their end users, rather than 

external accountability mechanisms, that makes their practice accountable for the followers of the 

community. The value of harmony motivates hosts to apply a softer procedure of communication 

and persuasion for handling violable posts. Confucian values are more controversial when 
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applying to the substantive legitimacy discussion, as moral pluralism is in play when individuals 

articulate freedom of expression in relation to accessing pornography. The Confucian emphasis of 

maintaining harmony between individual freedom and social morals, may conflict with the more 

individualistic view of freedom regarding the online accessibility of hard-core pornography. 

Moreover, different definitions of social morals will render the distinction between pornography 

and obscenity substantively contestable for different individuals.    

Allowing reasonable moral disagreements in order to preserve and respect the autonomy and 

independent moral ideals of individuals is a responsibility for the state and its law. But clearly, the 

current Chinese rule makers do not pay much attention to respect moral pluralism, in contrast, as 

we discussed in Chapter 2, the CCP leaders and government authorities emphasize imposing and 

enforcing one uniform official ideology through law and only allow defined “positive and healthy” 

content online, therefore stifling pluralism. Allowing more space for self-regulation of online 

content is shown as a good way to respect the autonomy of internet user on the one hand and 

maintain order on the other. Otherwise, unjustified direct government control will create 

disobedience and circumvention, and stain the moral authority of law.   
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Chapter 6 Challenging the legitimacy of the 

real name policy as applied in Chinese social 

media platforms 

1. Introduction  

1.1. The continual governmental efforts toward a “real name” internet and its motivations 

Since 2002, the Chinese government has been exploring and gradually implementing a 

comprehensive real name policy for ordinary internet users to access internet and information 

services; a policy that is to be enforced by different kinds of internet intermediaries. The first real 

name policy was enacted in November 2002 by the State Council of China. It required internet 

surfing service providers (such as internet cafés) to record information regarding the identities of 

their customers, by checking their ID cards, and to record other relevant internet surfing 

information. These records and copies were to be saved for no less than 60 days, and were to be 

provided to the culture administrative and public security agencies when said agencies came to 

check.524 Since then, a tendency to push for a real name internet has been noted in the cooperation 

of government agencies, NGOs, and internet industries in different fields of internet services, such 

as e-mail, online gaming, online payment, BBS, social media, etc. In accordance with a series of 

laws and administrative rules on the issue of providing one’s real name for certain internet services, 

the formal obligation of verifying an individual’s real identity in order for said individual to access 

certain internet services is imposed on internet service providers, online platform administrators 

and, finally, upon individual internet users themselves. This is the real name policy on internet end 

users that we focus on in this case study.  

Real or common name policies are not unknown in the West, although they are invariably known 

as a private rather than public initiative.525 For example, Facebook and Google+ have justified 

their ‘common name’ policies (which at least in principle do not allow for pseudonyms) on the 

basis of seeking to emulate real world interactions and real world civility to stem cyberbullying, 

stalking, trolling, spamming etc., although commercial imperatives such as online behavioural 

advertising are the more likely motivations.526 In contrast, the driving force behind the tendency 

to move towards a comprehensive online real name policy for the Chinese internet is the 

government and its regulatory considerations; although internet service providers and other 

internet intermediaries play a role in the implementation of said system.  For instance, in July 2005, 

the largest Chinese online instant communication company Tencent QQ announced that in order 

                                                   
524 Regulations of Business Sites for Internet Access Service 2016, article 23.  
525 For example, Ireland considered a real name policy to stem cyberbullying in 2013, see Lilian Edwards, ‘From the 

Fantasy to the Reality: Social Media and Real Name Policies’ SSRN:< http://ssrn.com/abstract=2262272> accessed 

27 Feburary 2017.  
526 Lilian Edwards, ‘From the Fantasy to the Reality: Social Media and Real Name Policies’ Electronic copy available 

at:< http://ssrn.com/abstract=2262272> accessed 27 Feburary 2017.  
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to cooperate with Chinese government agencies for cleaning up and rectificating the company’s 

information service, the company would request real name registration for the initiators and 

administrators of QQ chat groups.527 

A real name policy for social media platform users, such as Weibo, has been designed by the 

government as a regulatory instrument for users’ speech on social media. In early December 2011, 

four Bureaus of the Beijing Municipal Government - the Information Office, Police Bureau, 

Communications Administration and the Internet Information Office - jointly issued “Several 

Provisions of Administration of Weibo Service Development in Beijing Region 2011”  (“the 2011 

Provisions” ) which enacted a limited real name policy for Weibo platforms: 

“Any organization or individual that registers a Weibo account, produce, reproduce, post, 

and disseminate information on Weibo platforms, should use real identity 

information; …..The service providers should guarantee the authenticity of users’ personal 

information.”528  

That same month, the Guangdong Province also required Tencent and other Weibo service 

providers who operate in Shenzhen and Guangzhou, to implement a real name policy. As the 

servers of Sina, Neteasy and Sohu are in Beijing, and Tencent is operated in Shenzhen, the real 

name policy effectively applies across the whole Chinese Weibo market.529   

Remarking on the purpose of the Weibo real name policy, the spokesman of Beijing Internet 

Content Administrative Department said that, “during the process of Weibo development, rumors 

and false information have been spread, ‘fans’ have been bought and sold. And there have been 

instances of online fraud, as well as other outstanding problems. These damage public interests, 

and lead to complaints from service providers, end users and the general public. Different social 

sectors have strongly appealed for the regulation of the Weibo service, and for the protection of 

the healthy development of the internet.”530 Therefore, the ultimate objective of the real name 

policy is still the regulatory control of end users’ expression and other behaviors on this specific 

social media platform. There are arguments for supporting the real name policy, together with the 

regulatory intentions of a good and trustworthy Weibo environment that serves the public interest, 

such as the taking into consideration of things such as the safety of users’ Weibo accounts, the 

enhancement of self-discipline and individual accountability by decreasing the degree of online 

anonymity and, more generally, the facilitation of greater governmental control over potentially 

‘harmful’ information, as well as the upholding of a stable societal order. From a Western 

                                                   
527 Shenzhen Municipal Public Security Bureau Network Supervision Branch, ‘Announcement of Carrying out the 

Clean-up and Rectification Work of Network Information Service Sites’ 
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democratic perspective, such a governmental real name policy would be considered repressive.531 

There are also counter-arguments to said policy from Chinese society, including concerns about 

how freedom of expression is embraced in online anonymity, and the security of personal 

information and information privacy.532 The government agencies explained that a good balance 

between the two competing series of values can be reached by the design of a limited real name 

policy, which would require users to submit their real identity information to service providers in 

order to register their account, whilst retaining their anonymity throughout their communications 

and user interactions.  The limited real name policy for Weibo end users is justified by the 

government mouthpiece in so far as it combines a real identity verification system with allowing 

end users the freedom to interact online under a pseudonym; it can balance privacy and free 

expression with public and national interests.533 

The normative implication of legitimate authority is to respect the moral ideals and reasoning of 

individuals. As one case study to research the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping in 

implementing real name policy upo end users, through analyzing the moral reasoning of end users, 

this inquiry into the legitimacy of the implementation of a real name policy concerns, firstly, 

whether or not end users accept the regulatory role of service providers and the government in 

enforcing the real name policy (source legitimacy). Substantively, how do end users experience 

the real name policy in terms of privacy, freedom of expression, social order and discipline, etc.; 

and through which procedures do intermediaries implement the real name policy is acceptable for 

end users (procedural legitimacy).   

1.2. Legal, administrative and commercial developments of the real name policy 

As we discussed in Section 1.1, Weibo’s real name policy was launched by the administrative rules 

issued by several local government agencies, which corresponded to the regions where the 

dominating Weibo service providers were located. In the Chinese legal system, the real name 

policy constitutes normative rules, but not formal law. It was explained by government officials 

that the real name policy followed the “Telecommunications Regulations of China”. The statement 

within the “Telecommunications Regulations”, that any organization or individual person should 

not forge or falsely use another’s identity certificate in order to access a  telecommunication 

network or to use a cellphone,534 was interpreted as saying that Weibo users can only post after 

registering their account, and after having provided their real identity information to the Weibo 

service providers.535 This is not a correct interpretation of article 59 of the “Telecommunications 

                                                   
531Yongqing Lin, ‘The Debate of the Pros and Cons of Internet Real Name Policy’ (People News, 13 April 2010) < 

http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64093/64099/11351960.html> accessed 18 April 2014. 
532 Wenxiang Zhang and Danlin Li, ‘Internet Real Name Policy and the Right to Anounymous Expression’ (2013)4 

Modern Communication 75.  
533 Qiheng Hu, ‘China is Planning to Implement Limited “Internet Real Name Policy”’ (China.com.cn, 29 November 

2006) <http://www.china.com.cn/news/txt/2006-11/29/content_7422107.htm> accessed 20 April 2014. 
534 Telecommunications Regulations of China, article 59(iv). 
535 ‘The Spokesman of the Internet Content Administrative Department of Beijing Municipal Government Answers 

Reporters’ Questions’ (Sohu IT,17 December 2011) < http://it.sohu.com/20111217/n330283040.shtml> accessed 22 

April 2014. 

http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64093/64099/11351960.html%3e
http://www.china.com.cn/news/txt/2006-11/29/content_7422107.htm
http://it.sohu.com/20111217/n330283040.shtml
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Regulations”, the intention of Article 59 is to regulate behaviors that “disturb telecommunication 

market order”, including access to telecommunication networks. It does not stipulate that users 

ought to provide their real identity when registering with an internet information posting service. 

There are other, higher levels of law, such as legislations, or sectoral rules by the State Council, 

that validate, on the one hand, a general real name policy in order to legally access 

telecommunication services and internet information publishing services after “the 2011 

Provisions”, and, on the other, mention the protection of personal information and privacy. The 

following can be mentioned.  

In December 2012, the Standing Committee of the NPC issued “Decisions on Reinforcing the 

Protection of the Security of Internet Information” (“the 2012 Decisions”), stipulating several 

general principles, such as it being “legal” “legitimate” and “necessary” for both commercial and 

non-commercial sectors to collect and use personal information. In the meantime, “the 2012 

Decisions” also confirm real name registration for end users to access information services. 

According to “the 2012 Decisions”, the general principle for commercial use of personal 

information is the “consent” of the individual end user. But the submission of one’s real identity 

information for the application of internet service exists as an administrative and regulatory 

strategy independent from the principle of consent. As Article 6 of “the 2012 Decisions” articulates, 

“Internet service providers who offer internet access services, manage mobile phone networks and 

access to telephone network, or provide internet information publishing services, when signing 

contract with the end user or confirming service provisions, shall require end users to provide real 

identity information.” Social media platform services are one type of internet information 

publishing service covered by “the 2012 Decisions”. As the Standing Committee of NPC is the 

highest legislative authority, “the 2012 Decisions” are seen as the highest level of normative rules 

that confirm the need for real name/identity registration for consumers of network and information 

services. “The 2012 Decisions” also provide the legal validity of the norm regarding real name 

registration by end users for the use of information services, such as telecommunication network 

services and social media services, as a regulatory measure emanating from the government.  

In June 2013, in accordance with “the 2012 Decisions”, MIIT passed the “Regulations on the 

Registration of Phone Users’ Real Identity Information” (“the 2013 Regulations”), enacted in 

September 2013, requiring telecommunications operators to register the real identity of phone 

users when providing access to their network services.536 “The 2013 Regulations” specify the 

personal identity documents that can be used as proof of identity, and only official ID certificates 

are qualified. According to “the 2013 Regulations”, individual identity information shall be 

provided via the provision of valid ID documents, such as a resident ID card, temporal ID card, 

Hukou booklet, military ID card, Armed Police ID card, Mainland resident travel permit for Hong 

                                                   
536 The Regulations on Phone Users’ Real Identity Information Registration of MIIT 2013, article 5.  
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Kong and Macao, Mainland resident travel permit for Taiwan or other valid travel documents, a 

foreign passport, and other valid identity documents.537  

It is still unclear if the verification of one’s real identity for a Weibo account also requires the 

application of the same standard of providing such valid ID certificates, as “the 2011 Provisions” 

did not explicitly clarify what “the provision of personal identity information” should require. 

From what can be determined from the practice of intermediaries, providing such evidence as 

required by “the 2013 Regulations” appeared to, prima facie,  also satisfy “the 2011 Provisions ”. 

In 2012, in order to show compliance with “the 2011 Provisions”, the major Weibo service 

providers encouraged end users to verify their Weibo accounts by providing their common name 

(including both last name and surname) and ID number from their official ID card. However, 

service intermediaries have used their discretion to set their own rules in respect to users’ real 

identity verification and, more importantly, have shied away from compelling end user verified 

identification through public regulation, simply trying to encourage it by stressing its benefits. For 

example, in February 2012, Sina Weibo, the biggest Weibo platform, introduced the ‘Verified 

Identity Medal’ to encourage users to submit real names and official ID numbers to authenticate 

their Weibo accounts. Meanwhile, users can also choose to add ID information in their personal 

profile.538 Based on the personal observation of the present researcher, none of the four biggest 

Weibo service providers have fully enforced the real name policy as a compulsory condition for 

registering an account. The main reason behind this seductive and voluntary way of implementing 

the real name policy at the intermediary level is the commercial interests of service providers. 

According to the CEO of Sina Weibo, Cao Guowei, “the real name policy may adversely affect 

the development of Weibo industry. So far, more than 40% of the new registered users have not 

authenticated their accounts, and many old users did not respond to our reminding message for 

identity authentication.”539 At the time (2014), users were free to choose between two tracks when 

registering their account: 1) use their e-mail address or 2) use a cellphone number.  

The enforcement of the real name policy in the telecommunication industry became much more 

rigid in 2015, and it seemed that the enforcing strategy of the Weibo real name policy has changed 

from focusing on the direct requirement of information from a valid ID, to indirect identification 

through a user’s cellphone number. Identification of an individual’s real name via their cellphone 

number became the basis for the internet real name policy. Binding a cellphone number to a user’s 

Weibo account has evolved from being a voluntary option to a compulsory condition for registering 

a Weibo account, as well as to secure the normal functioning of a user’s account. This change ran 

parallel with the so called “most rigid” enforcement of the real name verification of cellphone 

                                                   
537 The Regulations on Phone Users’ Real Identity Information Registration of MIIT 2013, article 7. 
538Zhan Zhang Zhi Jia, ‘Sina Weibo Launched the “Verified Identity” Real Name System’ (China Webmaster, 28 

February 2012) <http://www.chinaz.com/news/2012/0228/237346.shtml> accessed 20 April 2014.  
539 Guowei Cao, ‘Sina: Weibo Real Name Policy May Adversely Affect the Company’ (Caijing, 28 February 2012) 

<http://industry.caijing.com.cn/2012-02-28/111718479.html> accessed 20 April 2014.  

http://www.chinaz.com/news/2012/0228/237346.shtml
http://industry.caijing.com.cn/2012-02-28/111718479.html
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number in 2015.540 In December 2014, the MIIT, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) and the 

State Administration for Industry& Commerce (SAIC) co-issued the “Announcement about the 

Working Program of the Special Action against ‘Black Sim-Cards’” (“the Announcement”). “The 

Announcement” required the three mobile network operators to verify the real ID of end users, 

including both new cellphone users and old users, before the 1st of September 2015.  After this 

one-year law enforcement campaign, the authorities aimed to realize the verification of the real 

identity of end users for more than 90% of mobile phone users across the country. 541   This 

cellphone number real name policy was enforced very strict by the three state-owned network 

operators in 2015 and it laid foundations of a verified cellphone number based internet and social 

media real name policy.542  

There is a necessary connection between the effectiveness of Weibo’s real name policy based on 

the provision of a real name verified cellphone number, and the percentage of the real name 

verification of cellphone number. It is plausible that the government authorities gave up on 

verification via the direct provision of a valid ID in regard to social media accounts and turned to 

accept a cellphone number based real name policy enforcement strategy at the intermediary level, 

because the government did not want to cut the throat of the Chinese social media industry by 

over-burdening both intermediaries and end users.  From 2015, it is common practice for online 

platform service providers to remind old users to complete their identity verification by binding 

their cellphone number, or requiring new users to register their accounts by providing their 

cellphone number. The new “Internet Safety Law” enacted in November 2016, requires the user 

real identity verification for different kinds of internet and telecommunication services, pertaining 

to user internet access, domain name registration, fixed telephone and mobile phone network 

access, posting and IM services, and implements the credible identity strategy on the Chinese 

internet.543   

Along with the legal and administrative developments of the governmental real name policy, 

Weibo, as a service provider, developed a commercial real name policy in order to satisfy the needs 

of different types of online interactions. For certain groups of end users, a preference for the 

voluntary public disclosure of their real identity when posting is obvious. Online interaction with 

the use of real identities has its economic rationality for both service providers and certain groups 

of end users.  

                                                   
540 Yi Zhao, ‘The Most Rigid Sim-Card Real Name Policy is Launched, Real Name Policy into the Countdown’ (China. 

com, 30 August 2015) <http://news.china.com/domestic/945/20150830/20298014_all.html > accessed 15 June 2016.   
541 MIIT, MPS, and SAIC, ‘The Announcement about the Working Program of the Special Action Against “Black 

Sim-Cards”’ <http://www.miit.gov.cn/n11293472/n11293877/n16381515/n16381532/n16381577/16398583.html> 

accessed 15 June 2016. 
542 ‘The Three Main ISPs will Terminate Service for Users Whose Cellphone Numbers are not Real Identity Verified’ 

(CNrencai, 16 November 2016) <http://gongwen.cnrencai.com/tongzhi/16819.html> accessed 20 November 2016.   
543 Internet safety Law of China 2016, article 24.  

http://news.china.com/domestic/945/20150830/20298014_all.html
http://www.miit.gov.cn/n11293472/n11293877/n16381515/n16381532/n16381577/16398583.html
http://gongwen.cnrencai.com/tongzhi/16819.html
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Weibo is a platform for public discussions on topics that span a diverse set of social fields. As a 

platform, Weibo differs from those Baidu Tieba communities on creative fiction that were 

interviewed in the first case study. The topics on the Weibo platform are often sourced from real 

society and offline life. For a group of end users, linking their real world identity with their Weibo 

account will associate offline fame with what is said on Weibo, and make individual Weibo 

accounts easily influential and attractive for followers. Therefore, there are users who tend to 

disclose their offline identity by choice.  Based on this tendency, Sina Weibo developed a 

commercially-orientated identification system for users to voluntarily use employment 

information in order to verify their real name, rather than valid ID documents.544 This identity 

verification system is not open to every user. Rather, it targets influential users (so-called “big Vs”; 

the “V” standing for verification) who are perceived to be crucial for the platform’s continuing 

vitality. For example, on the Sina Weibo platform, only end users with more than 100 followers 

are qualified to apply for this Big V identification.545 End users who pass the identity verification 

procedure come to be known as so called ‘Big Vs’, and a capital letter ‘V’ is added to the user’s 

account name. Individual accounts are identified by an orange ‘V’, organizational accounts by a 

blue ‘V’. “Big Vs”, therefore, refer to the influential verified user accounts of so called public 

opinion leaders. Sina Weibo, not unlike Facebook and Google+, has promoted identity verification 

by claiming that it improves the user experience and the safety of user accounts. Moreover, service 

providers entice end users to complete their identity verification in order to receive certain benefits, 

such as a service discount, more effective promoting of their content, personalized services etc. 

The commercial profits of Big “V” accounts are well recognized in the social media economy, 

with big “V’s” capable of earning money by posting and promoting content for others.546  By the 

same token, a similar pattern has developed across other Weibo platforms. Despite these campaigns, 

among the over 500 million registered users on Sina Weibo, only 300,000 users had their real 

identities verified by April 2014.547  According to the “2015 Weibo User Development Report”, 

issued by the Sina Weibo Data Center, by 30 September 2015, the amount of users who had their 

real identity verified was 2,120,000, representing only 1% of the 212 million Weibo MAU 

(Monthly Activated Users).548  

The result of the implementation of the real name policy is a combination of the legal, 

administrative and commercial efforts of state actors and commercial private actors, it results being 

                                                   
544 For example, Sina Weibo has established a precise real identity verification procedure. The verification standards 

are users’ profession; the system provides 34 different profession classifications and 542 sub-classifications for 

individuals to identify themselves. Applicants are required to submit official digital documents of their work 

information, such as official proofs of service, valid professional certifications, and works and award certifications, to 

finish the verification. 
545 To be able to apply for real identity verification, the required fan amount is more than 100 in Sina Weibo, Tencent 

Weibo requires applicable users with a minimum of 50 fans, Neteasy Weibo requires more than 500 fans.    
546 Yang Zi Wan Bao, ‘Big “V”s can Earn More than Ten Thousand Yuan Monthly by Posting on Weibo’ (PC184, 09 

July 2014) <http://www.pc841.com/xinwen/32026.html> accessed 15 June 2016.  
547  The statistics come from the official introduction of Sina Weibo, 

<http://ir.weibo.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=253076&p=irol-homeProfile&t=&id=&> accessed 21 April 2014.  
548 Sina Weibo Data Center, Sina Weibo User Development Report 2015 (User Report, December 2015) Part 2.  

http://www.pc841.com/xinwen/32026.html
http://ir.weibo.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=253076&p=irol-homeProfile&t=&id=&
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a common identity verification on a real identity verified cellphone number basis as a 

governmental real name policy and a small percentage of private identity verification system 

developed by service providers as commercial strategy. The implementation of the real name 

policy demonstrates a combination of the commercial power and regulatory power of internet 

platform and telecommunication service providers. Weibo service providers are, firstly, 

commercial companies pursuing profits. They are the key nodes for deciding the rules of their 

hosted platforms for their users, and are capable of regulating user behaviors on behalf of the 

government. The Chinese government uses this commercial and regulatory power of 

intermediaries to push for an increase in the tendency to provide one’s real name when using the 

Chinese internet.  

1.3. Conclusion of the Chinese version of internet real name policy   

The legal and regulatory framework of internet intermediary regulation demonstrates the 

combination of the commercial role and regulatory role of intermediaries in the Chinese internet 

regulatory system. The responsibility of implementing the governmental real name policy is on 

intermediaries. The regulatory role of intermediaries is justified by government rule makers by 

emphasizing the legal responsibility and social responsibility for public regulation and social 

governance on commercial online service providers. Take for example how “the 2011 Provisions” 

firstly state that, “for the development of Weibo service, the service providers should emphasize 

social interests, take the social responsibility, and guarantee the quality of information service, 

when enlarging service scale and pursuing economic profits.”549 More specifically, “the 2011 

Provisions” emphasize that it is the Weibo service providers who have the responsibility of 

guaranteeing the authenticity of the personal information submitted to them, on the one hand, and 

the security of the collected personal information, on the other.  

In conclusion, both via its adoption of certain administrative rules and legal regulations, the 

Chinese government demonstrates the long-term intention to establish what we will refer to as a 

‘real name internet’, as a state strategy. But it went through a long-time practice to decide the 

standards by which a user’s real name can be verified, in order to effectively implement the real 

name policy on social media platforms and their ordinary users. Weibo service providers have 

encouraged, and sometimes required, users to provide official ID information in order to verify 

their account, after “the 2011 Provisions”, but the results of these actions seemed to confirm their 

ineffectiveness. During the process, social media service providers also developed commercial 

strategies, regarding this issue of users providing their real names, which sought to reinforce the 

tendency of certain end users to provide their real names on social media. As from 2015, the most 

rigid real name policy, based on the connection between an individual’s real name and their 

cellphone number, was enforced by the three state-own telecommunication service providers, and 

the standard for social media real name policies was decided upon, as an identity verification 

                                                   
549 ‘The Spokesman of the Internet Content Administrative Department of Beijing Municipal Government Answers 

Reporters’ Questions’ (Sohu IT,17 December 2011) < http://it.sohu.com/20111217/n330283040.shtml> accessed 22 

April 2014. 
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standard based on verified cellphone numbers. Now it is common to see social media platforms 

require a user’s cellphone number when registering their social media account on platforms such 

as Weibo and WeChat.550  

The development of the social media real name policy initiated with the intention of real name 

verification via the provision of ID certificates (the “strong” or “direct” variant), and developed 

into a regime of real name verification via cellphone number (the “limited” or “indirect” variant), 

so that the main identity verification responsibility was delegated to telecommunication/internet 

network access service providers, and the responsibility of internet platform or SNS providers 

could be lightened to requiring users to bind their cellphone numbers to their social media accounts.  

The case study focuses on exploring how internet users experience the real name policy, which 

can reflect the source, substantive and procedural legitimacy of the implementation of the real 

name policy by internet intermediaries as a regulatory strategy.  

2. Methodology  
The aim of the empirical part of this case study is to investigate the legitimacy of the online real 

name regime implemented by intermediaries from the views of the Chinese end users. Particularly, 

it inquires whether the real name policy is justifiable in the eyes of end users. A qualitative study 

of the real name policy - mainly a qualitative exploration of opinions of social media end users 

towards the policy and relevant values - was conducted to evaluate the legitimacy of the real name 

policy.   

2.1. Empirical case study design  

The research question in this case study is: To what extent is the real name policy, as practiced by 

intermediaries (commercial gatekeepers), legitimate considering the values and perceptions of 

platform end users. The real name policy case study is designed by following the “government-

gatekeeper-end user” framework, and applies the same three dimensions of analysis of regulatory 

legitimacy: source, substantive and procedural legitimacy.  

However, the situation in the second case is slightly different when it comes to the three 

dimensions of legitimacy that we are interested in for our inquiry. Firstly, as concerns the real 

name policy case, the flavor of “self-regulation” is much weaker than that found in Baidu Tieba 

case. The first case of online content gatekeeping touched upon how the work that both commercial 

and community gatekeepers do is under the shadow of the government and formal laws. Formal 

rules provide the background policy of private gatekeeping. Under this shadow, private 

gatekeepers have some space to develop self-regulation that is supplementary to formal law. It is 

a mixture of formal rule enforcement and self-regulation.  In contrast, in the real name policy case, 

commercial gatekeepers – in this case, internet access and platform service providers - directly 

implement the governmental real name rule upon registered end users. Private gate-keeping is used 

                                                   
550 WeChat is a popular IM application in China developed by Tencent.   
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as a direct enforcement strategy of formal rules. The substantive regulatory standards whose 

legitimacy is evaluated in this case is the content of the formal rule itself, which is concrete and 

provides little space for gatekeepers to develop private rules that are contrary to governmental 

rules. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 1, the currently implemented cellphone number-based 

real name policy on internet and social media in China, evidences the co-regulation between the 

government and intermediaries.  

Secondly, and substantively, the series of rights and values involved in this case for determining 

the boundaries of substantive legitimacy are, prima facie, different from the first case. As for the 

first case, free expression is the anchoring value at stake and functions as a lens through which to 

observe and evaluate interviewees’ moral reasoning. As for the real name policy case, information 

privacy is chosen by the researcher as the anchoring value to organize the focus of the group 

interviews.  Privacy itself is a broad normative concept and often serves as an umbrella term to 

cover different valuable interests.551 Moreover, privacy could be interpreted differently across 

cultures. Thus, the focus group discussions try to determine how privacy is articulated by the 

respondents within a Chinese cultural and social background, especially as concerns the liberal 

value of privacy. As the objective of the governmental real name policy is to regulate end users’ 

expression and other behavior when using social media platforms, free expression is also an 

important concern for the researcher. In the literature on the issue of privacy, privacy interests also 

cover free thought and free expression under the claim of intellectual privacy.552 Conceptually, the 

real name policy, through identification, will facilitate the online tracking and surveillance of 

individual behavior, as well as enhance governmental control over online speech. It may chill 

online expression and threaten intellectual privacy and free thought, 553  but how the Chinese 

internet users perceive these western liberal values and to what extent Chinese social media users 

share this interpretation of privacy interests is the key point this case study aims to reflect.   

Thirdly, from a procedural perspective, the implementation of the governmental real name policy 

at the intermediary level changes the conditions and purposes of the collection of personal 

information by social media service providers. Legally, consent is the general principle for the 

collection of personal information for commercial purposes. The real name policy changes this, 

tainting consent via requesting the coercive submission of an individual’s identity information 

should said individual wish to register a social media account, as a regulatory measure for online 

identity. Commercial intermediaries are recruited to participate in the governmental regulation of 

end users’ online identity via the real name rule. Intermediaries perform the two roles of service 

provider and regulator. Therefore, there are dual relationships that exist between the intermediary 

and the end user: The service provider-consumer relationship and the regulator-regulatee 

                                                   
551 Daniel J Solove, ‘A Taxonomy of Privacy’ (2006) University of Pennsylvania Law Review 477.  
552 Neil M. Richards, ‘Intellectual Privacy’ (2008) 87 Texas Law Review 387.  Daniel J. Solove, ‘A Taxonomy of 

Privacy’ (2006) University of Pennsylvania Law Review 477. 
553 Text to chapter 5, section 2.3.3.3 (b).  
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relationship. How do the interviewees perceive the regulatory role of an intermediary?  Do the 

interviewees even realize that intermediaries play a “regulatory” role (compared to that of a 

government agency) when partaking in the process of real name policy implementation?  Different 

roles may require different procedural designs in order to secure legitimacy. Some widely shared 

procedural benchmarks have been recognized in the theory of rule of law in order to maintain self-

restrained and legitimate exercise of power, such as transparency and accountability. Are there any 

reflections or concerns regarding these procedural values in interviewees’ responses?  

2.2.  Design of the interviews  

Three sets of interviews were conducted for data collection in this case study. Thirteen individual 

interviews of Tieba end users from Baidu Tieba case were used as one set of data, since thirteen 

Baidu Tieba end users answered questions about the real name policy during the interviews for the 

first case study. One guiding question was asked to Tieba end users, “If the government requires 

Baidu Tieba to set an end user real name policy, and end users have to submit their real name and 

ID number to register their Tieba accounts, what would you think about this real name policy?”  

Then, depending on the users’ responses, further questions were asked.  

For the Weibo platform, two focus group interviews were organized in December 2015. Unlike the 

online interviews in the first case study, the two focus group interviews were conducted offline 

and in-person in one city, Henan Province, China. There are practical reasons for selecting this 

location. One reason is that of convenience, as the researcher has local coordinators that could help 

her find willing and qualified participants and help organize the interviews. Moreover, the author 

also tried to directly find participants online via the Weibo platform. Most of them agreed to do 

online interviews, but said that they would hesitate to participate in an offline face-to-face 

interview. This was probably because they did not fully trust the social relationships developed on 

social media platforms.  One individual who did agree to participate in a face-to-face interview, 

did not appear on the day. Thus, in order to ensure participation, I changed strategy, and used 

several local coordinators to contact potential participants through their physical social networks. 

Each coordinator was able to find one or two participants. The two focus groups did not exclude 

natural groups, as some participants turned out to know each other, but in general, both focus 

groups were made up of strangers and pre-existing natural groups with people who already knew 

each other. The reason for including a pre-existing style of interaction was to make everyone feel 

relaxed enough to share their views and to ensure that the group atmosphere was as natural as 

possible.554 Moreover, the researcher was concerned that in Chinese social culture, relationship-

oriented communications tended to be preferred by people in their daily lives. The researcher also 

observed that before the interview, research participants spontaneously began to introduce and 

interact with each other in order to warm up the atmosphere. Therefore, the author chose to follow 

the social rule of communication.    

                                                   
554Jenny Kitzinger, ‘The methodology of focus groups: the importance of interaction between research 

participants’ (1994) 16 (1) Sociology of Health & Illness 103.  
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There are, however, inevitable limitations to this recruiting method, as all the participants came 

from the same province and the selection of participants may have been limited by the local 

coordinators’ social networks. Yet, the shortcomings can be compensated for by the first set of 

data, as the online individual interviews of Tieba end users were not limited by region and the 

selection of interviewees was not facilitated or constrained by any coordinator.  Moreover, the 

psychological settings of Baidu Tieba end user were different to those of the Weibo end user, as 

the questions about Baidu Tieba’s real name policy were asked as one part of the first case study, 

and against the backdrop of content regulation and gatekeeping which might obviously indicate, 

to the interviewees, a direct connection between the governmental real name policy and content 

regulation and control. Additionally, many Tieba interviewees came from groups that focus on 

homosexual fiction. By contrast, the setting of the focus group interviews was more general and 

open; without an obvious indication of the connective logic underlying the two policies by the 

facilitator, it was initially up to participants to lead the direction of the interpretation of the real 

name policy. Therefore, Tieba interviewees might be more speech-sensitive than the focus group 

when interpreting real name policies.    

More specifically, the interviews of Weibo end users called for focus groups with two categories 

of participants. One category was that of the government employee, the second was that of ordinary 

Sina Weibo end user. The reasoning behind this categorization is that identifying as a government 

employee may significantly affect the participants’ views on the real name policy and on the 

interpretation of relevant values.555 Forming the government employee group were six current 

employees from different government sectors; four males and two females. All the invited 

government employees have experience with the Sina Weibo social media platform as end users. 

Two participants had more experience with social media because of their propaganda work, one 

of which was in charge of the operation of the official Weibo account of the Bureau. The other 

four were usual government employees whose work did not necessarily entail operations regarding 

social media accounts. The researcher did not collect more concrete background information of 

the government employees, as they particularly stressed the importance of keeping their identities 

and interview confidential.  

The focus group of ordinary Weibo end users was made up of nine participants. The participants 

were selected based on diversity of gender, educational background, occupation, income, and 

frequency of Weibo use. A questionnaire was distributed to thirteen candidates to survey their 

background information before the interview. (Appendix E) Twelve questionnaires were 

successfully returned. Nine candidates finally participated in the focus group interview session, 

the other three did not show up. The Moderator was one of the participants. She was one of the 

local coordinators I invited to contact participants. She was a common friend of three participants, 

but these three participants did not know each other before the interview. As she was afraid that 

her friends might be too shy to talk freely amongst strangers, she voluntarily came for coordination. 

                                                   
555Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods (OUP 2008) 481-82.  
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Since she was a civil servant, to some extent, she represented the government for the nine ordinary 

Weibo users, it turned out that she also naturally participated in the group discussion when her 

responses were necessary to continue an argumentative interaction, especially when participants 

discussed the issue of privacy against government authority. The shortcoming was that her 

presence might, to some extent, have hindered a free discussion amongst the others, due to her 

occupation. Nevertheless, the researcher believed that since she was a friend, and providing indoor 

service, not a law enforcer, said negative effect would have been very limited. Most importantly, 

she could provide more background information from the government’s side, and encourage the 

participants she invited to participate into group discussion because they were shy in a group full 

of strangers. The average age of the participants may also be a weakness when it comes to the 

representativeness of the data of the whole social media user population, since they were all in the 

same age group of 26-35.  

 

Table1 Background Information of Participants 

Participant Age  Gender Education Occupation Income 

(CNY/monthly)  

Weibo 

Frequency  

Weibo  

behavior  

S1 26-35 Male  High 

school 

Self-

employed 

worker 

5000-6000 Several 

times a 

week   

Read 

news  

S2 26-35 Male Master Company 

employee  

4000-5000 Daily  Read 

news 

Comment 

Interact  

S3 26-35 Male Bachelor  Hospital 

employee 

3000-4000 Several 

times a 

month  

 

Post  

S4 26-35 Female Master Public 

institution 

employee 

4000-5000 Several 

times a 

week  

 

Read and 

post 

S5 26-35 Female Bachelor  Company 

employee 

5000-6000 Several 

times a 

week 

Read and 

follow, 

comment  

S6 26-35 Female Bachelor Public 

institution 

employee 

2000-3000 Several 

times a 

month  

Read 

news  

S7 26-35 Male College Company 

employee 

3000-4000 Daily  Read 

news, 
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post, 

comment  

S8 26-35 Male High 

school 

Entrepreneur  Above 6000 Several 

times a 

Month  

 

Read 

news  

M 

(Moderator)  

26-35 Female Bachelor Civil servant  3000-4000 Several 

times a 

month 

Read 

news  

 

 

The author was present as the main facilitator during the two focus group discussions. In order to 

keep the spontaneity and openness of the discussion going, the main role of the main facilitator 

was to ask open questions to guide the discussions and maintain the group’s focus on the relevant 

topics. Only a few interventions were made into the group discussion to ensure the discussions 

flowed freely. The facilitator intervened when it was necessary to continue the discussion focused 

on the research themes, or when meaningless silence appeared. The facilitator also intervened in 

order to bring particular salient issues into the discussion.  The audio from both focus group 

interviews was recorded after getting oral consent from the government employees and written 

consent from the ordinary end users.  

Two general topics were discussed in both focus groups. The first, was about “views on the real 

name policy”; participants were encouraged to talk about their knowledge of the real name policy, 

their attitudes towards it, and their concerns and worries about it. Another topic was “the 

understanding of privacy”. Participants were particularly invited to discuss the scope of privacy 

interests and how it balances with other countervailing interests in specific situations. The list of 

questions is semi-structured: 

1. What do you know about the real name policy?  

2. Do you accept social media account real identity verification? Why?  

3. What worries you the most about the real name policy? 

4. When talking about privacy, what do you think privacy interests are?  

5. Does freedom of thought belong within the scope of privacy interests? 

6. Should “bad” guys enjoy privacy interests when they encounter HFS?  

3. Data analyzing process  
The data analysis process was consistent with the “framework” method of qualitative data analysis, 

used here for both the individual interviews and the two focus group interviews. 556  The 

“framework” method was developed by Jane Ritchie and Liz Spencer, as a thematic analytic 

                                                   
556  Fatemeh Rabiee, ‘Focus-Group Interview and Data Analysis’ (2004)63(04) Proceedings of the Nutrition 

Society 655. 
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process of qualitative data based on identified issues and themes. 557   The analytical process 

followed the five key analytical stages for “framework analysis” outlined by Ritchie and Spencer. 

They were: familiarization, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, and finally 

mapping and interpretation.558  

The first stage of the data analyzing process was familiarization with the data. This stage involved 

listening to the audio recordings, transcribing the records, and reading the transcripts, in their 

entirety, several times. The aim of familiarization was to “get a sense of the interview as a whole 

before breaking it into parts.”559 This stage helped the emergence of the thematic framework for 

data analysis. The author tried to keep an open mind during the reading and listening in order to 

capture the whole picture of the interview data in an imaginative way, without any attempt to 

structure the data. But the author would write down any idea that spontaneously came to mind.   

Based on familiarization, the second stage was to identify a thematic framework that could 

theoretically structure pieces or parts of the data together in a way that reflected the research 

question raised in the empirical case study design.  The thematic frameworks of the two sets of 

focus group interview data were both formulated on the three dimensions of regulatory legitimacy 

“source legitimacy”, “substantive legitimacy” and “procedural legitimacy” (Table 2). The 

indexing stage was to apply the thematic frameworks back to the textual data and fleshed out the 

thematic frameworks. This step was conducted by writing down themes and reoccurring patterns 

(indexes or codes) developed in the second stage on the margins of the transcripts. The charting 

stage was to move and rearrange data from their original context in accordance with the recognized 

thematic framework, indexes or codes. The last stage was mapping and interpretation. This was 

done by reviewing all the materials produced in the analyzing process, through weighing, 

comparing and contrasting different perspectives, experiences and accounts, to see the dynamics 

and interconnections between different themes and issues. For the two focus group interviews, 

stage three and stage four were assisted by software Nvivo11.  

The individual interviews with Baidu Tieba end users were analyzed by following the six steps of 

thematic coding method suggested by Boyatzis, as already introduced and used in Chapter 6. These 

include: criterion sampling, reducing raw information, identifying thematic similarities, creating 

codes, applying codes back to the raw data, and interpreting the analysis.  The thematic similarities 

of interviews with Tieba end users were identified as the two opposite attitudes an individual may 

have towards the real name policy, “acceptance” and “unacceptance”, and the codes were mainly 

about the underlying reasons for having one particular view. Additionally, most of the themes and 

codes identified in Baidu Tieba user group reflected on the Tieba users’ perceptions of the 

“substantive legitimacy” of the real name policy. As the amount of data was relatively small, all 

                                                   
557 Jane Ritchie and Liz Spencer, ‘Qualitative Data Analysis for Applied Policy Research’ (2002)573 The Qualitative 

Researcher’s Companion 305. 
558 ibid. 
559 Rabiee (n556) 657.  
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five steps of data analysis were conducted in a traditional way by marking notes directly on the 

printed transcript, and sifting and sorting data in the digital transcript.  

4. Results  
The findings are presented in this section. Although the data analyses were conducted in three 

separate analyzing processes, the presentation of the results is structured by following three 

thematic clusters: source legitimacy, substantive legitimacy and procedural legitimacy. For each 

thematic cluster, the subjects were further classified into three categories corresponding with their 

identities: the group of ordinary end users: Oridinary Weibo users (Transcript I) and the Baidu 

Tieba users, and the government employee group (Transcript II.). The logic for this structure lies 

behind the goal of better comparing and contrasting the perceptions and accounts of the three 

categories of end users with significantly different occupations. For each thematic cluster, both 

complementary as well as countervailing codes were identified from each group and for each 

theme (See Table 2), and are presented in this section.  

Table 2  Themes and codes of the interviews  

Thematic 

cluster  

Themes  Baidu Tieba user 

group  

Ordinary Weibo user 

group 

Government employee 

group 

Source 

legitimacy  

Attitude 

towards 

government 

authority and 

intermediaries  

 Perceptions of 

government authority 

Problem of regulatory 

authority of 

intermediary 

Trustworthiness of 

intermediary  

Coercion by 

formal rule 

Acceptance of 

intermediary as co-

regulator for internet 

order  

The acceptance of 

government authority  

Coercion by formal rule  

Substantive 

Legitimacy  

Privacy pros 

 

Concern for the security of personal information  

Erosion of privacy expectation  Commercial 

consideration of 

intermediary  

Privacy cons 

 

Necessary social values of identification   

Benefits of account verification  
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Perceptions 

of 

surveillance 

 

Link between real name policy and 

surveillance  

Unnecessary worry 

about government 

surveillance  

Chilling effect on speech  Privacy interests against 

intermediary but not 

against government  

Social stability for the 

interests of the majority   

Perceptions 

of the link 

between 

privacy and 

freedom of 

expression 

 

Speech clean-up and discipline   

 Privacy of thought and 

fundamental morals 

Procedural 

Legitimacy  

  Attitudes towards 

information collection 

and consent  

Procedural requirement 

for access of personal 

information  

Unawareness of the 

regulatory purpose of 

real name policy 

Lack of intermediary 

accountability for user 

information security 

 

 

HFS (disclosure of ID info by  

users to other users) 

 

RN policy (collection of ID info 

from users by government) 

Positive Negative 

Positive S4 S1, S5, S6, S7, S8, M 

Negative S2 S3 

Table 3 Attitudes towards ID info sharing in focus group of ordinary Weibo end users 
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4.1. Source legitimacy (Attitudes towards government authority and intermediaries) 

4.1.1 The Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group  

For both groups of users, codes were identified within the repeated pattern “attitude towards 

government authority and intermediaries”. Specifically, three themes were identified: The 

“perception of government authority” was identified in the Weibo users focus group, “coercion by 

formal rule” was identified in both sets of interview data, and the “trustworthiness of 

intermediaries” was coded from the focus group.  

4.1.1.1. Perceptions of government authority  

During the focus group discussion, there was a clear difference between genders when it came to 

the general attitude of the participants toward the current government authority. Educational 

backgrounds did not show a direct influence on participants’ perception. Yet, not many 

argumentative group interactions appeared between the two groups holding differing perceptions, 

and personal attitudes held by the participants, towards the government, did not change due to the 

group dynamic in this aspect.  

In particular, female participants S4, S5 and S6 expressed acceptance towards the general authority 

of the government to govern, providing the common reason that they had no unjust experience 

with government authority, and so chose to trust the government. S4 and S5 stated that,  

“S4: I have not been treated unfairly, so I feel I can trust the government. 

 S5: I have never dealt with the government, but I still trust it.”560 

By contrast, when it came to the male group, more objective and rational attitudes towards 

governmental authority were expressed, as they recognized that governmental power could be a 

threat to individual citizens, the trust of government authority was not unconditional.  

“S2: …[A]lthough I have not suffered losses, I still very much distrust the government.  

S3: I am very objective, I trust (the government) when I should trust, but I am capable of 

making my own judgements.”561   

“S8:…[G]enerally speaking, I accept the government. But, when it comes to specifying 

one specific issue, or one particular official, possibly there are personal inactions…you 

                                                   
560 Transcript I. 20.  
561 Transcript I. 14.  
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cannot deny that the final purpose [of government]is good, and that it seeks to provide 

economic development, social harmony and a better life for citizens. But for different 

officials, the enforcement might be not that effective.”562  

The participants’ attitudes towards the government in general have an associated co-occurrence 

with the participants’ views of the real name policy both in substantive and procedural senses. 

Complete trust toward the government co-occurs with the acceptance of the government’s real 

name policy, and rational prudence towards governmental authority also co-occurs with more 

nuanced attitudes to the real name policy.  

4.1.1.2. Trustworthiness of intermediaries 

In the focus group, the issue of whether intermediaries were trustworthy was raised by one 

participant (S3) during an argumentative interaction about the conditions for allowing 

intermediaries to collect personal information. He reminded other participants that the 

trustworthiness of big intermediaries, such as Tencent, Alibaba, Sina, and Baidu, should be 

considered as one necessary (but not sufficient) condition to agree to submit personal information 

to service providers. After this interaction, other participants were convinced.  

“S5: We follow the majority. If they (intermediaries) require us to verify our real names 

(our accounts), we will verify our real names. 

S4: Yes…I use Weibo, I will verify at the very moment they require, I will not wait until 

I cannot use it without verification.”563 

“S3: No, it should not be [to follow the majority]… [T]hese intermediaries with whom 

we have very close relationship, such as Tencent, Sina, that are big websites, we feel, are 

very trustworthy. They will not commit wrongs, as they weigh and consider a lot. But 

when it comes to some small websites, especially unknown ones, we must be very careful.” 

“S6: I will verify, since it is safer (for my account).  

S3: Considering my example, what if some unknown small website needs you to verify 

your real name for your account? Would you verify your real name?  

S6: No, I wouldn’t. 

S4: No, I wouldn’t.”564      

                                                   
562 Transcript I. 15 
563 Transcript I. 14. 
564 Transcript I. 14.  
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4.1.1.3 The acceptance of intermediaries as co-regulators for maintaining order on the internet 

The focus group participants took for granted that intermediaries play their role as co- regulators 

on their hosting platforms, for the government, in order to realize the effectiveness of law as an 

optimal model of internet regulation by the government.  

“S4: I think the requirement of identity verification for joining a Wechat chatting group 

with more than 100 members is for considerations of security, account security.  

S3: The Wechat interface said nothing about the reason for verification. It just required 

you to verify your identity through a binding bank account when you joined a group with 

more than 100 members. I think the reason behind this is because Wechat is increasingly 

dealing with money, because of the exchange of ‘Wechat virtual envelopes’565. It is for 

security. Even, I think there is another reason, because Tencent has such a huge population 

of users, for Wechat, if government does not rely on the power of Tencent…there will be 

a huge waste of public resources if merely relying on public security bureaus to ensure a 

good public order in WeChat platform, and the government may not be able to handle. If 

through internal optimization, or self-rectification of internet environment, such as 

banning advertisings, blocking sensitive words, Tencent itself can clean a lot of rubbish 

information and relieve the burden of government. Verification definitely benefits 

government regulation. If something happens, it is easy to track and find the person. ..”566 

“S5:…By requiring your personal information, intermediaries supervise and regulate the 

behavior of participants on behalf of the government, through this supervision, they will 

behave better as they are restrained. I think precaution is better than punishment 

afterwards.”567 

On the responsibility intermediaries have to regulate user behavior on their platform and maintain 

a lawful and clean online order, the focus group participants share a similar opinion with that of 

Baidu Tieba end users in the first case study, but with a slight difference. The difference lies in the 

definition of good order. On the one hand, both groups of internet users agree that order is needed 

and that intermediaries have the responsibility to maintain good order on their platforms. On the 

other hand, both Tieba hosts and Tieba end users tend to self-define their preferred order and 

common interests in clean and commercial-content-free environment, which is supplementary to, 

and creative compliance with formal rules, such as those on controlling hard-core pornography 

and nuanced regulations on sexual description. Thus, gatekeeping is the self-regulation of the 

                                                   
565 “Wechat virtual envelope” is a program developed by Wechat, friends can transfer money as presents to others 

directly through Wechat accounts.    
566 Transcript I. 6-7.  
567 Transcript I. 33.  
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community under the shadow of formal law. The focus group participants stressed a full law 

compliance character of the gatekeeping order as intermediaries indirectly enforce the formal law.    

Regardless of the substantive content of the government conscription of private gatekeepers for 

either law compliance or self-regulation and self-censorship, private intermediary gatekeeping is 

generally accepted by internet users in both case studies as a way to maintain good online order, 

as well as a good online environment. This acceptance of the delegated regulatory role of 

intermediaries largely derives from respondents’ perceptions of the social and public responsibility 

of powerful private and commercial sectors for public interests and affected end users. Even 

participants who strongly reject the real name policy and prefer self-control of personal 

information, still accept the regulatory role of intermediaries for a clean internet environment.  

4.1.1.4 Coercion by formal rules   

Several respondents during both the individual interviews with Tieba users and the focus group 

participants, mentioned that, in regard to the real name policy, formal rules equate to coercion, as 

users were unable to resist their enforcement. For the Tieba end user group, one interviewee from 

C2 referred to state coercion as one important reason for his acceptance of the real name policy, 

as he stated that, “…the most important thing is the government policy, (our) disagreement is 

useless.”568  In the focus group, two participants pointed out that coercion in the form of formal 

rules gave users no choice.  

“S2: I am against it [the real name policy] from the depths of my heart.”569   

“S3: Besides of job relationships, for communications between friends, there is no need 

for coercive real name verification. There is no necessicity for this coercive real name 

policy.”570 

“Facilitator (F): I see. You mean when it becomes a coercive administrative measure, you 

feel resistant towards it? 

S3: Since it is coercive, we have to obey it, no one can avoid it…”571 

These two participants expressed a counteractive opinion of formal rules, as on the one hand, they 

tended to recognize a responsibility to obey the formal government rule, but on the other, disagreed 

with the specific content of the rule. Without an agreement upon the content of the rule, formal 

rules, for them, meant mere state coercion.  This point was only explicitly pointed out by two 

participants to express their discomfort regarding the state coercion aspect of the government’s 

                                                   
568 C2R4 
569 Transcript I. 17.  
570 Transcript I. 18.  
571 Transcript I. 18.  
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real name policy. But this counteractive reasoning did not necessarily render the point irrelevant, 

as other participants formulated their reasons either for or against the real name policy from a more 

substantive perspective, which could substantively challenge or justify the use of state coercion.  

4.1.2 The government employee group  
For the focus group of government employees, two themes were identified in the source legitimacy 

cluster. Comparatively, the theme “problem of the regulatory authority of intermediaries” 

demonstrates that government employees provide a more serious challenge to the source 

legitimacy of intermediaries when concerned with data collection, than ordinary end users do. 

Additionally, the theme “the acceptance of government authority” reflects the full trustworthiness 

of the government in the eyes of government employees.  

4.1.2.1 The acceptance of government authority  

There was a general consensus amongst the government employee focus group, on the 

trustworthiness of governmental authority, unlike the group of ordinary end users who held 

nuanced attitudes towards the government in general. The group dynamic in the government 

employee focus group flowed towards defending the government and its exercise of power, via an 

appreciation of the good purposes for which the government acted, such as social harmony and 

stability, which are regarded as complying with the interests of the majority.  

Moreover, when talking about the control of minority opinions and unpopular political speech 

online, the focus group tended to justify such action, by the current Chinese government, by 

accepting the political reality and limits of freedom set by law.  

“F: It depends on the person I am. If I am part of a minority group, my opinions may be 

very extreme. If I post criticism of the government on Weibo every day, then I risk being 

in trouble. 

G1: Our state, after all, is a one-party state, it is not one with competing parties. So, based 

on this aspect, it may impose stricter control and regulation.  

G5: It is a free speech issue… 

G6: But what you can speak about is within the limits of the law. 

G5: Yes. 

G6: Beyond these limits, all freedoms should have some limits. 

G5: [Beyond the limits], that of course will be suppressed.”572   

                                                   
572 Transcript II. 19. 
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To sum up, the factual acceptance of governmental authority by the focus group is enhanced by 

formal law, as for them, legality, quite simply, justifies the implementation of limits to freedoms 

imposed by the government, regardless of the substantive content of the rule.  

4.1.2.2 Problem of the regulatory authority of intermediaries  

When the focus group of government employees discussed their perceptions of privacy interests, 

one participant pointed out that an individual’s identity information, as well as online browsing 

records, were both within the scope of privacy interests. Third parties, including intermediaries, 

had no right to access or collect the information.   

“G1:…the websites I have browsed, can all be called private, and such information should 

not be known by others, including service operators. As regards the registered personal 

information in the real name policy, I think there should be the requirement for real 

identity registration, but that said registered information should also be protected. I also 

think that it should not be these service providers to supervise such information. Such 

powers of supervision can be taken up by the government. When the service providers 

need certain users’ personal information, they can apply for it. If they need certain ID 

information, or to know who is registering an account, then this is information that should 

be stored by the government, not by the service providers. They do not have the authority, 

and cannot take such responsibility.”573  

“G3: There is no difficulty in letting the government directly enforce the real name policy. 

But the most important thing is to think about the maintenance cost and hardware facilities 

that would be involved. The servers alone would require one whole building.”574  

“G1:...Another aspect to consider is that, in my opinion, service providers will not 

implement (the real name policy). They will try ways to find loopholes. (It is also 

acceptable to) let the government supervise intermediaries. What kind of supervision? 

Well, if users’ personal information is leaked, and it is confirmed that this is the case, 

severe punishment could be imposed (on the intermediary)…for they are still driven by 

commercial interests, they feel that doing this would harm their profits, even state-owned 

corporations will not enforce the policy…”575 

“G3: Many good ideas are unable to be enforced, or fully enforced; one main problem 

lies with the actors…”576 
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For some government employee participants, commercial intermediaries lack the public authority 

that the government has. As intermediaries were recruited in order to play a regulatory role in the 

implementation of the government’s real name policy, the authority of intermediaries have to 

access users’ private information is doubted by the participants. Nevertheless, this point was a 

minor account raised only by G1, and during the group discussion, he also changed his mind in 

arguing for the reinforcement of governmental supervision on intermediaries in order to secure the 

security of collected personal information. The group discussion also leads to the same concern. 

“G6: Service providers must be trustworthy.  

G2: Yes.…End users are real identity verified to strengthen regulation on them. 

Regulations on service providers should also be enhanced. It is unfair to only tighten 

regulations on one party…”577 

To summarize, intermediaries are not legitimate public regulators by nature. Their source 

legitimacy derives from the delegation of regulatory power by the government through its formal 

rules. However, the group discussion tended to suggest that the mere delegation of power is not 

enough to build the regulatory authority of intermediaries. The government, as the ultimate source 

of intermediary power in implementing the real name policy, should enhance the regulation and 

supervision of intermediaries, in order to ensure the real name policy regime is trustworthy and 

fair, and enhance the regulatory authority of intermediaries in particular. As demonstrated in 

section 4.2.2.2 (b), government employee participants also recognized that there is no perfect 

alliance between the regulatory goals of the government and commercial goals of intermediaries, 

which rendered the regulatory role substantively questionable.    

4.1.3 Conclusion on source legitimacy  
Not many themes are identified in the source legitimacy cluster for the two focus groups, and the 

source legitimacy of the Chinese government is generally taken for granted by participants. The 

respondents’ attitudes were more nuanced in regard to the government’s exercise of power. A 

group of male participants tend to accept governmental regulation only on the basis of their own 

rational judgement. Moreover, state laws and policies function as a convincing formalistic 

justification of government coercion. However, without some moral agreement on the substantive 

contents of formal rules on behalf of individuals, formal rules mean mere coercion, and the 

authoritative source weakens its power of legitimizing the specific regulation.  

4.2 Substantive legitimacy  

For both categories of respondents, a large part of the interview revolved around concerns and 

discussions on the substantive implications of the real name policy for individuals’ online and 

social lives, since it is the content of the rule and the consequences of the policy that directly impact 

individuals. Ordinary individual citizens tend to experience rules and regulations primarily in a 
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substantive sense. In the substantive legitimacy cluster, four thematic patterns were identified from 

all three sets of data: “privacy pros”, “privacy cons”, “perceptions of government surveillance” 

and “perceptions of the link between informational privacy and freedom of expression”.     

4.2.1 Privacy pros  
Both the ordinary end user group and the government employee group articulated pro-privacy 

arguments in their responses and discussions. This theme of “privacy pros” aims to present the 

respondents’ concern for privacy, which can help to contour the Chinese perceptions and concerns 

of privacy interests in the context of internet information.  

4.2.1.1 Baidu Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group  

a.  Concern for the security of personal information  

Both Baidu Tieba user group and Weibo end user group expressed concerns over the security of 

personal information, regardless of an individual’s acceptance or rejection of the real name policy.  

From a group of Baidu Tieba end users who rejected the governmental real name policy, several 

respondents referred to their worry about the risk of registered personal information being leaking 

at the intermediary level, as one main reason for rejecting real name verification. The risks they 

pinpointed included the disclosure of personal information by the service provider, the stealing of 

personal information, and the unwanted dissemination of personal information, such as the 

rampant phenomena of HFS. One interviewee stated,  

“I hate these kinds of verified accounts which require my ID number. I don't like my 

personal information being disclosed too much online. Many cheaters may steal my 

information. Previously, it caused panic when users’ personal information leaked on the 

official website for the selling of train tickets (www.12306.cn). ....Even if these websites 

will not leak users’ information, it does not mean others will not steal it.”578 

For the Tieba end user group who accepted the governmental real name policy, they raised the 

same concern about the safety of personal information as one necessary condition for their 

acceptance. It was fine for this group of interviewees if identity information was only used for 

account registration, and would not be publicly disclosed to the general public. Another 

interviewee stated, “I would hesitate if the real name policy was to disclose my name publicly. But 

if it was to link my account with my ID, just like what many online games do, it is acceptable for 

me.” 579  Meanwhile, the distrust of intermediaries when it comes to the protection of users’ 

information was highlighted by some interviewees. For instance, one respondent pointed out that, 

“[n]ow the only problem was that I cannot trust the user information protection of service provider. 
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If there is going to be a real name policy, an individual privacy protection mechanism must be 

developed.”580   

For the focus group, regardless of the participants’ different attitudes towards the real name policy, 

a common complaint among participants was the arbitrary dissemination of personal information 

by commercial companies to other third parties for profits, which placed personal information at a 

high risk.  

“F: As concerns the real name policy, what do you worry about the most? 

S3: The leaking of information.”581 

“S2: Nowadays, there are promotions on the Wechat platform. If you want to click on in 

it, you have to confirm that you have logged into your Wechat account. At this point your 

information was already been leaked. Even if you stop subscribing to that promotion, your 

information has already been collected…many people do not pay enough attention to 

this… 

S6: Just like he said, you go to a bank for some business, you are told that they will keep 

your information confidential, but your phone is often called by an insurance sales person, 

a house promoter, gifts distributor, tea seller, etc. all kinds of people will call you, because 

your information has probably been leaked.  

S2: it was said, the Express forms you use for sending parcels, are sold for three Yuan 

(RMB) for each, all your information on that is sold.”582  

In summary, the confidentiality of collected personal information is largely recognized by 

interviewees as one important aspect of privacy interests.  However, it is noteworthy that the 

concern for personal information security does not necessarily lead to a rejection of the real name 

policy, as the findings show. Instead, for a group of people, if there are no other higher concerns 

than the risk of the leaking of data, the security of collected personal information, ensured by 

intermediaries, can be a sufficient condition for accepting the real name policy.  

b. Erosion of the expectation of privacy 

From the responses of the two groups of end users, it seems that an environment that does not care 

much about personal information and privacy protection eroded the interviewees’ expectation for 

privacy, which in turn reduced any resistance to the real name policy.  
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581 Transcript I. 7.  
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During the interviews with Baidu Tieba end users, several interviewees referred to one reason for 

accepting the governmental real name policy being that they did not consider it to be a big deal, 

since many other platforms already asked for real identity verification. One respondent stated,  

“I can accept verification by cellphone number, because now many things require identity 

verification by cellphone number. I feel our government has taken gradual steps in this 

direction (towards a real name internet). It first required an e-mail address and phone 

number for registration, then introduced the real name policy, in order to reduce the 

number of users rejecting the policy. The government is close to success, however. Now 

we are not that resistant to real name policy.”583 

In the focus group, the erosion of the expectation of privacy, as a result of a social environment 

which cares very less about privacy, also appeared as a topic in the group discussion: 

“S2: I think I will not worry about this problem [the leak of personal information via the 

real name policy], because now, internet [technology] is [making people] so transparent. 

When you buy a sim card, or open a bank account, these kinds of information may have 

already been shared with those interested in selling you a house, insurance, or car 

insurance. Why do those people call you? Because your information has already been 

sold.”584  

“F: Would it be better if they did not sell consumer information? 

S2: It definitely would be better. But by requiring me to provide real identity verification 

(in real name policy), there are already so many channels that can access my personal 

information, I just do another identity verification (in real name policy), I lose nothing 

new, I think.   

S3: Yes. It is because we trust the government and service providers, that we verify our 

accounts. And yet after verification, our information is sold.”585   

Thus, while the erosion of privacy expectations may lead to an acceptance of the real name policy, 

this does not mean that users do not care about information privacy. Rather, it indicates a 

discrepancy between users’ privacy interests, especially those against arbitrary information sharing 

or leaking, and the current unfavorable legal and commercial reality.    

                                                   
583 C2R4  
584 Transcript I. 7.   
585 Transcript I. 8.  
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4.2.1.2 Government employee group   

a. Concerns regarding the security of personal information 

The security of personal information is a common concern among the two categories of users. The 

same concern over the security of personal information is identified in the group discussion of 

government employees. After some group interaction, participants of this focus group accepted 

the limited real name policy as “real name for account registration, pseudonym for foreground 

interaction”. The only worry that the participants have with regards to the real name policy is the 

security of collected personal identity information at the intermediary level, and the material 

(monetary) damage resulting from the breach of privacy caused by the leak.  

“F: With real name verification, what worries you the most? 

G1: The leaking of private information, like where you live, or your name, and that this 

information is misused by ill-disposed people. 

G6: The leaking of private information. 

G2: Yes. …I feel the limited real name policy would be ok with me, if they (intermediaries) 

can protect our personal information well.”586 

Moreover, several participants realized the ubiquitous collection and disclosure of personal 

information in the current social and technological context and expressed their concern about 

losing control over their personal information. 

“G3: … [T]he things I don’t want others to know are my private information. But often, 

it is inevitable that others get to know my information. I know how horrible the internet 

and media are, because we do propaganda work. 

G1: Uncontrollable.  

G3: It is possible that one tiny movement may make you notorious, especially for our law 

enforcement agency. For many people, just one word, or action, exaggerated by the media, 

can cause a big loss for that person…So we have to pay a lot of attention to our behavior 

in our daily lives…In the last years, human flesh searches in the forum Tianya were 

rampant. …And now, even your own phone may be controlled remotely by others… 

G1: Yes, they (smartphones) have this function….If we could improve the cost of the 

unlawful disclosure of privacy it would be much better….” 587    

                                                   
586 Transcript II. 6-7. 
587 Transcript II.15.  
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Being aware of, and feeling uneasy about, the situation regarding personal information security 

does not lead to a rejection of the governmental real name policy. Government employees, on the 

one hand, tend to interpret breaches of privacy to be indirectly instrumental to the material loss 

occurring from the misuse of personal information, such as online fraud, which often causes both 

physical harm and monetary loss. The discussion over privacy interests and breaches in this focus 

group is fully and deeply informed by online fraud cases that participants are familiar with, as part 

of their daily work experiences. On the other hand, government employees interpret privacy 

interests mainly from a horizontal perspective, as the individual interests against other non-state 

actors, rather than a vertical right against the state. The state has the authority to implement any 

information security enhancing measures to protect privacy against other social actors. For them, 

privacy therefore overlaps with, and is covered by, security, rather than clashing with it, and 

privacy interests in the sense of security accounts for the necessary online identity verification 

measures which are aimed at safeguarding account security, such as the real name policy.     

b. The commercial considerations of intermediaries  

In the group discussion, the commercial considerations of intermediaries were raised by 

government employee participants as the overriding reason for both compliance and incompliance 

with the governmental real name policy at the intermediary level.  

“G3: It [the real name policy] has been in operation, but maybe not everyone is real name 

verified. Compared with the former situation, it is already a big progress. Formerly, there 

was software that could automatically comment on or forward your micro-blog… to 

improve the numbers regarding the amount your posts were commented on or forwarded. 

But now, because of the real name policy, there are much fewer zombie fans…I have 

contact with both the headquarters and our provincial division of Sina Weibo, and they 

have been committed to cracking down on zombie fans and commenting and forwarding 

software. This is, on the one hand, for commercial operations, but more importantly, and 

on the other hand, a requirement by the governmental real name policy. Because 

government authorities have very strict requirements in this regard […]. Now for the 

registration of a new account, it requires a cellphone number, through which one receives 

a verification code. The use of e-mail addresses is rare.   

G4: Yes, registration with an e-mail address is rare. 

G1: Recently, I registered an e-mail account on 163.com. After registering three e-mail 

addresses, it required you to use a cellphone number for registering e-mail account… 

G3: …For the consideration of commercial operation, if intermediaries require every 

account to be verified, many people will probably stop registering. Many people may stop 

using Wechat and Weibo. In order to keep these platforms alive, intermediaries leave a 
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gap in enforcing the government policy…on the other hand, government authorities do 

not effectively supervise the enforcement of the policy….”588 

Yet, according to the discussion, the “big V” (a verified account which has a great number of 

followers) strategy on the Weibo platform was also driven by commercial interests, as it has been 

confirmed that the “big V” can help maintain the platform, due to the great number of followers 

these accounts attract. Account verification is particularly attractive for organizational users, or 

some individual users who want to be heard and followed, and to bring their established offline 

fame onto the Weibo platform. It is consistent with the government strategy of being heard through 

an official government Weibo account. Nowadays, government authorities tend to report 

government affairs publicly through official Weibo accounts. Official government Weibo accounts 

result in the Weibo platform being an influential online channel for government authorities to make 

voice.  

“G3: Actually, Weibo is not that meaningful for individuals anymore. But for the 

government, it is the most essential channel for making its voice heard, because it can 

post 24 hours a day, anytime and anywhere. This year, regarding the public security 

system, we have three influential “public opinion” events…when this kind of negative 

news appeared, the public security bureau needed a channel to make its own voice heard. 

That is why we put so much effort into operating official accounts. 

G4: Yes, very often, we were required to operate and maintain our Weibo accounts. Even 

a small police office has its own official account…. 

G3: …Weibo is most useful for the government and commercial corporations who want 

to make their voices heard…”589.  

In comparison, experienced government employee participants realize that it is not rational, in 

terms of cost and benefit calculations, for intermediaries to enforce a direct and coercive real name 

policy upon all end users. Because of commercial considerations, intermediaries are unwilling to 

implement a comprehensive real name policy based on official ID upon all individual end users, 

but institutional users have a stronger motivation to verify their accounts, and verification is 

necessary for government authorities to post official information. The commercial verification 

system launched by Weibo only targets particular end user groups who need to use their real 

identity for posting, and it is not aimed at enforcing a comprehensive real name policy for every 

end user, such as is the case with regards to the governmental real name policy. The commercial 

real name policy still follows a voluntary strategy, which is based on the willingness of end users 

and the commercial incentives that intermediaries set for end users. In practice, a real name policy 

based on one’s real identity being verified through a cellphone number turned out to be the optimal 

choice, as can be seen from the new development of the real name policy in 2015. The result is 

                                                   
588 Transcript II. 2.  
589 Transcript II.11.  
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already a compromise between the regulatory intention of the government and the commercial 

interests of internet service providers, and lightens the standard of real name verification on social 

media platforms, making it more acceptable for end users.  

 

4.2.2 Privacy cons 
There are also opinions and perceptions that suggest positive benefits of social interaction and 

higher identity verification for individuals, which may countervail claims for privacy. It seems 

some participants do have concerns about their anonymity in public spaces and social interactions, 

but identification is also acceptable for reasonable purposes of social interactions. Self-control 

over personal information is not an absolute requirement for the respondents.   

4.2.2.1 Baidu Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group 

a) Necessary social values of identification   

In the focus group of Weibo users, there were two argumentative interpretations of the value of 

privacy and its normative implications for the participants’ perception of the real name policy. 

There were participants arguing for a strong sense of self-control over personal information as the 

core value of information privacy. This view also led them to strongly resist the coercive 

governmental real name policy. On the other hand, during the group interaction, participants also 

agreed on interpreting privacy according to its value in social interaction, and the social benefits 

of using personal information were highlighted.  

“S3: I do not want anyone to access any of my online operations.  

M: Then you will not be a social man.”590  

“S2: I resist the real name policy with all my heart, out of concerns for my privacy. I think 

you (others in the group) will agree with me, why do you not care that much about your 

privacy? 

S3: I think the reason is possibly to do with types of occupation. Maybe some 

relationships and some persons are closely related to work. If you do not verify your real 

identity, you will lose many social relations from your occupation. So, in this context, he 

[you] will not resist. 

F: The real name policy has some actual benefits.  

                                                   
590 Transcript I.16.  
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S3: Yes. But for us…when communicating with friends, we do not need this coercive real 

name verification. We have no need for this policy. 

F: I see. When it leveraged into a coercive regulatory measure, you feel resistant towards 

it. 

S3:…But in my mind, I don’t want anyone to know, or control, any of my online 

behaviors, or my activities in the offline world. If this were the case, I would feel so 

transparent, like they could control me at any time.”591  

The discussion shows that remaining anonymous in the public space and with respect to one’s 

social life is desirable. But on the other hand, the benefits of identification in normal social 

interactions are also real for people choosing to use their real name. The social necessity of 

identification and information collection is further recognized and agreed with by participants 

during group discussion, even for those who were highly concerned about self-control of personal 

information.  

“S3: I experienced that strangers, maybe not strangers, government authorities, found me 

by asking several different units for my information. Is this a leak of private information? 

It is. But I didn’t think I lost anything, and I didn’t resist it. This is the procedure you 

must go through. Otherwise, you cannot find me if something related to me happens. This 

is normal use. I don’t resist this situation.”592  

“M: I think the definition of personal information is unclear. For our neighborhood 

committee, when we were young, we knew that the committee in our village had to master 

our information. Because it was related to distributing your welfare to you. Welfare is 

mostly self-interest related. If the committee did not know your information, how could 

it set standards for distribution? So, the committee must know the information… 

S3: This is the information they must know. But when this is finished, as in when the 

personal information has already been collected, there is a risk of leaking. 

M: I think with regard to personal information, the information that can be known by 

people does not fall under privacy. Although it cannot be disclosed openly, it can be 

known by people. Probably, the information that an individual does not want to be known 

by people is information that falls under the realm of privacy….”593.  

                                                   
591 Transcript I.18.  
592 Transcript I.22.  
593 Transcript I.22. 
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 As group interaction flowed, the group dynamic turned towards a discussion of the value of 

privacy in the context of the transparency of individuals as a self-protection strategy in contexts of 

state power.  

“S1: I do not worry about the real name policy. If all behaviors are real name verified, 

they [the government agencies] can check the information, it is good. 

F: Why is it good? 

S1: For example, imagine one day I am in the area when a murder happens. I would 

probably be a suspect. Then, after checking their surveillance, there can be favorable 

evidence for me. In recent years, there were too many miscarriages of justice.”594 

“S1:  I even hope that the police can check express delivery parcels. Because I am a person 

who treasures my life. You know, to prevent risk outside of my door. For example, I buy 

things online, and I never need to hide it from others, such as the police. It does not matter 

who knows what I bought. But, maybe it is different for neighbors, relatives and friends. 

For neighbors, they may be buying things in order to carry out crimes. This risk can be 

avoided at this stage, so it ensures my personal safety is safeguarded.”595 

“S2: Actually, with regards to our event today, live recording can also be seen as a form 

of real identity verification. That is to say, in this 15 square meter room, with so many 

people, it is like a secrete assembly. Like [S1] said, opening the door, this is what we 

record, it can be a way of self-protection, right? Actually, in ordinary life, we already do 

things that are privacy related subconsciously. 

S3: It began when you were born, and your HuKou596 was registered.”597 

For Baidu Tieba end user group, although the value of privacy was not directly articulated by 

respondents, one interviewee’s response demonstrated that the requirement of the real name policy 

was incompatible with users’ understanding of privacy. One interviewee rejected the real name 

policy, on the basis that privacy interests should include self-control over personal information 

and secrets, and personal information should only be collected if it is necessary. The interviewee 

stated that, 

 “A secret that only I know is my secret. This [the real name policy] is not necessary, for 

it is not for examination or customs. The so-called privacy protection under the real name 

policy first requires you to give the state your private information, and then it promises 

                                                   
594 Transcript I.10. 
595 Transcript I.16.  
596  Hukou is one of the main official ID certificates of Chinese citizens, where individual’s specific identity 

information is recorded, including family relationships. “Hukou” is the official household register of Chinese citizens. 

“Hu” means household, “kou” means people and population.    
597 Transcript I.18.  
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to protect it. In my mind, privacy protection entails that, in the context of your counterpart 

already knowing, or having the necessity to know your private information, he promises 

not to leak it.”598     

To sum up, although there are respondents who emphasized self-control over personal information 

in order to preserve the intimacy of an individual’s private life and affairs, that is also common 

that participants tolerate and accept reasonable and necessary collection of information and 

identification with regards to normal social interactions and individual benefits, such as welfare 

and safety. In certain contexts, the protection of one’s privacy does not reach the level of ensuring 

solitude or absolute self-control over personal information. Personal information has significant 

social value for individuals as social beings as well, and can only be realized in social interactions. 

The benefits of identification can make privacy interests in self-control of personal information 

tradable. But whether to make this trade-off, or not, should be a personal choice for individuals to 

make, and only within the necessary scope. Respondents also reject any unreasonable involuntary 

collection of personal information. It is also worth noting that the fear of injustice brought by 

exercise of state power made interviewees accept the transparency/disclosure of personal 

information as a preventative strategy for self-protection.   

b) Benefits of account verification  

For the two groups of end users, there were well-recognized benefits associated with account 

verification among interviewees, pertaining to both account security and material benefits. 

Moreover, there were different perceptions of what type of personal information users were willing 

to submit for account verification.   

Several participants from Baidu Tieba end users group, who, in general, rejected the governmental 

real name policy by ID number, accepted a real name policy by cellphone number if real name 

verification was a requirement. Verification by cellphone number was conceived as a good 

compromise between the security of the Tieba account and individual freedom, preserved through 

online anonymity. One respondent stated that,  

“(Verification by cellphone number) can prevent the account from being stolen. Thieves 

can tamper with your password, but they cannot tamper with the verification code your 

cellphone received…at least they cannot know who I am just by knowing my cellphone 

number….all in all, it is best to submit as little personal information as possible. The more 

information you submit, the higher the possibility of letting others know who you are. 

The online world is a place to relax – why does it have to link with the real world?”599  

                                                   
598C2R2. 
599 C4R1  
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In the focus group, besides for the security of one’s account, female participants tended to accept 

any form of account verification requirement from service providers for the commercial incentives 

verified users receive:  

“S4: I linked my bank account to my Wechat account. I like using Wechat payments, 

because the payment platform often has promotions. I like Wechat, sometimes it has 

discounts.”600  

“S4: I feel I will worry habitually, but I will not take any actual step to resist it. I tend to 

follow the majority and the mainstream, if everyone verifies their accounts, then I will 

also do it. As for linking my bank account with my Wechat account and the possibility of 

monetary losses, I may worry mentally, but I will still link the two according to my needs. 

So, as long as the Weibo real name policy does not affect me, because I can still use a 

pseudonym for communication, real name verification only takes place at “background”. 

There is, therefore, no impact on me. I can still post in my virtual space, even when I 

don’t want my colleagues or acquaintances to see. Then I am not affected by it.  

S5: I feel that the real name policy has its benefits….Once, because of a Wechat upgrade, 

I needed to log in once more. But I only remembered my account name, and forgot my 

password. I called the customer service. He instructed my operations according to my ID 

information…”601  

“S6: I will verify my account, because it is safer.”602 

In summary, without the risk of any real harm to the individual, if there is no other overriding 

reason for objecting to the real name policy, a group of users who are not very privacy sensitive 

will accept account verification for reasons of account security or other material benefits. Even 

those who prefer online anonymity may accept account verification by cellphone number, because 

of a perceivably acceptable trade-off between anonymity and account security.    

c) Human flesh search for immoral behavior  

When the discussion was directed to the issue of the acceptability of human flesh searches 

(henceforth HFS) for immoral behavior by individuals, the majority of participants disagreed with 

this arbitrary disclosure of personal information as a punishment imposed by private actors, but 

agreed on the preservation of public interests (see table 3). Compelling public interests, such as 

anti-corruption, can override individual privacy. Argumentatively, several participants supported 

this private disclosure of immoral behavior by internet users in order to preserve social moral 

values.    
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601 Transcript I. 10.  
602 Transcript I. 12.  
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“S5: I don’t agree with HFS. I think it is an intrusion of privacy. No matter whether you 

are doing bad things or good things, or having good or bad thoughts, these are all part of 

an individual’s privacy, and have nothing to do with public order or good custom, from 

an individual’s perspective. Even for me as a good and responsible citizen, …this is still 

anothers’ personal affairs.    

S3: But this behavior could possibly be the cause of some bad influences on society, even 

harm… 

S2: It is a kind of whistle-blowing, and should be approved of.”603  

“F: For example, do you support HFS for anti-corruption?  

S5: I support this. 

F: If it is just immoral behavior, what do you think? 

S2: I would report it. If it is an anti-social thought, and could possibly harm more people, 

I would definitely report it, I would not ignore it.  

F: You mean you would report to a certain authority? 

S2: No, online, I support HFS. 

S4: I also support HFS…it is using the power of the masses when law cannot regulate the 

anti-social thought or behavior.”604  

“S7: I think this belongs to personal affairs, it should not be revealed openly....People 

inevitably make mistakes. 

S8: I think…if they do not violate the law, but it is only a moral problem, …you may 

condemn it in your heart, but it is unnecessary to create more trouble.”605 

In further group discussions, participants who support the whistle-blowing of immoral behavior 

through HFS, debated what should count as social morals and what should count as a disclosable 

moral offense. But there was no agreed standard for social morals or disclosable moral offenses.  

“S2: The way I understand whistle-blowing…failing to offer a seat to an elder on the bus 

is too tiny [to warrant it]. 

F: In which cases would you consider whistle-blowing acceptable or appropriate?   

                                                   
603 Transcript I.26.  
604 Transcript I.27. 
605 Transcript I. 26-27.  
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S2: Anti-corruption, as you said. Also, abnormal behavior, such as torturing a cat, or 

children… that case (to not offer a seat) is too slight to report.  

S4: Yes, if it is a serious violation of morals, I support HFS. 

F: Then what is a serious violation of morals?  

S4: For me, I think, you can decide in accordance with your own judgement.  

S3: Actually, I think (there is no big difference between) being immoral and being 

seriously immoral –  if it is immoral then it is so, no matter whether it is serious or not. A 

tiny thing can be immoral, serious things can also be immoral. 

S4: But offering a seat on a bus or not, that is a small thing. 

S3: For that I think you should scrutinize the circumstances. Just like the example, the 

lady who refused to offer her seat to an old man, she was a cancer patient. With such a 

shock…she should not be morally condemned.  

S1: There is definitely a big difference between littering by throwing a piece of 

wastepaper on the street and dumping a truck of rubbish.”  

In summary, the tendency of the group interaction showed that HFS was conceived as an 

infringement of individual privacy and the majority of participants disagreed with the private 

dissemination of personal information as a way of moral condemnation. On the other hand, there 

were several participants who supported HFS for the preservation of fundamental morals. The 

majority of participants agreed that anti-corruption constitutes a public interest and may override 

the privacy interest of a disclosed government official. But when defining fundamental morals and 

offenses of social morals, it was evident from the discussion that there was disagreement amongst 

the group. When participants articulated their opinions on small offenses and big offenses, a 

utilitarian comparison of big harm and small harm to society was applied by some participants, 

with the types of harm pertaining to material damage to individuals, or spiritual damage to the 

moral commonwealth. In contrast, one participant clearly rejected this utilitarian calculation, as in 

his opinion harm to the moral commonwealth is a moral offense by nature, no matter how big or 

small.  Different understandings of social morals may easily make HFS an arbitrary and private 

intervention in an individual’s private affairs.   
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4.2.3 Perceptions of government surveillance  

4.2.3.1 Baidu Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group    

a. The link between real name policy and surveillance  

Among the two groups of ordinary end users, a link between the governmental real name policy 

and the consequence of surveillance (both governmental and peer surveillance) was well 

recognized by several interviewees. A rejection of both public and private surveillance was 

articulated as one of the overriding reasons for these interviewees rejecting the government’s real 

name policy.    

In the group of Baidu Tieba end users who resisted the real name policy, several interviewees 

referred to the fear of being watched and tracked for surveillance purposes as one direct reason for 

resistance to the policy. As one interviewee stated,  

“If (the account were) real name verified, I would feel like I am being watched. No matter 

what kind of protection there is, what you post can easily be tracked back to you. Even if 

you did not say anything serious, you know he who has a mind to beat his dog will easily 

find his stick….It is actually a method of government surveillance. You know, if someone 

knows your name and official ID number, and hackers then track your IP address, your 

location can be easily found, you are tracked down, and definitely cannot run away if 

something happens.”606 

Besides government surveillance, several Tieba interviewees also pointed to online peer 

surveillance, such as HFS, as a reason for rejecting the real name policy. They commonly described 

the Tieba platform as a virtual space for playing with a new identity, which they expected to be 

clearly cut off from their offline identity. As one respondent articulated,  

“Tieba is a relatively free space. At least I never add any friends, or play in the Tieba 

community of my university, in order to avoid acquaintances. If I have to verify my real 

name, I don’t think I would want to play anymore.”607 

Another interviewee expressed a concern of positive freedom granted by the privacy of online 

behavior, stating that, “(If real name verified), my private hobby is not secret anymore. I do not 

want my information to be known to anyone else. For example, I do not want my family to know 

I read homosexual novels.”608 
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In the focus group, a direct link between government-orientated real name policy and the 

penetration of state power through government surveillance was brought into the group discussion 

by several participants.  

“S2: ‘At the system background’, your identity can be seen, but when you interact with 

others, they cannot see this.  

S5: A nickname can be used. 

S4: Yes. 

S1: It is to frighten those who post counter-revolutionary, inhumane things. 

All: (laugh)  

S1: At the ‘system background’, the government can directly track down who you are. 

S2: It can collect clues for the Public Security Bureau.”609  

“S2: That is to say, whenever my colleague posts something sensitive online, the police 

can very quickly find him/her. It happened several times. I do not know how the police 

do it. Possibly, if you leak state secrets tonight, the police will find you on the same day. 

I never know how it can happen so fast.  

S3: I will say, as long as your devices can access the internet, and you can post online, 

the Public Security Bureau, or other secret service units, have the software to surveil 24 

hours every day. If you post sensitive words, they can see it, and if it may just have been 

a joke, they will ignore it, if not, they can instantly track your IP…They can track 

everything – it is the same for our telephone communication .”610 

Consistent with the findings regarding attitudes towards governmental authority, there were 

opposite attitudes among the participants towards surveillance driven by the real name policy on 

the basis of the participants’ gender. Female participants tended to trust and obey the government 

policy, male participants tended to balance the different values at stake more contextually, and as 

a result, generally tended to reject the real name policy in order to preserve free speech.  

“S5: I prefer a high level of online real identity verification. I think you should believe 

that society will be better. I do not expect the worst from society, or online disorder. I 

think real name verification is better. Now, more and more things are real name verified, 

Weibo, Wechat, Alipay, cellphone numbers, etc. It is easier for the government to regulate. 

Then the opportunity to commit crimes, for criminals, is (lower). I think it will be better. 
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S4: I agree with S5. 

S8: I think, for me, there may be several aspects to consider. The first concerns my work. 

I may use Wechat, communicate by Wechat, for my work. It is not that important whether 

it is real identity verified or not. Another aspect concerns my social life. At the beginning, 

like in high school, we used QQ, then changed to Wechat, it does not matter, they were 

the same social media platform…For me, so far, there is no negative influence on me just 

because there is no identity verification. Thus, I think, so far so good. It is a circle of 

friends, normally I do not chat with strangers. I do not think there is a need for this 

troublesome real identity verification. Another aspect concerns commercial service. For 

this, I think it is necessary. For example, online shopping, especially for online shops… 

it is necessary to verify the real identity of a customer in order to ensure consumer 

protection…I think there is no one-fits-all conclusion.” 611 

“S1: Similar to [S8]. My work requires me to communicate with a lot of people all over 

the country, my business partners. It has to be real identity verified, because I often 

transfer money …by Wechat pay across the country. There has to be real identity 

verification for this account, and it is easier to build trust this way. On the other hand, for 

instance, recently I went to handle my Hukou, and encountered unfair treatment by the 

authorities. If I want to post some complaints online, then I do not want real name 

verification.  

S6: You [S1] want freedom of expression.  

S1: Because, for online speech, I hope it can be freer. But for business, I hope it is more 

real identity verification.”612 

“S6: …But personally, I think real name verification would be better. Because we are all 

law-abiding citizens, and will not transmit any bad or extreme speech.”613 

When comparing the two groups of interviews, it was reasonable to infer that in different contexts, 

interviewees valued privacy differently. 614  As for Baidu Tieba end users, the setting of the 

interviews was specified as being concerned with online content regulation and speech control, the 

consistent objections to the real name policy by Tieba interviewees who recognized the 

government’s purpose of surveillance of the real name policy, may indicate that users valued the 

individual freedom granted by information privacy a lot. Nevertheless, contrary to the Tieba end 

user group, focus group participants who were Weibo end users showed more tolerance for 

government surveillance in the context of personal security. As presented in the thematic 
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discussion of “necessary social values of identification”, when weighing privacy against personal 

or monetary security, concerns about security may override privacy. 615  Since social media 

platforms and accounts began integrating online payment functions, besides expression, different 

contexts collapsed into one, and thus the preservation of users’ different privacy expectations may 

become more challenging.  

b. Chilling effect on speech  

The idea that privacy and free expression may mutually reinforce each other is theoretically well-

established in the Western literature on privacy. 616  Personal information collection and 

surveillance could inevitably impose a chilling effect on behavior and free expression.617 As shown 

in (a), the chilling effect was also perceived by Tieba interviewees who preferred online free 

expression and rejected the government’s real name policy as a way of government surveillance. 

The same perception was also raised by several participants of the focus group.  

 “S3: …Asking you to link your bank account to your Wechat account… is for your 

account security. But there is another reason. Tencent has such a large population of 

users…if something happens, it is easier to find the person. 

S2: For individual users, Wechat real identity verification has a deterrent effect, because 

it does not allow you to speak bluntly.  

F: Self-discipline? 

S4: Oh, yes. 

S2: It definitely has an effect on self-discipline. Because your identity is so transparent, 

how could you dare to say what you want to say?”618 

One the other hand, it was worth pointing out that, in both groups, there were interviewees who 

took the concern regarding the chilling effect of the real name policy on free speech lightly. The 

reason for taking this concern lightly was that, as law-abiding citizens, they seldom posted 

“unlawful” speech online. Several Tieba end users who accepted the real name policy expressed 

only a slight concern over the chilling effect that the real name policy may have on their free 

speech. One end user stated that, “(if it is a) normal discussion, the government will not pay 

attention to you. So, it is unnecessary to worry about it for ordinary people.”619 In the focus group, 

the same pattern appeared in the group discussion.  

                                                   
615Text to Chapter 6, section 4.2.2.1.  
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“S5: If there is coercive real name verification, I do not resist it, as I do not feel like it has 

a big impact on me. 

S3: Yes. Because we will not post those kinds of things… 

S4: Inhumane things. 

S5: Good citizens. 

S6: Yes. We are all law-abiding citizens, we will not post news that may negatively 

influence public opinion. 

S3: Actually, as high-quality citizens, not only would we not post such things, but we 

would not forward them either. 

S4: Yes.”620 

“S4: For us, whether or not our real identity is verified makes no difference. 

S5: Yes. I feel the same.”621 

 To sum up, the concern over the chilling effect was different for different interviewees when 

considering their own social status. It is plausible to assume that the majority, considering 

themselves “good citizens”, have good reason for showing only light concern towards the chilling 

effect. But for minorities, who may have different thoughts or opinions from the mainstream, the 

chilling effect is real, and serves as an overriding reason to reject the government’s surveillance-

driven real name policy.  

4.2.3.2 Government employee group    

a. Unnecessary worry about government surveillance  

The majority of government employee participants agreed with the intent of the real name policy 

- to facilitate online law enforcement on the one hand, and to enhance personal accountability for 

speech on the other. As for the surveillance effect of the real name policy, participants felt that it 

was unnecessary to worry about government surveillance: 

“F: I raised the concern that, if I were real name verified, I might feel like I am being 

watched, and this might constrain my free behavior online.”622  

“G3: This is an exaggerated worry; you worry too much.  
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F: Why? 

G5: Because no one has time to watch you. Just like things being sent via e-mail, do you 

think that there is someone who deliberately watches your e-mail inbox? You are not a 

very important person or big name; no one will pay attention to you. If you were a 

celebrity, you would need to be careful. 

G3: Yes, no one really has time to pay attention.  

G2: Also, what I want to say is that there is no need to worry, for if they wanted to track 

you, they could find you in any case (even without the real name policy). 

G3: Yes, if necessary, they can track you down.”623  

Unlike the rejection of the intention of surveillance of the real name policy shown in interviews 

with end users, the logic of government employees was that surveillance was not designed for 

prying on every single, or particularly ordinary, individual; it only paid attention to persons whom 

authorities had good reasons to track down.    

b. Privacy interests vis-à-vis intermediaries, but not vis-à-vis the government  

In the group discussion, although participants recognized that the collection and disclosure of 

personal information was contrary to a person’s privacy interest, the identified privacy interests 

that were raised were only perceived horizontally, vis-à-vis commercial and private actors, but not 

vertically, vis-à-vis the government.  

“G5: As for the government, our basic information is all managed by the Public Security 

Bureau….it has to be controlled by the government… 

 G4: Yes, for government authorities, individual privacy is not private. It is necessary 

information management between the regulator and the regulated. …This basic 

information constitutes a framework for the government to provide services. 

G3: …The government controls a lot of your personal information...For most people, 

there is no privacy vis-à-vis the government. The government, as a public authority, is 

too powerful for the individual. If the government wants to find you, or your information, 

they have so many ways…basically, the individual has no privacy.”624    

“G1: But it is not a bad thing. For the majority, it is probably a good thing. The 

government knows where everyone lives, and their identity information, so an individual 

will pay attention to their own behavior. If the government knows nothing about a person, 
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they may just kill someone, and no one can find them…then they may kill more…for the 

majority, the harm would be much larger.  

G3: At this moment, the importance of cameras comes into it. 

G1: This harm is very tiny for the individual person. Think about it, it is very rare that it 

is the government that leaks your personal information, and thus harms your life.”625  

As the theme showed, if interpreting privacy as confidentiality of the collected personal 

information against arbitrary disclosure, and without investigating the purpose of data collection, 

the liberal value of privacy against state is defined away from the legitimacy inquiry of real name 

policy.  

c. Social stability in the interest of the majority  

For the government employee group, the ultimate justification for the real name policy and relevant 

political speech control was to maintain social stability, which was perceived to be in the interest 

of the majority.  

“G5: …Freedom of expression is related with the quality of our citizens – if speech is left 

unregulated, there will probably be mass events. It will not only be about complaint, there 

will probably be violent conflicts. People are very easily agitated….All in all, the most 

important aspect is stability.  

G6: Stability overrides everything else. 

G1: For example, sometimes, it is impossible for policies to benefit every individual. 

Some people will probably complain. A democratic approach may be better. But, any 

regime change needs revolution. For every family, social turbulence is a tragic thing. Thus, 

we have to go after the benefits and try to circumvent any disadvantage, to choose the 

lesser of two harms. Everything follows this logic, it is all in the interest of social harmony 

and stability.”626  

“G3: We disagreed about the freedom of expression you mentioned….We have worked 

for several years, and have been strongly brain-washed.” 627 

The idea that stability trumps everything was the official political rhetoric for the final justification 

of a series of government interventions and constraints on internet freedom and online speech. It 

was shared by, or at least reflected upon, in this focus group of government employees. In their 

reasoning, a utilitarian view of balancing public interests and individual interests is applied. 

Moreover, collective or public interests can always override individual rights and interests. It is 
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also interesting to note that government employees may side with the government on the point of 

stressing collective values as government employees, whilst nevertheless admiring the liberal 

values of individual freedom, as individuals. 

4.2.4 Perceptions of the link between information privacy and freedom 

of expression  
The relationship between information privacy and freedom of expression is articulated both in the 

Tieba and Weibo ordinary end user groups. Nevertheless, respondents expressed opinions that 

advocate freedom of thought and expression, as undergirded to information privacy, while there 

also expressing the opinion that freedom of expression can be limited in the interest of discipline 

and environmental clean-up, and that individual free thought, linked with information privacy, 

should be limited in order to preserve fundamental morals. Comparatively, there is no new pattern 

in relation to the Government employee group.  

4.2.4.1   Baidu Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group   

a.  Speech clean-up and discipline  

Among the 13 Baidu Tieba interviewees, there were seven end users who accepted the 

governmental real name policy. The most common reason for the acceptance was end users’ 

expectation of a clean online environment for interaction, as well as the effect that the real name 

policy was expected to have on self-discipline. For these interviewees, the only concern about the 

real name policy was the security of the collected personal information at the intermediary level, 

as discussed in section 4.2.1.1(a). Several interviewees referred to the negative effect of online 

anonymity, as “many people may use anonymity to do bad things”628.  Therefore, the real name 

policy was expected to enhance discipline and self-discipline. As one interviewee pointed out,  

“I used to resist the real name policy, but now the water is so troubled with regards to 

social media platforms. I think I can accept the real name policy now. Too many people 

nowadays have no self-discipline at all, so it is necessary to set some constraints.”629 

During the discussion in the focus group of ordinary Weibo users, the causality between the real 

name policy and self-discipline was doubted by one participant, who directly contradicted the idea 

that the real name policy is expected to have an effect on self-discipline, which was recognized by 

other participants, as presented in section 4.2.3.1(b). But, comparatively, its deterrent force and 

the general disciplinary effect upon the general public were discussed and largely agreed upon in 

the focus group. Between the real name policy’s chilling effect and its impact on self-discipline, 

the latter is perceived to constitute a positive benefit of the real name policy by a larger group of 

participants:  
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“S7: I think the real name policy is good for the growth and development of individuals. 

Because when your information is transparent, you will be very careful about doing and 

saying certain things. When you do bad things, you will think about the fact that your 

personal information is controlled by someone else, and so you will constrain yourself to 

not commit wrongs…I think the real name policy is good.”630  

“S3: I think the real name policy does not necessarily have a relationship with breaking 

the law or not. Even without a real name policy, I will not break the law. It is down to my 

personal view. It is not necessary to constrain people through the real name policy.”631  

“M: I support the real name policy. But with regards to individual privacy, I will not draw 

a very clear line. Privacy can be preserved. The real name policy is really a clean-up of 

the online environment. So, I do support it. It will have certain constraining effects on 

those who have a certain [bad] tendency.    

S8: It will at least force those who post anti-social speech to carefully consider what they 

wish to post, before posting anything. 

M: Yes.”632     

The disciplinary effect, especially the effect that the real name policy has on self-discipline, may 

be vary amongst subjects (individuals). Although several participants recognized the effect that 

the real name policy has on discipline and the clean-up of the online environment, there was one 

participant who considered it unnecessary to try to discipline people by means of the policy as, in 

his/her view, self-discipline did not necessarily derive from external intervention or limitation. But 

it is nevertheless highly likely that the real name policy is accepted by many people on the basis 

that it has an effect on the discipline of the general public, therefore helping to clean up the online 

environment. Discipline is the positive counterpart to the chilling effect. And the participants’ 

perception of discipline follows the Confucian duty-based moral outlook, as discipline not only 

has a collective clean-up effect upon the environment, but also an indispensable component of 

self-cultivation. This interpretation of discipline stands in contrast to liberal considerations of the 

chilling effect of the real name policy, with freedom of expression constituting the basic classical 

negative liberty of individuals in liberal thought. For these participants, the general effect of the 

real name policy on discipline can override the chilling effect that this policy may have upon 

specific individuals.   

b. Privacy of thought     

When discussing the scope of privacy interests, it was commonly agreed amongst those in the 

focus group that privacy of thought was also one aspect of privacy interests, and that personal 
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information should be protected from arbitrary collection and dissemination in order to preserve 

free thought.  

“F: Imagine that there are extreme, even anti-government, thoughts slowly taking shape. 

My right to privacy could establish a shield to protect my thoughts. Do you think this 

would still belong in the category of privacy interests?   

S3: This is also privacy. 

S4: I also think this belongs to privacy. 

S7: It is. 

S3: Privacy interests do not only have material aspects, but they also have spiritual aspect, 

including both material and non-material interests.  

S7: Yes, yes. Like some celebrities, they care a lot about this aspect, for example who 

they press the button ‘like’ for, or whose posts they comment on.  

…S1: In such a situation, it (online book shopping history) should be deleted after 

finishing the purchase.  

S4: You mean to protect it. 

S1: Yes. 

S6: I also think it should be protected.  

S7: Me, too.”633  

 

4.2.5 Summary and comparison  
The themes and codes identified with regards to the substantive legitimacy of the real name policy 

map the very diverse perceptions of, and concerns about, the consequences of the real name policy 

on information privacy and other intimately-linked values. In general, the findings logically 

demonstrate a pluralism of moral reasonings, as there are conflicting moral opinions about the 

individual value of privacy, surveillance, safety and stability.  

Firstly, the findings demonstrate competing opinions on individual liberty, grounded in 

information privacy and the acceptance of surveillance. Countervailing arguments appear in 

people’s perceptions of the real name policy and its influence upon freedom. On the one hand, 

privacy, perceived as an indispensable component of the negative freedom of individuals from 
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external intervention, is recognized by a group of respondents to foster the free and intimate 

formulation of thought and expression. Comparatively, this liberal understanding of privacy is 

mainly recognized in the two groups of ordinary Chinese social media end users, whereas half of 

the thirteen Baidu Tieba end users tend to demonstrate a clearer rejection of both governmental 

and non-governmental intervention into individual freedoms in the form of surveillance facilitated 

by a mandatory real name policy. The focus group of ordinary Weibo users is more reserved and 

modest towards the real name policy, with a lower proportion of participants expressing strong 

rejection. The reason for this difference probably lies in the fact that the focus group participants 

represent the majority of society, who will not post controversial or sensitive content online, 

whereas Baidu Tieba interviewees represent a minority, who need the breathing space within the 

online community, and the negative freedom that information privacy can secure. On the other 

hand, it is undeniable that a duty-based Confucian moral outlook is applied by respondents of both 

ordinary end user groups, which countervails the moral weight of liberty-based privacy claims. 

Discipline and self-discipline, as well as the concept of a clean-up of the online environment, are 

accepted as a positive consequence of the real name policy, and lead to the acceptance of a 

mandatory real name policy. Even in the group of Tieba end users, who are more sensitive to the 

issue of freedom of expression, there are interviewees who advocate for the reinforcement of 

discipline and self-discipline. In this focus group, there are participants in support of maintaining 

social morals through peer discipline by means of HFS, as a private form of surveillance. Social 

stability is highly stressed by the focus group of government employees as the official justification 

for the real name policy. In their communitarian way of reasoning, public interests are always more 

important than individual interests, and thus the public interest in social stability is the more 

compelling interest, which should be secured in favor of any individualistic claim to privacy and 

freedom.  

For minorities, information privacy, as a negative freedom of the individual, is perceived to be 

much more significant, protecting a space for the intimate formulation of controversial thoughts 

and expressions from the tyranny of the majority. Similar to the Tieba end users, there are also 

ordinary Weibo end users who reject government intervention into individual privacy and freedom 

in the form of a mandatory real name policy, stating that the government should respect individual 

freedom and privacy. Nevertheless, more participants accept the government regulation, due to 

their trust in the government. With regards to HFS, and contrary to the perception of the 

government’s use of the real name policy for public surveillance, the majority of participants 

disagree with this private form of surveillance through HFS, but accept it if it is used in order to 

protect compelling public interests, such as anti-corruption. This perception of private disclosure 

of personal information is consistent with the “Judicial Interpretation 2014”, which reserves a 

“public interest” immunity of tort liability for the online disclosure of personal information by 

private actors.634 In contrast to public interests, maintaining social morals is a less shared value for 
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supporting HFS in the focus group, and there is no agreed standard for disclosable morally 

offensive behavior. Moreover, a comparatively large group of participants accepts public 

surveillance in the form of a mandatory real name policy, but reject peer surveillance and discipline 

by non-state actors in the form of HFS; besides one participant, who rejects neither of the two, one 

rejecting both, and one advocating HFS, but rejecting a mandatory real name policy.  (See Table 

3) 

Secondly, the relationship between information privacy and information security is multi-

dimensional and more nuanced than a simple contradiction between the two. On the one hand, it 

is agreed among all three sets of respondents that people worry about the security of collected 

personal information in the implementation of the real name policy by intermediaries. Information 

security against the leaking of personal information is one component of privacy interests. If there 

is a collection of data, there necessarily is a risk of leaks. Therefore, a higher level of protection of 

privacy by means of a limit on data collection is considered to provide better security for personal 

information. One group of respondents follows this line of reasoning. On the other hand, there is 

also an understanding that a less stringent protection of privacy may guarantee a higher level of 

information security. Several respondents confirm that a higher level of identity verification may 

increase the security of users’ online accounts. Moreover, government employees even regard 

information security secured by account verification as all the content of privacy interests, and 

therefore advocate the real name policy as a way of enhancing the security of online identity and 

information privacy.   

Thirdly, while a consensus was reached with regards to the regulation of pornography in the first 

case study, there were more disagreements regarding the real name policy in the context of the 

second case study. From the findings of the first case study, we can see a consensus among 

interviewees that the self-formed gatekeeping practice of Tieba community hosts on textual 

pornographic description, which is based on a distinction between highly pornographic and 

functional, story-based sexual description, is acceptable. A discrepancy between the interviewees’ 

individual moral reasoning in relation to online pornography regulation and the full ban policy, set 

by formal law, was demonstrated. In the real name policy case study, the majority of interviewees 

confirmed and accepted the regulatory intention of the governmental real name policy. Concerns 

surrounding disciplinary effect on online behavior, the cleaning-up of the online environment, and 

online identity security may, altogether, convince a large group of internet users to accept the 

substantive legitimacy of a mandatory real name policy. Moreover, a slight concern over the 

chilling effect that the real name policy and government surveillance have on expression of law-

abiding citizens was another theme that was largely shared by all three sets of interviewees. 

However, several interviewees rejected the real name policy based on an emphasis on individual 

liberty guaranteed by an independent private space vis-à-vis both governmental and non-

governmental intervention. This was particularly expressed alongside a sense that the right to 

privacy is considered to ensure a breathing space for the free formulation of thought and expression. 

Yet, although such intellectual privacy was recognized by the majority of interviewees, including 
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the government employee group, but when linked this concern to real name policy, said 

interviewees did not feel a strong sense of intrusion into their private space by government or 

service providers. This is probably because an individual’s sense of responsibility for one’s own 

expression and behavior in public spaces override the concern of intellectual privacy. This also 

conforms with the Confucian view of the harmony of the private and public realms.   

4.3 Procedural legitimacy  

Four themes were identified from the interviews with the three categories of interviewees. With 

respect to the focus group of ordinary Weibo end users, they were 1) the different attitudes towards 

personal information collection and disclosure, and 2) the lack of a distinction between the 

regulatory role and the commercial role of intermediaries. As regards the focus group of 

governments employees, the themes were  3) the procedural requirement for accessing information 

and 4) the lack of intermediary accountability.  

4.3.1 Ordinary end user group  

4.3.1.1 Attitudes towards information collection and consent 

Information collection and information disclosure, as two different types of personal information 

processing, intertwine with individual privacy interests in a procedural sense. Correspondingly, 

the real name policy mainly pertains to an information collection process, and HFS is essentially 

a process of personal information disclosure. Within the focus group of ordinary end users, the 

majority of participants disagreed with the online disclosure of personal information through HFS. 

As regards information collection, participants held more diverse attitudes.  

In a group discussion, a consent-based procedure for information collection was raised by two 

participants, and they considered that the real name policy, as a mandatory strategy, expropriated 

them of their right to give consent. For other participants, consent played a certain role in initiating 

the personal information collection processes, but carried much less weight.  For them, the real 

name policy was regarded as just one type of information collection process, which was understood 

to happen everywhere.  

“S3: It is a compulsory policy, so it is impossible to agree or disagree.”635  

“S5: …Regarding the real name policy, if the intermediary who asks for your identity 

information is very reliable, such as Tencent, Alibaba, or other big intermediaries, or the 

government, who is reliable and trustworthy, I think I can give them my personal 

information…. If it is a small website, I will not agree to provide my information, even if 

I really need to download materials from the website. Because I probably only need the 
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website once and will never use it again after that. It depends on my frequency of use and 

it trustworthiness.”636  

“S4: I feel I am usually not that sensitive to privacy protection. I mean, I feel nothing 

towards the collection of my personal information.  

S3: Do not you [S4] feel that it has a bad impact on you? 

S4: Yes. Because the premise is I never touch upon those ill-formed websites. 

S3: It becomes a part of normal life to fill in and give out personal information. 

S4: Yes, yes. Very normal. I just do it habitually.  

S2: I am very resistant to it. It [the collection] must be based on my consent, if I can 

choose.  

S3: I am different from S4. So long as it asks for my ID information, including my 

cellphone number, I will consider carefully whether it deserves to be given my 

information.  

S7: I think it should be voluntary, to have your information collected. It must be based on 

your consent…”637 

“S6: I think it depends on what type of information is collected. If it is only a cellphone 

number, I do not mind. But if it requires my ID information, bank account information, 

or other very sensitive information, I will be more prudent… 

S8: For me, if the intermediary is trustworthy, I feel fine with it. But if I have doubts about 

the intermediary, I will not [give consent].”638 

Generally, when talking about consent, all participants expressed the expectation that personal data 

is something that belongs to the individual, and should be controlled by the owner of the data. The 

collection of personal data by information service providers should be consent-based, and only 

trustworthy intermediaries may be given consent. There was one participant who was not very 

insistent on consent, because she was not very sensitive when it came to information privacy vis-

à-vis commercial service providers. For those participants who insisted on consent-based 

collection of personal information, emphasis on consent was consistent with their expectation of 

self-control of privacy information. But consent is not a free-standing condition for the 

legitimization or challenge of data collection, nor is it independent from other substantive 
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perceptions of people. It is still the substantive perceptions of people that determine how much 

moral weight to give to consent in different data relationships. When comparing participants’ 

expectations about consent as a condition for data collection with people’s attitude toward 

government authority and the government-driven real name policy, individual users’ consent was 

only a condition for data collection in horizontal relationships between private actors, not a 

limitation of the vertical exercise of governmental power. Several participants chose to trust and 

follow the directive of the government authority, meaning that it was irrelevant for them whether 

there was consent or not. For those participants who stress individual consent in the context of the 

mandatory real name policy, the validity of consent derives from the individual freedom they 

believe individuals enjoy vis-à-vis the state and private actors. The source of the power of data 

collection matters, apparently determining people’s consideration of consent. Participants stress 

individual consent with regards to data collection by private and commercial actors, but consider 

it less relevant in their perception of the mandatory real name policy. Therefore, for them, the real 

name policy is involuntary, and not consent-based, but still acceptable from the higher concern of 

public interests. Also, in horizontal relationships, the sensitivity of personal information matters 

with regards to whether consent is stressed or not. For very sensitive personal information, such 

as ID information or bank account details, consent may be more relevant. But users may be less 

careful about the collection of cellphone numbers, because cellphone numbers are considered less 

sensitive. This provides one reason why a cellphone number-based social media real name policy 

is much more acceptable from the perspective of internet users than directly requiring ID 

information, and thus this kind of policy is successful in its implementation.   

4.3.1.2 Unawareness of the regulatory purpose of the real name policy  

Another theme with procedural significance identified in the focus group of ordinary end users 

was that participants did not clearly distinguish between the regulatory and the commercial role of 

intermediaries in implementing the real name policy. As a result, participants perceived regulation-

driven policy and commercially-driven policy as one and the same with regard to the intermediary 

level.   

In the focus group, when asked about their knowledge of the Weibo real name policy, participants 

mentioned examples of various real identity verification strategies from different platforms, such 

as the big “V” strategy on the Weibo platform, user identity verification through ID information 

on Alipay, Wechat real identity verification via cellphone or ID information, identity verification 

by bank account for joining Wechat chatting groups with more than 100 members, and identity 

verification by cellphone number, bank account and ID information for official Wechat accounts. 

For intermediaries, the motivation or justification for applying these verification strategies could 

be business-driven, or directly driven by government regulation, or it could be a perfect alignment 

of the two. But during the interaction of the focus group, the first impression of ordinary end users 

was that these real identity verification processes were set by the intermediary for commercial 
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purposes. As was evident from the flow of group discussion, a large group of participants tended 

to perceive and interpret these identity verification strategies as stemming from purely prudential 

reasons in line with intermediary’s commercial promotion for the utility and benefits of account 

verification, as presented in section 4.2.2.1(b).  

As the regulatory purpose aligns with, and hides behind, intermediaries’ business promotion, it 

inevitably makes the government real name policy much more invisible and ordinary users much 

more unaware of it. This makes it hard to resist these account verification strategies, with the 

dominating market power of giant intermediaries making the real name policy less direct and 

coercive.     

4.3.2 Government employee group  

4.3.2.1 Procedural requirement for accessing personal information  

In the focus group of government employees, participants raised the question of internal procedural 

requirements for the government officers to access the personal information of citizens.  

“G4: We are very strict in accessing and checking citizens’ information, especially for 

the internal network of the public security system. It is strictly confidential. Do not worry 

about information being leaked by us. We continue to improve our internal rules in respect 

of information confidentiality.  

G1: Because so many people are under the scope of surveillance. It is impossible to track 

you without reason, to see what you do or where you are going. No one has the time, 

right? ”639  

The procedural safeguards emphasized by government employees were related to the protection 

of the confidentiality of the collected information. Participants did not mention the procedural 

requirements for the collection of personal information in the first place. The procedural 

safeguards may serve privacy interest as concerns the confidentiality of collected personal 

information, but they keep the issue of information collection detached from procedural scrutiny, 

and thus, may not protect citizens from being too easily transparent in the face of unlimited 

government intervention.   

                                                   
639 Transcript II.18. 
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4.3.2.2 The lack of intermediary accountability for user information security   

Government employee participants recognized the responsibility of intermediaries to ensure the 

confidentiality of collected personal information, stating that holding intermediaries legally 

accountable for users’ information was the way to enforce the real name policy in a fair way.  

“G2: …The government should reinforce the supervision of intermediaries. Because in 

2014 or 2015, I can not remember clearly, the personal information of millions of Tianya 

end users was leaked from a forum.  

G4: Recently, the official train ticket website 12306.com informed everyone that they 

should change their password. I received the reminder, the website sent the reminder 

through a Popup, to recommend its users to change their password. All user information 

was leaked, although the website did not admit it. When you log in, the website will 

remind you to change your password.”640 

“G2: What I want to say is, the supervision of intermediaries should be reinforced. The 

investigation of the accident should not end up with nothing conclusive. For example, 

nothing happened to the intermediary after Tianya end users’ information was leaked. In 

2011, when the renting information of the users of one hotel was leaked, this resulted in 

many people divorcing. Still, nothing happened to the website provider or the hotel. If 

there is to be a real name policy, Sina Weibo must protect our user information.”641 

“G5: Basically, I think it is safer if personal information is in the hands of the government 

than in the hands of commercial companies.”642    

As we have identified in the substantive legitimacy theme cluster, government employees tend to 

interpret privacy as information security, and stricter identity verification is considered to produce 

more security.643  With this substantive consideration in mind, it is plausible for government 

employees to voice the expectation of making intermediaries legally accountable for the security 

of collected user information, which they collect both for regulatory and business purposes.   

4.3.3 Reflections on the procedural legitimacy cluster  
Compared with the codes and themes identified in source and substantive legitimacy clusters, 

respondents expressed much fewer procedural concerns with respect to the real name policy. 

Besides concern towards the role of consent in data collection, there is no significant procedural 

concern regarding the enforcement of the real name policy, as consent is a rather irrelevant 

                                                   
640 Transcript II.8. 
641 Transcript II.8. 
642 Transcript II.18. 
643 Chapter 6, section 4.2.1.2 (a).  
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procedural requirement in the context of the mandatory real name policy for the majority. 

Compared with Baidu Tieba content regulation case, two points are worth noting here.  

Firstly, although internet intermediaries play a pivotal role in both case studies, both in relation to 

standard setting and to the implementation of regulation, comparatively, different modalities of 

decentralization are involved. Both the standard setting and implementation of the mandatory real 

name policy are centralized at the governmental and commercial intermediary level, through the 

invisible handshake between the government and commercial ICT companies. The end user 

community, as the subjects of regulation, is relatively passive during this process, and does not 

have much space to participate in either the standard setting or enforcement process. In contrast, 

the intermediary content gatekeeping in Baidu Tieba is more decentralized, as the end user 

community, represented by community hosts, participates in both the rewriting of regulatory 

standards and the implementation processes, when they exercise self-regulation in individual Tieba 

communities. The implemented standards in host gatekeeping practices is co-shaped by formal 

regulation, Baidu regulation, and self-defined norms of the user communities. Meanwhile, a more 

horizontal regulatory communication is applied in the context of the content handling process of 

hosts. For the real name policy, it is probably the negotiation between the government and 

commercial ICT companies that determines the relevant identity verification standards, which 

have developed from requiring end users to provide official ID information, to asking them to 

provide their cellphone number as the primary way of verifying their social media account, whilst 

reinforcing real identity verification for cellphone numbers at the ISP level. The acceptance of end 

users may be one important reason for this reshaping of standards, but the whole decision-making 

process takes place in a black box and is thus invisible to the public. This is the invisible handshake 

between the government and ICT companies, with end users not participating in the decision-

making process.  

Secondly, it is worth noting that censorship and surveillance have different mechanisms for 

wielding control, as is reflected in the procedural legitimacy themes of the two case studies. For 

the purpose of online content and behavioral control, surveillance is a more indirect and intangible 

mechanism than that of censorship, as its disciplinary effect on individuals is based on the 

successful internalization of the enforced norms through the identification and creation of a sense 

of being watched, rather than the direct blocking or removing of content, as is the case with 

censorship. The Confucian view of privacy would say that discipline is a more acceptable measure 

for the internalization of social norms than direct censorship which represents direct state coercion, 

because being disciplined by others may have an educational effect on individuals, and assist the 

self-cultivation. But too much surveillance into the private affairs and spaces of individuals is also 

undesirable for Confucian superior man, since it constricts the space for individuals to reflectively 

accept social and moral rules.  

According to the findings, the legitimacy of the real name policy and the following surveillance 

relies on the disciplinary effects that such have upon individuals. The achievement of the 
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disciplinary and educational effects of surveillance depends many factors. As the findings suggest, 

although, for the respondents, the regulatory purpose of an online real name policy is hidden 

behind, and hybridized with, the commercial purpose, when it was revealed to the respondents that 

the government is the source of the real name policy, they were immediately able to realize the 

government’s intention of using the real name policy for the control of speech. Theoretically, with 

this awareness, those people who disagree with current information laws and the regulation of 

content, and have the intention of being disobedient to any unjust law, might change their online 

behavior and restrict their online expression. But in practice, as most ordinary Weibo end users do 

not have this awareness, and define themselves as law-abiding citizens, the discipline and 

deterrence effect of the real name policy may be futile, especially in regard to said citizens, and to 

the law-abiding internet users that they represent in general.  

Being transparent about the purpose and process of surveillance is a double-edged sword for the 

regulator. On the one hand, only when being fully aware of being watched can people internalize 

a certain sense of discipline and normalization of behavior. On the other hand, too much 

transparency inevitably offers individuals more information and thus a greater chance of 

circumventing surveillance or censoring technology. Just as the common practice of end users 

circumventing the auto-filtering system of Baidu Tieba, the regulatory or normative effect of the 

filtering system is nullified when the large majority of end users chooses to ignore and circumvent 

its sensitive word-based filtering system, due to their knowledge of the sensitive word list and the 

auto-filtering system. Of course, whether or not the regulated users can successfully circumvent 

surveillance or censorship is also determined by the difficulty of circumvention. Comparatively, 

the filtering system is much easier to circumvent than the real name policy. As we discussed 

previously, the dominating market power of major social media platform providers can easily 

leverage the power of state law, leaving end users with no choice but to accept the cellphone 

number-based real name policy.  

5. Conclusion  
In this chapter, the development of the government’s real name policy with respect to the Chinese 

internet was analyzed, and it was shown how this policy developed into a cellphone number-based 

social media real name policy. Subsequently, the qualitative empirical findings of the real name 

policy case study were analyzed and presented. The thematic analysis pertained to the source, 

substantive and procedural legitimacy of the mandatory real name policy, from the perspective of 

both ordinary social media end users and government employees. The general conclusion resulting 

from the analysis was that the regulatory modality of private intermediary gatekeeping, both for 

the sake of improving compliance with the law and for self-regulation, is accepted as a regime, as 

it conforms with users’ perception of the public responsibility of powerful private actors in 

maintaining public interests. Secondly, and more specifically, for the majority of interviewees, 

who define themselves as law-abiding citizens, the mandatory real name policy based on cellphone 

numbers implemented by internet intermediaries is substantively acceptable. For the smaller group 

of interviewees, they do not accept the mandatory real name policy because they see real name 
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policy is a disproportionate invasion of privacy and private space by the government, but the real 

name policy implemented by intermediaries is procedurally less transparent and difficult to 

circumvent or resist.  

With regards to source legitimacy, not only is the public authority of the Chinese government and 

its laws accepted as the legitimate state authority, but end users also accept the role of internet 

intermediaries as co-regulators of their hosted platforms, to ensure good online public order. This 

acceptance may be explained by the traditional Chinese culture, in which powerful private actors 

are generally supposed to take on a greater responsibility for the commonwealth and for society, 

in accordance with their social roles and capacities. Only one government employee challenged 

the authority of private intermediaries to collect user data for regulatory purposes, suggesting the 

reinforcement of the supervision of intermediaries through government authorities, and the 

improvement of the procedural legitimacy of data collection for the sake of holding private 

intermediaries accountable, as remedies for the source legitimacy deficit.  

Respondents reflected the most on substantive legitimacy. Generally, the perceptions of 

respondents of the real name policy, and the values and interests related to said policy, 

demonstrated a moral pluralism, just like the first case study. The official interpretation of the 

intention of the real name policy by the government does not sound completely alien or discrepant 

to the large group of respondents. There are common themes for all three data sets. Firstly, it is the 

concern for the security of collected data as a dimension of privacy interests. Secondly, the 

traditional Confucian, duty-based, communitarian value of a clean and good public order, the 

individual moral duty of self-discipline, and the individual responsibility for one’s own speech and 

behavior in public space are identified by respondents. And thirdly, there is also agreement among 

interviewees on the intellectual privacy guaranteed by the confidentiality of personal information 

and an independent private space against third parties. Most interviewees emphasize the traditional 

Chinese values as they define themselves as law-abiding citizens, having trust in government, and 

having nothing to hide. Thus, they accept the real name policy. A smaller group of interviewees, 

however, view privacy, private space and private life are valuable and legitimate concerns that 

government should respect. And the preservation of privacy does not mean escaping from self-

discipline and responsibility for one’s own behavior and speech; they feel self-discipline does not 

derive from any exteral surveillance.  Thus, the current legal provisions on the rights to freedom 

of expression and privacy are consistent with the values and perceptions of the group of people 

representing the majority of law-abiding citizens, but fail to reflect the needs of the group of people 

who are willing to obey the law, but may represent the minority and hold more controversial 

thoughts, or who are merely proponents of individual liberty and privacy, as this group of people 

feel coerced by government power.  

Social stability was emphasized in the government employee group to justify governmental 

information laws and regulations, including both censorship and the real name policy. But end 

users in the two case studies did not reflect much on stability. It is thus pertinent to infer that 
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stability is a value that every citizen needs and can benefit from, but is also too political and too 

broad a concept to be reflected in the private morality of individuals, thus leaving room for the 

government authority to disproportionately interpret it into anything it wants.  

From a procedural perspective, as a comparison in section 4.3.3 showed, contrary to host 

gatekeeping, which is primarily perceived as a self-regulation system of information, the real name 

policy is more of a law enforcement process through commercial intermediaries. Thus, end users 

do not participate in the standard setting and implementation process, although they influence the 

standard setting through the co-regulation of government authorities and commercial 

intermediaries. Moreover, the regulatory mechanism and power dynamics also differ between 

surveillance and censorship. The government’s purpose of surveillance in the name of the real 

name policy is less direct and transparent for ordinary end users than content censorship in the 

form of filtering and host gatekeeping. From the procedural legitimacy dimension, host 

gatekeeping is therefore more procedurally legitimate than the opaque data based surveillance 

under the real name policy. Moreover, the real name policy is only the first step in surveillance, 

which, by itself, does nothing, only becoming relevant if there are follow-up surveillance activities 

that monitor particular content and then take action, using the real name data-base to trace the 

origin. It, therefore, depends considerably on how the follow-up monitoring is done and what 

procedural safeguards are applied to evaluate the procedural legitimacy of the real name policy as 

a form of surveillance.   

All in all, the mandatory cellphone number-based real name policy is substantively acceptable for 

a large group of people, especially those who profile themselves as law-abiding, but substantively 

unjustified for those people who have a strong preference for intellectual privacy, freedom of 

thought and expression, and the negative freedom from external intervention. Moreover, 

procedurally, the opaque intention of the real name policy makes it difficult to contest, but at the 

same time, may also reduce the disciplinary effect that the real name policy may have on the 

general public.    
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Chapter 7  Reflections on the Case Studies 

and Conclusion 

1. Introduction   

In this thesis, the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping for regulatory purposes, in the context of 

the Chinese internet, is framed and assessed. The main contributions of the thesis are, firstly, to 

provide insights as to the intermediary gatekeeping practices and processes that are performed on 

the internet, and which are under the shadow of governmental rules and policies on the control of 

information, as well as to understand how private gatekeepers implement said regulations. 

Secondly, to understand how Chinese internet users experience the regulatory gatekeeping 

implemented by private gatekeepers, and what moral reasons and motivations they have in relation 

to their perceptions and attitudes towards said regulatory gatekeeping. The doctrinal analysis of 

the governmental and legal conscriptions of intermediary gatekeeping on the internet, and of the 

individual rights of freedom of expression and privacy, as well as the Chinese understanding of 

the value of freedom of expression and privacy, provided us with the background information 

required for the main analysis. Based on a theoretical framework of legitimacy, two empirical case 

studies - content censorship in Baidu Tieba communities and the implementation of the real name 

policy on social media platforms in order to enhance the traceability, and disciplining and self-

discipline of users  - were conducted and analyzed so to understand the role of private gatekeepers 

in the intermediary gatekeeping process, what they do, how users experience their regulations, and 

the reasons behind the opinions and behavior of said end users.  

The main research question is “What are the challenges to the legitimacy of the intermediary 

gatekeeping regime in the Chinese internet regulatory system, and what are the possible ways to 

address these challenges?” This is mainly answered through the findings of the two empirical case 

studies.  This chapter is a discussion that synthesizes the findings of the two case studies and 

reflects upon the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping with respect to the Chinese internet, 

based on these findings. 

It is shown that end users seldom question the role of private gatekeepers - platform service 

providers and community hosts - as active regulators of online platforms. But end users express 

very nuanced perceptions and attitudes towards the substance and procedure of the exercise of 

gatekeeping power in the context of content regulation and behavioral discipline. Substantively, 

intermediary gatekeeping is acceptable to end users if it rightly reflects the opinions and 

perceptions of end users, and facilitates user participated self-regulation, or co-regulation between 

the government and intermediaries. The first case study shows direct government intervention into 

user generated information is generally regarded as being too oppressive with respect to the free 

expression of end users. Both private gatekeepers and end users disagree with the government rule 
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that fully prohibits online pornography. Yet, opinions on the discipline enhancing purpose of the 

real name policy in the second case study are diverse among the interviewed end users. The 

findings indicate that there is both congruence and discrepancy between the opinions and 

perceptions of the Chinese social media users on the one hand, and the regulatory purposes and 

practices of the conscripted intermediary gatekeeping on the other. These both challenge and 

confirm the legitimacy of regulatory intermediary gatekeeping.   

The regulatory legitimacy challenge of the intermediary gatekeeping regime conscripted by 

government lies with the purposes behind the corresponding government regulations, since said 

regulatory purposes have no intention to respect or tolerate reasonable moral pluralism among end 

users. But the intermediary gatekeeping practices, as a form of private ordering, contribute to the 

creative interactionswith the formal rules by end users, or at least a compromise in rule-making 

between the governmental purpose of information and behavior control and the needs of the users. 

Moreover, traditional Chinese values may provide a possible way to explain users’ perceptions of 

regulation and control, and mitigate some of the challenges to the legitimacy of regulatory 

intermediary gatekeeping. To some extent, traditional Confucian values may provide the local 

cultural soil for cultivating the public culture of participation and deliberation of end users in 

internet governance in the Chinese internet regulatory modality. In addressing the legitimacy 

challenge of intermediary gatekeeping, the government should be more confident in taking a 

hands-off approach to the regulation of content on the internet, placing more trust in end user self-

regulation and discipline, whilst, in the meantime, enhancing the public accountability associated 

with the gatekeeping powers of internet intermediaries that affect the legal rights and interests of 

end users. These findings will be elaborated upon in the following sections.   

2. Comparative analysis of the two case studies  

The findings of the two case studies reflect upon the three dimensions of political legitimacy we 

mentioned in Chapter 5: source legitimacy, substantive legitimacy and procedural legitimacy. The 

design of the semi-structured interview questions was based on these three dimensions (source, 

substance and procedure) of the exercising of gatekeeping powers.  A subjective understanding of 

legitimacy indicates that the legitimate exercise of authority lies in that authoritative directive 

reflect the moral expectations of the subordinate. The data analysis aimed to understand the 

opinions and perceptions of private gatekeepers and end users, which, together, reflect the 

legitimacy concerns associated with the multiple modalities of the exercise of power involved in 

intermediary gatekeeping. The case studies show that intermediary gatekeeping is not one single 

modality of regulatory/gatekeeping exercise of power, but instead, incorporates multiple public 

and private regulatory modalities and the hybridization of public and private power.   
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2.1 Understanding intermediary gatekeeping in China 

2.1.1 Intermediary gatekeeping as government rule implementation, as well as self-

regulation 

The control of online pornography is more decentralized, and distributed to multiple layers of 

traditional private gatekeepers, including both commercial intermediary gatekeepers and the more 

independent community gatekeepers, such as Baidu Tieba hosts. The case studies concentrate 

mainly on traditional gatekeepers and their controlling of offensive, as well as unlawful, content, 

as defined by government rules; the government inserted gatekeepers for special government 

purposes, such as officially hired platform administrators and commentators, “five cent party 

members” (wu mao dang),644   are not addressed in the case studies.  

Delegated intermediary gatekeeping has become a convenient and cost-efficient choice for the 

Chinese government to establish their presence and control over information posted in the highly-

decentralized information environment of social media. In contrast to official state intervention, 

online gatekeeping can be a process whereby multiple private gatekeepers are conscripted and 

participate in the goal of bringing order to online information and social media platforms. This 

may facilitate the government’s aims in relation to the censorship of content or behavior control, 

or it may not. There are generally two types of intentions behind online gatekeeping: the 

enforcement of government rules, and the implementation of self-made rules. Often the two 

regulatory purposes are mixed and inseparable in the work of a simple private gatekeeper. 

Nevertheless, gatekeepers do have a tendency to prefer one purpose or the other, depending on 

their status and the source of their power.  

The interviews with Baidu Tieba community hosts and end users show that content censorship in 

Baidu Tieba is mainly conducted by the auto-filtering system, that was inserted by Baidu, and by 

daily host gatekeeping. Online pornography is the most common type of illegal content threatening 

the survival of individual Baidu Tieba communities, with hosts dedicating most of their efforts to 

controlling the dissemination of pornographic content, in order to comply with governmental rules 

prohibiting such content. Meanwhile, the work of Tieba hosts is not fully motivated by 

governmental rule compliance. The empirical findings demonstrate that there is a very strong sense 

of community and shared common interests on controlling hard-core pornography, ads, the 

watering-down of content, etc., between hosts and end users; hosts commit themselves to the 

responsibility of upholding the common interests of the community through their gatekeeping 

work, for the community. But, in practice, a full ban on pornography is not enforced by the vast 

majority of community gatekeepers, because such a policy contradicts the community’s self-

defined moral values. As concerns the real name policy, a tacit accord of co-regulation between 

                                                   
644 Gary King, Jennifer Pan and Margaret E. Roberts, ‘How Censorship in China Allows Government Criticism but 

Silences Collective Expression’ (2013) 107 (02) American Political Science Review 326.  
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the government and commercial ICT companies has been reached for both the setting of the cell-

phone number-based real name policy and the enforcement of the policy at the intermediary level. 

The required conditions for online real identity verification for the registration of social media 

account have been loosened, from requiring intermediaries to collect official ID information from 

the user, to requiring the user’s cellphone number, and the identity verification takes place when 

applying for cellphone services. This adjustment of the standards is a compromise between 

government control, with its purpose of surveillance, and the commercial interests of social media 

platform providers, since the requirement of providing ID information in order to verify one’s 

account is less acceptable to the general end user than providing a cellphone number- even though 

the outcome is much the same.  

In a nutshell, intermediary gatekeeping opens up the process of regulation for more private actors 

to negotiate and participate in the regulatory standards and procedures set by the government. 

Intermediary gatekeeping is no longer a regulatory process where the government monopolizes 

regulatory power; rather, it now allows for the participation, cooperation, and contestations of 

private actors.  

2.1.2 Implications of intermediary gatekeeping for the information control policies  

In China, intermediary gatekeeping (in the online environment) is primarily known as the 

government’s conscription of the gatekeeping powers of internet and information service providers, 

in order to better enforce the government’s internet censorship and control policies. However, the 

output of such intermediary gatekeeping, as analyzed in the two case studies, does not fully align 

with the government standards of private gatekeepers. Although through different regulatory 

procedures, both commercial gatekeepers and end user community gatekeepers succeed in 

rewriting the standards of the policy enforcement processes. As a result, private gatekeeping 

creates a breach in the government’s censorship and surveillance policies. In the literature 

concerning internet censorship and internet regulation in China, scholars dedicate a lot of their 

attention to analyzing the government’s policies 645  and the general cooperation between the 

Chinese government and ICT companies, especially in regards to enforcing censorship. 646 

However, the case studies suggest that there are more nuanced interrelationships between 

government policies and private gatekeepers. Once we zoom in on specific gatekeeping processes, 

we see that both cooperation as well as tensions exist in this regard.  Agreement, disagreement, 

mutual shaping, and even the disobedience of government rules and generation of alternative 

standards by private gatekeepers occur throughout intermediary gatekeeping processes.   

Intermediary gatekeeping is a double-edged sword for the government. On the one hand, it can 

form the invisible handshake between state and commercial, closed, and proprietorial internet 

                                                   
645 Henry L Hu, ‘The Political Economy of Governing ISPs in China: Perspectives of Net Neutrality and Vertical 

Integration."  (2011) 207 The China Quarterly, 523-540.  
646 Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu, Who Controls the Internet?: Illusions of a Borderless World (OUP 2006) 87-105. 
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intermediaries, therefore increasing the capacity of state power. Governmental control is more 

invisible and indirect, hidden behind and mixed with the commercial operations of intermediaries. 

It is, therefore, a highly permeable type of control and more difficult to resist considering how 

necessary these information services have become to peoples’ lives. It is also more difficult for 

end users to resist or be made aware of the government driven intention of control in the case of 

the real name policy, as ordinary end users are generally not able to distinguish whether it is being 

implemented for government surveillance purposes or for the commercial operations of the 

platform providers. The procedural opacity can be worse as the implementation of the formal rule 

of law in China is unsatisfied to guarantee the self-restraint and transparency of the exercise of 

government power, as a large part of such governmental control of information through the direct 

controlling of intermediaries is exercised in form of political and administrative commands of 

central and local government authorities or leaders, as we mentioned in Chapter 2, in a black-box 

that offers zero transparency.647   

On the other hand, and in a certain sense, intermediary gatekeeping inevitably hybridizes, 

decentralizes and privatizes certain aspects of regulatory power and authority in cyberspace. Even 

the Chinese government can no longer monopolize the whole range of intermediary gatekeeping 

processes, whether that be standard setting, implementation or indeed the outcome of behavioral 

change. There are tensions between public and private power, to reconcile the political and 

governmental expediency of the party-state and the commercial interests of big domestic ICT 

companies, along with the will of the user community. The increase in private actors participating 

in the gatekeeping process loosens part of the oppressive rules in the gatekeeping process. 

Apparently, there is considerable room for maneuvere under the shadow of the law, as evidenced 

in our analysis of the regulation on textual pornography. Under the shadow of formal laws, 

commercial sectors, and even grass-roots end users, gain the opportunity to participate in the 

reshaping of standards and the implementing process in accordance with the will of the end user 

community. The regulatory standards enforced by private gatekeepers are reframing law, or co-

shaped by the government and private gatekeepers, and, as a result, rewrite the standards that were 

initially set by the government.      

But to what extent intermediary gatekeeping facilitates the decentralization of power and authority 

and community self-regulation, or to what extent end users can participate in the intermediary 

gatekeeping process, differs from case to case. The two case studies show that both the government 

and commercial intermediaries can easily leverage centralized, and largely invisible, political and 

commercial power to facilitate information control by requiring a higher level of identification.  

But it is more difficult to remove user generated information content without justification in a 

formal, legal and transparent way. In other words, the legitimacy of censorship can be challenged 

more easily than the real name policy because of the procedural differences of censorship and 

surveillance, as the outcome and effect of content censorship, for the general end users, are 
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procedurally more direct and substantively more tangible than identity verification. Users can 

immediately see that their posts have been removed and then complain, but cannot easily sense the 

effect of identification until some form of surveillance associated harm happens to them. As we 

have analyzed in Section 4.3.1.2 of Chapter 6, the fact that ordinary platform users are unaware of 

the government’s regulatory purpose behind the real name policy may render the disciplinary 

effect of surveillance null and void, especially when the majority of users profile themselves as 

law-abiding citizens. This may suggest that, having grown up in a society driven towards the 

upholding of collective values, such users self-define themselves as the common people, who 

should stay away from the political issues monopolized by the government, and trust the 

government and its laws in social governance. It may also suggest that the real name policy, or 

Chinese internet regulation in general, has already had such a disciplinary effect on ordinary 

internet users; they have disciplined themselves into being law-abiding. Then, considering the 

common concern for the security of collected personal information among different user 

interviewees, the real name policy may be a disproportionate regulatory measure for achieving its 

purpose of behavior discipline and control.  

The thesis does not suggest that the Chinese government will lose control over the internet and 

information. Private gatekeepers, whether commercial gatekeepers or community gatekeepers, do 

not fully ignore the governmental policies on content censorship and data-based surveillance. For 

they are not willing to take the risk of breaking the “law” and having their communities or 

businesses shut down because of it. But I do suggest that there exist much more dynamic 

relationships between governmental policies and private intermediary gatekeeping, than mere 

cooperation or disobedience; rule implementation and contestation co-exist. It indicates that the 

legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping must comprehensively consider both the justifiability of 

the purposes of formal rules and private rule making, and the implementing processes. The success 

of the policies highly relies on whether users accept them and on the cooperation of private 

gatekeepers; both the content of the policy and the private enforcement process must be justifiable 

in the eyes of the internet end users who are affected by the regulation.   

2.2 The legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping  

2.2.1 The Chinese background:  Legality does not mean legitimacy   

The focus on intermediary gatekeeping in this research particularly brings the decentralization of 

regulatory power and authority in cyberspace, in the Chinese context, into attention. Decentralized 

regulation happens in various social fields and has been observed in western developed economies 

for decades.648  In decentralized power structures, the government is no longer the monopolizing 

locus of regulation. Private self-regulation has boomed in the global shift from government to 

                                                   
648 Julia Black, ‘Decentring Regulation: Understanding the Role of Regulation and Self-Regulation in a “Post-

Regulatory” World’ (2001) 54 (1) Current Legal Poblems 103.  
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governance.649 With all of its peculiarities, cyberspace is one outstanding field that demonstrates 

the decentralization and privatization of power and authority.650 The normative implication of 

private regulation for social ordering, especially as concerns the legitimacy of private authority 

and exercising of power, is widely debated and studied in the western literature on regulatory 

governance. In the western context, concerns over the legitimacy of private regulation primarily 

focus on how to keep normative coherence between public ordering and private ordering, or how 

to reconcile legal, especially public law, values and principles, with private ordering.651 Self-

regulation can be “a normative institution to bring the behaviors of industry members within a 

normative ordering responsive to broader social values”. 652  Or, in a legal and constitutional 

framework, law should have an expressive function,653 for self-regulation can produce better law 

compliance. 654  Therefore, in a legitimate social and normative ordering system, for private 

ordering, the two purposes of law compliance and self-regulation can harmonize with and mutually 

confirm each other.  

No matter how autonomous one specific case of self-regulation is, the state and its rule of law are 

always the shadowing authority upon self-regulation; present in the backdrop to ensure the 

coherence of values between private ordering and public ordering. In other words, private 

regulation in the context of western developed countries, presupposes broadly agreed social values 

in a political institution that respects the rule of law, liberal constitutionalism, and democratic 

governance. As concerns private ordering in the internet and information domain, internet 

intermediaries, as powerful private actors with the capacity to wield tremendous influence on user 

expression and personal information, take on a legitimate role, under the framework of 

constitutional democracy, that is assigned with the ethical and moral responsibility to protect 

individual freedom of expression and information privacy, which are the basic constitutional 

liberties of the individual in a democratic society.655    

As discussed in Chapter 3, the legislations and judicial interpretations of individual rights to 

freedom of expression and to privacy, tend to recognize the horizontal effects of individual rights 

against non-state social actors, with the legal and vertical restraints upon the state’s exercise of 

power on individual liberty largely missing. Therefore, whether the current official Chinese legal 

and regulatory rules on internet information can provide the right and sufficient normative 
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standards, and express the shared social moral values of Chinese society when it comes to private 

ordering, is placed into doubt. The first case study shows that the governmental rules on the 

censorship of certain content, especially in regard to the banning of textual pornography, are 

perceived by user communities as considerably and unjustifiably limiting individual freedom, 

although the prohibition of hard core pornography is more accepted by user communities. In the 

second case study, the majority of users accepted a cellphone number based real name policy for 

the disciplinary effect it brought. Yet, still, a small group of users rejected it as being an 

unnecessary disciplinary measure and offensive to individual privacy. In the Chinese case, legality, 

understood in the basic sense as an exercise of power, which has a formal basis and conforms to 

established formal laws, does not mean moral legitimacy for these end users.  

Against this background, this section briefly summarizes the main findings of the two case studies 

on the respondents’ perceptions of the source, substantive and procedural justifications of 

intermediary gatekeeping in the two cases of enforcing content censorship and the real name policy, 

with necessary comparisons between the findings in the two cases being provided. The aim of the 

empirical study was to find a more nuanced perspective, from the eyes of the Chinese internet end 

users, in order to assess private gatekeeping under the shadow of governmental information control 

policies. Such a study sought to provide a contextual assessment of legitimacy, instead of a 

wholesale, and possibly oversimplified, criticism from a western, liberal democracy point of view.  

2.2.2 The construction of legitimacy and contestations against intermediary 

gatekeeping  

2.2.2.1 Source legitimacy  

In both case studies, intermediary gatekeeping was generally accepted by the respondents as the 

private ordering of user-generated information on social media platforms. But respondents from 

the two case studies perceived the source legitimacy of the regulatory power of private gatekeepers 

differently. In the case of Baidu Tieba, respondents expressed a preference for intermediary 

gatekeeping, including host gatekeeping, as a form of self-regulation of the community. This 

contrasts with the general rejection of direct and official government intervention into online 

speech. The perception of Tieba end users is consistent with that of the Tieba hosts’ self-perception 

of their role as servants of the common interest and the end user community. Although hosts refer 

to formal law to explain the reasons for how they have dealt with specific cases of politically 

sensitive information and pornography, what they emphasize the most is that their power comes 

from the community, and is independent from Baidu and governmental authority. Comparatively, 

the ordinary Weibo end user participants of the focus group expressed their acceptance of the fact 

that intermediary gatekeeping, in implementing the governmental real name policy, served a 

certain purpose of law enforcement, and emphasized the role of intermediaries as co-regulators of 

their platforms for the government.  
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Although the role of the government, and its law, is scrutinized differently by those questioning 

the source legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping, it is generally expected that a certain level of 

order is needed, and private intermediaries should take on the responsibility to maintain good order 

and a good environment in their platforms, as defined either by the community or by the 

government authority, in correspondence with the tremendous power they can wield. As regards 

the group of end users who are more sensitive to issue concerning free expression, they preferred  

autonomous self-regulation by community hosts; for them, government intervention means 

oppression upon free expression. As concerns the group of ordinary Weibo end users, who defined 

themselves as less controversial, always law-abiding, and who tend to not post that often on social 

media, they also accepted intermediary gatekeeping to ensure better law enforcement and 

compliance, agreeing with fighting crime and implementing discipline.   

For both cases, commercial intermediaries are, primarily, the private extension of governmental 

power, and co-regulators for better online law enforcement. The difference between the two case 

studies lies in the participation of community gatekeepers In the case of Baidu Tieba, there is 

organized community self-regulation that maintains a relatively independent private ordering in 

Tieba communities; but in the real name policy case, there is no such private ordering at the end 

user community level. Regarding host gatekeeping on Baidu Tieba, formal law is not the only 

source from which gatekeepers source their legitimacy. Rather, self-regulation by hosts, whose 

power derives from the end user community, is much more acceptable to end users than regulation 

based on formal law.  

One possible explanation of this moral expectation that powerful private actors serve the social 

and public interests is the influence of the traditional Chinese culture, which stresses the “public 

spirit” and responsibility of the individual, especially that of rulers and the powerful,  for the 

community and common goods. For a Chinese understanding of social governance, the powerful 

is expected to practice virtues and public responsibility in both their private life and social 

governance in order to set a moral example for the people, therefore, cultivation of the virtues of 

individual constitutes an indispensable part of governance, and is the essential way that leads to 

the goal of stabilizing the world. The Confucian classic the Great Learning proposes a 

comprehensive principle of “three creeds and eight items” for social governance.656 “The three 

creeds” are “to illustrate illustrious virtue, to renovate the people, and to rest in the highest  

excellence”.657 The three creeds can be further elaborated into “eight items” - embracing the 

investigation of things, extension of knowledge, sincerity of thought, rectification of heart, 

cultivation of persons, regulation of the family, governing of the state and stabilizing the world.658 

Power is born with responsibility. The responsibility of governors is to fulfill their role as governor, 
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to cultivate the virtues of a governor, and to be a moral paragon for the people to fulfill their own 

social roles. When Confucius was asked how the subjects may be made to be respectful and loyal 

to the ruler, he said, “let him preside over them with gravity; -then they will reverence him. Let 

him be filial and kind to all; -then they will be faithful to him. Let him advance the good and teach 

the incompetent;- then they will eagerly seek to be virtuous.”659 When Confucius was consulted 

about good governance by the King of Warring state Qi, Qi Jing Gong, in the sixth century BC, he 

answered succinctly: “When the ruler is ruler and the subject is subject, when the father is father 

and the son is son, there is governance.”660 This social political theory stresses the high ethical 

virtues which value the stability provided by the understanding that the virtues of governors come 

first and the virtues of the governed second; and where everyone knows their place.  

Another reflection of the traditional Chinese culture, in relation to the issue of where gatekeepers 

source their legitimacy, is the paternal understanding of power and authority. Traditional Chinese 

political theory understands “state” as the natural extension of family, and the role of ruler is 

analogous with the patriarchal role of father in family. Tieba hosts express their paternal obligation 

towards end users as the internal source legitimacy justification of hosts’ gatekeeping power. A 

large group of hosts responded by saying that they feel an ethical duty towards young end users, a 

duty to guide them in the right direction towards a virtual life and their expression, just like parents 

for children, and teachers for students. This sense of ethical duty is the primary justification given 

for their gatekeeping exercise of power upon the community, and internally justifies their 

gatekeeping power as a private regulatory and disciplinary power.  

A paternal understanding of state power is also demonstrated in users’ responses. In both cases, 

there are end users who express that they generally trust the government in serving and protecting 

the general good of the people and the whole society. Certain information control policies, 

especially those on politically sensitive information control that the government enforces, are also 

generally good for social harmony and stability, and from the political considerations of the 

government, are not matters upon which they can judge, as an ordinary individual end user. They 

(ordinary end users) generally trust the government and cannot judge it. From the paternal 

understanding of authority and power, end users may still stress the moral duty that the authority 

and the powerful have towards the platform and society, but they may concern themselves less 

about limiting power through claiming rights, and may accept authoritative decisions more easily, 

even without substantive and procedural limitations upon them.  But the paternal interpretation of 

authority does not mean the acceptance of an unlimited or unjustifiable right to exercise power 

over end users. Rather, more substantive and procedural requirements are expressed by these end 

users for both online content control and personal information collection. In sum, end users care 

not only about the context – freedom to express themselves online and privacy of their information 

– but also hold nuanced judgments about what freedom of expression should be most protected.  
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2.2.2.2  Substantive legitimacy  

Most of the themes that developed from the interview responses contributed to clarifying the issues 

surrounding substantive legitimacy construction and contestation. Respondents gave their opinions 

on the government policies regarding content censorship and data-based surveillance, and 

specifically reflected upon the role of formal law in their moral reasoning, the value of individual 

liberty in the freedom of expression and right to privacy, as well as countervailing values: social 

moral norms, public interests, shared common interests, etc. These opinions and perceptions, 

together, help map the substantive legitimacy or legitimacy deficit of censorship and the real name 

policy in the eyes of internet end users.  

Firstly, in the respondents’ eyes, formal law, in both cases, largely represents state power and 

coercion; both government censorship and data-based surveillance are coercive examples of an 

exercise of power by the state upon them, which they are coerced to obey. Baidu Tieba hosts and 

end users expressed the identical opinion that formal content censorship policies, as implemented 

in filtering systems, are, largely, inappropriate coercion. For the second case study, several 

ordinary end users of Weibo  -and half of Baidu Tieba end users stressed this sense of state coercion 

when giving their identity information to intermediaries, even if it is also worth noting that half of 

the Tieba end users who responded to the real name policy question in the first case study also 

accepted the idea of a real name policy without coercion. In the subjective understanding of 

legitimacy, the perception of government policies as mere state coercion suggests that the policies 

fail to reflect the moral expectations of the subordinate; government policies are unjustified in the 

sense that following authoritative directives cannot serve end users to better comply with the 

grounds and reasons that apply to them independently.  In this sense, there are challenges to the 

legitimacy of both the real name policy enforced by intermediaries, on behalf of the government, 

for a small group of interviewed users, and government-imposed content censorship of prohibiting 

all online pornography, for the vast majority of end users in the first case study. 

Secondly, as concerns the perceptions and opinions of interviewees, very diverse arguments and 

opinions are expressed by interviewees when it comes to their perception of the regulatory policies 

of censorship and surveillance. In the Baidu Tieba case study on online content censorship, the 

value of freedom of thought and expression is particularly stressed, and the articulations of other 

public interests is considered to be reconcilable, procedurally at least, with the value of freedom. 

Firstly, the indiscriminate prohibition and censorship of online pornography are unanimously 

rejected by the interviewed Baidu Tieba hosts and end users. Instead, it was agreed that functional 

description of sex in user created literature that is employed to serve the story line should be 

allowed, as it is the expression of normal human nature. Hosts, as well as the majority of the end 

users, agree that it is hard-core and commercial pornography that should be purged from the Tieba 

community. In host gatekeeping, hosts directly remove hard-core and commercial pornography. 
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For the regulation of pornographic text, hosts make a distinction between explicit but functional 

descriptions of sex in literature and highly pornographic posts. The latter pertains to posts that are 

full of lengthy and explicit descriptions of sex scenes. In practice, most hosts will allow functional 

descriptions of sex, but will handle highly pornographic posts. The first and primary reason hosts 

give for addressing hard-core pornography, is that it harms juvenile users. Another reason is that 

too much pornographic content could get the community into trouble, or even shut down by Baidu, 

because of legal pressure. The third reason is that hard-core and commercial pornography is at 

odds with the theme of the community, which is reserved for the posting and sharing of creative 

writing, and so contaminates the browsing environment. Juvenile protection is also the 

unanimously shared reason among end users for the control of pornography. The handling of 

pornographic text based on the distinction above is also accepted by the majority of end users. But 

there is a minority opinion among end users that tolerates the accessibility of both hard-core, 

commercial online pornography and highly pornographic posts in the Tieba community. A very 

small group of end users express that although they personally dislike hard-core pornography or 

highly pornographic literature, and find it morally offensive and unacceptable, it is nevertheless 

an individual freedom to access such material. In a constitutional framework where freedom of 

expression is recognized as a fundamental liberty, it is an obvious fallacy to allow the moral 

opinion of the majority to simply oppress that of the minority; the law should demonstrate respect 

for moral pluralism and reasonable disagreements among end users. These different moral 

opinions can be reconciled by nuanced procedural arrangements; a procedural control over the 

accessibility of pornography may be a fairer option for reconciling diverse moral views than a full 

ban policy. Although juvenile protection is a legitimate overriding public concern in pornography 

control for both hosts and end users, the legitimate interests of adults in accessing pornography is 

also recognized by interviewees. Procedural control over the accessibility of pornography by 

juveniles would also be enough to strike a balance between the two interests.  

Social moral norms can be used to define obscenity from pornography. Social moral norms are 

referred to by a small group of hosts and end users as a minority opinion for justifying the handling 

of morally intolerable sex scenes, plots and descriptions, which are qualified as being obscene, 

such as descriptions of bestiality or incest. For host interviewees, moral norms can serve as a 

substantive marker to distinguish pornography from obscenity, as they define morally offensive 

description of sex to be those descriptions which offend the core values of a normal person. End 

users are less clear in giving a definitive definition of fundamental morals, and tend to identify 

fundamental morals very broadly, following the mainstream opinion of their society. 

Comparatively, hosts are more rational when providing responses as to the identification of 

fundamental moral norms, and are reluctant to define them in an aggressive or broad manner, as 

they know more about the diverse personal preferences among community end users, and spend 

more time and effort collecting and reconciling the diverse opinions among end users as part of 

their work, than individual end users do in general. End users are less rational when making such 

judgements and tend to follow the officially propagandized rhetoric, such as that referring to “a 
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clean and healthy online environment”. Something being morally acceptable for one person may 

be considered unhealthy and lewd by the government. Nevertheless, the articulation of end users’ 

opinions may easily lead to an oppression over those who hold different opinions, and so the 

perceptions of the hosts are more reliable from this viewpoint.   

As host gatekeeping is also seen as self-regulation by both hosts and end users, and helps both 

with the creation and maintenance of a good interactive environment in the Tieba community, 

there are shared interests between hosts and end users, which substantively justify host gatekeeping 

independently of the laws and policies of the government.  These shared interests concur on the 

deleting of hard-core and commercial pornography, the control of ads and the watering-down of 

content in the community pages, as well as on regulating the format of posts. There is a clash 

between this communitarian formulation of a good environment and the individualistic 

understanding of freedom of expression, with one host and one end user expressing that individuals 

generally have the freedom to post anything they want. But for the majority of end users, for 

considerations related to the flourishing of the community, a host’s work of purging disturbing and 

irrelevant posts is necessary for the development of the community. In order to secure a communal 

life, there must be some discipline and internal order to ensure the community’s orientation 

towards shared interests. In sum, the perceptions of hosts are less individualistic, as hosts are more 

focused on public issues and take on the responsibility of upholding the common interests of their 

online community.   

As concerns freedom of expression, in Baidu Tieba case, free expression was understood as 

essential for the well-being of the individual, as sex is a normal aspect of human nature that should 

not be excessively oppressed. What could be deduced from the interviewees, is a belief in a 

reasonable scope for free expression, where individuals can enjoy such a freedom within the 

bounds of the moral norms and the common interests recognized by the members of community. 

But the scope of such fundamental moral norms still needs to be publicly defined through a process 

of public deliberation and public reasoning.      

In regard to the real name policy, when discussing freedom and discipline, individual liberty as 

connected to the right to privacy is less dominant within the focus group discussion amongst 

ordinary Weibo end users, as compared with Baidu Tieba case. Only two male participants strongly 

advocated for the value of liberty in relation to individual privacy against both state and non-state 

interventions. These participants held a very individualistic view on freedom and private space, 

and clearly expressed the existence of a tension between individual freedom and external 

disciplinary power, arguing that there should be a separation between private space and public 

space in order to ensure the independence of one’s private space and individual freedom as 

concerns their private affairs.   

But a separation between private and public spaces is not that vital for most participants of the 

focus group; the rest of the participants either are very public-regarding, or just rational choosers 
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willing to trade personal information for other utilities, but both are concerned about the distinction 

between private space and public space. For participants who concern about public issues, although 

they may recognize that freedom and intimacy of thought is one important dimension of privacy 

interests, they may nevertheless support the real name policy or human flesh search, so as to 

facilitate a disciplinary environment that enhances moral discipline and obedience to the law. As 

a result, the large majority of participants accepted the requirement to verify their identity in order 

to register a Weibo account, with a small minority of respondents supporting online peer 

surveillance via HFS, that discloses a user’s personal information. The reason for this difference 

may follow a utilitarian logic. The harmful consequence of the public disclosure of an individual’s 

personal information (if considered to be social moral offender) is more real, immediate and 

tangible than the risk of data collection, with the negative consequence of HFS often being 

disproportionate to the specific offence. More importantly, the tangible material benefits of 

identity verification are also attractive enough for respondents to accept a real name policy. 

Although they share a consensus regarding freedom and intimacy of thought in regards to interests 

of privacy, the flip side of the coin – that includes issues such as the social value of identification, 

the enhancing of discipline, online environment clean-up, account security – whether this be a real 

name policy that is driven by commercial purposes or governmental purpose, is also morally 

attractive. For the participants who may fall into the category of utilitarian rational choosers, 

intangible interest in individual liberty is not their main concern. They would just follow the 

majority, or be persuaded by the commercial incentives set by intermediaries, possibly trading the 

required personal data for account registration for material benefits, such as better or cheaper 

services, without considering the risk of losing their individual freedom.  

A premise for all the arguments in the focus group is that all the participants define themselves as 

law-abiding citizens, who would not post or forward any sensitive or controversial information 

online. For the end user group of Baidu Tieba, about half of the end users accept the governmental 

real name policy. This percentage is lower than that of the focus group, but significant enough to 

suggest that even the group of people who are more sensitive to free expression, may also accept 

a real name policy based on the provision of a cellphone number in order to achieve the moral goal 

of achieving a clean online speech environment and improving the discipline of online expression. 

So far, the result of the real name policy case study suggests that discipline, when balanced against 

autonomy, intimacy, and liberty, is morally convincing for many Chinese internet and social media 

users. If the real name policy is effective in enhancing the discipline of online expression, it will 

be morally accepted by a large group of users.  

The focus group discussion also reflects upon the scope and definition of public interests, which 

sometimes incorporate the protection of social moral norms. In discussing the acceptability of HFS, 

it is unanimously agreed that compelling public interests, such as anti-corruption, can override the 

individual interests of privacy of the offender. But for other cases, the scope of public interests is 

debated and disagreed upon. Two participants included social moral norms within the scope of 

public interests, and agreed that it is legitimate to deprive moral offenders of their informational 
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privacy, through HFS, in order to uphold the moral commonwealth of the society. These two 

participants agreed that HFS disciplines individuals by using the power of grassroots surveillance 

whenever formal law does not punish moral offences. But the majority of participants disagreed 

with the private punishing of moral wrongs by disclosing personal information. There are two 

reasons for this objection. The first and main reason is that being morally right or morally wrong 

is a personal affair, and has nothing to do with public interests; moral offenders should also enjoy 

a right to privacy. The second reason is that the consequences of HFS are often disproportionate 

to the moral offences committed, as mentioned above; therefore HFS easily equates to nothing 

more than the arbitrary exercise of disciplinary power by private actors.       

When comparing participants’ opinions on the real name policy with their opinions on HFS, it 

became clear that participants demonstrated more tolerance towards data collection by providers, 

than to personal information disclosure by end users. The difference can be interpreted from their 

articulations regarding the source and substantive legitimacy of the two privacy infringing 

exercises of power. As concerns the real name policy, participants that accept the real name policy 

demonstrate their trust in both the government and big intermediaries who collect and store the 

personal information of users. This trust adds weight to the source legitimacy of the real name 

policy, with participants also expressing that the security of collected personal information is a 

precondition for accepting the real name policy. Moreover, the social values of identification, 

discipline, environment clean-up and account security, substantively support participants’ 

acceptance of a real name policy. For HFS, participants express a distrust towards the private 

enforcement of moral discipline. Substantively, disciplining moral offenders via the disclosure of 

personal information is generally regarded as being at odds with the participants’ perception of 

privacy interests.  

To sum up, there is not a formulation of privacy undergirded by an independent private space to 

secure solitude and the self-control of personal information. Instead, privacy is formulated in a 

more social and communitarian sense. Certain ways of external discipline are acceptable to the 

participants, and for the upholding of certain public interests, interests of privacy can be overruled. 

But privacy does mean a reasonable scope of intimacy of one’s personal affairs and confidentiality 

of personal information in one’s social life, even it is not absolute solitude. Unlimited public 

disclosure of personal information is a violation of privacy.  For the liberal value of privacy, 

because of the emphasis on moral discipline, a chilling effect of the real name policy is less 

concerning for the participants.  

It is clear that there is a discrepancy between the substantive standards of the government authority 

and those of the community of hosts and end users. A full ban on online pornography does not 

accord with the normative expectations of hosts and end users. The discrepancy suggests a 

legitimacy deficit when concerned with the formal rules on content censorship for the regulated 

communities and end users. Host gatekeeping generates alternative standards in order to creatively 

comply with the formal rule, and, in doing so, enhance their legitimacy in the eyes of the end user 
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community. In contrast, as concerns the real name policy, participants provided reasons for either 

accepting or rejecting a real name policy, which may reflect a reasonable pluralism of moral 

arguments. A large group of people believe the real name policy to be acceptable, since it reflects 

their moral expectations. Yet, the real name policy lacks legitimacy for a smaller, but non-

negligible, group of targeted people.  

 

2.2.2.3 Procedural legitimacy  

More procedural themes were identified in the case of Baidu Tieba than with regards to the real 

name policy. The main reason for this difference might lie in the fact that the regulatory purpose, 

as well as the process of censorship by hosts, is visible and direct. In the context of host 

gatekeeping, regulatory communication is a common practice for the sake of handling content. In 

contrast, the implementing process of the real name policy through commercial intermediaries 

leads to the disciplinary purpose of the policy being indirectly pursued and so invisible to ordinary 

end users.   

In the case of Baidu Tieba, contrary to the coercion-based authority of the government and Baidu, 

acceptance and support from the end user community were found to be essential for hosts to 

maintain the legitimacy of their content regulation. Regulatory communication about regulations, 

as well as being responsive to its users, were therefore given special importance by hosts to ensure 

their legitimacy and the acceptance of end users. Hosts from three interviewed Tieba communities 

were found to keep a publicly available record of posts, in order to inform authors that their posts 

have been handled, as well as making the handling of posts publicly transparent for all users. With 

respect to the other communities, although hosts do not keep publicly available records of the 

handling of posts, they implement a “complain and respond” procedure, in order to ensure that 

they are responsive to specific user’s complaining about their posts being handled. Hosts review 

the complaints related to handling process, and correct any handling that was carried out wrongly 

or mistakenly. Both hosts and end users emphasized that there was a relatively equal relationship 

between hosts and end users. Therefore, end users are able to have a relatively horizontal and 

positive relationship of communication with the hosts concerning the handling of posts. Hosts 

particularly stressed that communication with users is the only way to persuade end users to accept 

their tightened restrictions on the description of sexual content in the context of the periodical 

online law enforcement campaigns, and to make end users understand that they have to tighten 

their control over pornographic content, if their Tieba community is to survive under the current 

government policy climate. In particular, hosts generally practice self-restraint when handling 

posts that contain descriptions of sexual content, in order to avoid too much resistance from end 

users. For example, they will not directly remove posts without informing the author, and it is 

common practice for hosts to first deliberate with the author, suggesting that the author delete the 

post by themselves, to rewrite the problematic part in a less explicit way, or to reduce the 
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proportion of description of sexual content. If hosts have to delete the troublesome content before 

reaching an agreement with the author, they will make a copy of the posts for them.   

Accountability was generally seen as an indispensable and essential requirement for the procedural 

legitimacy of the power being exercised. But with regard to the power of hosts, there are only very 

weak external accountability mechanisms which are enforced by independent third parties or the 

authorities. Host gatekeeping is officially articulated by Baidu under the cover of “voluntary 

community self-regulation”, and thus no institutionalized accountability mechanism is established 

by the company or by the government that would require public accountability of Tieba hosts vis-

à-vis individuals’ right to freedom of expression. Hosts generally expressed the fact that Baidu 

will not dismiss a major host just because of a mistaken or wrongful handling of posts. There is 

internal discipline within the host team. Major hosts assign and check the workload and the 

performance of minor hosts, and dismiss minor hosts who abuse their power. It is worth noting 

that there seems to be a traditional Confucian influence upon hosts’ perception of accountability. 

A group of hosts expressed the view that it is the sense of responsibility towards the community 

and fellow end users that, internally, makes them self-discipline their work and practice 

accountability for their end users. Hosts tend to attribute the internal legitimacy of their power to 

their personal virtues, especially the sense of responsibility towards the community and the public 

spirit to serve end users, rather than accountability regarding the power derived from external 

supervision and accountability mechanisms.  

With regards to the real name policy, respondents expressed fewer procedural concerns over the 

exercise of power. In comparison with the visible censoring of users by Baidu Tieba as a modality 

of regulation for behavioral control, behavioral monitoring and the changing intention of the real 

name policy are both substantively and procedurally less perceptible for end users. In the case of 

the real name policy, an alignment of the commercial power of intermediaries with the regulatory 

power of the government in implementing the cellphone number-based real name policy, hides the 

regulatory purpose of the real name policy behind the commercial operations of intermediaries. 

Without a direct perception of the regulatory intention to improve the regulability of cyberspace 

and traceability of users’ online behavior, it is difficult for end users to formulate real procedural 

expectations of the exercise of regulatory power.   

Consent was expressed by two participants as procedurally essential for any collection of personal 

information, but the significance of consent is substantively dependent.  Different perceptions of 

the substantive scope of privacy interests and the balance between privacy interests and other 

values lead to different normative expectations of consent as a procedural condition for the 

collection of personal information. Consent was irrelevant for the ordinary end users in the focus 

group, who immediately accepted the real name policy set by the government authority. Their 

articulated procedural concerns were mainly based on the commercial operations of intermediaries.  

As the majority of focus group participants accepted the real name policy substantively, consent 

was only briefly mentioned by them and only considered important in the horizontal relationships 
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between commercial information service providers and consumers, as participants agreed that the 

collection of user data by commercial intermediaries for commercial purposes should be based on 

their consent. As concerns the government-driven real name policy, data collection actually 

constitutes an indirect exercise of government regulatory power by intermediaries, and 

respondents perceived consent as being procedurally irrelevant in this vertical exercise of power. 

But there were two participants who held a very individualistic understanding of privacy, stating 

that the mandatory real name policy not only procedurally deprived them of their opportunity to 

give consent, but also, and more essentially, substantively infringed upon their individual liberty 

and privacy of information, which are indispensable aspects of their private life. Procedural 

concerns over consent indicate that participants have a normative expectation for more self-control 

over personal information vis-à-vis pervasive commercial operations based on personal 

information, uninformed collecting and sharing of personal information among social entities, but 

express fewer concerns over consent and the control of personal information in respect of 

government regulations.  

Moreover, the lack of awareness of the regulatory role of intermediaries in enforcing the real name 

policy demonstrated the possibility of procedural opaqueness of the exercise of regulatory power 

by the government in the form of intermediary gatekeeping. This lack of awareness makes it more 

difficult for individuals who hold a strong sense of individual privacy to resist the regulation. As 

regards users who accept the real name policy, the procedural non-transparency also deprives them 

of the procedural right to be informed about public regulation.  

Procedural concerns of personal information collection raised in the focus group of government 

employee participants were also formulated in a way that merely regarded the horizontal effects 

of limiting commercial intermediaries. Government employee participants did not doubt the 

authority of the government for collecting the personal information of end users, only stating that 

there were strict internal procedural rules for government officers in accessing collected 

information. One participant questioned the authority of private intermediaries for collecting and 

storing users’ personal information for the implementation of the real name policy, and the rest of 

participants generally expressed worry about insufficient accountability mechanisms enforced 

upon entities who collect and store customers’ personal information. Such mechanisms would hold 

these entities accountable for leaks of stored personal information.  

In a nutshell, censorship and identity verification are two different regulatory strategies to control 

an individual’s online expression based on different regulatory mechanisms and procedures. 

Censorship is the direct intervention into the free expression of individuals, whereas identity 

verification is a more indirect way of exercising control over expression, by changing the online 

environment and platform settings for expression, with the real name policy being based on 

improving the traceability of users and the internalization of the disciplinary effect that it will have 

on users. Individuals are more procedurally sensitive to holding regulatory power accountable 

when their personal interests are directly at stake, such as is the case with regards to censorship of 
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their posts, which constitutes a direct limit to their freedom of expression. End users are generally 

less procedurally sensitive when the policy aims to change the online environment and platform 

settings from anonymity to real identity verification. They care more about immediate harm to 

themselves, than any intangible manipulation from the environment, even where the manipulation 

is pointed out to them. 

3. Reflections on the findings  

Reflecting on the findings of the two case studies, the analysis of the empirical findings in the case 

studies suggested four aspects to the challenge of the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping: 1) 

the legitimacy deficit of formal law, 2) the public role of private actors and its possible abuse, 3) 

moral pluralism, and 4) traditional Chinese values, which may provide mitigations to the 

challenges.  

3.1 The legitimacy deficit of formal law  

Firstly, there is a legitimacy deficit of formal law, as the relevant formal state law fails to provide 

sufficient and correct normative standards for the exercise of intermediary gatekeeping. On the 

one hand, the law does not serve as a sufficient normative framework based on which private 

intermediary gatekeeping can construct legitimacy to its exercise of power. Law authorizes private 

gatekeepers to exercise regulatory gatekeeping powers, but there are few legal rules that limit these 

powers. In both cases, private gatekeepers are recruited by government authorities in the interest 

of an indirect law enforcement strategy regulating the behavior of social media end users, and 

more specifically, for the regulatory purposes of censoring content and enhancing behavioral 

discipline through data-based surveillance. But the law does not set sufficient legal restraints upon 

the delegated private gatekeeping power authorized and created by law. As was analyzed in 

Chapters 2 and 3, when the government conscribes the power of private gatekeepers to co-regulate 

online information content, it forms a vertical relationship of power between private gatekeepers 

and end users, immune from the restraints of private law regimes. In the Chinese legal system, 

individual rights enjoy relatively strong legal protection in horizontal relationships, but have weak 

vertical effects limiting government actions, including the delegated private gatekeeping for the 

purpose of public regulation, which we saw in the two case studies. The Baidu Tieba case study 

showed that there is a very weak external accountability mechanism to supervise the exercise of 

power of community hosts, while the real name policy demonstrated that intermediaries are not 

held accountable by government authorities for ensuring adequate security measures to protect 

collected personal information, even within a limited scope of privacy interests such as information 

security.  

On the other hand, formal law also fails to set the right normative standards for intermediary 

gatekeeping. There are discrepancies between the substantive regulatory standards set by formal 

law and the perceptions of social media end users whose free expression is deeply affected. The 

Baidu Tieba case study demonstrated a clear discrepancy between the regulatory standards set by 
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the government authority and the normative expectations of the Tieba end user community, as the 

indiscriminative blanket prohibition of pornography does not reflect the moral acceptance of 

functional descriptions of sex in the literature written by end users, and the nuanced distinction 

between pornography and obscenity. To a lesser degree, the real name policy also fails to reflect 

the value of information privacy against unjustified government actions and the moral expectation 

for the respect for private life and space held by a small group of end users, although this group 

were a minority in the focus group. The issue of legitimacy represents that of a sliding scale, and 

not an all or nothing response.  Mere state coercion cannot guarantee the legitimacy of formal law 

if it fails to reflect reasons which end users deem to be the right reasons. But the case studies also 

show that the challenges to the legitimacy of government rules on content censorship and identity 

verification is not that strong in the eyes of the Chinese internet users to fully disobey, at least for 

the significantly large group of ordinary users who define themselves as law-abiding citizens, and 

are willing to obey the laws, even in creative ways.     

3.2 The public role of private actors and the risk of abuse of power  

Using commercial contract to implement regulation is a common practice in the Chinese internet 

regulatory system and brings a risk of abuse of power in the regulation of social media platforms, 

as commercial gatekeepers may manipulate and constrain user behavior for the purposes of both 

law enforcement and the pursuit of their own commercial interests. Compliance with the law and 

the claimed ownership of the Tieba platform by Baidu, are the two justifications put forward by 

Baidu in respect of its gatekeeping power over the behavior of its end users. Baidu has published 

the open document “Baidu Tieba Agreement” to stipulate the rights and duties of Baidu and its 

end users.661 The agreement confirms that end users enjoy the rights to privacy of information and 

freedom of expression on the Tieba platform. But more importantly, the agreement also stresses 

the duty of end users to obey the basic legal prohibitions when posting, the community rules 

created by the Tieba hosts, as well as the rules created by Baidu, in which end users are prohibited 

from posting unauthorized or fake commercial content. It states that Baidu Tieba has the authority 

to regulate posts and user accounts whose behavior violates the duties stated in the agreement, 

including using an offensive or improper ID name, posting lewd, pornographic information, 

carrying out a personal attack on another user, posting anti-government speech, conducting illegal 

commercial activities, and committing an intellectual property right infringement.    

Although the agreement is a private contract, by nature, between the platform provider and end 

users, which is supposed to define a contractual relationship between service provider and 

consumer, it does not imply a merely horizontal relationship between Baidu and its end users. 

Baidu also creates a vertical relationship between the company and its end users, as it also 

considers itself the regulator of the platform in this contractual relationship, with the responsibility 

to censor user generated content in order to ensure the platform’s compliance with public law 

                                                   
661 Baidu, ‘Baidu Tieba Agreement’, article 3 <http://static.tieba.baidu.com/tb/eula.html> accessed 10 January 2017.  
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regulations. The agreement self-authorizes the company’s power to regulate user behavior on the 

Tieba platform by means of a contract. As a reaction to the risk of user-generated content violating 

public law prohibitions and in order to maximize the commercial interests of the company vis-à-

vis competing third parties, platform service provider hybridizes the two relationships, rather than 

distinguishing between a private law relationship and a public law relationship. The rights and 

interests of end users can be encroached upon by the unlimited private gatekeeping power from 

both public law and private law relationships between service providers and end users. The private 

law regime and the consumer protection law may provide some legal protection of users’ rights 

and interests, but often commercial gatekeepers are immune from any private law liability as long 

as its regulation is for the purpose of public law enforcement. This indicates that the Chinese legal 

system may provide legal protection for rights in horizontal relationships against non-state actors, 

but the vertical effects of individual rights are still weak vis-à-vis state power and the delegated 

private power of intermediaries. There is a public law conscription of the private gatekeeping 

power of commercial intermediaries for public regulation, but there are no associated public law 

limits to the exercise of this private power. The private law regime is insufficient to limit the 

exercise of power of private gatekeepers for the purpose of public regulation in a context of a 

hybridized relationship.  

Nevertheless, the Baidu Tieba case study showed that there is a normative expectation by Tieba 

end users that private gatekeepers take public responsibility for maintaining the common interests 

of the community. It is particularly preferable if this is done through self-regulation, self-organized 

by the end user community, and for the self-defined shared interests of the community.  The real 

name policy case shows that it is also acceptable for Weibo end users if the platform provider is 

the co-regulator of the platform for the government, for improving the implementation of the law. 

The two groups of end users were unanimous in accepting the public role for private gatekeepers, 

both with regards to commercial internet intermediaries and non-commercial community 

gatekeepers, the difference between the two perceptions lying in the manner in which they defined 

public interests or common interests. Baidu Tieba end users tended to formulate common interests 

that were independent of formal law. Self-formulated community rules are supplementary to 

formal law in regulating hard-core and commercial pornography, and are discrepant with the 

content of formal law on the regulation of textual pornography. The majority of ordinary Weibo 

end user participants of the focus group tended to follow the directive of formal law in formulating 

public interests, as they concur with the government on the disciplinary effects of the real name 

policy helping to maintain a clean and good online environment. For them, the content of formal 

law represents public interests.  

This moral expectation of the public role of private actors may be a justification of the conscribed 

public role of private actors for preserving public interests, but this legal conscription of private 

gatekeeping power should not be abused by the state for substantively unjustified government 

purposes, nor by the intermediary for substantively unjustified commercial purposes. As regards 

the Chinese case, the current legal system only facilitates and authorizes the handshake between 
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government and private gatekeepers. But public law, especially constitutional law, fails to restrain 

both the abuse of public power and private power when fundamental constitutional rights are 

affected. Instead, in the private gatekeeping practice, the legal conscription of private gatekeepers 

may easily create a public law immunity for private violations of fundamental individual rights in 

the form of private intermediary gatekeeping based on contractual relationships. It could 

additionally create a private law immunity for public violations of fundamental rights in the form 

of delegated private gatekeeping, as the purpose of public regulation is mixed with, and hidden 

behind, private contractual relationships.  

3.3 Moral pluralism 

Thirdly, even within such a small group of interviewees and participants, the results of the 

empirical findings showed a reasonable moral pluralism among respondents upon the issues of 

online pornography regulation, surveillance and discipline. This reflects the existence of value 

disagreements as concerns the relationship between individual freedom and public interests and 

moral commonwealth, when people make moral evaluations of internet and information regulatory 

policies. The responses demonstrate that there are, to a certain extent, disagreements of opinions 

on access to hard-core pornography, the collection of personal information for the purpose of 

enhancing user discipline, and the scope of moral norms and public interests.  According to the 

“normal justification” of the legitimacy of authority proposed by Raz, the justification of an 

authoritative directive lies in the fact that by following it, individuals can better conform to reasons 

that apply to them independently. Therefore, in a pluralistic society, the government and its law 

can hardly establish a general authority over all its subjects and upon all issues, because of 

individual variations.662 As Raz concludes, the authority of the government, therefore, is legitimate 

to various degrees in respects to different individuals,663 and a legitimate exercise of authority 

should remonstrate respect of the reasonable and diverse moral views held by individuals. This 

claim for autonomy and self-determination of online communities as well as individuals was 

shown in the responses of the vast majority of Baidu Tieba community end users and a small group 

of ordinary Weibo end users. The case studies also suggest that one possible way to address the 

legitimacy challenge raised by moral pluralism is a relative hands-off approach towards internet 

and social media information regulation, and to encourage self-regulation of online communities 

and platforms. Such self-regualtion should not wield control upon end users by commercial 

gatekeepers, but should guarantee the active participation of end users in regulating user-generated 

content and user behavior.   

Expression is an active exercise of individual autonomy. The flourishing of social media platforms 

provides an online space for free expression, and the new space to express and develop oneself. 

The value of individual autonomy is increasingly important and realized by individuals in the 

context of online expression and self-development. However, the current broad substantive 

                                                   
662 Joseph Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Clarendon Press 1986) 70-79.  
663 ibid.   
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prohibitive rules in the Chinese information laws and policies do not tolerate value pluralism as a 

legitimate moral phenomenon of modern society. Instead of respecting individual autonomy and 

the plurality of reasons demonstrated in users’ online expression, the formal rules try to oppress 

and stifle “unhealthy” content through censorship and identity verification, in order to enforce the 

officially defined moral good online. However, it has been long stressed in the Confucian view of 

social governance that, coercion can never bring real virtues or moral consensus to people - only 

education and cultivation can bring moral harmony. Law should take into account moral 

disagreements as reflecting the legitimate autonomy of individuals in pursuing self-determined 

ways of life after self-reflection of social norms, rather than defining them as politically sensitive 

or immoral.  

If the Chinese government wants to enforce governmental information control through the rule of 

law, and legitimize information control by means of formal laws, rather than merely through 

political or administrative commands directed via private intermediaries, enforced in a black box 

and hidden behind a veil, it must care about the moral justifiability of the rule to the general public. 

It is substantively much more difficult to openly justify the sweeping censorship and identity 

verification which intervene into people’s sense of freedom and private sphere in the eyes of the 

younger generations, who are the leading players on the Chinese internet.664 In the context of 

online private gatekeepng, the legitimacy deficit of the morally unjustified content of the rule may 

result in disobedience, creative compliance and finally freedom, in the form of circumvention or 

the rewriting of standards via the private gatekeeping process.  

3.4 Traditional Chinese values  

Finally, one possible explanation of people’s perceptions of power and freedom in the context of 

internet regulation is the traditional Chinese values, which may suggest a typically Chinese 

understanding of power and authority, as well as of rights and freedoms, and these Chinese cultural 

values mitigate some of the above-discussed challenges to legitimacy. First of all, end users may 

show more willingness towards tolerating and understanding authority and the exercise of power 

from the perspective of paternal considerations of public interests, or for the good of the people. 

Baidu Tieba hosts, as community gatekeepers, take on the paternal obligation of ensuring the well-

being of end users and of the community. Ordinary Weibo end users in the focus group also 

demonstrated trust towards the government upholding social harmony and the well-being of the 

people, which they believed might be distinct from their own moral reasoning and understanding.  

They did not necessarily consider the concept of paternal authority to be evil as such, so long as 

the exercise of power complies with the public interests of the entire society and represents the 

majority of the population, issues which they considered they might not have the relevant 

knowledge or rationale to judge. But as in a modern and networked society, the paternal system 

                                                   
664 Users aged from 20-39 are the largest internet user group, occupying 53.5% of the whole user population of 

China in 2016. Text to Chapter 1, Section 2. 
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might be less authoritative, if those people who have power and authority develop more horizontal 

and open communication mechanisms, in order to allow these subordinated to their power to 

understand and make reasonable judgements about the content of regulations affecting them. In 

the case of Baidu Tieba, Tieba community hosts generally express their willingness to seek the 

understanding and support of their end users, in order to maintain an acceptable authority over host 

gatekeeping.  

Second, some communal values were recognized among the respondents, the perceptions of which 

may have limiting effects on individual freedom of expression and privacy. Social moral norms 

are commonly referred to in both case studies. Although different definitions were applied, moral 

norms can be used as substantive markers to distinguish between obscenity and pornography by 

Baidu Tieba hosts and end users, as both expressed that it is morally desirable to control materials 

which are morally offensive, but allow functional descriptions of sex in the literature, which lies 

within the scope of moral norms. The focus group demonstrated the same concern for the concepts 

of social moral norms, social rituals, and public interests, which may trump individual privacy 

interests. Considering HFS, the focus group discussion showed that participants were able to 

distinguish between compelling public interests, such as anti-corruption, which can trump the 

privacy interests of the offender, and social moral norms, such as offering your seat to elderly 

passengers on a crowded bus, which constitute private acts and should not attract the public gaze. 

However, it was more debatable whether or not moral norms should override the privacy of 

offenders in cases such as harassment, or the torturing of animals.  It is reasonable to assume that 

for the interviewed social media end users, moral norms could be an acceptable public interest 

which limits individuals’ freedom of expression and privacy, but the scope of moral norms should 

be defined publicly, in order to strike a good balance between public interests and individual 

freedom, rather than bluntly allowing the violence of the masses upon individuals.   

Third, another Chinese moral value that respondents emphasized is the importance of self-

discipline when exercising individual freedom. The disciplinary effect of the real name policy was 

also the main reason for about half of the Baidu Tieba end users and the majority of the focus 

group participants to accept the mandatory real name policy. The moral value of discipline can be 

derived from the Confucian duty for individuals to practice self-discipline in order to cultivate 

Confucian virtues.665 Confucian morality stresses the uniformity of one’s personal virtue with 

social norms. Individuals should act responsibly in public as well as in private space, to ensure that 

their behavior is in conformity with the social norms. There were large groups of end users that 

stressed that the exercise of free expression should always be accompanied by responsibility and 

discipline. Individuals should be publicly accountable for their speech and behavior, which must 

comply with their moral duty to respect the moral commonwealth. But, the flip side of this external 

discipline, which can be seen as the chilling effect of the real name policy, did not escape the 
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attention of a minority of end users, who expressed a more individualistic understanding of the 

right to privacy. The reason for these users resisting the real name policy was that it should be 

voluntary self-discipline that makes individuals accountable for their expression and behavior, 

rather than any externally imposed surveillance or disciplinary action by state.  

Self-discipline also is used to restrain oneself in the exercise of one’s power. Individual self-

discipline is applied to reinforce the accountability of the powerful and the authority for their role-

based duty towards the community. Community hosts emphasized an inner self-discipline in 

fulfilling the role-based responsibility as hosts for the end user community. Baidu Tieba developed 

a voluntary self-regulation system of host gatekeeping, as an extension of commercial intermediary 

gatekeeping for the censorship of content, but Tieba community hosts define themselves as 

voluntary self-regulators for the community, and do not perceive externally imposed 

accountability as necessary for them to behave in an accountable manner in their work and in the 

exercise of their power.  

Moreover, the disobedience of users in the light of unjustified censorship is also consistent with a 

traditional Confucian view on autonomy. Confucian outlook does not say individuals should 

absolutely obey rules or rulers without any independent judgement or deliberation. The duty-based 

moral outlook may defend a moral obligation of individuals to comply with morally justifiable 

rules, but, based on the self-reflection of Confucian fundamental morals, individuals also have the 

moral autonomy to disobey unjustifiable rules, even rebel against immoral rulers. But the 

challenges to the legitimacy of online gatekeeping identified in the two case studies demonstrate 

that the Chinese government is a legitimate political authority in the eyes of the vast majority of 

Chinese internet users; they may disagree with certain specific regulatory rules and engage in 

creative compliance to preserve more freedoms than the government rules endorse, but they do not 

directly challenge the political legitimacy of the government. 

4. Conclusion  

In the Chinese legal and political framework, in order for the government to maintain control over 

information posted on social media platforms, commercial internet intermediaries are assigned the 

role of co-regulators to actively participate in content censorship and surveillance.  From a Western 

liberal view of internet governance, the Chinese internet regulatory regime is criticized for being 

politically illegitimate and representing state totalitarianism and the government oppression of the 

rights and freedoms of citizens using the internet. But this research has shown that, zooming in on 

the power dynamics involved in intermediary gatekeeping, as well as looking at the legitimacy of 

intermediary gatekeeping from the eyes of Chinese social media users, there are more nuanced 

moral relationships between different types of gatekeepers and individuals, which suggest both the 

acceptance of, and challenges to, the morality of specific intermediary gatekeeping.  

According to the “service concept” of authority, the legitimacy of the exercise of authority is 

justified by the right reasons it successfully reflects, and essentially, a legitimate authority should 
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increase the compliance with reasons that already independently apply to individuals. Thus, a 

legitimately enacted, binding and authoritative directive does not only provide a reason for 

following the directive, but it also has an exclusionary function, preempting reasons for not 

behaving according to its provisions. This is Raz’s preemption thesis of authority.666 Although, as 

a legal positivist, Raz suggests that legal rules constitute prima facie reasons for the conduct they 

prescribe, the background reasons that an authoritative directive does not exclude or preempt, open 

a gap to defeat or contest the legitimacy of the directive. Complying with the authority is a means 

for achieving the goal of better conformity with the background reasons that apply to the individual. 

If the authoritative directive cannot fulfil this goal, there is no rationale for individuals to obey the 

authority. The service concept also implies that the authority and its directives must be knowable 

for the specific individuals after their own inquiry into its trustworthiness.667  If there are no 

background reasons, such as the rights and freedoms individuals claim, or compliance with 

culturally established norms that apply to individuals independently and induce them to follow the 

authoritative directive, then the directive has no legitimate authority over them.   

The empirical, qualitative case studies carried out in this research provide a snapshot of Chinese 

internet end users’ perceptions and attitudes towards intermediary gatekeeping in the form of 

enforcing content censorship and the real name policy. They help to map the background reasons 

that apply to those people who are affected by the exercise of gatekeeping power on social media 

platforms, which reflect the reasonings for the construction and contestation of the source, 

substance and procedure of specific intermediary gatekeeping. The empirical findings suggest 

nuanced perceptions of censorship and identity verification policies that are implemented and 

mediated through the private gatekeeping power of commercial intermediary gatekeepers and, 

possibly, community gatekeepers. The paternal understanding of power and authority, the 

responsibility of powerful private actors towards the common good, and the moral value of 

discipline and moral norms, contribute to the substantive justification of host gatekeeping as a 

community’s self-regulation, and the acceptance of the real name policy for the improvement of 

online self-discipline. On the other hand, the values of free expression, free access to information 

(including more controversial content, such as textual pornography) and privacy, understood as 

self-control over personal information, are the reasons given by another group of end users to resist 

and challenge the substantive legitimacy of indiscriminative content censorship and real identity 

verification, as enacted by the government.   

The formal virtue of the rule of law may help to address part of the challenges to the legitimacy of 

intermediary gatekeeping, as regulations which comply with open rules of law can facilitate the 

transparency of the exercise of regulatory power and help hold those in power accountable to the 

people, who are directly affected by the regulation. Lon Fuller stipulates that there is an internal, 
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formal and procedural morality of law that makes the rule of law possible. The rule of law is a 

purposive effort to subject human behaviors to the governance of rules. A series of formal and 

procedural principles of legality can reasonably contribute to the conformity of human conduct 

with rules, including the conduct of the government and the private actor for public regulation 

purposes, thus restraining power in a formal sense. Legislation and the application of the law 

should take responsibility to respect the internal morality of law. Most relevant here, and 

highlighted by the case studies, are four formal requirements that have been analyzed by Fuller. 

Law should be openly written down, and adequately published so that the general public is able to 

access and come to know the content of the law. Law should not be retrospectively enacted or 

applied. The requirement of legislative clarity can ensure fairly clear standards for regulation, and 

finally, the complex theme of congruence between official action and declared rules, which entails 

that courts should take the responsibility to prevent any discrepancy between the law as declared 

and as actually administrated, especially to ensure the constitution and its realization in practice.668 

Judicial bodies are charged with the duty to apply the law to the cases brought before them. Thus, 

under Raz’s formulation of a formal rule of law, the independence of the judiciary is essential for 

the preservation of the virtue of the rule of law.669 Only courts that are free from any pressure from 

government authorities can guarantee the independent application of the law to government actions. 

Moreover, the courts should have review powers over legislations and administrative actions, in 

order to ensure that the authorities act in conformity with the rule of law in a formal sense.670 

With regards to host gatekeeping, hosts have already realized that an openly written and published 

set of community rules is essential in order to justify why certain end users’ posts are being handled. 

And the retrospective change of community rules is seen as detrimental to the legitimacy of the 

handling of content. But more formal legitimacy deficiencies lie at the governmental level. For 

example, the broadly worded prohibition of certain content is not accepted by the communities as 

reasonable legal rules to produce concrete and clear standards for content regulation by private 

gatekeepers, and on the other hand, leaves gaps, which foster arbitrary interpretation and 

application. Last but not least, there is a huge discrepancy between the declared constitutional 

rights to freedom of expression and privacy, and the broad administrative regulations enforced by 

the government. Courts are not able to guarantee the constitutionalization of freedom of expression 

and privacy against government actions. As discussed in Chapter 3, in the current Chinese legal 

system, individual rights are not interpreted or enforced by courts in their judicial practices to 

vertically limit government power or the delegated private regulatory power. The direct 

consequence of this formal and procedural deficit of the rule of law in China is that more 

governmental regulatory actions often mean more legitimacy deficiencies when concerned with 

said regulations.  
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Moreover, the rule of law, in its formal sense as equal obedience to the law from the government, 

those with power, and the ordinary people, does not naturally guarantee the substantive correctness 

of the content of laws and regulations. Both formal and substantive flaws in the law can be a 

detriment to the legitimacy of the exercise of power. Formal legality can prevent a lawless exercise 

of power, but it cannot prevent an arbitrary exercise of power based on law. The formal rule of 

law does not ensure the substantive legitimacy of laws and regulations. From the findings of the 

two case studies, although end users showed positive moral attitudes towards a good public order 

and towards discipline, the regulatory intent of online information control policies, especially the 

overly broad and indiscriminative control of lewd and unhealthy content, does not reflect the right 

formulation of the public interests, and is enforced too broadly and vaguely to be justified in the 

eyes of many internet end users. The real name policy is less resisted, because of users’ belief that 

a higher level of identity verification will have a disciplinary effect on users, as well as security 

and material gains brought by account verification. Nevertheless, the worry over losing privacy in 

the form of the right to self-control over personal information weakens the moral force of the real 

name policy for end users, who stress the importance of information privacy. The regulatory intent 

of the government fails to accommodate reasonable moral pluralism among individual end users, 

let alone sets the stage for the reconciliation of moral conflicts among the different concepts of the 

moral good that individuals hold. Instead, it aims to enforce one authoritative version of the moral 

and political good with respect to the internet, defined by the government through information 

censorship and discipline. It is in this sense that the formal law fails to provide the right normative 

standards to construct the legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping.  

As a result, the dilemma of the substantive legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping is that private 

gatekeepers have to rewrite or negotiate the standards set by government for the online gatekeeping 

practices in order to gain legitimacy from the end user community. When private gatekeepers 

strictly enforce the government standards of censorship and identity verification, end users will 

not accept the regulation; thus, in order to ensure acceptance of end users, in the first case study, 

community gatekeepers generate alternative standards for their gatekeeping practice which rewrite, 

and therefore not fully comply with, the prohibitive standards set by government.  This creative 

compliance by community gatekeepers is more legitimate in the eyes of the end users.  The real 

name policy is less resisted by the ordinary end users but the cellphone number-based real name 

policy is also a compromise between the regulatory intention of information control and the 

commercial interests of platform providers.  

For the substantive version of the rule of law that incorporates individual rights into positive law, 

moral pluralism and disagreements will inevitably lead to disagreements as to the substantive 

interpretation of rights among individuals. Disagreement over the boundaries and moral weights 

of individual rights and freedoms is a legal reflection of the competing moral views held by 

individuals. As shown in the case studies, the different moral concepts of the moral good 

demonstrated in the different moral views of access to pornography and improving online 
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discipline through identification, finally play out in the legal arena in the different interpretations 

of the individual rights to freedom of expression and privacy of thought and behavior.  

As suggested by other political philosophers, Raz’s service concept of authority implies a 

democratic and participatory procedure of public deliberation to solve moral disagreements 

between reasoning individuals in public policy making and public life, to establish the moral 

relationship between individual autonomy and authority.671 For both legal positivists and many 

political philosophers, reconciling substantive moral disagreements is what politics are committed 

to doing, and is beyond the capabilities of the formal rule of law and the legal institution of judicial 

review.672 The medium for accommodating moral and political disagreements should shift from 

the legal to political arena. Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson conclude in their book 

‘Democracy and disagreement’, that when moral disagreements occur regarding public policies, 

people “should deliberate with each other, seeking moral agreement when they can, and 

maintaining mutual respect when they cannot”673 . The way to address the challenges to the 

legitimacy of intermediary gatekeeping also lies in the active participation and deliberation of end 

users in the standard setting and implementing process in private gatekeeping in different platforms 

and communities. Considering both the formal and substantive legitimacy deficit of the 

government rules and regulations, a relative “hands-off” approach towards internet governance is 

better than direct legal and administrative interventions. Direct government intervention into the 

online expression and user behavior will raise more legitimacy contestations and dilemmas for 

both private gatekeepers and end users.  

Social media platforms provide a new online public space for the deliberation of public issues and 

to formulate participatory self-regulation in interest groups, and for sub-cultural communities to 

exercise regulatory participation and deliberation. The internet and social media are good places 

to cultivate a public culture of public deliberation and participation. The interviews with Baidu 

Tieba end users already demonstrate that end users are not just self-interested individuals; they are 

also concerned about self-defined shared interests and the common good, which constitute the key 

content of the substantive justifications of the “self-regulation”, by hosts, over user-generated 

content.  Meanwhile, the traditional Chinese values of emphasizing reciprocity and self-discipline 

in social and public interaction can facilitate rational moral deliberation and discourse, and prevent 

chaos. Fundamentally, traditional Chinese culture aims to cultivate individuals who are responsible 

for their speeches and actions for the common good, rather than self-interested calculators. In this 

sense, traditional Confucian values can be a local cultural soil for cultivating the public culture of 

participation and deliberation on the Chinese internet.    

If the government insists upon the imposition of unjustifiable control over online information, 

circumvention and limited compliance will continue at both the online community level and 

                                                   
671 Jeremy Waldron, Law and Disagreement (OUP Oxford 1999).   
672 ibid 215.  
673 Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson, Democracy and Disagreement (Belknap Press 1996) 346.  
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individual end user level, and in doing so, will preserve or possibly exacerbate the legitimacy 

deficit of internet regulation. The government should not be afraid of its citizens. They accept, and 

demonstrate the need of government for maintaining a good public order, and agree upon the way 

in which government conscribes private gatekeepers for their regulatory roles and for the public 

good. Where they disagree, is over the very specific standards for placing boundary markers, not 

the boundary markers themselves, for example, the standards involved in the placing of boundary 

markers in relation to online written pornography and the balancing between the values of privacy 

and discipline. Significantly, private actors on the Chinese internet, from commercial gatekeepers 

to grassroots end-users, manage to find a reasonable modus vivendi, to preserve a certain scope of 

internet freedom.  

I do not see traditional Chinese cultural values as a cultural obstacle to deliberative and 

participatory culture; instead, the emphasis on the moral commonwealth, reciprocity, the 

responsibility of individuals towards their community, moral harmony and individual moral 

discipline can help create the conditions and components of public deliberation, in favor of 

reaching substantive mutual agreements and understandings on moral and political issues. The 

current government policies and laws are generally reluctant to lead or encourage the development 

of a deliberative and participatory culture in social media, and are afraid that, in the long run, any 

democratic tendency will lead to online and offline political mobilization. But as the case studies 

demonstrate, fostering deliberation among internet end users need not lead to individualism or an 

undermining of social and political stability; the power of grassroots end-users has been 

demonstrated in online community building and human flesh search for anti-corruption, and in 

upholding the common good. I believe that through appropriate institutional designs, internet 

regulation in China can harness such grassroots power and channel this into a deliberative and 

participatory culture that serves the common good.  
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Appendices: 

1. Appendix A. Baidu Tieba Case Study Interviews  

Baidu Tieba Case   

Host ID Date  Means  User ID Date  Means  

C1H1 15 Sep 2015 Online Chat C1R1 13 Oct 2015, 15 

Nov 2015 

Online Chat 

C1H2 16 Sep 2015 Online Chat C1R2 30 Nov 2015, 01 

Dec 2015 

Online Chat 

C1H3 28 Oct 2015 In Person  C1R3 11 Nov 2015, 12 

Nov 2015 

Online Chat 

C1H4  18 Jan 2016 Online Audio 

Chat  

C1R4 17 Nov 2015 Online Chat 

C2H1 18 Sep 2015 Online Chat C1R5 31 Dec 2015 Online Chat 

C2H2 06 Sep 2015 Online Chat C2R1 18 Nov 2015, 19 

Nov 2015 

Online Chat  

C2H3 24 Nov 2015 Online Chat C2R2 27 Nov 2015 Online Chat 

C2H4 24 Sep 2015 Online Chat C2R3 17 Nov 2015-29 

Nov 2015 

Online Chat 

C2H5 03 Dec 2015 Online Chat C2R4 03 Dec 2015 Online Chat 

C3H1 09 Dec 2015-

20 Dec 2015 

Online 

Message  

C3R1 18 Nov 2015-20 

Nov 2015 

Online Chat 

C3H2 09 Oct 2015 Online Chat C3R2 19 Nov 2015 Online Chat 

C3H3 13 Dec 2015-

20 Dec 2015 

Online 

Message 

C3R3 19 Nov 2015-25 

Nov 2015 

Online 

Message  

C4H1 25 Sep 2015 Online Chat C4R1  10 Feb 2016 Online Chat 

C4H2 30 Sep 2015 Online Audio 

Chat  

C7R1 27 Nov 2015-09 

Dec 2015 

Online 

Message  
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C4H3 3 Oct 2015 Online Audio 

Chat 

C7R2 15 Jan 2016 Online Chat 

C5H1 20 Sep 2015-

21 Sep 2015, 

21 Jan 2016 

Online Chat    

C6H1 18 Nov 2015 Online Chat    

 

 

 

2. Appendix B. Real Name Policy Case Study Focus Groups 

 

Real Name Policy Case  

Focus Group 

Interview  

Date  Means  

Ordinary Weibo 

User Group 

20 Dec 2015 In Person 

Government 

Employee Group 

26 Dec 2015 In Person  
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3. Appendix C. Consent Form for Participating in Baidu Tieba Interview  

Consent Form for Participation of Interview Research 

I volunteer to participate in the PhD research project conducted by Lulu Wei from the Law School 

of Tilburg University, the Netherlands. I understand that the project is designed to gather 

information about the content regulation implemented by Baidu Tie Ba Host Group in Tie Ba 

community.  I will be one of approximately 30 people being interviewed for this research.   

1. My participation in this project is voluntary. I understand that I will not be paid for 

my participation. I may withdraw and discontinue participation at any time without penalty. 

If I decline to participate or withdraw from the study, no one will be told.  

2. I understand that most interviewees will find the discussion interesting and thought-

provoking. If, however, I feel uncomfortable in any way during the interview session, I 

have the right to decline to answer any question or to end the interview.  

3. Participation involves being interviewed by PhD researcher from Tilburg 

University. The interview will last approximately 60 minutes. Under my expressed consent, 

notes will be written during the interview, an audio tape of the interview and subsequent 

dialogue will be made.   

4. I understand that the researcher will not identify me by name in any reports using 

information obtained from this interview, and that my confidentiality as a participant in 

this study will remain secure. Subsequent uses of records and data will be subject to 

standard data use policies which protect the anonymity of individuals and institutions.  

5. I understand that the researcher will keep the confidentiality of the raw notes or 

transcripts. This precaution will prevent my individual comments from having any negative 

repercussions.  

6. I have read and understand the explanation provided to me. I have had all my 

questions answered to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  

7. I have been given a copy of this consent form.  

 

 

My signature   Date  

 

 

Signature of the investigator   Date  
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(The Chinese version) 

访谈同意书 

 

我自愿参与荷兰蒂尔堡大学法学院魏露露（采访者）的博士论文课题的访谈。我了解

该访谈是为研究百度贴吧吧务团队的贴吧内容管理活动收集实证材料的。我将是大约 30

个百度贴吧访谈对象其中之一。 

一、 我自愿接受访谈，并且不会被支付任何报酬。我可以随时退出或者终止访谈。 

二、在访谈过程中，如果我对一些问题感到不适，我可以拒绝回答该问题或者直接终

止访谈。 

三、访谈将会持续大约一个小时。访谈过程中，采访者可以做笔记；在我的明示同意

之下，访谈过程可以录音。 

四、我了解采访者将不会在任何使用该访谈数据的过程中披露我的真实身份和姓名，

并且将会为我参与此次访谈保密。对数据的后续使用将会严格遵照保障个人和机构匿名性

的数据使用政策进行。 

五、我了解采访者将会保障所有原数据、笔录、语音的私密性，这将会保障我阐述的

所有观点不会给我带来任何不利的后果。 

六、我已经阅读并且理解了所有的注意事项， 我所有的问题得到充分的解答，我自

愿参加此次访谈。 

七、我将保有一份《访谈同意书》。 

 

 

受访者签名       日期  

 

采访者签名      日期  
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4. Appendix D. Consent Form for Participating in Focus Group Interview  

 

Consent Form for Participation of interview research 

I volunteer to participate in the PhD research project conducted by Lulu Wei from the Law School 

of Tilburg University, the Netherlands. I understand that the project is designed to gather 

information about the real name policy implemented by Weibo service provider.  The form of the 

interview will be group interview. I will be one of approximately 17 Weibo users being interviewed 

for this research.   

1. My participation in this project is voluntary. I understand that I will not be paid for my 

participation. I may withdraw and discontinue participation at any time without penalty. If 

I decline to participate or withdraw from the study, no one will be told.  

2. I understand that most interviewees will find the discussion interesting and thought-

provoking. If, however, I feel uncomfortable in any way during the interview session, I 

have the right to decline to answer any question or to end the interview.  

3. Participation involves being interviewed by PhD researcher from Tilburg University. The 

interview will last approximately 120 minutes. Under my expressed consent, notes will be 

written during the interview, an audio tape of the interview and subsequent dialogue will 

be made.   

4. I understand that the researcher will not identify me by name in any reports using 

information obtained from this interview, and that my confidentiality as a participant in 

this study will remain secure. Subsequent uses of records and data will be subject to 

standard data use policies which protect the anonymity of individuals and institutions.  

5. I understand that the researcher will keep the confidentiality of the raw notes or transcripts. 

This precaution will prevent my individual comments from having any negative 

repercussions.  

6. I have read and understand the explanation provided to me. I have had all my questions 

answered to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  

7. I have been given a copy of this consent form.  

 

My signature    Date   

 

Signature of the investigator  Date   
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(The Chinese version) 

访谈同意书 

 

我自愿参与荷兰蒂尔堡大学法学院魏露露（采访者）的博士论文课题的访谈。我了解

该访谈是为研究微博实名制收集实证材料的。访谈的形式为小组访谈。我将是大约十七名

新浪微博用户访谈对象其中之一。 

一、 我自愿接受访谈，并且不会被支付任何报酬。我可以随时退出或者终止访谈。 

二、在访谈过程中，如果我对一些问题感到不适，我可以拒绝回答该问题或者直接终

止访谈。 

三、访谈将会持续大约两个小时。访谈过程中，采访者可以做笔记；在我的明示同意

之下，访谈过程可以录音。 

四、我了解采访者将不会在任何使用该访谈数据的过程中披露我的真实身份和姓名，

并且将会为我参与此次访谈保密。对数据的后续使用将会严格遵照保障个人和机构匿名性

的数据使用政策进行。 

五、我了解采访者将会保障所有原数据、笔录、语音的私密性，这将会保障我阐述的

所有观点不会给我带来任何不利的后果。 

六、我已经阅读并且理解了所有的注意事项， 我所有的问题得到充分的解答，我自

愿参加此次访谈。 

七、我将保有一份《访谈同意书》。 

 

受访者签名   日期  

 

采访者签名   日期  
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5. Appendix E. Background Information Survey of Participants of Ordinary Weibo User Focus 

Group Interview  

Focus Group Interview Participant Background Information Survey Questionnaire    

 

1. Your age: 

A. 18-25     B.26 -- 35   C.36—45   D. 46-55    E. Above 56 

 

2. Your Gender 

A. Male  B. Female  

 

3. Your Education Level 

A. High School or Under High School   B. Junior College  C. Bachelor  D. Master and above   

 

4. Your Occupation: 

A. Student  B. Company Employee  C. Public Institution Employee  D. Civil Servant E. 

Entrepreneur  F. Others (Please specify _____)   

 

5. Is your profession related with internet?  

A. Yes     B. No 

 

6. Have you ever accepted education or training of using internet?    

A. Yes     B. No  

 

7. Your Monthly Income (RMB): 

A. 2000 and under 2000   B. 2000-3000     C. 3000-4000  

D.4000-5000       E. 5000-6000     F. above 6000 

 

8. Your Frequency of using Weibo  

A. Everyday  B. Several times a week  C. Several times every two weeks  D. Several times one 

month   

 

9. What do you do on Weibo platform?  

A. Read News  B. Post  C. Follow celebrities  D. Read posts of others, comment and interact  E. 

Chat and make new friends  F. others (Please specify____) 

 

10. Do you want to participate in the following focus  group interview?  

A. Yes       B. No  
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(The Chinese version) 

受访者社会背景调查问卷 

 

感谢您在百忙之中抽出宝贵时间来完成这份简单的问卷调查，问卷内容将仅用于本次

网络实名制的访谈所需，你的任何个人信息将不会被披露。 

首先请问您怎么称呼： 

联系方式：（电话或者 qq，如果方便的话） 

 

1. 您的年龄介于以下哪个年龄段？ 

A.18-25     B.26 -- 35   C.36—45  D. 46-55    E. 56 及以上 

2. 您的性别是： 

A. 男      B. 女  

3. 您的教育程度是: 

A. 高中及以下   B. 专科 C. 大学本科   D. 硕士    E. 博士及以上 

4. 您的职业背景是： 

A. 学生    B. 公司、企业职员      C. 事业单位职员      D.公务员   

E. 个体工作者    F. 其他职业（请注明具体的职业性质） 

5. 您从事的职业（学业）是否属于互联网行业？   

A.是    B. 否 

6. 您是否接受过互联网方面的专业教育或者培训？ 

A.是    B. 否 

7. 您的月收入大致为： 

A. 2000 及元以下   B. 2000-3000     C. 3000-4000  
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D.4000-5000       E. 5000-6000     F.6000 以上 

8. 你使用微博的频率是： 

A 每天都上 B.不是每天都上，但是基本每周都会刷几次 C.以半个月为周期，会上几次

吧 D.以一个月为周期，每月会上几次 

9. 你上微博都干什么？（可多项选择） 

A.看新闻和热点社会话题，围观，看热闹。    B.发微博，希望更多人看见我对事物的观点

和想法。   C.通过微博，特别关注我感兴趣的名人的动态。  D.看别人的微博，经常评

论，转发，进行观点的交流。 E.和朋友互动聊天，同时结交新朋友  F. 如有其他活动（请

具体注明） 

—————— 

10. 您是否愿意参与接下来的访谈环节？ 

A. 是   B. 否 

 

感谢您的参与！祝您愉快！ 
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6. Appendix F. Interview Question List for Baidu Tieba Case Study   

6.1 Interview Question List for Tieba Hosts 

Part A.  

 A. Motivations, general practical aspects, and self-conception of gatekeeping 

Core concern: what they do in general, host’s self-conception of their role, in relation with 

Baidu company, the end user community 

1. Basic information： How long have you been the master host? For what reason do you 

choose to be a Master Host of the tie Ba? What is the job hosts mainly do? (what 

power/authority do you have?) 

2. How did you become the master Host of the Tie Ba? (through what procedure and the role 

of Baidu company)  

3. How would you describe/define your role/identity and work as a master host? 

(gatekeeper/regulator/server/core contributor for the community/active representative of 

end user community/ rule enforcer /employee of the Baidu company?) What do you think 

is the main contribution of Ba Host for the development of Tie Ba community? 

4. From the perspective of relations with Baidu and end users, how do you define a good 

master host? How do you define the relation between host group and Baidu, end user?  

5. Beyond the content administration by host group, do you know other kind of content 

regulation? What do you think of the automatic-filtering system “Baidu Harmonizer”? Is 

it effective? I see there is a link to the pre-test software for “Baidu Harmonizer” in our Ba 

bulletin Board, for what reason we post this link?    

6. Can you share one most successful/unsatisfied story/ case/experience that you have as a 

master/minor Host? 

 

B. Normalization of the gatekeeping practice : 

B1. Substantive standards, modification of values and norms  

Core concern: a concept of common good for the community, and the substantive limits of 

freedom of expression, shared by the Host group， and their understanding of the 

relationship between the two types of values, the tensions  

1. What are the core values (or interests: interests of the community, user’s free expression, 

user’s “rational” expression, health of juvenile) that the host group (you) want(s) to realize 

or maintain through your work as Host?  

2. How do you think of (balance) these values? 

3. What type of content that you encounter and remove most often? And why do you remove 

the content? 

4. Based on what do your host group remove content?  

5. How is the Tie Ba rule (especially the prohibitive rules) developed? Based on what 
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motivations (social norms, values, legal pressure, etc) the rule is drafted?  

6. The Tie Ba rule mentions the prohibition of obscene and pornographic content(so-called 

“flesh” content), why pornographic content is prohibited? In practice, are your group 

capable of (or willing to prohibit) totally prohibiting porn?   

7. As a user/host, what do you think of pornographic content? how do you draw the line 

between pornographic and non-pornographic content? 

8. Beyond removing content afterwards, is there other measure taken to prevent violative 

content beforehand? (code, warning, ?)  

9. In your practice, do you feel a tension between government policy and the values the host 

group wants to realize? How can you reconcile the tension? 

10. In Ba rules and your work, what is the rule or practice that end user contests the most? 
How can you reconcile the tension? 

11. What do you think of users’ freedom? What do you think of the situation of user’s freedom 

in your community? 

 

B2. Regulatory procedure  

Core concern: the responsiveness of the procedure, the representativeness of the host group 

for the community， the communication with end user  

1. How would you describe the process for the host group to make decisions related to your 

community/user’s controversial posts? how hosts communicate with each other? How do 

you initiate a regulatory process? (How do you detect a violative post?) 

2. For what consideration do you establish these processes? (legal pressure from the law/ the 

need of the community/ important/necessary for your work? )   

3. Are there rules that regulate the decision making process? What rules? Who makes them? 

Where are they? For whom you report your work? Is there any one supervise your work?  

4. For doing your job, how do you describe the communication/relation/connection with the 

Baidu company? When it happens ? And How ? 

5. For doing your job, how do you describe your communication/connection with end users? 

When the connection happens? and How/in which way do you communicate? Are end 

users well-informed of the related decision? When? who? And how? Can end users 

complain about the decision? How ? what will happen if the complaint is accepted? 

6. what do you think is the most successful procedural character that your team possesses or 

you think your group should have? What do you think is a good/due working process for 

your team? (conformity to government and company rules/ acceptance of end 

users/democracy mentioned in the “Baidu Tie Ba Host Rule”) How do you guarantee the 

virtue of the good process? (open/transparency/responsiveness/democracy) 

 

 

（The Chinese version） 

吧务访谈问题列表 
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A. 第一部分： 动机，对吧主角色的自我认知和定位 

1. 基本情况：您成为吧务有多长时间？为什么想要做吧务？吧务的本职工作（权力）有

哪些？您都做过哪几类的工作？ 

2. 您如何成为吧务的？（百度公司在其中的作用，通过何种程序任命？） 

3. 你觉得作为吧务，最根本的职责，存在的意义，是什么？您觉得吧务对于贴吧的发展

最大的贡献在哪里？ 

4. 从各方关系（百度公司，吧友）的角度出发，您如何定义一个好的吧务？您觉得吧务

团队和百度公司是什么关系？ 吧务团队和吧友是什么关系？ 

5. 除了吧务团队对贴吧内容的管理，您还了解其他途径的管理吗？您如何看待百度和谐

器？（对吧友来说，有效吗？） 

6. 能分享一个您作为吧主所经历过的最印象深刻的案例吗？ 

 

B. 第二部分：吧主职务的规范化 

B1. 实质性标准，贴吧价值和规范的形成 

核心问题：贴吧吧务对于公共利益的定义，对言论自由的实质性限制，价值冲突 

1. 在吧务团队的工作中，要维持的核心价值（或者保护的利益：社区利益，个人言论自

由（理性发帖），未成年人身心健康）是什么？您如何看待（平衡）这些价值和吧友

自由发帖之间的关系？ 

2. 哪种类型的帖子内容您遇到并且删除的最多？基于何种考虑删除的？  

3. 吧务删帖的依据是什么？ 

4. 吧规，尤其是其中的禁止性条款，是如何形成的？基于什么规则形成的？ 

5. 吧规中严格禁止包含淫秽色情内容的帖子， 为什么要禁止淫秽色情帖子？实际操作中

做到严禁了吗？ 

6. 作为吧务（作为吧友）您如何看待“肉贴”？吧务在实践中是如何定义淫秽色情贴子

的？您如何看待“禁肉”的规定和实践？ 

7. 除了事后删帖，吧务是否有其他途径减少违规帖子（例如肉贴）的出现 （事前的防范

措施）？ 

8. 在吧务实践中，您是否感觉到国家互联网内容管理政策和吧务想要实现的价值之间的

冲突？如何解决？ 

9. 禁止性规定和删帖实践中，吧友抗议最多的是什么？如何解决？ 

10. 你如何评价目前贴吧吧友发帖自由的状态？ 

 

B2. 管理程序 

核心问题：删帖程序的回应性，吧务的代表性，问责问题，与吧友的沟通 
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1. 你如何描述吧务团队删帖的程序？ 吧务如何做成删帖与否的决定？吧务之间如何沟通？ 

2. 出于怎样的考虑建立这样的程序？ 

3. 吧务团队如何落实对团队决定的责任制？是否有对吧主行为的监督？如何监督？谁来

监督？ 

4. 在决定过程中，吧务是否和百度公司有沟通？ 如何沟通？什么情况下需要沟通？ 

5. 吧务是否和用户有沟通 （well-informed）？什么时候？ 如何沟通？对于吧务决定用户

可以投诉吗？ 

6． 你如何定义一个好的程序？你觉得你们的吧务团队在管理程序中最成功的是什么？或

者你认为吧务团队的工作程序需要哪方面的改进？ 

 

6.2 Interview Question List for Baidu Tieba End Users  

1. How long do you use Tieba Platform? In which Tieba Communities are you most active?  

2. What do you do normally in Tieba?   

3. Did you ever encounter your post being deleted? Deleted by hosts? Or swallowed by the auto-

filtering system? 

4. Do you know the reason(s) why your post is deleted?  

5. How do you deal with sensitive words in your posts?  

6. Will you read the community rules before you post in a Tieba community?  And comply with 

the Tieba community rules?  

7. In our country, we have very strict content regulations online, certain types of content are not 

allowed to appear. Besides government and laws, in your understanding, are there other entities 

regulating content in Tieba platform?    

8. Do you think it is necessary to have this kind of content regulation?  

9. Which entities do you prefer in regulating content in order to maintain a good order? And why?  

10. What types of content do you think should be deleted from Tieba? Why?  

11. What do you think are the very common types of pornographic content in Tieba community? 

or what belongs to pornographic and obscene content in your understanding?  

12. For what reasons in your opinion should obscene and pornographic content be handled?  

13. What do you think of sex description in users’ posts?  

14. What procedures for handling posts by hosts do you think are acceptable?  

15. If one day, government implements real name policy in Tieba platform, what do think of this 

policy?  

 
 (The Chinese version) 

吧友访谈问题列表  

1. 吧友你玩贴吧多久了？在哪几个吧比较活跃？ 

2. 在贴吧一般都干什么呢？ 

3. 在贴吧遭遇过删帖吗？被吧务删帖？或者被系统吞贴吗? 

4. 删帖的原因你清楚吗？ 

5. 你如何处理你的帖子中的敏感词？  
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6. 你在进入一个贴吧之前会看吧规吗？并遵守吧规吗？ 

7. 咱们国家网络言论有比较严格的法律规定，一些内容是不允许出现的。那除了政府

和法律在管理网络内容外，在你的理解里，还有哪些主体在进行贴吧的内容管理呢？  

8. 如果需要有人维持一个贴吧的秩序良好，那你希望是由谁来做这件事呢？ 

9. 你觉得这样的内容管理对于贴吧来说是必要的吗？ 

10. 你觉得什么样的内容不应该出现？应该被删除？为什么？ 

11. 你觉得贴吧最常见的色情内容是什么？或者说属于你理解的色情内容的？ 

12. 你认为为什么淫秽色情内容要被禁止？ 

13. 你如何看待吧友的文中出现的性描写？ 

14. 你觉得怎样的删帖程序你比较能够接受？ 

15. 假设政府有一天要求百度贴吧执行实名制注册的政策，然后用户要用贴吧就得填写

自己的身份证号码和真实姓名来注册贴吧 ID，你觉得这种管理手段如何？ 
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7. Appendix G. Interview Question List for Real Name Policy Case Study   

1. What do you know about the real name policy?  

2. Do you accept social media account real identity verification? Why?  

3. What worries you the most about the real name policy? 

4. When talking about privacy, what do you think privacy interests are?  

5. Does freedom of thought belong within the scope of privacy interests? 

6. Should “bad” guys enjoy privacy interests when they encounter HFS?  

(The Chinese version)   

1． 大家是否了解网络实名制？ 

2． 你是否接受社交媒体账户实名认证？为什么？ 

3． 对于实名制，最担忧的问题是什么？ 

4． 你认为隐私利益是指什么？ 

5． 你认为思想自由属于隐私利益吗？ 

6． “坏人”应该享有隐私权吗，当他们遭遇人肉搜索的时候？ 
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8. Appendix H. Baidu Tieba Case Study Thematic Analysis Codebook  

Theme 1 Source legitimacy  

Host group: 

1.1 Authority from the community 

 The majority of the host interviewees expressed that the work of hosts, including their 

appointment and the handling of user generated content, was independent from Baidu. 

 “As a major host, I was not appointed by Baidu. The first major host was appointed by Baidu, 

the second one only needed the approval of the first one, and the third that of the first two 

major hosts.” 

 “In my work, I do not have any contact with Baidu. Basically, our community is a self-

regulated place.” 

 “Only someone from within the community can know what is lacking and what is needed. 

Additionally, the kind of order that is really needed can be known if end users get the 

governing power over the community.” 

 

1.2 Paternal obligation towards the end user 

 To various degrees, the majority of hosts recognize a protective or rather paternal obligation 

towards their end users. 

 “We are really like parents, especially for a community like ours. Since we have a lot of female 

followers and juvenile followers, we have a lot of things to worry about. Basically, we manage 

every aspect of the community.” 

 “Initiators”, “builders and successors”, “spiritual leaders” of the community, as well as 

“guiders” or “servants” of end users 

 “Love”, “pure contribution”, “interests in the community theme”, and “protecting the 

community from pollution” 

 normalization, rather than mere coercion and limitation 

 

End user group: 

1.3 Preference for self-regulation by hosts  

 The majority of user interviewees express their preference for having hosts be the content 

regulators of the community. 

 “By nature, hosts are also end users, they are not that authoritative…Often, I saw end users 

disagreeing with a decision made by hosts regarding a deletion, and they openly quarreled 

with hosts about the decision. We are relatively equal.” 

 Abuses of power by hosts  

 

1.4 Deliberate circumvention of the filtering system 

 The majority of interviewees described the filtering system as an often-encountered technical 

obstruction for which they deliberately invent strategies in order to circumvent. 

 “I will self-filter sensitive words in my content before I post it…there is a self-test software in 

the Tieba community…Its sensitive word list is pretty comprehensive. Basically, my post will 

be all right after I use the test software.” 
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 The majority of interviewees stated that they did not know for what reason the system blocked 

or “swallowed” their specific posted content. 

 For most interviewees, their knowledge about the possible filtering standard came only from 

personal experiences. 

 

Theme 2 Substantive legitimacy  

 

2.1 Perceptions towards formal rules of content control 

Host group: 

 Hosts, as gatekeepers, are generally unwilling to depart from formal rules. 

 All the interviewed communities touched upon the regulation of online pornography, whether 

pertaining to texts or pictures, to different extents, but still pornographic content was not fully 

banned in several communities as formal law prescribed. 

 The direct reason for this regulation was that the existence of pornographic content threatened 

the survival of a community. 

 

End user group: 

 Hosts are needed to remove disturbing and unrelated content whilst keeping with the 

community theme. The content that the Government and Baidu prohibit is removed 

considering political orientations. 

 A larger group of user interviewees expressed that there is a tension between the end users’ 

perception of freedom and the censorship of political content by the government and Baidu, 

especially since these top-down interventions direct interfere with individual free expression. 

 The majority of user interviewees commonly listed “obscene and pornographic” content as 

the type of content that should be removed. But they gave much more nuanced opinions of 

different types of pornographic content, rather than following the full ban of online 

pornography suggested in formal rules. 

 

2.2 Community rules on pornographic content 

Host group: 

 Prohibiting hard core (commercial) pornography 

 It was common among the six communities for hosts to further distinguish between highly 

pornographic text and story-based pornographic text. 

 Communities differ in regulating pornographic description in users’ texts. Some communities 

ban pornographic description, but most communities tolerate pornographic description to a 

reasonable degree. 

 In the regulatory practices of each community, individual hosts loosen the written prohibitions 

in the community rules. 

 

End user group: 

 Generally, the end user group conforms to and accepts the rationality of hosts when concerned 
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with the handling of pornographic content. 

 Some of them have very individualistic perceptions of freedom in regards to accessing online 

pornography, and demonstrate more moral tolerance to commercial pornography and highly 

pornographic description in users’ texts than hosts do. 

 A procedural account for individual freedom to access commercial pornography 

 

2.3 Reasons for pornography control or non-control 

 Juvenile protection 

 Social morals 

 Freedom in accessing pornographic literature  

 The choice of disobeying unjustified regulation 

 

2.4 Perceptions of common interests 

Host group: 

 There are self-defined and shared common interests between hosts and end users that are 

independent from formal laws and regulations.   

 Anti-commercialization 

 Keeping focus 

 

End user group: 

 Order: many emphasized the necessity for content regulation by Tieba hosts in particular for 

a good order.  

 A Stronger objection against commercial pornography, and weaker objection against ads and 

watering-down 

 Generally, user interviewees experience a very light touch by the regulation of hosts. 

 

Theme 3 Procedural legitimacy  

 

3.1 Transparency and responsiveness  

 Generally, an open record of a host’s deleting operations, which is accessible to all end users, 

is not regarded as a routine procedure by hosts. Instead of regulatory transparency, regulatory 

responsiveness to each specific complaint was what all hosts regarded as a prominent 

component for procedural legitimacy.    

 “Complaint and response”  

 End users generally expressed less expectations for open and transparent records of how host’s 

handled operations. 

 

3.2 Accountability  

 Several major hosts mentioned that Baidu would check upon major hosts’ diligence and 

performance, such as post amount, managing operation amount, commercial activities and 

their active presence in the community. 

 several host interviewees emphasized that it was the sense of responsibility attached with 

being hosts for the community that ultimately held hosts accountable for their work, rather 
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than any externally imposed checks and supervision.  

 Only one user interviewee, from C1, stated that she would not accept a deleting decision no 

matter what procedure was deployed by hosts. 

 

3.3 Horizontal communication and persuasion 

 The regulatory procedure for deleting users’ posts was a process of communication and 

persuasion, in order to render the removal of content more acceptable in the eyes of end users. 

 “Persuasion and take down” 

 The aim of this procedure is to gain the temporary cooperation and understanding of users, 

rather than final moral consensus.  

 A group of interviewees stated that they would prefer a consultation and communication 

procedure that fully informs them of the reasons behind the deleting of their post, before hosts 

actually removed their posts. 

 Especially for the handling of pornographic content, “I understand hosts’ motivation for the 

survival of the community, so I make a compromise with hosts on the deleting decision.” 
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9. Appendix I. Real Name Policy Case Study Thematic Analysis Codebook  

Theme cluster 1 Source legitimacy  

Theme 1 Attitude towards government authority and intermediaries 

Baidu Tieba end user and ordinary Weibo user group: 

1.1 Perceptions of government authority 
 During the focus group discussion, there was a clear difference between genders when it came 

to the general attitude of the participants toward the current government authority. 
 In particular, female participants S4, S5 and S6 expressed acceptance towards the general 

authority of the government to govern. 
 In the male group, more objective and rational attitudes towards governmental authority were 

expressed, they recognized that governmental power could be a threat to individual citizens, 

the trust of government authority was not unconditional. 
 The participants’ attitudes towards the government in general have an associated co-

occurrence with the participants’ views of the real name policy both in substantive and 

procedural senses.  
 

1.2 Trustworthiness of intermediary 
 One participant reminded other participants that the trustworthiness of big intermediaries, such 

as Tencent, Alibaba, Sina, and Baidu, should be considered as one necessary (but not sufficient) 

condition to agree to submit personal information to service providers. After this interaction, 

other participants were convinced. 
 

1.3 Acceptance of intermediary as co-regulator for internet order 
 The focus group participants took for granted that intermediaries play their role as co- 

regulators on their hosting platforms, for the government, in order to realize the effectiveness 

of law as an optimal model of internet regulation by the government. 
 Difference of the definition of good order between Baidu Tieba users and ordinary Weibo 

users: self-regulation vs. law compliance  
  

1.4 Coercion by formal rule 

 Several respondents during both the individual interviews with Tieba users and the focus 

group participants, mentioned that, in regard to the real name policy, formal rules equate to 

coercion, as users were unable to resist their enforcement. 

 “I am against it [the real name policy] from the depths of my heart.” 

 

Government employee group: 

1.5 The acceptance of government authority  
 There was a general consensus amongst the government employee focus group, on the 

trustworthiness of governmental authority. 

 Social harmony and stability, which are regarded by government employees as complying 

with the interests of the majority 
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1.6 Problem of regulatory authority of intermediary 

 Third parties, including intermediaries, had no right to access or collect the information. 
 Reinforcing governmental supervision on intermediaries in order to secure the safety of 

collected personal information 
 

Theme cluster 2 Substantive legitimacy  

Theme 2 Privacy pros 

Baidu Tieba user group and ordinary Weibo user group: 

2.1 Concern for the security of personal information 

 Both Baidu Tieba user group and Weibo end user group expressed concerns over the security 

of personal information, regardless of an individual’s acceptance or rejection of the real name 

policy. 

 “Now the only problem was that I cannot trust the user information protection of service 

provider. If there is going to be a real name policy, an individual privacy protection mechanism 

must be developed.” 

 The leaking of information  

 Sufficient condition for accepting real name policy for a group of people 

 The security of personal information is a common concern among the two categories of users.  

 Government employees: Privacy as security  

 

2.2 Erosion of privacy expectation 

 An environment that does not care much about personal information and privacy protection 

eroded the interviewees’ expectation for privacy, which in turn reduced any resistance to the 

real name policy. 

 Many other platforms already asked for real identity verification 

 

2.3 Commercial consideration of intermediary 

 Commercial considerations of intermediaries were raised by government employee 

participants as the overriding reason for both compliance and incompliance with the 

governmental real name policy at the intermediary level. 

 Experienced government employee participants realize that it is not rational, in terms of cost 

and benefit calculations, for intermediaries to enforce a direct and coercive real name policy 

upon all end users. 

 

Theme 3 Privacy cons 

3.1 Necessary social values of identification 

 In the focus group of Weibo users, there were participants arguing for a strong sense of self-

control over personal information as the core value of information privacy. This view also led 

them to strongly resist the coercive governmental real name policy.  

 On the other hand, during the group interaction, participants also agreed on interpreting 

privacy according to its value in social interaction, and the social benefits of using personal 

information were highlighted.  
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 Identity verification as self-protection against state power  

 

3.2 Benefits of account verification 

 Account security, prevent the account from being stolen 

 Rejected the governmental real name policy by ID number, accepted a real name policy by 

cellphone number 

 Accept any form of account verification requirement from service providers for the 

commercial incentives 

 account verification by cellphone number, a perceivably acceptable trade-off between 

anonymity and account security 

 

3.3 Human flesh search for immoral behavior 

 The majority of participants disagreed with this arbitrary disclosure of personal information 

as a punishment imposed by private actors, but agreed on the preservation of public interests, 

such as anti-corruption  

 Compelling public interests, such as anti-corruption, can override individual privacy 

 Several participants supported this private disclosure of immoral behavior by internet users in 

order to preserve social moral values.    

 Different understandings of social morals 

 

Theme 4 Perceptions of surveillance 

4.1 Link between real name policy and surveillance 

 A link between the governmental real name policy and the consequence of surveillance (both 

governmental and peer surveillance) was well recognized by several interviewees. 

 A rejection of both public and private surveillance was articulated as one of the overriding 

reasons for these interviewees rejecting the government’s real name policy.    

 “If (the account were) real name verified, I would feel like I am being watched.” 

 “At least I never add any friends, or play in the Tieba community of my university, in order 

to avoid acquaintances. ” 

 “At the ‘system background’, the government can directly track down who you are. ” 

 In different contexts, interviewees valued privacy differently. “For online speech, I hope it can 

be freer. But for business, I hope it is more real identity verification.” 

 

4.2 Chilling effect on speech 

 “It definitely has an effect on self-discipline. Because your identity is so transparent, how 

could you dare to say what you want to say?” 

 A slight concern over the chilling effect that the real name policy may have on their free 

speech，because they are law-abiding, would not post sensitive content. 

 

Government employee group: 

4.3 Unnecessary worry about government surveillance 
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 The logic of government employees was that surveillance was not designed for prying on 

every single, or particularly ordinary, individual; it only paid attention to persons whom 

authorities had good reasons to track down.   

 

4.4 Privacy interests against intermediary but not against government 

 The identified privacy interests that were raised were only perceived horizontally, vis-à-vis 

commercial and private actors, but not vertically, vis-à-vis the government.  

 “For government authorities, individual privacy is not private. It is necessary information 

management between the regulator and the regulated. …This basic information constitutes a 

framework for the government to provide services.” 

 

4.5 Social stability for the interests of the majority 

 “Freedom of expression is related with the quality of our citizens – if speech is left unregulated, 

there will probably be mass events.” 

 “Stability overrides everything else. ” 

 Brain-wash 

 

Theme 5 Perceptions of the link between privacy and freedom of expression 

9.1 Speech clean-up and discipline 

 The most common reason for the acceptance was end users’ expectation of a clean online 

environment for interaction, as well as the effect that the real name policy was expected to 

have on self-discipline. 

 Negative effect of online anonymity, “many people may use anonymity to do bad things” 

 Minor opinion, “I think the real name policy does not necessarily have a relationship with 

breaking the law or not. Even without a real name policy, I will not break the law. It is down 

to my personal view. It is not necessary to constrain people through the real name policy.” 

 “The real name policy is really a clean-up of the online environment. ” 

 

9.2 Privacy of thought and fundamental morals 

 It was commonly agreed amongst those in the focus group that privacy of thought was also 

one aspect of privacy interests, and that personal information should be protected from 

arbitrary collection and dissemination in order to preserve free thought.  

 “Privacy interests do not only have material aspects, but they also have spiritual aspect, 

including both material and non-material interests.” 

 

Theme 6 Procedural legitimacy 

 

Baidu Tieba user and ordinary Weibo user group:  

9.3 Attitudes towards information collection and consent 

 As regards information collection, participants held more diverse attitudes. 

 For those participants who stress individual consent in the context of the mandatory real name 

policy, the validity of consent derives from the individual freedom they believe individuals 
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enjoy vis-à-vis the state and private actors. 

 For very sensitive personal information, such as ID information or bank account details, 

consent may be more relevant. 

 

9.4 Unawareness of the regulatory purpose of real name policy 
 In the focus group of ordinary end users, participants did not clearly distinguish between the 

regulatory and the commercial role of intermediaries in implementing the real name policy. 

As a result, participants perceived regulation-driven policy and commercially-driven policy 

as one and the same with regard to the intermediary level.   

 

Government employee group: 

9.5 Procedural requirement for access of personal information 
 “We are very strict in accessing and checking citizens’ information, especially for the internal 

network of the public security system. It is strictly confidential. Do not worry about 

information being leaked by us.” 
 The procedural safeguards emphasized by government employees were related to the 

protection of the confidentiality of the collected information. 
 

9.6 Lack of intermediary accountability for user information security 
 “The government should reinforce the supervision of intermediaries. ” 
 “I think it is safer if personal information is in the hands of the government than in the hands 

of commercial companies.”  
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